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FOREWORD
Ecclesiastes is a negative, when once developed, produces
an unbelievably sharp picture of modern man. Once the message of the book is sufficiently grasped and perceived, one is
astounded at how crisp, up to date, and relevant the pictures
are. Little would we suspect that such graphic word photographs were taken nearly three thousand years ago! It is
possible, as Robert L. Short’ has demonstrated, to capture
today’s various moods of work and play through the lens of
his camera, and set the picture along side the corresponding
truths of this marvelous book. There is nothing new under
the sun!
The untiring and resourceful experiments of “the Preacher”
are proposed and carried out with a single objective: to discover if man is capable of finding joy, fulfillment, and lasting
satisfaction in things which are purely of a sublunary nature.
His conclusion is that not only is such a pursuit futile, it is
like “feasting on the wind.”
His photographs reveal the true picture of life. He does not
attempt to hide selfishness, hypocrisy, greed, oppression,
tyranny, ambition, or social inequities. He tells it like it is.
He has at least this much in common with the present generation.
He recognizes that God has control of His world. He senses
a providential influence in all of life. It is just that his photography never brings God into sharp focus. He is always in the
distance. He is there, but one can never quite make out His
form. His influence and power are felt but no word is forthcoming to give one direction to life or an interpretation of the
pictures of life. It isn’t that the Preacher is disinterested in
the answers, he simply cannot find them on his own. He writes,
“Even though man should seek laboriously, he will not discover” (8:17).
From the beginning, man has had to earn his living by the
Robert L. Short, A Time fo be Born and a Time to Die (New York: Harper and
Row Publishen, 1973). This concept of Ecclesiastes as the “Bible’s Negative Image
of Christ the Truth” is demonstrated in his book.
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sweat of his brow. This labor takes on many forms. It is evident
from the Preacher’s observations that even when one does not
have to resort to physical labor for his daily needs that he still
must labor with his mind. The advantage appears to be with
the man who labors with his hands. He discovers his sleep to
be sweet and peaceful as compared to the man who increases
his wisdom and knowledge and at the same time increases
his sorrow.
The basic question of the book is: Is there any profit in all
of man’s work which he does upon this earth?
Hard work! That is the key. Every man who has ever lived
can identify with that. Labor and reward, labor and reward.
This is the age-old principle, but does it really work? The
paradox of life is that the richest men are often the lonliest
men and those with the greatest wealth are the ones who
possess the greatest need. This is the puzzle that must be
sorted out and put together.
When the book is completed, the reader has discovered
that no new road can be traveled. Man has traveled the road
before. Each new generation appears to discover something
new, but they are merely inventing new names to define and
describe ancient pursuits.
The Preacher has succeeded in putting his finger on the
emptiness of man. He has actually photographed the vacuum.
His greatest contribution, however, is to lead the reader to see
that the “want” of man is in the form of Jesus. The vacuum
is Christ-shaped.*
* Zbid., p. 100.

xvi
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I

It is important that we see in Ecclesiastes more than the
woe of a disappointed preacher.
The book has been variously interpreted through the years
offering vastly different “keys” to unlock its hidden meanings.
Keys are important in interpreting much of the Bible, but
they must always be in harmony with the immediate and
greater context of the writer. They must never contradict the
overriding purpose of God’s revelation. Keys, therefore, must
fit the lock before they are of value. Many approaches to the
book have been discarded simply on the basis that the key
did not work. It may be impossible to discover the exact key
that satisfactorily reveals every nuance, or meaning, or hidden
lesson contained in Ecclesiastes. It would be presumptuous
to offer one’s interpretation as the “only” workable key. However, there is a certain amount of confidence that must be
demonstrated in writing a commentary on a book of the Bible.
At the same time one comes to such a responsibility with
humility and gravity of mind. It is this author’s prayer that
nothing offered will be contrary to the greater purposes of
God or hinder His blessings on those who study.
The following limited examples of some of the themes pursued in the interpretation of the book run the gamut of human
imagination and experience. These include such alleged “keys”
as epicurean philosophy, fatalism, hedonism, pessimism,
cynical materialism, sensuality and license, and existentialism.
“To some it has presented itself as merely the sad outpouring
of the deep melancholy of a world-weary monarch, sated with
all that life can offer.”’ Others see in it the expressions of a
repentant Solomon reconciled at last to the God whom he had
forgotten. So divergent have been the interpretations that
even skeptics and infidels have rejoiced over the fact that such
a book is in the Bible. They see only the superficial meaning
of some phrases, when taken out of context, which appear to
contradict the rest of the Bible. In addition they hope to see
I George Granville Bradley, Lectures on Ecclesiastes (Oxford, England: Clarendon
Press, 1898), p. 6.
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in the book a humanistic and secular approach to life that
excludes the necessity of God, and places emphasis on pleasure
as the object of man’s greatest good.
The purpose of the book is clearly stated in 12:13: “Fear
God and keep,His commandments.”
Secondary purposes or themes are numerous. One prominent
idea is that everything of this world is cursed to a transitory
nature and thus one cannot find true enjoyments in either the
collection of the earth’s goods or the pleasure derived from
them, To divorce one from a love of earthly things i
endeavor. Another minor theme calls attention to the inequities
of life and teaches that the godly ones should not be discouraged when they are caught by them. Numerous lessons
may be derived from a study of the book but each should be
kept subservient to the major purpose.
There is little dispute over the destiny of the book. It was
primarily written to the godly in Israel, Like all other books
of the Bible with the qualities of practical application, it must
be accepted in the Christian age for its contribution to our
understanding of and participation in the redemption process.
It has been stated that Ecclesiastes asks the questions that
the rest of the Bible answers.
If the book did nothing more than demonstrate the futility
of living apart from God’s grace and revelation, it would have
a pertinent place in every age. If the average non-Christian
individual would but read it today, it could bring him much
more quickly to Christ. It would save him the difficult, arduous
journey of a wasted life. He could see immediately that God
is the only alternative to this world and its offerings, and that
Jesus is God’s first and last argument to man’s claim to genuine
fulfillment and peace.
The immediate recipients of the book were those godly
people of Israel whose needs were to be met by the ministry of
the Preacher’s words. More than this, there is a message for
the Christian and the non-Christian today.
Although there is general acceptance that the book was written to the godly in Israel, there are more important questions
2
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on this subject: to the godly of what age and by whom?
Opinions on these two questions generally center in two
camps. The one holds the more traditional view that Solomon
is the author and that he wrote to those of his own day. The
other view, more widely accepted since the middle of the
seventeenth century, subscribes to the theory that the book
was written by one who impersonates Solomon, choosing to
refer to himself as “the Preacher,” or by the Hebrew term
“Koheleth.” They would say that the godly of Israel were
those who lived under Persian or Greek rule from 400-200 B.C.
For an example, let us give the words of Robert L. Short who
maintains this view. He writes, “So, then, who was Ecclesiastes
really? Ecclesiastes was an upper-class teacher of wisdom who
lived in Jerusalem about three centuries before Christ. Beyond
this there is little more about the man that we need to knowor indeed can know-in order to appreciate his book.”2 Although during the last three centuries the concensus of writers
has been against the Solomonic authorship of Ecclesiastes,
a new trend is developing in favor of ascribing the book to
him. It is a well accepted fact that the universal consent of
antiquity attributed the authorship of Ecclesiastes to Solomon.
The traditional Jewish view subscribed to Solomonic authorship.
Our discussion shall assume Solomonic authorship. The
date, therefore, would be approximately 985 B.C., or toward
the end of his life. The original readers of his words would
be those of his own day. Throughout the book Solomon may
be variously referred to as the Preacher, Koheleth, Ecclesiastes
or Solomon. Ecclesiastes is a transliteration in the English
of the Greek equivalent for the Hebrew title. The Hebrew
name for the book is Koheleth. It means to assemble as a
congregation, and many believe for the purpose of receiving
a message. Martin Luther rendered the title, Der Prediger,
which simply means The Preacher. This title is consistent
with the fact that in 1:l the Preacher has certain words to
Short, op. cit., p. 92.
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communicate to his audience and in 12:10 the Preacher “sought
to find delightful words and to write words of truth correctly.”
Ecclesiastes falls into two equal parts. The first six chapters
establish the premise that all earthly things are futile and
that the only way man can have personal satisfaction is to live
within God’s providential blessings. The last six chapters, or
second half of the book, assume this premise and therefore
proceeds to demonstrate that man can still reap earthly benefits
regardless of environmental circumstances. Once man is led
to see that earthly values cannot satisfy, he is ready for the
conclusion of the book. The conclusion is really a three-fold
admonition: (1) to work in harmony with God through the
words of one Shepherd; (2) to fear God and keep His commandments; and (3) to realize that God will bring every work
into judgment.
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ECCLESIASTES
INTRODUCTION: 1:l-ll

A, AUTHOR: SOLOMON, 1:l
TEXT 1:l

1 The words of the Preacher, the son of David, king in
Jerusalem,
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 1:l

1. Name three distinctions claimed by the author.
2. What Bible character fits the description given in this verse?
3. From the evidence of this verse, would Solomon qualify
as the Preacher?
4. Read 12:9-10 and list the goals the Preacher sets for himself.
PARAPHRASE 1:l
These are the words of the one who assembled the people
in order to preach to them. In addition to being identified as
a preacher, he is David’s son and king in Jerusalem.

COMMENT 1:l

v. 1 This verse identifies the author of Ecclesiastes as “the
Preacher,” and “son of David, king in Jerusalem.” Views
vary sharply concerning the actual author of Ecclesiastes, but
there is little doubt that Solomon fits this description. The
name “Solomon” never appears in the book. This does not
mean, however, that he is thus discounted as the author. The
Jewish tradition held to the Solomonic authorship as did most
non-Jewish writers until Hugo Grotius argued against this
5
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possibility in 1644 A..D. Since that time modern critics have
woven fanciful ’ theories concerning possible authors. Even
among conservative writers, there is an uncertainty as to whom
the book should be ascribed. Recent tendencies, however, on
the part of conservative scholars fashion a return to the more
traditional ‘vikw that Solomon wrote the book.
An overwhelming amount of evidence within Ecclesiastes
sustains the contention for Solomonic authorship. The following list of internal evidence, consistent with Solomon and his
day, is offered as worthy of serious consideration: (1) Verse
one identified Solomon precisely; (2) The statement in 1:12
requires that the author be identified as a king in Jerusalem
over Israel; (3) The extensive and elaborate experiments recorded in chapters one and two required wealth and opportunity
available only to one of Solomon’s greatness; (4) References
such as 1:16 necessitate an authoritative position and identifies
Jerusalem as the base of activity; (5) Collaborating evidence
from I Kings, Song of Solomon, Nehemiah, and I Chronicles
complements the information of 2:l-9 and thus confirms our
contention; (6) The inequities identified with the close of
Solomon’s reign along with the social conditions created by
his desire for self enjoyment are in harmony with the descriptions of 4:l-6and 5:8; (7) The allusion in 4:13 to an old and
foolish king (Solomon) and one who has come out of prison
(Jeroboam’s return from his exile in Egypt) to replace the king,
fits the closing days of Solomon’s reign explicitly; (8) A final
reference noted is found in 12:9 where the author of Ecclesiastes
has searched out and arranged
y proverbs. This is in
harmony with I Kings 4:32 where it is recorded that Solomon
spoke three thousand proverbs.
Solomon is undoubtedly the one to whom w
el 12:24 and I Kings
for this marvelous book. Read also I1
1:39 to identify “the Preac
t a definite messagb
“The” words of the Prea
is in the mind of the author and he intends to proclaim
all who will hear.
are aware immediately that the Pre
is a proclaimer of truth: From the’very first line in the book
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1:l

we note the purpose of his writing. The definite article “the”
suggests a specific message. The content and direction of
thought are not revealed at this time. It is the discovery of
that message and its practical application to life that shall be
the reward for the diligent student of Ecclesiastes.
The goal of the Preacher’s words is clearly stated in 12:lO:
“The Preacher sought to find delightful words and to write
words of truth correctly.” It is like a breath of fresh air to
discover his intention so refreshingly isolated for all to see.
There can be little doubt about his purpose. He wants to “find
delightful words,” and “write words of truth correctly.” He,
clarified his purpose further by stating that a Preacher uses
his words as “goads” to prod and drive toward a goal (12:ll).
He wants the truth of his message to be secured in the minds
of his readers as surely as well-driven nails hold fast the carpenter’s masterpiece. Although the lessons he teaches us may
arise from his own experience, or out of the cultural situation
of historic Israel as she struggled under her oft-times foolish
king, the Preacher does not want us to miss the fact that it
is God who gives us the book! He declares that the words “are
given by one Shepherd’’ (12:ll). Once we see that, regardless
of the myriad approaches to the interpretation of the book,
we must admit that there is a single well-defined purpose for
its writing. Solomon eliminates the possibility of debate over
this issue when he writes: “The conclusion, when all has been
heard, is: fear God and keep His commandments, because
this applies to every person” (12:13).
Any pathway taken to unlock the mystery of the book of
Ecclesiastes has at least one inescapable criterion: it must
lead to Solomon’s stated conclusion.
Solomon arrives at an exciting, positive conclusion. His
thorough examination of all things, and his extensive experimentations with greatness, work, and pleasure, led him to the
frustration of dead-end streets and blind alleys. His conclusion
in reality is a fresh, new beginning. The entanglements of the
world of vanity are behind him and a clear new horizon looms
before him. He draws his reader to the inescapable doorway
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to the new life. A burst of heavenly sunlight drives all the
meaningless experiments and observations of the past deeper
into the ever darkening shadows of the outer periphery of
little concern. His grip now is on his new found truth. He clings
to it and to-,\t alone. He has finally managed his priority list
in such a way that life becomes worth living and filled with
purpose and enjoyment, He has managed to bring into focus,
in the center of his existence, the central truth alone worth
knowing, and most importantly worth believing. He declares
this single truth with a note of triumph: “Fear God and keep
His commandments” (12:13).
It is a long, difficult journey from Solomon’s opening statement that “all is vanity,” and his final conclusion to “fear
God,” but at least the reader knows from the beginning the
road Solomon intends to travel.
FACT QUESTIONS 1:l
1. What Bible character best fits the description of 1:1?
2. Until what year did both Jews and Protestants generally
ascribe to Solomonic authorship?
3. List evidence within Ecclesiastes that supports Solomon as
the author. ‘
4. What is implied by the definite article “the” in reference
to the words of the Preacher?
5. What is the Preacher’s goal as clearly stated in 12:lO-111
6. The words of the book are given by whom? (12: 11)
7. Could this reference be speaking of Divine inspiration?
Cf. I1 Timothy 3:16.
8. What single truth does Solomon arrive at in the final analysis? (12:13).

B. THESIS: THE VANITY OF ALL EARTHLY THINGS 1:2
TEXT 1:2
2 “Vanity of vanities,” says the Preacher, “Vanity of vanities!
All is vanity.”
8
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1:2

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 1:2

5, How many times is there a reference to “vanity” in this
verse?
6. What does the Preacher include in his category of vain
things?
7. List some popular meanings and some dictionary meanings
given to the term vanity.
PARAPHRASE 1:2
“Empty and transitory,” sighs the Preacher, “Everything
is fleeting as a vapor and unfulfilling!”
COMMENT 1:2

v. 2 The Preacher’s first declaration, “All is vanity,” is
not one of despair but one which simply states the truth concerning the nature of his world and everything in it. The Lord
has cursed the earth (Genesis 529) as a result of Adam’s sin.
Therefore, Paul writes, “For the creation was subjected to
futility, not of its own will, but because of Him who subjected
it, in hope.” The fact that the earth and all that it contains
has felt the curse of death, is in harmony with the message of
the Bible. Study Genesis 3:17-19; Psalms 395-6; Genesis 5:29;
Hebrews 1:lO-12 and James 1:lO-11and 4:13-17.
We often ascribe the idea of vainness of false pride to the
term vanity, but this is not the meaning to be given the term
as it is interwoven throughout the Preacher’s message. It is
evident that it conveys the idea of a short life, as the proper
noun “Abel” comes from the same Hebrew word that is here
translated “vanity.” The Hebrew term “hebel” is used thirtyseven times in Ecclesiastes.’ Such extensive application of one

’

Ernest W. Hengstetiberg, A Corurncwtor~l on Ecclcsiasfrs (Rochester, W n . : Sovereigii Grace Publkliers, 1960), p, 46.
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idea, discussed in each chapter except the tenth, demands a
thorough understanding of its use.
The term is rich in meaning and usage as it appears over
and over again in the book. No one term could possibly convey
the meaningkof each situation. The New EngZish Bible has replaced the word “vanity” with “emptiness,” while the Anchor
Bible replaces “vanity” with “vapor.” Listed here are terms
which serve as synonyms or corresponding ideas. They are:
vanity, futile, empty, meaningless, fleeting, pointless, inl
comprehensible, breath, vapor, unfulfilling, striving after
wind, short-lived, Abel, transitory, temporary, sublunary,
under the sun, under heaven and upon the earth.
Many lessons in the book are based on the conclusion that
“All is vanity.’’ It is vital, therefore, that one see the numerous
possibilities contained in the word “vanity.” When all of
life and its hopes are qualified by sublunary restrictions and
limitations, when everything a man has to remember, enjoy
today, and look forward to, is limited to and qualified by
experience in this life only, then one begins to sense the impact
of the term. The term vanity, therefore, is applicable to everything that falls beneath the curse of sin. When man sinned,
he began the process of death. As noted in Genesis 3:17-19,
the process was passed on to man’s world. Therefore, the
“All” of Solomon’s declaration is comprehensive enough to
include both man and his world. There is a genuine pity associated with this truth. As the Apostle Paul has said, “If we
have only hoped in Christ in this life, we are of all men most
to be pitied” (I Corinthians 1519). Or again, “If the dead are
not raised, let us eat and drink, for tomorrow we die” (I Corinthians 1532).
At the beginning of the book, we are confronted with the
most basic question man can possibly ask: Is this life, in its
toil, pleasures, possessions, challenges, and ambitions all
there is to living, or is there a Word from God to give hope to
man in the midst of his activities? It is in the face of this question that the Preacher embarks on his quest.
It is with deep gratitude to God that we study Ecclesiastes
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with the wisdom of His final revelation. On numerous occasions
Jesus pointed to the transitory nature of man and his world
and always directed his hearers t o a higher calling. It was
indeed Solomon that Jesus had in mind, clothed in all his
glory, when he drove home the lesson that ‘‘. not even when
one has an abundance does his life consist of his possessions”
(Luke 12:lS). It is in the light of this truth that he challenges
us, “But seek for His kingdom, and these things shall be added
to you. Do not be afraid, little flock, for your Father has chosen
gladly to give you the kingdom. Sell your possessions and give
to charity; make yourselves purses which do not wear out,
and unfailing treasure in heaven, where no thief comes near,
nor moth destroys. For where your treasure is, there will your
hearts be also” (Luke 12:31-34).
Solomon’s use of “vanity” does not convey the idea of “fatalism” because God is always present in the sense that He is
the acknowledged Creator of this world (12:1), and in His
providence He controls the ultimate outcome of all events.

..

FACT QUESTIONS 1:2

9. What should be included in the term “All” in the statement “All is vanity”?
10. Since the proper noun “Abel” is derived from the Hebrew
term for vanity, what meaning should be ascribed to “Abel”?
11. How often does the term “vanity” appear in Ecclesiastes?
12. List some of the possible ways the Hebrew term “hebel”
could be translated.
13. According to Paul’s reasoning in I Corinthians 1519, what
would cause man most to be pitied?
14. What did Jesus say concerning earthly possessions? Cf.
Luke 12:15
15. “Fatalism” is the teaching that the world is controlled by
fate. Why can we rule “fatalism” out as a possible interpretation to the book of Ecclesiastes?
11
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C. EXPLANATION: 3-11
1 ‘

1. Man cannot show a profit of all his labor under the sun.
1:3
1

TEXT 1:3
3 What advantage does man have in all his work which he
does under the sun?
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 1:3

8. Explain the meaning of “advantage” in the light of 3:9 and
1:22-23.
9. Man labors, but his work is restricted to what place?
PARAPHRASE 1:3
If all of man’s efforts are for personal gain and satisfaction,
when life is over, what does he possess that he can claim as
his reward?
COMMENT 1:3

v. 3 This first question in the book gets to the heart of the
Preacher’s pursuit. It is not a question directed toward a lazy
person. He is a worker! He has dreams and ambitions. He
envisions great wealth and power. It is the advantage or profit
that he is concerned with. This same proposition is close to
Jesus’ heart as he, too, raises the question, but is quick to
offer an incentive to make our work worthwhile. He says,
“For what will a man be profited, if he gains the whole world
and forfeits his soul? Or what will a man give in exchange for
12
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his soul? For the Son of Man is going to come in the glory of
His Father with His angels; and will then recompense every
man according to his deeds” (Matthew 16:26-27).
The term “advantage” or “profit” is only used in Ecclesiastes.
It does not appear in any other Old Testament book. It is
used several times by Solomon (1:3; 2 : l l ; 3:9; 5 9 , 16; 7:ll).
It means preeminence or gain. It may also mean “to remain
or be left.” The meaning here is that of a collected materialistic
gain. The Preacher‘s contention is that man does not have an
advantage or profit. He cannot hold on to anything. He toils,
labors, plans, but it is like grasping the wind (4:16; 515).
This first question of the book offers a key to the reader.
It is obvious that man will be engaged in making his living
by the sweat of his brow (Genesis 3:19). Man and labor are
not equal but they are inseparable. But what will be man’s
profit? This question must be held against the interpretation
of the entire book. Even when there is a temporary profit
( 5 9 ; 7:ll) it is short lived and unfulfilling.
Modern man, too, grows weary of facing the labor of each
day, realizing nothing more than the financial compensation
at the end of the week. The monotonous grind of daily routine
of the Preacher’s day resulted in the declaration, “I completely
despaired of all the fruit of my labor” (2:20).
What a vastly different question is “What advantage does
the Christian man have in all his labor?” Cf. Colossians 1:29;
Hebrews 13:21; Revelation 14:13.
Solomon’s question and answer are qualified by the phrase
“under the sun.” This restricts both his question and his
answer. Just what restrictions the phrase places upon the
inquiry and the place and meaning of the phrase in the book
of Ecclesiastes now draws our attention.
The phrase “under the sun” implies a necessary restriction.
What is to be included, and what is to be excluded? Since
Solomon does not define the meaning for us, we are left to
discover the meaning from the use of the idea in the context
of the book. One cannot go outside Ecclesiastes for his answer
as the phrase is no where else employed in the Bible.
13
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Two other phrases used in the book apparently carry the
same meaning. They are “under heaven,” and “upon the
earth.” It is Solomon’s purpose, through the use of these
restricting phrases, to make his observations and conclusions
believable. On occasion he expresses the futility of life “under
the sun” with such, words as, “who knows what is good for a
man during his lifetime, during the few years of his futile life”
(6:12)? Yet, he never qualifies his toil “upon the earth” by
contrasting it ,to any after life or hope of eternal blessing. It
is as if he is saying, if on this earth we find our complete experience and reason for existing-if this life is all there is,
then “a live dog is better than a dead lion
for whoever is
joined with the living, there is hope” (9:4. Life “under the
sun” may not afford man the opportunity for enjoyment, but
one must be alive in order to take advantage of such opportunity if it does come.
The restriction “under the sun” appears to be a self-imposed
framework of interpreting the meaning of life as it is lived
apart from the “verbal revelation’’ from God. Without the
benefit of “words” from God, man is caught in a futile struggle
to unravel and interpret the complexities of our transitory
world. Thus, the phrase “under the sun” includes that which
has to do with purely earthly things. The Preacher purposely
closes off the influence of Heaven for the sake of his higher
purpose: Le. the vanity of all earthly things.
In a very real sense the “sun” can move about heaven mocking man, disappearing only to return again tomorrow, smiling
upon the futile efforts of those who are so identified with
sublunary affairs. Yet, for some, a new day dawns and as
Malachi predicted, “For you who fear My name the Sun of
righteousness will rise with healing in its wings” (Malachi 4:2).
The Preacher is not ready to take us to the “new day” but
intends to fully demonstrate that upon the earth, under heaven,
and beneath the earthly sun, man toils and dreams but for
little profit1

...
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“UNDER THE SUN,” “UNDER HEAVEN,” AND “UPON EARTH”

A STUDY OF
“UNDER THE SUN,” “UNDER’HEAVEN,”
AND “UPON EARTH”
IN ECCLESIASTES
-

Scripture
Reference

That which is viewed by
Solomon under the sun

Observations and
Conclusions

1:3
1:9
1:13

All the work one does
Nothing that is new
All that has been done

1:14

All the works that have
been done
What good the sons of
men might do

What advantage?
Already has been done
A grievous task to
discover
Vanity,
Striving after wind
Vanity,
Striving after wind,
No profit
Vanity,
Striving after wind,
No profit
Hated life,
Grievous,
Futile,
Striving after wind
Hated it
Must leave it to another
Vanity,
Another will have
control over it
I completely despaired
Painful,
Grievous,
No rest,
Vanity
What profit?

2:3
2:ll

All of man’s labor,
activities and exertion

2:17

Work

2: 18

All the fruit of my labor

2: 19

All the fruit of my labor

2:20
2:22

All the fruit of my labor
All labor and striving

3:l-g

An appointed time for
everything
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A STUDY OF."'UNDER THE SUN"
Scripture
Reference

That which is viewed by
Solomon under the sun

3:16-19

Wickedness in the place
of righteousness and
justice
Acts of oppgession
Evil activities

4:1-2
4:3
4:7-8
4:15-16
5:13-16

Labor depriving me of
pleasure
Prominence and success are soon forgotten
Riches hoarded by their
owner

6:l-6

A man who has been
given everything from
the hand of God, but
he cannot enjoy them
and a foreigner enjoys
them

6:12

Spends life like a
shadow,
Few years
No righteous man

7:20-24

16

. . . continued
Observations and
Conclusions
Vanity
Congratulated the dead
Greater congratulations to the one who
never lived
No one to whom to
leave the wealth
Vanity,
Striving after wind
Grievous evil,
No advantage,
Toiling for the wind
Prevalent evil,
Vanity,
Sore affliction,
Miscarriage is better,
Ends in the grave,
Never satisfied,
No advantage over the
Poor,
Futility,
Striving after wind,
Cannot argue with God,
Increases futility,
No advantage
No knowledge of tomorrow
Remote,
Exceedingly mysterious

“UNDER THE SUN:’ “UNDER HEAVEN:’ AND “UPON EARTH”

A STUDY OF “UNDER THE SUN“
Scripture
Reference

That which is viewed by
Solomon under the sun

8:9-13

Every deed done,
Exercised authority to
another’s hurt,
Dead are soon forgotten,
Wicked receive burial,
Men do evil continally,
Sinner lengthens his
life,
Righteous suffer as
though they were the
wicked ones,
Wicked are blessed as
though they were the
righteous ones
Sleepless effort to discover wisdom and the
task done,
Saw every work of God
All that is done

8:14

8~16-17

9:3

9:6

All that is done: love,
hate, and zeal

9:ll

Race is not to the swift,
Battle is not to the
warriors,
Bread is not to the wise,
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. . continued
Observations and
Conclusions
Futility

Futility

Cannot discover the
work,
Cannot really know
An evil,
One fate for all,
Insanity in all men’s
hearts,
All men go to the dead
Have perished,
Man no longer has a
share
Time and chance determine these things
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A STUDY OF “UNDER THE SUN” . . . continued
Scripture
Reference

105

10:7

That which is viewed by
Solomon under the sun
Wealth is not to the discerning,
Favor is not to men of
ability
Folly is in the hand of
the ruler,
Princes sit in humble
places
Slaves riding on horses,
Princes walking like
slaves on the land

Observations and
Conclusions

An evil

An evil

The following three references employ the phrase differently.
In each instance, the results are positive rather than negative.
The Preacher’s message to the man who lives “under the sun”
is that he should resign himself to the Providence of God, enjoy
one day at a time, and make the most of the “now.” Salvation
or eternal redemption are not the subjects under discussion for
the man “under the sun.” He is searching for the best way to
live out the difficult days of his life.
God gives you a few
Good,
5~18-20
years to eat, drink, and Fitting,
Your reward,
enjoy your labor
Rejoice,
Keeps you from remembering the past
God gives him these
Eat, drink, be merry,
8:15
days of his life
Enjoy pleasure and
labor
Toil and labor with the This is your reward
9:9
Enjoy life
woman you love
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FACT QUESTIONS 1:3

16. What advantage does man have in all his work done under
the sun?
17. What is meant by the word “advantage”?
18. What does Revelation 14:13 teach will happen to the
Christian’s works?
19. What two phrases, also used in the book, are equivalent
to the phrase “under the sun”?
20. What limitations are considered by the phrase “under
the sun”?
21. Why does Solomon say that a “live dog is better than a
dead lion”? Cf. 9:4
2. Compared with the world,
man is transitory and all his efforts are futile. 1:4-8

TEXT 1 ~ 4 - 8
4 A generation goes and a generation comes, but the earth
remains forever.
5 Also, the sun rises and the sun sets; and hastening to its
place, it rises there again.
6 Blowing toward the south, then turning toward the north,
the wind continues swirling along; and on its circular courses
the wind returns.
7 All the rivers flow into the sea, yet the sea is not full. To the
place where the rivers flow, there they flow again.
8 All things are wearisome; man is not able to tell it. The eye
is not satisfied with seeing, nor i s the ear filled with hearing.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 1:4-8
10. When did man become a transitory creature? Cf. Genesis

2:17.
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11. How is the term “forever” to be understood in verse 41
Cf. Hebrews 1:lO-12 and I1 Peter 3:lO-11.
12. In addition to the generations of men, what three things
that God created are used to illustrate the routinism of
our world?
13. Everything that man does see and hear, he describes how?
PARAPHRASE 1 ~ 4 - 8
Generations are indeed transitory in their coming and going
as compared to the earth, which appears to remain forever.
The sun rises and sets, staying within its orbit or tent,2 and
panting along mocks the futility of man. Likewise, the wind
stays within its appointed circular courses and going toward the
south and turning back toward the north it continues swirling
along. The little wet-weather streams run to the sea, but the
sea is never full. In due season they fill their banks and flow
to the sea again, but the sea is never full! Man, in his trek
about the earth, is never able to see everything or hear everything. All things continue in wearisome toiling; man cannot
tell how much.
COMMENT 1:4-8
v. 4 Both man and earth share in the gloomy, monotonous
routine of activities. Both man and earth are transitory. The
tragedy manifests itself when men, the highest of all God’s
creatures and made from the earth, continually pass away
while the earth remains. Solomon pictures the world as the
stage upon which the tragic drama occurs. One generation
This concept is not foreign to the Bible. In the New American Standard Bible,
Psalm 19:4is translated, “He (God) has placed a tent for the sun.” Cf. Psalm 104:2.
This is a picturesque description of what one should envision when considering man
“under the sun.” The “tent” closes out the higher values and confines man to knowledge and wisdom discovered only within the tent.
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enters as the former generation exits. The events that take
place within each generation are described in 3:l-8. They
encompass one’s life from the time of birth to the time of
death. The Preacher does not see beyond the tent which God
pitched for the sun and earth. From his observations he concludes that the earth remains forever. When he has reviewed
how man spends his short span of life, with its numerous
activities involving the “appointed time for everything,” he
raises the same question with which he opens his book: “What
profit is there to the worker from that in which he toils?’’ (3:9).
Man doesn’t seem to have any advantage, and the only advantage the earth has over man is in its duration. But even
here, the word “forever” does not mean eternal. In Exodus
21:6, instruction is given whereby a servant is to serve his
master “forever.” It simply means “a good long time.” Old
Testament evidence of the transitory nature of the earth is
found in Psalms 102:24-28.
Metaphorically, James implies that it is indeed the sun
which destroys us. He says, speaking of man, “because as
the flower of the grass he shall pass away. For the sun is no
sooner risen with the burning heat, but it withereth the grass,
and its flower falleth, and the grace of the fashion of it perisheth; so also shall the rich man fade away in his ways” (James
1:lO-11). It is in this same context that James reminds us
that our life is but a vapor, and like the vapor will quickly
vanish away.
vs. 5-7 The lesson of man’s transitory nature and the futility
of earthly endeavor is the purpose of this section. To look for
more than this is to cloud the issue and perhaps miss the
impact of the book.
The sun, the wind, and the rivers disappear, but unlike
man, they are there again tomorrow! In our modern day we
see and hear man’s protest that the earth outlasts him. Such
plaintive cries as “That lazy old sun ain’t got nothin’ to do,
but roll around heaven all day,’’ or, “Old man river, he don’t
say nothin’, he just keeps rolling, he just keeps rolling along,”
demonstrates man’s frustration and resentment in the light
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of his own transitory existence. The sun stays within its own
appointed limits but as it pants along it appears to actually
mock as man works in endless endeavor to discover the profit
of his labor. Likewise, the wind is confined to circular courses,
and although it appears to pass on never to return, it inevitably
finds its way back in its trek about the earth.
The streams, which once flowed freely and often furiously
to the sea, may at times beg for water and appear to have lost
their intended purpose, but in time they fill their banks and
rush toward the sea again. Thus, they demonstrate, that unlike man they continue on forever!
Even though the sun, wind and streams continue on beyond
the duration of any generation, they demonstrate the unwearied
sameness of the procedure of the repetition of all things. Everything the sun shines upon is transitory by nature, even the
sun itself. Man comes and goes, the sun comes and goes, the
wind comes and goes, and the streams come and go.
Just as there is a sameness in the backdrop of nature, and a
sameness ifi the “props” which appear upon the stage of life,
so there is an identifying characteristic of sameness to be found
in man. Since the fall, man and his world have at least one
thing in common: “they have been made subject to vanity”
(Romans 8:20). Solomon is sharing with us the conclusion
of his initial observation. He remarks that man, like his world,
is in ceaseless, monotonous, regular motion. Both are on a
treadmill, it is just sad that man exits first.
v. 8 Two ideas are possible in translating verse eight. One
suggests that all things are more wearisome than words can
tell. The other suggests that it is wearisome to try and discover
all things. The final thought in the verse is saying that man is
unable to discover everything that should be seen or heard and
thus the latter idea would be the most tenable. He does not
intend to say that man cannot discover some truth or draw
reasonable conclusions. Ecclesiastes is filled with numerous
discoveries made under the sun. He is stating that when one
pursues earthly knowledge, the eye cannot see it all nor the
ear hear it all. But, even if he did, he would not discover
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the meaning of it all. He knows enough to at least reach this
conclusion.
FACT QUESTIONS 1:4-8
22. What is the “tragic drama” taking place?
23. What is the only advantage the earth has over man?
24. Explain the meaning of “forever” as it is used in verse 4.
25. What is the main purpose of this section?
26. What two ideas could come from the translation of verse 81
27. Is man capable of attaining knowledge apart from the
revelation of God’s word? Explain your answer.
28. If man could discover everything going on in his world,
he would still not have the answer to what important
question?
3. History repeats itself and man forgets what has gone before.
1:9-11
TEXT 1:9-11

9 That which has been is that which will be, and that which
has been done is that which will be done. So there is nothing
new under the sun.
10 Is there anything of which one might say, “See this, it is
new?” Already it has existed for ages which were before us.
11 There is no remembrance of earlier things; and also of
the later things which will occur, there will be for them
no remembrance among those who will come later still.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 1:9-11

14. Is Solomon contending that there is a sameness which
marks all parts of man and his world?
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15. What is Solomon’s answer if man were to say, “See this,
it is new?”
16. Does the “for them” of verse eleven refer to things or
generations?
17. Since the “them” of verse eleven refers to the “earlier
things” and the “later things,,” and these happen in every
generation, why would someone call them new?
18. How is this truth illustrated in 2:16? Cf. 9:s.
PARAPHRASE 1:9-11
The sun shines on all the earth and exposes the routine
sameness of all the events which continue on since creation.
They shall continue on the same. There is nothing new under
the sun! Is something new because you in your generation
have not discovered it? Is something new simply because it
was forgotten by one generation? No! Sometime in the past
it existed as we now discover it. All generations are similar
in that they fail to remember the former things and fail to
acknowledge that the same events will happen in the future.
However, the routine activities of all things continue on regardless of the attitudes men have toward them.
COMMENT 1:9-11
vs. 9-11 These three verses constitute his final arguments
in this section. He has declared that everything has fallen beneath the curse of impermanent futility. Rhetorically he has
questioned if man has any profit at all in all his work. He has
illustrated that not only man, but man’s world are caught in
a routine sameness that is characteristic of every generation’s
experience. Man cannot tell everything, he cannot bear everything, and he cannot see everything. What he does perceive
he concludes isn’t new, but if man thinks it is, it is only because he does not remember what has gone before. History
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repeats itself. His further observation is that since human
nature and nature itself never change, not only are his peers
guilty of forgetting what has gone before, but those who are
to come will not remember the things of today.
Solomon is really saying, “He that has seen the present,
has seen all things.” Things are considered novel or new only
because they have been forgotten. So intent is the Preacher
on this point that he repeats himself in verses nine and ten.
Much of what Solomon writes throughout the book is based
on this premise. For example, he speaks of how easily men
are forgotten (9:6-7; 9:15). He instructs us to enjoy today and
not to fret over a tomorrow which none is able to see (7:14;
9:7). He suggests that he sought to know wisdom, madness,
and folly, and that each of these will be sought by the one
who succeeds the king (2:12). There is no lasting memory of
either a wise man or a fool (2:16). God knows that human
nature is always the same and seeks to deal with man on
that basis (3:lS; 6:lO).
There is dispute as to whether the term “things” in verse
eleven refers to “former generations” and “later generations”
or “former things” and “later things.” The original terms
could have either meaning. If one looks at the Preacher’s
writings in 9:6-7 and 9: 15, he will discover that “generations”
do fail to remember that which happened long ago. However,
the context seems to be weakened by this interpretation. His
“all” of verse two and his “earlier things” and “later things”
of this verse encompass all the activities of each generation.
This appears to be more in harmony with the question he seeks
to answer: “What advantage does man have in all his work
which he does under the sun?” (v. 3).
His message is simple. If one keeps his eyes upon this world
alone, then his labor is worth very little. He discovers that all
his labor becomes entangled in the gray maze of monotonous,
endless activities of not only his own life and generation, but
of every generation that “goes” and “comes.” It all fades into
a similar backdrop of routine acts of nature which he so vividly
describes through the activities of the sun, wind and rivers.
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His toil and effort on earth profit little. He discovers that
he is caught in a purposeless web, a staircase to nowhere, the
proverbial treadmill. His observations grow out of a life of one
who has lived through the optimum of the excitement of youth
as well as the experience of fulfilled dreams which he entertained in young manhood. Now, on the edge of departure
from this world, with his eyes focused on earthly values alone,
he wants to know what advantage, or profit, he can claim as
his own in all his labor.
When man elects to face life and interpret its mystery apart
from God’s help, he inevitably will come to the same conclusion. Solomon has established an inescapable principle
that a wise man works in harmony with the will of God, and
God alone. The first half of his book illustrates the premise
set forth in chapter one verses one through eleven. Many have
asked, “What does the writer know of life?” Almost as if
Solomon anticipated the question, he takes up the challenge
and turns to the task before him. He is now determined to
demonstrate the wisdom of his conclusion.
FACT QUESTIONS 1~9-11
29. What has fallen beneath the curse of futility?
30. In what sense is Solomon teaching that history repeats
itself?
31. What is there in verse 11 that corresponds to the “all”
in verse 21
32. What conclusion will man reach in reference to the question
of the purpose of life, if he lives all of it purely “under
the sun”?
33. The first half of Ecclesiastes illustrates what premise?
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I. A MAN OF WISDOM WORKS IN HARMONY WITH
GOD’S PROVIDENTIAL BLESSINGS, OTHERWISE H E
DISCOVERS ALL HIS WORK IS VANITY. 1:12-6:12

A. Experiments and Conclusions 1: 12-2:26
1. Experiments 1:12-2:11
a. Unlimited resources for research 1:12

TEXT 1:12

12 I, the Preacher, have been king over Israel in Jerusalem.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 1: 12

16. How is “the Preacher” identified in this verse?
17. The Preacher should be identified, therefore, as what
person?
18. Write down your own ideas as to what might be involved
in the use of the past tense (“have been king”) since
Solomon is still king as he writes the book.
PARAPHRASE 1:12

I, the one who gathers together God’s people in order to
preach to them, became king over God’speople, Israel.
COMMENT 1:12
v. 12 This verse is in harmony with 1 : l and restates the
Preacher’s position as king over Israel in Jerusalem. The experiments which immediately follow this verse, required great
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wealth and resources. A close study of I Kings 1-11 is sufficient
to establish the credibility of Solomon’s claim to wealth and
capabilities. He was in a position to propose and follow through
on the ambitious goals of 1:13 and 2:l.
One major problem of this verse centers on the use of the
past tense in reference to his reign over Israel.
The verb rendered “have been” could as easily mean “become,” and thus the sentence would carry the idea that Solomon “became king” in Israel3 (note the Paraphrase). However,
the purport of the verse does not hinge on the tense of the
verb, but rather on the question as to whether the one who is
to make the experiments has sufficient wealth and resources
to carry them through. He may be saying, “I have been king,
and still am!” At any rate, as king he has the authority and
financial affluence to pursue his objectives.
Those who would argue for a non-Solomonic authorship
interpret the past tense in this verse as implying that the author
personified Solomon, as Solomon would not have used the
past tense at a time when he was still the king.
The Berleburger Bible conveys the meaning of the verb as
a description of the past that stretches into the future, “I the
preacher have been king thus far, and am one till."^ There
is a sense in which the past tense could be used in the latter
part of Solomon’s reign. The Lord took the kingdom from
Saul while he still “looked” like a king. Samuel declared unto
Saul, “I will not return with thee; for thou hast rejected the
word of the Lord, and the Lord hath rejected thee from being
king over Israel.” (Read I Samuel 1524-35.)Even in Solomon’s
day the kingdom shook beneath him with unrest and discontent. Sacrifice to foreign deities took place on the sacred
ground of Israel. Jeroboam and Rehoboam stood waiting to
claim their respective sections of the kingdom when it divided.
Indeed, the “handwriting was on the wall.” It is reasonable,

’ H. C. Leupold, Exposition of Ecclesiastes (Columbus, Ohio: The Wartburg Press,
19521, p. 52.
‘ Hengstenberg, op. cit., p. 61.
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therefore, that Solomon could think of himself and the glory
of the past as something that would never be reclaimed and
thus in the last days of his reign to realize his control over
Israel was indeed a thing of the past.
Another view concerning the tense of the verb is called
the “citizen-king” concept. It maintains that Solomon speaks
through two voices in the book, One voice is as king over
Israel, and the other voice is that of a citizen who views “from
afar” the happenings in Israel. It is believed that such a view
explains the use of past tense in the verse.
Perhaps there is some basis for each of the views under
consideration. At any rate, history records that Solomon
reigned over Israel until his death. Perhaps the simplest explanation is to accept the possibility that Solomon is saying
“I, the Preacher became king over Israel in Jerusalem.”
FACT QUESTIONS 1:12

34. What major problem is suggested in this verse?
35. Give evidence that Solomon could easily have been the
one who carried out the experiments proposed in 1:13 and
2:l.
36. Explain from the example of King Saul how Solomon
could be spoken of as a king in the past tense while he is
still reigning.
37. Explain the “citizen-king” explanation as it pertains to
the tense of the verb in this verse.
b. Wisdom is used exploring all that is done under heaven.
1~13-18

TEXT 1:13-18

13 And I set my mind to seek and explore by wisdom concerning all that has been done under heaven. It is a grievous
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task which God has given to the sons of men to be afflicted
with.
14 I have seen all the works which have been done under the
sun, and behold, all is vanity and striving after wind.
15 What is crooked cannot be straightened, and what is lacking
cannot be counted.
16 I said to myself, “Behold, I have magnified and increased
wisdom more than all who were over Jerusalem before me;
and my mind has observed a wealth of wisdom and knowledge.”
17 And I set my mind to know wisdom and to know madness
and folly; I realized that this also is striving after wind.
18 Because in much wisdom there is much grief, and increasing
knowledge results in increasing pain.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 1~13-18
19. What is Solomon now determined to do?
21. What tool will he use with which to explore?
23. What is it that he wishes to explore?
24. What does he call the task?
25. Who gives such a task to men?
26. Once he had explored all the works, what conclusion did
he reach?
27. Mention some things in life which are “crooked.”
28. What are some things which are “lacking”?
29. Who could be compared to Solomon in regards to his
increased wisdom?
30. In addition to observing wisdom, what other two things
did he study?
31. Upon examining these things, what conclusion did he reach?
32. When one increases wisdom and knowledge “under the
sun” what will he receive in return?
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PARAPHRASE 1:13-18

I was determined, assessing all my resources, employing
all my energies, and guided by my mind, to ferret out and
examine the roots, turning everything from side to side, until
through wisdom I had explored all that has been done within
the limits of the world. To examine and explore all things is a
longing placed in man’s heart by God Himself. However, it
is a grievous, unrewarding task because what is discovered
does not bring satisfaction or reward to man’s mind. Everything the sun shines upon, I have seen. The conclusion I have
reached is the same: nothing discovered upon the earth will
fully satisfy man’s longings; everything is as filling as feasting
on the wind! Let me illustrate what I have just said: man tries
to bring harmony to the overwhelming chaos of past and
present events, but he despairs because it is a futile effort.
Also, there are so many things lacking among the pieces of
life that one cannot even count them, let alone find them!
Speaking to myself I said, “Your effort was successful in that
you expanded your wisdom far beyond that possessed by any
who have ever ruled in Jerusalem. Your unlimited resources
made it possible that you could examine heretofore unexplored
areas of wisdom and knowledge.” Certainly it is no secret to
myself that I explored every facet of life. I was determined
to learn about the disorder of proper thoughts and subsequent
consequences. I was determined to learn about evil and wickedness as they are entreated by others. Once again, I concluded
that such knowledge is as satisfying as feasting on the wind!
As I expanded my understanding of the various aspects of
wisdom and knowledge, I discovered that my capacity to
suffer grief and pain had also been increased. Not only is this
true, but the increased information actually increased my
sorrow.

COMMENT 1113-18
vs. 13-18 Solomon’s purpose is clearly defined. He wants
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to explore all that is done under heaven. He will do it with
his mind guided by wisdom. He sees it as a grievous task,
vain and futile.
The term “mind” in verse 3 is a much better translation
than “heart” which appears in the King James Version. Almost without exception the use of “heart” in the Old Testament
should be thought of as the mental faculties. The idea here is
to convey the fact that it is to be a mental procedure. He
restates his determination to study and to know in 1:17 when
he says, “I set my mind.” He does not bring a bias to his
work. Neither is he interested in simply accumulating facts.
He desires to see the nature of “why” and “how” Liings work.
“Seek” and “explore” are not synonymous. “Seek” carries
the idea of studying that which is near at hand while “explore”
suggests taking a comprehensive overview of something at a
greater distance. Or, as Barton has stated it: “ ‘Search’ means
to investigate the roots of a matter; ‘explore’ to explore the
subject on all ~ i d e s . ”He
~ does not leave a stone unturned in
his quest to discover all that has been done under heaven.
He is dealing, however, with that which has felt the blow of
Adam’s fall. He explores everything that comes within his
power to see or hear. He is faced with endless observations
but his conclusion is that all of it is afflicted with the mark of
the vanity of this world. He calls it a “grievous” task and
“striving after wind.”
Since the task is grievous and drives one to despair, why
say that God has given this task to man?
That is just the point! God has not given it to other than
man. Nothing in all of God’s creation, except man, concerns
itself with the “why” of the activities of our world. Man, however, is restless until he discovers the why. Augustine’s admission to God was that men are restless until they find their
rest in Him. This quest for God in all the things around us is
a futile pursuit. The reason it is unfulfilling is that it is directed
Leupold, op. cit., p. 52.
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toward God’s creation, and not toward the mind of God which
interprets God’s creation. In Jesus’ day the mind of God was
revealed to man in the fullest sense. It was under these circumstances that Jesus said, privately to his disciples, “Blessed
are the eyes which see the things you see, for I say to you,
that many prophets and kings wished to see the things which
you see, and did not see them, and to hear the things which
you hear, and did not hear them” (Luke 10:23-24).
False gods are worshipped throughout the world. False
idols are established in every land. Why? Because these are
expressions of man’s frustrations and despair. He is searching
in harmony with the grievous task in his mind, yet his results
are inconsistent and unrewarding. His ultimate frustration is
depicted by the Athenians in their erecting an altar to an
unknown god! We hear Solomon say that God “has made everything appropriate in its time. He has also set eternity in their
heart, yet so that man will not find out the work which God
has done from the beginning even to the end” (3:ll). It is an
“affliction” because man is honest enough to admit that God
is only longed for, not discovered. He must also admit, as
Solomon does, that the mark of sin is so heavy upon both man
and his world that nothing can really be changed, and that
which is lacking in man and nature is still lacking. Man is
not capable of remaking his world or himself. Cracks can be
plastered, and cosmetically treated, but not healed. On our
own, we can be pretenders and mask wearers, but we really
can’t make the crooked straight or add to man’s account in
order to make him acceptable before God.
Man is crooked and lacking, but God is not responsible
for this. It was man who violated God’s order, and thus suffers
the consequences of sin. He and his world stand out of joint
and in debt before God. God placed the curse upon both man
and the world because of sin. In a sense it can be said that
God bends things and people out of shape. But it is only in
the sense that God made the righteous rules which were violated
by men, and God placed the subsequent punishments upon
that which violates the rules. It is in the light of this truth that
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Solomon admonishes us, “consider the work of God. Who is
able to straighten what he has bent?” (7:13). Man is in debt
to God. Solomon in all his wisdom cannot help. Paul goes a,
step further and declares that even the world cannot help,
“Where is the wise man? Where is the scribe? Where is the,
debater of this age? Has not God made foolish the wisdom of
this world? For since in the wisdom of God the world through
wisdom did not come to know God,God was well pleased
through the foolishness of the message preached to save those
who believe ,
we preach Christ crucified
because the
foolishness of God is wiser than men, and the weakness of
God is stronger than men” (I Corinthians lr20-25).
Another reason why the task is grievous has to do with the
accomplishment of the very thing he started out to do. He
wanted to explore all that had been done on the earth. He
wanted to increase his wisdom and knowledge. He states that
he accomplished this task to the degree that he (1) magnified
and increased his wisdom more than any who had ruled over
Jerusalem before him, and (2) his mind had observed a wealth
of wisdom and knowledge. It is grievous because he admits
that the more he learns, the greater his pain and grief. The
deeper one penetrates the true nature of man, and the more
knowledge one has concerning the inequities of life’s struggle,
the more disappointed he is with what he learns. His grief
is actually compounded when he discovers that although he
is a wise man, in this case greater than any who have lived
before him, that he is still helpless and unable to bring justice
to his own affairs. In addition, he is unable to correct the
anomalies in the affairs of those about him.
In verse 17, he decides that he will also observe all he can
concerning “madness” and “folly.” These words are usually
associated with wickedness and improprieties. He contrasts
these with “wisdom” which he actually employs in his pursuit.
One example of Solomon’s observation of madness and folly
is found in 10:12-13 where it is stated, “the lips of the fool
consume him; the beginning of his talking is folly, and the
end of it is wicked madness.” He associates folly and madness

.

...
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with the fool not the wise man. It is one thing to share in
something, and something else to know of it through observation. It appears that Solomon is observing it rather than
experiencing it. We read 7:25, “I directed my mind to know
the evil of folly and the foolishness of madness.” Cf. 2:12.
Solomon’s experiment was a success. That is, if he wanted
merely to seek and explore by wisdom all that has been done
under heaven. It was not successful if its objective was to bring
him peace and satisfaction. His observations concerning it are
(1) it is grievous, (2) it is an affliction, (3) it is vanity and
striving after wind, (4) it increased my grief and my pain.

...

FACT QUESTIONS 1:13-18

38. What is the goal of Solomon’s first experiment?
39. Why is mind a better translation than heart (v. 13)?
40. What evidence is there that Solomon was determined?
41. What is the difference between “seek” and “explore”?
42. What happened in the world that makes the study of it a
grievous task?
43. Why say that God gave this grievous task to man?
44. Idols and gods are evidence of what within man?
45. Give evidence from Ecclesiastes that God does not intend
for man to find out His work from observations under the
sun.
46. What does “crooked” and “lacking” mean?
47. In what sense is God responsible for it?
48. Why was Solomon’s increased wisdom also a matter of
grief?
49. Why was his grief “compounded”?
50. What words are associated with madness and folly?
51. In what way was Solomon’s first experiment a success?
52. In what way was it a failure?
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A STUDY OF
SOLOMON’S USE OF THE TERM GOD IN ECCLESIASTES
In 1:13, the reader is introduced for the first time to Solomon’s own selection from the Hebrew language for God. It
is of particular interest because there are numerous alternatives. That is, Solomon could have used other Hebrew terms
than the one selected. The term for God appears forty-one
times in the book. He also speaks of God as Creator and the
Shepherd. He uses the pronouns “He,” “His,” and “Him”
ten times. Thus, there are fifty-three direct references to God
in the book.
Solomon selected the term Elohim for God. Never once did
he employ the term Jehovah. There is a distinction that is
often made between the two names. Jehovah is the name for
God which communicates the idea that God covenants with
His people, entering in a more personal relationship than
what may be indicated in the use of Elohim. Elohim is the
term used to speak of God as He is discovered, not in a covenant pact, but through the evidence of nature.
Perhaps one should exercise caution by reading more into
the limited use of Elohim in the book than the author intended.
There are two lines of reasoning, however, that are offered
for his choice of the term Elohim to the exclusion of the term
Jehovah. We shall discuss them separately.
The first one suggests that Solomon was growing old and
lost the joy and closeness he once knew with God. It is argued
that it would be inappropriate for him to choose the name
for God that implies warmth and friendship. Solomon, it is
thought, had forfeited this right.
The other argument appears to be more plausible. It speaks
more to the intent and purpose of the book. It is reasoned
that the name Jehovah speaks of the God of divine revelation
and covenant relationships, and is, therefore, excluded from
Solomon’s writings because it is his purpose to discover truths
on his own through his own wisdom and experimentation. It
is not Solomon’s intention to pretend that God does not exist,
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or that God is not interested in His world and that which is
contained in it. Quite the contrary, God’s concern for man
and man’s need to be concerned about God is the conclusion
of the whole book. It is Solomon’s intention to demonstrate
that man is hopelessly frustrated if all he has as his guide is
the evidence of nature. Elohim is the God of providence and
creation. He may be discovered in that sense by all men. God’s
glory is manifested through the work of His hands in both
the heavens and the earth. Cf. Psalms 19:l.
The purpose of the book is best served by thinking of God
as Creator rather than the revealer of propositional truth. If
the choice of the word Elohim best does this, then perhaps
this is the purpose behind the exclusive use of the name in
Ecclesiastes.

A STUDY OF WISDOM
AS IT IS USED IN THE BOOK OF ECCLESIASTES
The Bible gives various meanings to our English word
wisdom. The diagram on page 40 illustrates at least three
different kinds. One can see that the wisdom “from above’’
involves revelation and speaks to the higher level of behavior
that is characteristic of those who walk with God. The wisdom
“from below” is just the opposite. It involves the individual
in those activities associated with the one who carries out the
will of the Devil. James speaks of this wisdom as “earthly,
natural, demonic” (James 3:15). The wisdom discussed in
Ecclesiastes is neither that which is from above, nor that
which is from below. The wisdom pursued and employed by
the Preacher (Solomon) is best described as that which is
discovered “under the sun.” This wisdom is discussed in the
following passages: 1:13, 16, 17, 18; 2:3, 9, 12, 13, 21, 26;
7:11, 12, 19, 23, 25; 8:1, 16; 9:10, 13, 15, 16, 18; l O : l , 10.
According to the preacher, this wisdom is available to every
man who is willing to pursue it. It is not evil of itself. It should
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be learned and followed. Both the godly and the ungodly
employ it (Cf. Diagram, page 40, I, 111). However, it will not
bring lasting satisfaction although it has certain advantages
over other things which can be possessed. It is despised by
some and sought after by others. It may be used to discover
knowledge and’can be magnified and increased. It strengthens,
excels foolishness, protects its owner, causes the face to shine,
and brings success. It is better than weapons of war and may
deliver one from the hands of his enemy. It will increase the
ability to use an-inheritance for good. It is limited in its usefulness to this world and cannot be found in the grave. Because
it is so identified with the futility of this world, of which
it, too, is a part, there is the logical conclusion that in much
wisdom is much grief.
Solomon’s experiments explained in the first two chapters
were not independent of his life-long work. What we see in
these two sections are the detailed procedures and the motivating forces behind his work. He is speaking of his pursuit
under heaven and under the sun of all that has been done. It
was written of him that “he spoke of trees, from the cedar
that is in Lebanon even to the hyssop that grows on the wall;
he spoke also of animals and birds and creeping things and
fish’’ (I Kings 4:33).
In what sense does Solomon stand in first place in respect
to the possession of wisdom? There can be little doubt that
he does! (I Kings 3:12) His wisdom is a testimony to his amount
of knowledge, not that he was the most righteous or morally
sound man who ever lived. The poor of necessity looked up to
him. They had neither the resources nor opportunities for such
pursuit. However, kings and queens also looked up to him
and marveled over his wisdom and knowledge.
Solomon’s reputation as a wise man became the talk of
the East country and Egypt. It is written that his “fame was
known in all the surrounding nations” (I Kings 4:31). So
extensive was his fame that “all the earth was seeking the
presence of Solomon, to hear his wisdom which God had put
in his heart” (I Kings 10:24).
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STUDY OF WISDOM

The wisdom discovered “under the sun” i s available to
both the Christian as well as the non-Christian. At times the
unbeliever demonstrates better use of such wisdom, often
referred to as common sense, than does the believer. It is
in this context that Jesus said, ‘‘,
the sons of this age are
more shrewd in relation to their own kind than the sons of
light’’ (Luke 16:8). The ideal Christian would avoid the wisdom
from below, he would accept and follow the wisdom from
above, and he would skilfully employ the wisdom found “under
the sun” to the best of his advantage and to the glory of God.
I
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DIAGRAM "A"
TH&g KINDS OF WISDOM AVAILABLE TO MAN

James 3:17
Peaceable,

Full of mercy and
goad works,

Reasonable,

Without hypocrisy

(Redemptive, Power of Gad, Righteous)

I1
"WISDOM FROM UNDER THE SUN"
Ecclesiastes 1:13 Luke 16:8
Wise use of the knowledge
of this world

/

\

-.
- - _ _ -,

/

Available to all Men
/

-

-

Does not include
the Redemptive Wisdom
from above

"WISDOM FROM BELOW"
James 3:15
Earthly,
Natural,
demonic
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c, Wisdom is used in the exploration of sensuous pleasure.
2:l-11
~8

TEXT 2 ; l - l l
1 I said to myself, “Come now, I will test you with pleasure.
So enjoy yourself.” And behold, it too was futility.
2 I said of laughter, “It is madness,” and of pleasure, “What
does it accomplish?’’
3 I explored with my mind how to stimulate my body with
wine while my mind was guiding me wisely, and how to
take hold of folly, until I could see what good there is for
the sons of men to do under heaven the few years of their
lives.
4 I enlarged my works: I built houses for myself, I planted
vineyards for myself;
5 I made gardens and parks for myself, and I planted in them
all kinds of fruit trees;
6 I made ponds of water for myself from which to irrigate a
forest of growing trees.
7 I bought male and female slaves, and I had homeborn
slaves. Also I possessed flocks and herds larger than all
who preceded me in Jerusalem.
8 Also, I collected for myself silver and gold, and the treasure
of kings and provinces. I provided for myself male and
female singers and the pleasures of men-many concubines.
9 Then I became great and increased more than all who
preceded me in Jerusalem. My wisdom also stood by me.
10 And all that my eyes desired I did not refuse them. I did
not withhold my heart from any pleasure, for my heart was
pleased because of all my labor and this was my reward
for all my labor.
11 Thus I considered all my activities which my hands had
done and the labor which I had exerted, and behold all was
vanity and striving after wind and there was no profit under
the sun.
.-
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33. How many times do the words “I,” “my,” and “myself”
appear in this passage (vs. 1-11)?
34. What obvious conclusion is drawn from this observation?
35. How many times in this same passage does Solomon indicate that his plans and great works were for the enjoyment of others?
36. Solomon now turns to what specific area of activity (v. l)?
37. After experiencing laughter and pleasure, what is Solomon’s
conclusion?
38. He is still searching for the answer to what question (v. 3)?
39. Give proof from two different verses in this section that
all of his activities were guided by wisdom.
40. List five of the works which he built and/or enlarged.
41. What two distinctive categories of slaves did he possess?
42. What did he sky concerning the proportion of his livestock
in comparison to others who owned flocks and herds?
43. Name the items of personal pleasure mentioned in verse
eight.
44. What did Solomon claim as his reward for all his labor?
45. Upon reviewing all of his activities (v. ll), list the three
attitudes he has toward them.
>

PARAPHRASE 2:l-11
Addressing myself, I said, “Look, let me experiment with
all the pleasures which appeal to my senses, and see the good
that can bring me enjoyment.” What enjoyment did it bring
me? That which came of it was as satisfying as feasting on
the wind. I had something to say concerning the laughter and
merrymaking which came of my experiment with pleasure:
“It is madness.” And of pleasure itself I said, “It does not
accomplish a thing.” I extended my experiment to the pleasures of the table. I stimulated my body with wine and yet my
mind always remained in control of every situation. I thought
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fulfillment could be found in silliness, the opposite of wisdom,
so I put my hand to folly and asked, “What good is there for
the sons of men to do during the few days of their short lives
as they lived them under heaven?” I planned and carried out
great undertakings. I planned them for myself. I was not
satisfied with building just one house for myself, so I built
houses. I planted vineyards for my own personal gratification
and enjoyment. I designed and constructed a paradise of
shade trees and winding paths where I could enjoy their beauty
and the relaxing benefits of my parks. Throughout my gardens
and parks, I planted all kinds of fruit trees. I needed to irrigate
a forest of growing trees, so I constructed pools for myself.
I owned many servants. Some I purchased for myself, both
male and female. Others I had born in my own house and
considered them in a special way as sons of the house. I collected large amounts of silver and gold. I gathered it together
for myself. I also amassed treasures typical of kings and
rulers of provinces. I provided male and female singers for
my own enjoyment and satisfaction. I indulged myself with
the pleasure of men-concubine after concubine. None could
boast of the possessions and luxuries at my command. I was
greater than any who had been before me in Jerusalem. I
surveyed the purpose of it all through the eyes of the wisdom
which is under the sun. This kind of wisdom I retained as a
constant companion. I did not deny my eyes anything they
wished to see. If my thoughts ran to embrace any pleasure,
and I desired it, I provided it for myself. Did I receive a reward
from all that I had done? Yes. My heart was delighted that
I had accomplished for myself everything that I proposedthis was my reward. Now I must return to my original question:
What good is there for the sons of men to do the few days of
their short lives that they live under heaven? I kept that question in mind and considered all the things that I had done
and the energy I expended, and my conclusion is that all of
it is unfulfilling, futile, and striving for the wind. None of it
is profitable for the man who lives under the sun.
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What good is there for the sons of men to do under heaven?
This is the question that troubles Solomon (1:13; 2:3), His
desire to knowl the answer is insatiable. In his first experiment
he set his mind, guided by wisdom and knowledge, to discover
the causes and results of all that had been done under heaven.
His experiment was successful, it just did not yield satisfaction.
He discovered that his reward was mental pain and sorrow
rather than( the desired mental health and peace. He now
considers the possibility of the answer coming from another
area of research “under the sun.” It is “pleasure” that now
intrigues him. He is not unlike the rest of us in his desire to
experience the pleasures of life. The motivation behind Solomon
is one of personal gratification. Nothing of the loving, philanthropic nature of concern colors his activities. It is indeed
misanthropy. His self-centered desire is a matter of record.
He states, “I said to myself, ‘Come now, I will test you with
pleasure. So enjoy youfself.’ ” The gcammatical construction
“dative of interest” (for myself) appears eight times in these
eleven verses. In addition, there are thirty references to the
pronouns “I” and “my” in this limited summary of his pursuit
of pleasure. It is manifestly evident that if the answer to his
question is to be found in this area of life, he intends to discover it.
One should not be unduly critical of Solomon. His experiments are not hedonistic. He is not sensually lusting after base
and inordinate things. He wishes only to come alive to the
pleasures to be received through the senses. He wants his
answers to come to-him within the framework of the demonstrable. He is interested in seeing, feeling, smelling, tasting,
and hearing. He declares that he did not withhold any pleasure
from his heart.
Although Solomon does not mention it in the text, it is a
matter of record that his resources to carry out such an experiment were unlimited. It was written that ‘‘.
silver and gold
were as stones in Jerusalem’’ (I Kings 10:27). He had successfully

..
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increased his kingdom ten times beyond what he had inherited
from his father. By his own declaration he proclaimed that
he had increased in wealth more than all who had preceded
him in Jerusalem.
vs. 1 The “Come now” of this verse indicates a new direction.
We have explained it as the exploration of sensuous pleasure.
As in the other experiment, he states his conclusion at the
beginning. Futility marks his pursuit. He should not have
been surprised, for from his own pen had previously come the
words, “Even in laughter the heart may be in pain, and the
end of joy may be grief” (Proverbs 14:13). He declares the
reality of this.
That which is being tested is the question concerning what
is good for man in the few years he has on this earth. This
appears to be the key question in the book. It was asked in
1:3 and also in 1:13. The question is clearly stated here in 2:3.
Although he does not arrive at the answer in this section, he
does state conclusively that he had discovered what is good
for the sons of men to do during their lives as they live them
under heaven. Note his conclusions:

(1) “There is nothing better for a man than to eat and drink
and tell himself that his labor is good. This also I have
seen, that it is from the hand of God” (2:24).
(2) “I know there is nothing better for them than to rejoice
and to do good in one’s lifetime, moreover, that every
man who eats and drinks sees good in all his labor-it
is the gift of God” (3:12-13).
(3) “Here is what I have seen to be good and fitting: to eat
to drink and enjoy oneself in all one’s labor in which he
toils under the sun during the few years of his life which
God has given him; for this is his reward. Furthermore,
as for every man to whom God has given riches and
wealth, He has also empowered him to eat from them
and to receive his reward and rejoice in his labor; this
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is the gift of God” (518-19).
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(4) “For who knows what is good for a man during his lifetime, during the few years of his futile life? He will spend
them like a shadow. For who can tell a man what will
be after him under the sun” (6:12)?

(5) “SO I commended pleasure, for there is nothing good
for asman under the sun except to eat and to drink and
to be merry, and,this will stand by him in his toils throughout the days of his life which God has given him under
the sun”, (8:15).
(6) “Go then, eat your bread in happiness, and drink your
wine with a cheerful heart; for God has already approved
your works” (9:7).

(7)“Enjoy life with the woman whom you love all the days
of your fleeting life which He has given to you under the
sun; for this is your reward in life, and in your toil in
which you have labored under the sun” (9:9).

As important as the theme is, it is to be understood as a
minor chord which he sounds, a half step less than the major
theme. The theme is recurring, appearing no less than seven
times as noted above, yet it only leads man to the logical conclusion as he views life under the sun. It is in this light alone
he turns to examine the evidence of his quest, The major theme
speaks to the emptiness of what is thought of as a full and
fruitful and enjoyable life when it is lived without the redeeming
nature of grace and apart from the direction of God’s revelation.
We have purposely jumped ahead of Solomon. We have read
the conclusions, which at this time in his experience, he is
eager to discover himself. It is important, therefore, that we
realize that at this point in his experiment, he is steeped in the
details of one of his most elaborate undertakings.
v. 2 Laughter is associated with pleasure. He has learned
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to laugh much because he has had great pleasure; but once
again he admits to the superficial nature of this unrewarding
experience. He labels his laughter as “madness,” and asks of
pleasure, “What does it accomplish?” Laughter, madness, and
pleasure should be thought of as harmless delights’ in this context. Neither does madness convey the idea of mental insanity,
but rather boasting and foolishness, His conclusion is that there
isn’t any true, lasting value in the exercising of sensuous pleasure. Note this additional commentary on this subject in 7:3, 6
and 10:19. In like manner, Jesus taught that the presence of
laughter is not necessarily a sign of genuine joy (Luke 6:25).
vs. 3-8 In this section, Solomon turns to three additional
categories of pleasure which he pursues. The first involves
him with food and folly; secondly, he is engaged in aesthetic
improvements; and finally he seeks cultural improvements
and the pleasures of possessions. One is reminded of the admonition of John, “DO not love the world, nor the things in
the world. If any one loves the world, the love of the Father
is not in him. For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh
(food and folly) and the lust of the eyes (aesthetic improvements) and the boastful pride of life (cultural improvements
and pleasures), is not from the Father, but is from the world”
(I John 2:15, 16). Solomon does each of us a favor in that he
comes to the same conclusion (v. ll), and thus saves us the
necessity of learning this lesson the difficult way.
(1) Section one: food and folly. (v. 3)
“Wine” could represent all the pleasures of the table as
well as just the enjoyment of wine. It would be understood as
the part used for the whole. So elaborate were King Solomon’s
tables that the Queen of Sheba was totally exhausted in her
praise (I Kings 10:s). One should not understand his statement as an abandonment to strong drink. He assures us that
his mind continued to guide him wisely.
“Folly” implies the harmless nonsense that so often accompanies the pleasure of dining with friends. We should
understand this to be the lowest level of his pleasurable pursuits.
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The following descriptions represent those experiments which
he carried *aut on ‘the .middle level. Solomon identifies them
as the enlargements of his works.

(2) Section two: aesthetic improvements. (vs. 4-6)
Although the Temple was the most important and most
elaborate of Solomon’s contributions, no mention is made of
it in this section. The reason is obvious. Solomon is discussing
only those items which he planned and designed for personal
satisfaction, the Temple belonged in a special way to the
people as well as to the king. In reality it was God’s Temple
and thus it would be out of place to mention it along with
those things programmed for sensuous delights.
(a) Houses. For a detailed explanation of Solomon’s houses,
read I Kings 7:l-12 and 9:19. His endeavors were almost unbelievable in scope. He built numerous buildings and public
works in Jerusalem. He spent thirteen years building his own
palace. It included the armory and the Hall of Judgment. He
built a “house of Pharaoh’s daughter” (I Kings 7:2-8). He
built a citadel (I Kings 9:24; 11:27) or huge fortress to protect the temple. He founded cities in distant lands (I Kings
9: 18)’ built store-cities and chariot towns, national works of
great importance, and rebuilt and fortified cities throughout
his kingdom.
(b) Vineyards. David possessed vineyards that Solomon
undoubtedly inherited (I Chronicles 27:27, 28). It is also recorded in Song of Solomon 8:10, 11 that he possessed his
own vineyard.
(c) Gardens. The term is synonomous with the Greek term
for paradise and suggests pleasantry and beauty. There is a
reference to “a king’s garden” in I1 Kings 2 5 4 . Note also
Song of Solomon 4:16. A detailed description of gardens in
Palestine cannot be found in the Bible although they are often
mentioned. They were generally believed to be walled inclosures with winding paths and canals of running water to
provide for the many shade and fruit trees. This is in harmony
with the information in this section. One can almost see the
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sweet-smelling, aromatic blossoms inviting travelers to the
cooling arbors and refreshing streams.
(d) Parks. The terms “parks,” “gardens,” and “forests”
are used interchangeably. From the context in Nehemiah 2:8
and corresponding references, the emphasis is on trees and
forestry. Such parks also contained fruit trees and herds of
animals.
(e) Ponds. Besides the aesthetic value of pools or reservoirs,
they served a practical purpose. Pools supplied the water for
the irrigation of the growing trees. Because of the long extended
periods without rain, sometimes lasting three to four months,
the ponds provided an essential and vital supply of water.
Evidence of the water supply at Etham is the most celebrated
of the pools ascribed to Solomon. There were three large pools
ranging in length from 380 feet to 582 feet and in width from
207 feet to 250 feet. They varied in depth from 25 to 50 feet.
The pools were located a distance of ten miles from Jerusalem
but because of the natural contour of the Judaean hills, the
water traveled nearly 15 miles to the enormous reservoir beneath the city. The origin of the aqueduct is uncertain. The
history of Jerusalem has always included a struggle on the
part of the people to discover and supply water for their needs.
However, in Solomon’s description, no mention is made of the
utilitarian purposes of the pools, either for Temple needs or
the needs of the people. He is searching for the answer to the
question: Is there any good in the beautiful?

(3) Section three: cultural improvements and pleasures of
possessions. (vs. 7, 8)
This third and highest level upon which he experiments
involves the pleasures derived from developing cultural projects
and accumulating earthly wealth.
(a) Slaves. Solomon purchased some slaves, captured others
and had some born in his own house” (I Kings 9:20-22; 10:4-8).
Those who were born in his house were called “sons of the
house (Genesis 153)” and were often more desired than other
slaves. Solomon’s interest in horses alone required literally
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thousands of slaves to care for his extensive holdings, It was
stated that he had 40,000 stalls of horses, a similar number
of chariots and 12,000 horsemen (I Kings 4:26). It was said
of the Queen of Sheba, as she observed the elaborate attention
given to the .king by his servants, that “there was no more
spirit in her” (I Kings 10:s). She had not believed the colorful
reports; however, upon personal observation she confessed
that she had not been told half of what was true!
(b) Flocks and herds. Solomon’s provision fot one day
included, among other things,
ten fat oxen, twenty
pasture-fed oxen, a hundred sheep besides deer, gazelles, roebucks, and fattened fowl.” Read I Kings 4:22, 23 and 8:62, 63.
The large number of dedicatory sacrifices offered to God at the
consecration of the Temple, suggests the magnitude of his
flocks and herds. He offered the Lord 22,000 oxen and 120,000
sheep on that one occasion. Cf. I Chronicles 27:29-31.
(c) Silver and gold. The statement, “I collected for myself
silver and gold” is more flagrant than it appears on the surface.
God specifically commanded the king not to multiply gold
for “himself.” The detailed accounts found in the Bible depicting Solomon’s inordinate desire for gold and silver supports
his contention. In the face of the prohibition (Deuteronomy
17:17), Solomon made silver and gold as common in Jerusalem
as stones (I1 Chronicles 1:lS). The following record of Solomon’s
extensive use of gold is included here to impress the reader
with the magnitude of his personal quest. It is found in I1
Chronicles 9: 13-21 and is followed immediately with the declaration, “So King Solomon became greater than all the kings
of the earth in riches and wisdom.” It reads:

“. . .

“Now the weight of gold which came to Solomon in one
year was 666 talents of gold, besides that which the traders
and merchants brought; and all the kings of Arabia and
the governors of the country brought gold and silver to
Solomon. And King Solomon made 200 large shields of
beaten gold, using 600 shekels of beaten gold on each large
shield. And he made 300 shields of beaten gold, using
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three hundred shekels of gold on each shield, and the king
put them in the house of the forest of Lebanon. Moreover,
the king made a great throne of ivory and overlaid it with
pure gold. And there were six steps to the throne and a
footstool in gold attached to the throne, and arms on each
side of the seat, and two lions standing beside the arms.
And twelve lions were standing there on the six steps on the
one side and on the other; nothing like it was made for any
other kingdom. And all King Solomon’s drinking vessels
were of gold, and all the vessels of the house of the forest
of Lebanon were of pure gold; silver was not considered
valuable in the days of Solomon. For the king had ships
which went to Tarshish with the servants of Hurum; once
every three years the ships of Tarshish came bringing gold
and silver, ivory and apes and peacocks.”
(d) The treasure of kings and provinces. If the treasure is
that of great wealth, Solomon qualified (I Kings 4:21, 24;
10:14, 15). If it means he possessed such treasure unique to
kings and not the common man, he also qualified. He controlled provinces and exacted tribute from them; these provinces
boarded or neighbored his own country of Palestine and were
in addition to the districts of his own country. There were
twelve districts in Israel and each district provided Solomon’s
needs for one month of the year (I Kings 4:7). Solomon reigned
over all the tribes and nations between the Mediterranean
and the Euphrates. The promise God gave in Genesis 1 5 1 8
was thus fulfilled. Solomon was a dictator. Everything depended upon his will. Although he was not a man of war as
his father David had been known, he still subjected the people
of his land to his every desire. In addition to Israel, he ruled
the Philistines, the Moabites, the Edomites, the Amonites,
the Canaanites, the Hittites and the Syrians. So vast was his
wealth that he was greater than all other kings of earth. It
was estimated that he provided for 10,000 people in his service,
(e) Male and female singers. From the reference out of
David’s life (I1 Samuel 19:35), singers were employed to entertain
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and lighten the spirit. These singers were for Solomon’s personal enjoyment and should not be confused with the male
singers of the choir within the Temple. They were chosen solely
because of the satisfaction they brought to the king.
(f) The pleasures of men. This euphemistic phrase suggests
the sexual enjoyment of men. The translators of the New
American Standard Version suggest that “concubines” represent what is meant by the pleasures of men. This is in harmony
with Solomon’s experience as he had 700 wives and 300 concubines (I Kings 11:3).
This text, however, has been widely disputed. The Septuagint
translates it “a male cupbearer and a female cupbearer.”
Both the Syriac and Vulgate agree with this. The King James
Translation renders it “Musical instruments, and that of all
sorts.” Other translations supply a variation of ideas. Some
of these are: “plenty of all sorts,” “combination of tones,”
“captives,” “litters,” “coaches,” “baths,” “treasures,”
“chests ,” and even “demons The original Hebrew expression
appears but this one time in the whole of the Bible, and thus
the difficulty of determining the proper translation.
v. 9 In this verse he sets forth two ideas which qualify his
experiment. The first suggests the extensive nature of his experience. He said that he excelled all who preceded him in
Jerusalem. This would include David and Saul and very likely
implies any of the Jebusite kings of various chieftains who
ruled prior to that time. The second suggests that he was always mentally in control of his activities as elaborate as they
may have been. He states, “My wisdom also stood by me.” He
never lost sight of his objective that he stated in verse thr
The type of wisdom that remained with him is not to be confused with the “heavenly” wisdom from abov
of common sense and earthly propriety
known to those who live “under the sun.” The words “stood
by me” carry the idea of “served me” and bring into sharper
focus the purpose and value of this kind of wisdom. Solomon
was committed to every pleasure conceivable to the mind of
man. The only criterion was that his pleasurable experience

.”
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would not violate his “under the sun” wisdom. As we have
noted, this opened the door to endless opportunities for one
who had at his command the wealth and resources as the
world’s richest king.
v. 10 In this verse he speaks of his reward. One would expect
glowing and colorful descriptions of an exuberant heart declaring,
“I have found it!” A lifetime of searching and millions of dollars
expended would surely bring one to the end of the rainbow where
the treasure would be discovered and the fortunate man who
pursued it could, with the deepest satisfaction, share such fulfillment with his friends. However, no such manifestation of joy
is forthcoming. There is a deficiency that manifests itself in his
answer. There is a positive note, but it is the rather subdued admission that his reward was simply the fact that he did everything
his heart desired. This, however, isn’t what he was searching to
discover. He wanted to do everyting in order to find out what
profit there is for the sons of men in all the activities of their
days upon the earth. His heart was pleased. In other words, the
earthly desires were fulfilled and thus the earthly needs were
met. He had at least accomplished this.
v. I I Solomon is after a profit. He intends to review all
his labors, satisfied that he had exhausted every opportunity
for some new thrill of experience. One panoramic flashback
over his life brought into focus all the fruit of all his labors.
He searches in his mind’s eye to discover something of lasting
value, something that abides. He isn’t interested in speaking
to the empty feeling within the one who has so indulged himself, but rather to the “profit” that comes to one who has thus
so lavishly lived. He doesn’t deny the emptiness, such grief,
he admits, is very much the fiber of one who lives “under the
sun.” His conclusion is pointedly harsh: “there was no profit
under the sun.” Men today should learn this lesson from
Solomon. Who can find the time or the resources to run the
course as skillfully as Solomon? Even if he does, the signpost
at the end of the road points to “no profit.” How unlike the
Christian who discovers that in Christ are “hidden all the
treasures of wisdom and knowledge” (Colossians 3:2).
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53. What is the question Solomon now seeks to answer?
54. Explain why Solomon’s first experiment (1:13-18) did not
bring satisfaction.
55. What general area now intrigues him in this second experiment?
56. What motivation is behind his activity?
57. How often does he refer to himself in these eleven verses?
58. What is the kind of pleasure that he seeks?
59. How common were silver and gold in Jerusalem?
60. Solomon asks, “What is good for man?” Find the verse in
chapter two where he states this question.
61. What two verses in chapter one alluded to this same question?
62. From your study of the list of answers to this question,
give five things Solomon indicates as good for man to do.
63. Name the three categories of pleasure to be pursued by
Solomon.
64. Explain how they correspond to a degree with the teaching
in I John 2:15, 16.
65. In what two ways could the term “wine’’ be understood?
66. Why isn’t the Temple mentioned in Solomon’s list of great
works?
67. How many years did it take for Solomon to build his own
house?
68. The term “garden” corresponds with what other English
term that comes to us from the Greek?
69. What two purposes did the ponds serve?
70. What is the difference between slaves and home-born
slaves?
71. What was the total number of oxen and sheep sacrificed
at the dedication of the Temple?
72. Why is Solomon’s statement that he collected silver and
gold for himself more flagrant than it appears?
73. From the description found in I1 Chronicles 9:13-21, list
the various items which were covered with gold.
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74. What is the distinction between “districts” and “provinces?”
75, How were Solomon’s needs met each month?
76. Solomon fed from his table approximately how many
people?
77. What purpose did the male and female singers serve?
78. What is meant by the term “euphemistic?”
79. Why is there such difficulty in translating the latter part
of verse eight?
80. What translation seems the most appropriate from the
context?
81. In what ways does he qualify his experiment? (Cf. v. 9)
82. Define the kind of wisdom Solomon used.
83. What satisfaction came from his experiment? (Cf. v. 10)
84. What “profit” did he discover?
85. What was his final conclusion? (Cf. v. 11)
2. Conclusions 2: 12-26
a. Value of this wisdom and pleasure stop at the grave. 2:12-17
TEXT 2:12-17

12 So I turned to consider wisdom, madness and folly, for
what will the man do who will come after the king except
what has already been done?
13 And I saw that wisdom excels folly as light excels darkness.
14 The wise man’s eyes are in his head, but the fool walks in
darkness. And yet I know that one fate befalls them both.
15 Then I said to myself, “As is the fate of the fool, it will also
befall me. Why then have I been extremely wise?” So I
said to myself, “This too is vanity.”
16 For there is no lasting remembrance of the wise man as
with the fool, inasmuch as in the coming days all will be
forgotten. And how the wise man and the fool alike die!
17 So I hated life, for the work which had been done under the
sun was grievous to me; because everything is futility and
striving after the wind.
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS 2:12-17

46. List the six reasons stated in this passage (vs. 12-26) that
led to the conclusion that all is vanity and futility.
47. What could be expected of the man who succeeds the
king? v. 12
48. Although wisdom excels folly, and it is better to be wise,
what fate comes to both thk wise and the foolish?
49. Give proof that Solomon numbered himself among the
wise. v. 15
50. What will happen to the memory of both wise men and
fools?
51. Why did Solomon hate life and consider his work grievous?
PARAPHRASE 2:12-17
I turned my attehtion to another matter. I was interested
in making a comparison of wisdom with foolishness and stupidity to determine the value of wisdom. My intention as king
was to thoroughly examine this proposal. I did examine it
with greater detail than any man who preceded me or any
man who would follow me. I reached the conclusion that
wisdom is an advantage over folly just as light is an advantage
over darkness. The wise man walks in the light as he is guided
by the eyes in his head. The fool, the one who. practices folly,
s forward blindly, stumbling along the path. Yet they are
influenced by chance and fate. Then I said to myself,
“I am a wise- man, but one day I shall lie in the grave along
side the fool. What advantage has my wisdom been to me?”
Looking at it from that angle, I concluded that this too was
futility. Death brings both the wise man and the foolish man
to common ground. Not only do both die, but before many
days pass, the memories of both have been forgotten. There
is no lasting memory of either the wise man or the fool! All of
my labor under the sun has thus been interpreted as clutching
for wind, unrewarding, and only a vapor. I concluded that
since this is true, I hated life.
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COMMENT 2:12-17
“I turned” does not indicate a new experiment, but additional conclusions to be drawn from testing the meaning of
life with pleasure. He has already indicated that he is aware
that history repeats itself. He stated that God seeks what has
passed by (3:lS); that what happens in the future has already
happened in the past (1:9). He is manifesting this same truth
when he draws our attention to the question, “What will the
man do who will come after the king except what has already
been done?” In this question, Solomon indicates that one
will come after the king. Is Solomon speaking only of one
who might experiment in the same manner, if such were possible,
or is he speaking historically of one who is already standing in the wings waiting his turn to rule over the kingdom?
It is difficult to determine. However, the import of his question
appears to be that whoever follows, whether in his authority
or by his example, will certainly reach similar conclusions.
Human nature is the same generation after generation.
One should not conclude that Solomon’s experiment was
a failure. He did what he proposed to do as stated in verse
twelve. He said that “his heart was pleased because of all his
labor” (v. 10). The experiment, however, did not yield the
satisfaction that he sought. His dilemma is found in the fact
that he did not discover “what good there is for the sons of
men,” and he now admits that the one who follows him will
not discover the answer either!
“I set my mind” (1:1’7),and “I turned to consider” (2:12),
should be understood as similar statements. In each instance,
the objective is to know wisdom, madness and folly (cf. 7:25).
Wisdom here is the “earthly” wisdom previously discussed.
Although it is not of the high level where “wisdom from above”
is discovered, it still excels madness and folly as light excels
darkness. Madness and folly have been identified as foolishness and silliness which is so often associated with those who
are caught up in the sheer enjoyment of earthly things.
The metaphor is wisely chosen in verse thirteen. Wisdom
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is likened to light while folly is likened to darkness. The contrast is sharpened in Ephesians 5 8 and I Thessalonians 5 5 ,
because light is the symbol of truth from God, and darkness
is the symbol of sin. It should be noted that Solomon makes
a similar distinction in 2:26 when he identifies the wise man
as the “good” man, and the foolish man as the “sinner.”
Solomon admits to the availability of a particular earthly
wisdom that gives an advantage to men. In 7:11, 12 and 19, he
states that wisdom is (1) good and an advantage to men on
this earth, (2) a protector to those who possess it, and (3) gives
strength to a wise man. In 9:18, he writes that (4) wisdom is
better than weapons of war, and in 10:10, he speaks of wisdom
(5) as bringing success. It is this kind of wisdom that excels
foolishness as light excells darkness. Note the following comparisons and conclusions made in the remaining section of
chapter two.

THEFOOLISH
MAN

THEWISEMAN

COMPARISONS
Light
Darkness
Eyes are in his head
Walks in darkness
Same fate (death)
Same fate (death)
No lasting remembrance
No lasting remembrance
Will be forgotten
Will be forgotten
In the coming days he will die
In the coming days he will die
CONCLUSIONS

1. If one labors with wisdom, knowledge and skill only to
accumulate a great legacy, he will discover this is futile
and striving for the wind (vs. 19-21).
2. If collecting and gathering a great fortune is your primary
goal in life, your days will be filled with pain and grief and
your nights will be restless (vs. 22, 23).
3. One should resolve to eat, drink and enjoy labor one day
at a time as this is the gift of God (v. 24).
4. There is joy that comes to the good man who understands
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that he should enjoy life day by day. However, to the sinner
who collects and gathers for his own satisfaction, there
will be no joy but a realization that all that he has gathered
will be given to the good man (v. 26).
There is a difference that is discernable between one who
practices common sense and keeps his eyes within his head,
and one who seeks folly and thus walks in darkness. Solomon
had written, “Wisdom is in the presence of the one who has
understanding, but the eyes of the fool are on the ends of the
earth” (Proverbs 17:24). However, there is the recognition
that even to the wise man death is an inevitable companion
who never discerns between the wise man or the fool. It is in the
light of this conclusion that Solomon states that he hates life.
In addition he confesses that his work, even the fruit of his
labor, is grievous, futile, and striving after wind. Vanity has
once again robbed even the wise man of any possible profit
of his labor under the sun.
The fact that both the wise man and the fool share equally
in many ways is a recurring theme throughout the book. It is
discussed in 6:6, 7:2 and 9:2, 3. One of the real tragedies of
living is the fact that one must die. The tragedy is compounded
because through man’s natural eye, he cannot see beyond the
grave. If indeed the premise is correct, that is that all activities
qualified by the phrase “under the sun” do not have the redemptive nature of the higher values, then it is possible to
interpret Solomon’s despair. David wrote of this when he said,
“even wise men die; the stupid and the senseless alike perish,
and leave their wealth to others” (Psalms 49:10).
It is in view of the fact that both the wise man and the fool
die and go to the grave that Solomon despairs of being “extremely” wise. His extreme wisdom is the fruit of his life-long
labor, and yet what does it profit him? He is certain that the
wise man has no advantage over the fool in this respect (6:8,
11). Of course one dare not assume these conclusions in the
light of Christian hope. However, to the man who is restricted
to only that which can be interpreted “under the sun,” death
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terminates everything! This is why Solomon amplifies this
conclusion with the observation in 9:3, 4: “This is an evil in
all that is done under the sun, that there is one fate for all
men
they go to the dead. For whoever is joined with the
living, there ishope; surely a live dog is better than a dead
lion. ”
The concept of “the coming days” is also important to the
Preacher (v. 16). In the days to come, how will a man be remembered? More to the point, however, is the question of
will he be remembered? There is surely some profit in the
awareness that one’s reputation continues on in the minds
of one’s countrymen. Especially would this be true if one were
a wise man. However, this is not to be under the sun! His
original premise in 1:ll underscored how quickly things are
to be forgotten. Later in his book he offers two illustrations
of this same tragic truth, He speaks of a young man who
rises from adverse circumstances to become king. The multitudes, tired of the former king, throng to his side and offer
their allegiance. However, he declares that in time even the
new king will not be remembered (4:13-16). He speaks further
of the dead who no longer have a reward. Their reward would
have been for them to have been remembered. However, they
no longer have a share in all that is done “under the sun.”
No one remembers them.
There is a relentless correlation between the results of
participating in fleeting things and the nature of the things
themselves. His conclusions are consistent with the means employed in reaching them. It is not surprising, therefore, to hear
him say that he “hated life,” that he questioned his endless endeavors to become wise, that he looked upon all his work as a
grievous, empty, futile task. His thoughts were simply corresponding with the kind of wisdom, madness and folly which
he sought. There is a sense in which the very wisdom which
he found became the greatest kind of folly.

...
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FACT QUESTIONS 2:12-17

86. Give three references from Ecclesiastes that Solomon
understood that history repeats itself.
87. What is meant by “the man who will come after the king?’’
Give two possible interpretations.
88. Who ever follows the king will reach what conclusion concerning Solomon’s primary question concerning profit?
89. In what sense was Solomon’s experiment found in the
first eleven verses unsatisfactory? In what sense was it
successful?
90. Identify and define the three objectives which Solomon
“turned to consider.”
91. List the five good qualities that “earthly” wisdom affords.
92. Who is the one who walks in darkness?
93. “The wise man’s eyes are in his head” means that he has
what? (Cf. Proverbs 17:24)
94. Why does Solomon say he hates life?
95. Why did he despair of being extremely wise?
96. Will either the wise man or the fool be remembered after
they die?
97. Give an illustration found in Ecclesiastes chapter four that
confirms your answer.
b. The legacy of one’s labor is often lost to fools when one dies.
2: 18-23

TEXT 2:18-23

18 Thus I hated all the fruit of my labor for which I had labored
under the sun, for I must leave it to the man who will come
after me.
19 And who knows whether he will be a wise man or a fool?
Yet he will have control over all the fruit of my labor for
which I have labored by acting wisely under the sun. This
too is vanity.
20 Therefore I completely despaired of all the fruit of my
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labor for which I had labored under the sun.
21 When there is a man who has labored with wisdom, knowledge and skill, then he gives his legacy to one who has not
labored with them. This too is vanity and a great evil.
22 For what does a man get in all his labor and in his striving
with which he labors under the sun?
23 Because all his days his task is painful and grievous; even
at night his mind does not rest. This too is vanity.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 2: 18-23

52. Why did Solomon hate the fruit of his labor (vs. 18-20)?
53. What three tools did Solomon use to accumulate his legacy?
54. State the qualifying phrase found in verse twenty and
twenty-two that proves Solomon’s labor had no eternal
value.
55. Find the verse in this passage that corresponds with the
basic question asked in 1:3.
56. What keeps men from restful sleep (v. 23)?
PARAPHRASE 2: 18-23

I labored and achieved more than any man who had been
before me. Yet, I hated my achievements because now I must
leave them to some man who will follow me. The basic tragedy
is that I have no knowledge of the one who shall follow me.
He could be a wise man, or he could be a fool. I have collected everything through wisdom, and now who ever follows
me will have complete control over my fortune. What fleeting
satisfaction! What vanity! Therefore, I turned my heart aside
to despair as I thought of all the works I had accomplished,
and the great fortune I had accumulated upon the earth. Why
do I despair? I labored with wisdom, knowledge and skill,
and now I must give this legacy to one who had not labored
in this manner. This is not only futility, it is a great evil. I ask
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again, “What profit does man have in all his toil and stress
as he struggles upon the earth in the few days of his short life?”
For all his days he labors at his task accompanied by pain
and grief. Even at night he remembers the vexation of his work
and his mind has no rest. This too is vanity.

COMMENT 2:18-23
The Preacher turned toward the past and surveyed the fruit
of his life-long endeavor. He had amassed a fortune and cob
lected riches beyond his highest expectations. However, as he
contemplated the future and the one who would inherit all
that he had gathered together, he grew bitter and cynical.
He could designate the next king, but the people would not
likely listen to the advice of an old and foolish king. He might
dream of the kingdom remaining united but in his heart he
realized it was but a dream. He would have little control over
these matters. What if the one who follows him is a fool? He
had acquired the greatness of his kingdom through wisdom,
knowledge and skill. He now senses that it could slip into the
hands of one who exercises little of these attributes and thus
he will inherit wealth and power which he neither deserves
nor can properly handle. His conclusion is that he thus “hated
life.” There are no forthcoming answers which satisfy him. He
carries his burden into his bedchamber and is thus robbed
of sleep (v. 23).
Did Solomon have cause to worry? One has sufficient evidence to recite the history of Israel following Solomon’s death,
and he discovers not one but two men who ascended to his
throne. The kingdom did divide. In Solomon’s closing years,
his foreign wives turned away his heart from the Lord (I Kings
11:l-8). The author of Chronicles is silent on his closing years,
but in I Kings we read that he loved “many foreign women’’
(I Kings 11:l). Solomon also had many adversaries. Among
them were Hadad the Edomite and Rezon of Damascus (I
Kings 11:9-25). However, the most dangerous of his foes had
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to be Jeroboam. Jeroboam had been appointed to a prominent
position in Solomon’s kingdom. In addition to his own personal designs on the throne, he had the encouragement of
the prophet Ahijah. The aggression and zeal of Jeroboam
were manifested throughout the kingdom, and when Solomon
suspected him he fled to Egypt for his life (I Kings 11:26-40).
It is thought by some that the “lad” who comes out of prison
to take the place of the king (4:14) is a direct reference to
Jeroboam. It is true that upon Solomon’s death, Jeroboam
did return from Egypt to assume the leadership of the ten
tribes, Rehoboam, Solomon’s son, was proclaimed king in
Jerusalem.
Perhaps there is a prophetic sense in which the words of
Solomon predict the historical situation of his day. However,
this interpretation is not vital to understanding the message
of the book. One may readily see that Solomon’s despair is
based on two entirely different premises: (1) he will not be
remembered for all his great works, and (2) he is uncertain
who will inherit his fortune. It could easily be a person who
has little regard for wisdom and much regard for silliness
and jest.
Either way, Solomon will lose control over all the “fruit”
of his labor. This is the inevitable result of laboring “under
the sun.” How different is the picture for the Christian who
one day shall rest from his labor with the sweet peace that
his works will follow after him (Revelation 14:13)!
The “legacy” is of major consequences to the one who has
acquired it because he applied wisdom, knowledge, and skill
in the task of gathering and collecting. The term “skill” may
also be translated “efficiency” which suggests hours of toiling
and perfecting of trades. He is not like the one who came upon
his fortune through happenstance or chance. Solomon has
designed and labored toward such an end. He has placed his
whole heart in his work. His fortune represents an entire
lifetime of tireless effort and toil. Some of the magnitude of
his despair is sharpened by his question concerning profit.
He asks, “For what does a man get in all his labor and in his
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striving with which he labors under the sun” (v. 22)? His
answer: He gets nothing! Thus he declares, “I hated all the
fruit of my labor.” In addition he says, “I completely despaired
of all the fruit of my labor.” He places a label on the fruit
of his labor. It reads: “This too is vanity and a great evil.”
c. Labor is good only when it is acknowledged as from the
hand of God. 2:24-26
TEXT 2:24-26

24 There is nothing better for a man than to eat and drink
and tell himself that his labor is good. This also I have
seen, that it is from the hand of God.
25 For who can eat and who can have enjoyment without Him?
26 For to a person who is good in His sight He has given wisdom and knowledge and joy, while to the sinner He has
given the task of gathering and collecting so that He may
give to one who is good in God’s sight. This too is vanity
and striving after wind.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 2~24-26

57. List the three simple things in life that one is instructed
to recognize as coming from the hand of God.
58. Who gives man enjoyment?
59. What is the condition that one must meet to receive God’s
blessings of wisdom, knowledge and joy (v. 26)?
60. What happens to the “sinner’s” legacy?
PARAPHRASE 2~24-26
Man is not able of himself to find satisfaction in his work
or in his pleasure such as eating and drinking. However, if a
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man finds a temporary satisfaction in his labor or his pleasure,
he must recognize that it is entirely from the ,hand of God.
For who can eat and who can find enjoyment apart from God?
Let us consider what happens to the one whom God favors
and also to the one who offends God. To the person who is
good in God’s sight, God gives wisdom, knowledge and joy.
To the sinner, however, God gives the vexing task of collecting
and heaping up a fortune under the sun. Then the one who
offends God must give it to the one who is good in God‘s sight.
My conclusion is that this too is as unfulfilling as feasting
on the wind.
COMMENT 2~24-26
This is the first time in Solomon’s book that he reaches
above the “sun” and speaks of God. As previously noted, however, it is not in the sense of a warm, covenant relationship.
Rather, he speaks of God as the Creator who is in complete
control of His universe. God’s laws govern our world. There
is enjoyment to be found in one’s labor, but it is only when
God blesses or permits. There are two classes of people who
are identified. One is the “good” man who receives approval
from God, and thus enjoys his labor. The other is the “sinner”
who does not find this approval from God. Perhaps the intention here is to explain that a wise man, in this instance the
good man, works in harmony with God’s laws as he interprets
them through the revelation of God through nature. As a
result he pleases God and finds favor. On the other hand,
the sinner is literally one who offends God. He sets aside the
rules he discovers in this world. As a result he runs contrary
to what he knows to be the better way to live. When one does
this, he does not discover wisdom, knowledge or joy.
Solomon employs the term “joy” in much the same way
that it is understood today. It carries the idea of cheerfulness
and satisfaction with life. It is used three other times in Ecclesiastes and in each case the NASV renders it differently.
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They are: “pleasure,” (2:lO); “joy,” (2:26); “gladness,” (520);
“cheerful,” (9:7). In each reference it speaks to the excitement of discovery and living life to its fullest each day. This
kind of “joy” does not come to the man who is motivated by
greed, or gathering wealth and possessions for his own use.
The sinner has a grievous task because he gathers and collects
with selfish intent. The good man is quite different. His wisdom
does not bring grief. His knowledge does not bring sorrow.
His joy comes to him because he finds satisfaction in the labor
within a single day. This conclusion is clearly stated: “Here
is what I have seen to be good and fitting: to eat, to drink
and enjoy oneself in all one’s labor in which he toils under
the sun during the few years of his life which God has given
him; for this is his reward” (518).
The sinner does not enjoy what he has gathered. This has
been the basic premise of the book thus far. Not only has
Solomon demonstrated this to be true, but what the sinner
has gathered and collected for his own use will be inherited
by one who is “good” in God’s sight. This principle of retribution is taught in Proverbs 28:8 which reads: “He who increases
his wealth by interest and usury, gathers it for him who is
gracious to the poor.” Again he writes: “The wealth of the
sinner is stored up for the righteous” (Proverbs 13:22).
The vanity of “striving after wind” of verse twenty-six, does
not refer to the activities of the good man. It has reference
to the sinner who is collecting and gathering fruit of his labor,
but will not enjoy it because it will soon belong to another.
(Read carefully 2:11, 17, 18.)
The fact that the good man recognizes that his enjoyment
is from “the hand of God,” should not be interpreted in the
context that God has given him a detailed rule book by which
he works and lives to increase his joy. Rather, it is simply that
the good man realizes that food and drink are gifts, which he
acknowledges to be from God, and he finds genuine joy in
the use of them. There is a definite moral involved. If avarice
is the foe which keeps one from enjoying life, then setting
oneself free from such a vain sin would result in the daily
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satisfaction with life that Solomon is discussing.
To try and discover happiness where God has not ordained
that happiness can be found, has always been man’s failing.
Jesus redirects men’s minds to those higher and nobler efforts
which result in genuine happiness. Never has it been that joy
results from the pursuit of joy. Our Lord’s beatitudes underscore the truth that when one seeks higher values such as
purity, peace, and righteousness, that “blessedness,” in this
case “joy,” overtakes him, and he discovers that he is experiencing real joy where God has ordained that it is to be
found.
The division of chapter three at this particular verse is
unfortunate. The same theme is under consideration in all
twenty-two verses. In 3:9 the basic question is asked once again:
“What proBt is there to the worker from that in which he
toils?” The entire chapter is an amplification of chapter two.
How can man discover a profit from his labor? First, by submitting to the fact that God does things appropriately in His
own time. Second, eat, drink, work, and do good in one’s
lifetime. Third, do not be discouraged by the similar fate
(death) of both man and beast as man does not have the knowledge to see his future, and thus he should be happy in his
activities day-by-day. The profit is limited but it is there. Joy
is his reward. Solomon states it clearly: “Here is what I have
seen to be good and fitting: to eat, to drink and enjoy oneself in all one’s labor in which he toils under the sun during
the few years of his life which God has given him; for this is
his reward” (5:18).
FACT QUESTIONS 2:24-26

108. What attitude does the “good man” have toward God’s
control of the world?
109. What attitude does the “sinner” have?
110, Give the three synonyms used for “joy” in Ecclesiastes.
111. Who cannot experience this joy?
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112,There is a limited profit (reward) that is available to one
who labors under the sun. What is it? Cf. 518
113. What will happen to that which the sinner collects and
gathers?

114. Does joy result from pursuing joy?
115. Jesus taught us that we will find joy if we pursue what?
116. What subject comes under discussion in chapter three?
117. What basic question is once again raised?
118. Give three ways one can find a share of profit even under
the sun.

B. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS THAT WE WORK UNDER
THE RULE OF GOD’S PROVIDENCE 3:l-22

1. Man should adjust to live his life within the framework
of God’s providence. 3:l-8
TEXT 3:1-8

1 There is an appointed time for everything, And there is a
time for every event under heaven-

2 A time to give birth, and a time to die;
A time to plant, and a time to uproot what is planted.
3 A time to kill, and a time to heal;
A time to tear down, and a time to build up.
, 4 A time to weep, and a time to laugh;
A time to mourn, and a time to dance.
5 A time to throw stones, and a time to gather stones;
A time to embrace, and a time to shun embracing.
6 A time to search, and a time to give up as lost;
A time to keep, and a time to throw away.
7 A time to tear apart, and a time to sew together;
A time to be silent, and a time to speak.
8 A time to love, and a time to hate;
A time for war and a time for peace.
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS 3:1-8

61. Give evidence that God’s creation is orderly. (v. 1)
62. Compare translations of the first line of verse two. What
variations do you find?
63. What might have to die in order for a particular generation
to be healed? (v. 3)
64. What experience usually occasions mourning?
65. Look up the term “dance” in a Bible concordance. After
reading several of the references, how would you describe
dancing as it is pictured in the Bible? Would you equate
it with the modern dance?
66. If the first part of verse five is figurative, and the second
line is speaking to the same subject, what single idea is
under consideration?
67. List some dreams from your own life that you have searched
for and found. List others you have given up as lost. (v. 6)
68. When is silence “golden?” When is it “yellow?”
69. List some things the Christian “hates” and therefore should
wage war against.
70. List the objects of each of the twenty-six infinitives.
71. List the objects of the four prepositions “for.” (vs. 1, 8)
PARAPHRASE 3:1-8
To everything there is a season, and a time to every delight
under heaven. There is a time for all things to be born, and
everything in due season will die; man can take advantage of
the seasons and plant when he should, but the time will come
when that which has been planted will have to be uprooted.
Self-discipline and social justice require the destruction of evil,
but a time will come when both the people and their land will
be healed; so there is also a time to wreck, and tear down
that which is beyond repair, and there is a time to build anew.
Many events of life will sadden the heart and cause one to
weep, just as other events make the heart merry and result in
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laughter; since death comes to all, there will be seasons of
mourning. On occasion, joy shall also overwhelm one and
find expression through dancing. There is an appropriate time
for making love, and just as appropriately there is a time to refrain; there is a time when an embrace is proper, and also a
time when wisdom leads one to refrain from embracing. Fortunes are sometimes gained because one knows the times for
searching, but it is also true that they are often kept because
good judgment is exercised in refraining from excess; even our
present possessions are retained with discretion, and we find
wisdom in discarding or sharing with others that which is no
longer of value to oneself. There is a time when clothing should
be discarded, and a time when it should be mended and used
again; the same kind of judgment is in order with the control of
the tongue: silence is often golden. On the other hand, words
fitly spoken have great power and should be said. Love encompasses all that is holy and good, and there is a time when it
should be demonstrated to your fellow man; hate is reserved for
that which is evil, and yet there is a time when it should also
be exercised-there is a time for war, and a time for peace.
DIAGRAM “B”
THE EVENTS OF ONE GENERATION
UNDER HEAVEN
0 Ecclesiastes 3: 1-8
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COMMENT 3:1-8

In this section the reader is confronted with seven parallel
passages demonstrating the theme that God, the Creator, is
in control of His world. More than this, it illustrates the various
activities which take place in the lifetime of one generation.
The Preacher has observed‘ that one generation passes away
while another generation moves in to take its place (1:4). Here
he gives a detailed account of the activities of each generation
from birth to death.
Parallelisms were popular with the writers of the Old Testament. One is tempted to be carried away with the poetic beauty
of the passage and possibly miss the message which it contains.
This popular passage from Ecclesiastes has made its way into
the forms of art, poetry and song in our present generation.
It should be emphasized once again, however, that the theme
discussed in chapter two is still under consideration. Some
have written that this is an unrelated insertion of material
without appropriate relationship to the context of the discussion, but a cursory reading of the two chapters together
would dispense with such an argument. The lesson is that God
controls through orderly laws and principles. Man may run
contrary to God’s appointed times and seasons, but if he does,
he will experience frustration and failure. The “good man”
of the preceding chapter attempts to live in harmony with
God’s order, while the “sinner” has little regard for it.
Certain qualities mark the comparisons. (1)The list is rather
extended. This may serve the purpose of demonstrating that
the many sides of life are under God’s control, or it may have
been Solomon’s intention to show the various activities of man
from the time of his birth until the time of his death. (2) Nothing evil is included in the list. Some of the activities are difficult
to interpret as to exact meanings, but nothing needs to be
placed in the category of immoral behaviour. This is very clear.
The contrary is actually true. Since the second line of the
couplet partially explains the first line, the meaning of each
line interprets the meaning of the other. The meaning of the
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event must be in harmony with the parts of the comparison.
Nothing in any of the descriptions suggests evil activities. Hate,
kill, rend and war are all extreme in nature, but are approved
by God under qualifying circumstances. (3) Some events are
inevitable. It is obvious that no one has control over the time
of his death (8:8). We are also subjected to a “time” to give
birth, to weep and to heal. These circumstances of life are
beyond our control. God controls them in the sense that His
laws are active in His world. It is improper to read predestination into the passage. (4) Some events can be experienced
at one’s own discretion. Man controls such activities as loving
and refraining from love, deciding what to keep and what to
cast away. Even in these areas, however, there are times and
seasons within God’s order when good judgment dictates policy.
(5) Sometimes one works contrary to the seasons. One may
keep silent when he should be speaking. He may laugh when
he should be mourning. The wise man interprets the times
and adjusts his activities accordingly.
Jeremiah stated this truth when he said, “I know, 0 Lord,
that a man’s way is not in himself; nor is it in a man who walks
to direct his steps” (Jeremiah 10:23). Solomon himself had
written, “The lot is cast into the lap, but its every decision
is from the Lord” (Proverbs 16:33). He has also written that
he sees the activities of life as coming from the hand of the
Lord (2:24).
v. I The arrangement of man’s activities as he lives out
his life is now under consideration (cf. introductory remarks
for this section). This verse is not intended to suggest that
all things are predetermined or that man has no choice in
arranging certain times or events. If this were true, the distinction between the “good man” and the “sinner” would be
inappropriate. In addition, there would be little meaning
given to admonition and rebuke found throughout the book.
(5:lff 1l:lff 12:lff are but examples.) This verse acknowledges what has previously been taught: there is nothing new
under the sun, and God seeks that which is past (1:9; 3:15).
The events peculiar to every generation are set forth. No intention
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is made for chronologi.ca1 order or arrangement. Each generation may experience “different events at varying times, but
generally speaking each generation will experience all the
events.
v. 2 The Hebrew word rendered “be born” is passive and
would best be translated “give birth.” This idea is more in
harmony with the parallel “time to plant” and therefore comes
close to the original idea. The purpose is to illustrate the beginning and endaof a thing. Everything else happens between
these two events. While “birth” represents the animal kingdom
and “plant” represents the vegetable kingdom, the intention
is not to be comprehensive of all things, but rather representative of beginnings and ends.
v. 3 Both Deuteronomy 32:39 and Hosea 6:l suggest that
it is God’s prerogative to tear, wound, smite and kill, even
as it is His prerogative to heal, to bind up, and to make alive.
Man is also involved in these activities as he exacts judgment
and pursues justice. The term “kill” here will not allow cutting
but does allow capital punishment. Both the execution of
criminals, and killing necessitated by the need to protect the
innocent, would be allowed. Killing which results from war
would probably be excluded as it is specifically mentioned
in verse eight. The verse suggests the necessity of judgment
and appropriate punishment if there is to be a time of healing
and building up.
In the spiritual relationship the principle is also valid. Paul’s
rather lengthy discourse on this subject in I Corinthians chapter
five clearly illustrates the necessity of tearing down before
there can be a season of restoration.
v. 4 One doesn’t live long before he experiences both laughter and weeping. These human emotions are common to all
men in every age. Mourning suggests a deeper sorrow than
weeping, while dancing may be thought of as the sheer physical
display of inner joy. Jesus spoke to both of these activities
when he said, “But to what shall I compare this generation?
It is like children sitting in the market places, who call out
to the other children, and say, ‘We played the flute for you,
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and you did not dance; we sang a dirge, and you did not
mourn’ ” (Matthew 11:16, 17). Dancing in the Bible times
should not be confused with the modern-day dance. Biblical
dancing was the unrehearsed, spontaneous exuberance resulting from a great physical victory, or some festive occasion.
v. 5 An attempt to escape or skirt the obvious has led to
far-fetched and varied conclusions concerning the first part
of this verse. Since the verses are couplets, and each line parallels the other, then the clear statements of “a time to embrace,”
and “a time to refrain from embracing,” would suggest that
“a time to cast away stones,” and “a time to gather stones
together,” is a euphemistic description of sexual love. The
fidelity of a monogamous union finds proper expression and
fulfillment in such acts of love. God has placed natural desires
within both men and women which result not only in the propagation of the race, but also in the holy mystery of oneness
that exists between husband and wife. Such an interpretation
as this does not appear to meet with any difficulty. This makes
the first part of the couplet harmonious with the second part,
It speaks to a vital and major part of life’s experience which
is not discussed elsewhere in this section. Finally, the absurdity
of most interpretations necessitates a clearly defined and logical
explanation of the verse.
Some of the more popular but unacceptable interpretations
of gathering and casting stones are listed: (1) building or demolishing houses, walls, cisterns and similar works made
from stones; (2) marring an enemy’s field by casting stones
upon it (11 Kings 3:19, 25); (3) stoning as a form of capital
punishment; (4)clearing land or vineyards of stones (Isaiah 5 2 ) .
v. 6 Easy come, easy go,” is an idiom which may speak
to part of the lesson of this verse. The first section appears
to refer to that which man acquires either through his own
ingenuity or by his good fortune. In like manner he may find
his possessions slipping away from him in a manner beyond
his control. The latter part of the couplet suggests that man
sometimes decides what he keeps and what he chooses to discard. Earthly wisdom enables one to take advantage of both
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situations. He will’take advantage of the opportunities offered
through God’s providence, and he will also exercise discretion
in the wise use of that which he has gathered or collected.
Benevolent acts could be under consideration. They are
part of the Preacher’s message (1l:l-6), and Solomon had
written, “There is one who scatters, yet increases all the more,
and there is one who withholds what is justly due, but it results
only in want. The genenous man will be prosperous, and he
who waters will ,himself be watered” (Proverbs 11:24, 25).
This principle is also taught in many of the New Testament
books. An example is found in I1 Corinthians 9:6-15.
v. 7 Since the tearing of garments was commonly associated
with mourning among the Jews, it is easy to see such an application of this verse. Also, the tear was to be mended after an
appropriate period of mourning depending upon the nearness
of the relationship of the deceased person. However, mourning
and weeping have previously been included in the listing of
events, and it isn’t likely that such would be the intention in
this verse. What then is the category of activities to which he
speaks? Once again the second comparison offers a clue. Wisdom dictates the practical value, or lack of it, of many things
possessed in life. We finally give up on certain garments while
others are mended or patched. Clothing was of great value
(I1 Kings 5:s; I1 Chronicles 9:24). In like manner, wisdom is
manifested in the ability to know when to keep silent and
when to speak. There were occasions when Jesus chose to
remain silent (Mark 14:60, 61; 1 5 4 , 5). There were other
times when His words were like “apples of gold in settings
of silver” (Proverbs 25:11). How penetrating is James’ sermon
on the control of the tongue (Jarhes 3). (Cf. Proverbs 17:28;
1523) Solomon is speaking to a vast area of life in which the
daily events are of major significance.
v. 8 Unlike verse five, “love” here has as the opposite “hate,”
and the comparison is “peace.” It is unlike the conjugal love
of the former verse and should be understood as more comprehensive of the affairs of men. In times of peace, all of man’s
activities should be expressions of love, as he moves about
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in his relationship with his family and his fellow man. However, when war is necessary, there should be foundational
issues which require the hatred of just men. The seriousness
of war speaks to the issue of life and man’s ability to distinguish
between that which is to be loved and thus defended, and
that which should be destroyed because it is the recipient of
man’s justifiable hatred.
The infinitives represent a more personal, individual activity,
while the preposition “for” speaks in each instance to general
categories which involved multitudes at the same time.
We have refrained from giving the couplets an unwarranted
spiritual or Christian interpretation, as this would be out of
character with the purpose of the book. We have also withstood the temptation, to which many others have yielded, to
see God’s activities with Israel or the church in each of the
events. The greater context of the passage assures that God’s
laws are in effect in God’s world. He is very much in control.
However, the emphasis is undoubtedly on the activities of
men. Solomon is giving us an overview of the total life of one
generation. He stated it clearly in the beginning that there is
a time for everything and every event under heaven (v. 1). His
objective, at this point in his book, is to bring man to see
that there is nothing better than to resign himself to the work
and pleasures of the day, recognizing that this is a gift to man
from the hand of God. It is not the activity of God but of man
that is foremost in his mind. His very next question substantiates this contention: “What profit is there to the worker from
that in which he toils?”
FACT QUESTIONS 3:1-8

119. What kind of an “account” is Solomon picturing?
120. What themes are under consideration?
121. Explain what will happen to man if he elects to live contrary to God’s appointed times and seasons.

122. Define the “good man.”
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123. Define the%innerc:.”
124. Give two reasons why this list of the activities of each
generation is rather long.
125. Name four “extreme” activities of men that are listed.
126. Give at least one example of an inevitable event that man
experiences.
127. Explain why verse one should not be interpreted as teaching predestined times and events.
128. State the purpose of verse two.
129. What kind of killing would be included by the context
of verse three.
’
130. Distinguish between weeping and mourning.
131. Explain what is meant by “an euphemistic description.”
132. Give an example of such a description and explain its
meaning.
133. What will earthly wisdom enable a man to do? (v. 6)
134. In what way is the term “love” in verse eight to be thought
as different from the same term in verse five?
135. What is Solomon’s overall “objective” at this point?
How does verse nine substantiate your answer?
2. Working outside the framework of God’s providence
results in frustration and defeat. 3:9-22
TEXT 3:9-22

9 What profit is there to the worker from that in which he
toils?
10 I have seen the task which God has given the sons of men
with which to occupy themselves.
11 He has made everything appropriate in its time. He has
also set eternity in their heart, yet so that man will not find
out the work which God has done from the beginning even
to the end.
12 I know that there is nothing better for them than to rejoice
and to do good in one’s lifetime,
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13 moreover, that every man who eats and drinks sees good in
all his labor-it

is the gift of God.

14 I know that everything God does will remain forever, there
is nothing to add to it and there is nothing to take away
from it, for God has so worked that men should fear Him.
15 That which has been already, and that which shall be has
already been, for God seeks what has passed by.
16 Furthermore, I have seen under the sun that in the place
of justice there is wickedness, and in the place of righteousness there is wickedness.
17 I said to myself, “God will judge both the righteous man
and the wicked man,” for a time for every matter and for
every deed is there.
18 I said to myself concerning the sons of men, “God has
surely tested them in order for them to see that they are
but beasts.”
19 For the fate of the sons of men and the fate of beasts is
the same. As one dies, so dies the other; indeed, they all
have the same breath and there is no advantage for man
over beast, for all is vanity.
20 All go to the same place. All come from dust and all return
to dust.
21 Who knows that the breath of man ascends upward and
the breath of the beast descends downward to the earth?
22 And I have seen that nothing is better than that man should
be happy in his activities, for that is his lot. For who will
bring him to see what will occur after him?
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 3~9-22

72. Explain why 2:24, 3:l-8and 3:12 could be an answer to
the question raised in verse nine.

73. What has God given the sons of men? (Cf. v. 10)
74. Even though God has placed the desire in men to know the
ways of God, will they discover it? (Cf. v. 11)
75. What is the “gift” from God? (Cf. vs. 12, 13)
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76. Explain what is meant by “God seeks what has passed
by. (Cf. P. 15)
77. What stands in the place of justice and righteousness?
78. Both the righteous and the wicked will come before God
for what reason?
79. What similarities exist between men and beasts? (Cf.
vs. 19, 20)
80. What difference between men and beasts is suggested?
(Cf. v. 21)
81. Does Solomon know that man’s spirit will go upward when
he dies? (Cf. 12:7)
82. What is man’s lot? (Cf. v. 22)
83. Can man see into the future? Give evidence for your answer
from the text.
PARAPHRASE 3:9-22
When man shares in all the events of life, and toils throughout the short time he has to live here under the sun, what
profit does he have t o hold in his hand? I have been around.
I have seen the work that Gad has assigned to the sons of men
to occupy them as they toil and labor during their lifetimes.
Also, I clearly understand that God makes every thing right
foc an appropriate time. There Is indeed a specific time and
season €or every affair under heaven. God has placed in the
minds ~f men the desire-to know and the ability to wonder
concerning all the events,, but men are unable to discover or
find out the work of God from the beginning even to the end.
I know that among men there is nothing better than to find
pleasure and joy in one’s lifetime. However, God does have
a gift for men. It is not to understand the mysterious ways of
God, but it is to be happy and find pleasure in living and see
good in all of one’s labor. One other thing I willingly admit:
whatever God does will endure, nothing can be added and
nothing can be subtracted. God works in this consistent way
because of His very nature, and in order that men may stand
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in awe of Him. In addition, consider this! God will see to it
that history repeats itself. That which was, now is; and that
which is to be, has already been. (Is there anything of which
one might say, “See this, it is new?”)
Let us look more closely under the sun. We shall discover
disturbing things. I saw in the place where justice should be
found that wickedness was there. I saw in the place where
there should have been a just man, that there was an evildoer.
I said to myself, “Beware, evildoer! God will judge between
you and the righteous man.” And I also understand that there
is a time when God will judge every delight of man and every
deed. I said to myself, “God lets things happen so he can purify
the sons of men. In God’s time, the true issues will be clearly
seen, and men’s real attitudes will be revealed. God permits
men to see, that in themselves, they are only animals.” Man
really has no advantage over the animals. They both are subject
to chance. They both suffer the same event: death comes to
both. Both have the same breath. They are both subject to
futility. Both go to the same place. Both come from the ground,
and both are returning to the ground. Who among you can
say that you know the spirit of man which ascends on high,
or the spirit of the beast, which goes downward to the earth?
I am now more convinced than ever that man can do nothing
better than rejoice in his works, do good in his lifetime, and
make the most of each day. This is man’s lot. No man can
see what will occur in the future. Who can enable man to see
what even tomorrow will bring?
COMMENT 3~9-22
v. 9 In this verse, we see a return to the original question
of the book (1:3). It is not necessarily introducing the material
which is to follow, although this basic proposition is still under
consideration, but it reflects on everything that has been stated
previously. For the use of “profit” or “advantage,” see the
comments on 1:3. That in “which he toils’’ refers to all of
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man’s activities which4 are mentioned in 3: 1-8.
v. 10 Solomon’s personal experience was very comprehensive.
One need only review the details of his life, as referred to in
chapters one and two, to be convinced that he is correct in
saying that’ hdhas viewed the activities of men. He has called
attention to the major areas of men’s interests, and demonstrated how each generation finds itself engaged in the same
activities. He calls it an evil (grievous, sorry) task (1:13; 2:26),
that has occupied men in each generation. He declares that
God has given the task to the sons of men, and in the next
verse he explains what he means by saying that God gave it.
v. I 1 The song writer picked up the theme of this verse with
the words, “Everything is beautiful in its own way.” Solomon
declares that God made everything beautiful (appropriate)
in its time. To say God set “eternity” in the heart, is another
way of saying that God gave men the “task” of occupying
themselves. The meaning of the Hebrew word is widely debated.
The context leads one to believe that it is speaking to a desire
that God has placed in the heart to search out and to know.
Hengstenberg writes that the word is never used except for
“unmeasured time.” Some translate the word “world” while
others prefer the idea of a “sense of the infinite.” One translation (The Anchor Bible) uses the term “enigma” to convey
the idea intended. Every man does have the desire to explore
the meaning of all the events of life, but it is not within him
to discover the answers. A sense of awe does come to the mind
when one thinks of the Creator (the Infinite One), but this
only compounds his frustrations. An awareness of the differences that exist between men and the rest of God’s created
beings only intensifies the desire to probe and discover more
and more. Yet, it is clearly stated that man will not find out
the work which God has done. For additional study on man’s
desire to know and discover, study the following passages
from Ecclesiastes: 7:23, 24, 29; 8:7, 17; 9:l; 1 1 5 .
The “beginning and end” of God’s work probably refers
to the work which God does in relation to one’s lifetime. This
would be in harmony with the next verse as well as with 3:l-9.
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Some do explain it as the work of God that extends from eternity to eternity, but this appears to be out of harmony with
the obvious purpose of the Preacher in this section. Because
the task is grievous, one should not attribute the task itself
to God. It is not God’s fault that man does not have success
in his investigation.
v. 12, 13 The five-point exercise suggested here is at least
a key to deriving some profit from life even if it is very meager.
Man is instructed to (1) rejoice, (2) do good, (3) eat, (4) drink,
and (5) see good in his labor. This same message is emphasized in 2:3, 24; 3:12, 13, 22; 518; 6:12; 8:15; 9:7. This
reward is called a “gift” from God. Sometimes it is spoken
of as coming from the “hand” of God (2:24; 519). God is
recognized as the One who provides. Whatever one includes
in his enjoyment of life, it should be with the approval of God.
Two clear statements undergird this truth. They are: “Go then,
eat your bread in happiness, and drink your wine with a cheerful heart; for God has already approved your works” (9:7).
And, “Rejoice, young man, during your childhood, and let
your heart be pleasant during the days of young manhood.
And follow the impulses of your heart and the desires of your
eyes. Yet know that God will bring you to judgment for all
these things” (1 1:9).
v. 14, 15 Not only is everything God has made beautiful,
good and appropriate, but all that He does is perfect. God
is a complete Being, and therefore has complete order in all
His creation. When one realizes this, and looks beyond it
to see the nature of God, he stands in awe of Him. Each of
the admonitions and challenges the Preacher sets forth in
the book is based on the true nature of God. For example,
he admonishes his audience when they go to the temple to
worship God, that they should remember God is in heaven
and they are upon the earth ( 5 1 , 2). In other words, they are
the “created” beings while God is the “Creator.” Men should
recognize that God is the perfect, complete and authoritative
Governor of His world. Men should learn to “fear” God (12:13).
Because of this, the Christian appreciates the completeness
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of God. He says with the author of Hebrews that “Jesus Christ
is the same yesterday and today, yes and forever’’ (13:8). We
place our trust in the complete work of Christ (Hebrews 9:28)
which was offered but once for our sins. We trust the complete
sovereignty of God (Acts 17:24). We abide in His complete
wisdom set forth in the act of saving grace. But to the reader
of Ecclesiastes in Solomon’s day, nothing of the blessings we
have in Christ were realized. The context of this passage must
be explained in the light of the frustration expressed in verses
ten and eleven. As man routinely experiences the events of
life, he sees that God’s laws are in complete control of the
times and the seasons. He learns to respect God because of
His consistency and power, but he does not share in the knowledge that belongs only to God.
Some events appear to contradict God’s sovereign control
and completeness of order in His world. However, the statement, “God seeks what has passed by” assures the reader
that any violation of the rules is only temporary, and in due
season everything will return to proper order as it has always
been.
It is precisely to this problem that the Preacher now speaks.
He is primarily concerned through the remaining section of
this chapter with one very apparent inequity: wickedness in
the place of righteousness and justice. He then draws numerous
observations concerning this. In the first section of chapter
four, he is concerned about another problem. This time it is
the oppression of innocent people with the authority on the
side of evil men. He illustrates the violation of God’s rules
through two more examples. One has to do with an inordinate
desire for earthly riches, while the other speaks to the fickleness of the citizens of the land. In each situation, he admits
to the futility of the whole affair, and in view of the fact that
God works out the times and seasons of justice, he resigns
himself to the fact that “nothing is better than that man should
be happy in his activities, for that is his lot” (3:22).
The obvious corruption in both places high and low throughout the world does not disturb the inner peace of the Christian.
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He has the advantage over the Preacher in Ecclesiastes for
he knows Him who brings peace (John 14:27). He is not limited
in his understanding to the message preached through nature,
but has the “final word” from God in the person of Jesus
Christ (Hebrews 1).
v. 16 There is little doubt in the Preacher’s mind that God’s
control of His world will eventually set all things right-but
this justice must have its appropriate time. In the meantime,
life must be faced for what it is. It must be endured as it comes.
This leads to some sobering observations. He discusses one
such observation here: God’s order is being prostituted by
the corruption of evil men, and evildoers have control of the
authoritative positions. Thus, justice is sacrificed for the sake
of wickedness.
v. 17 Since he knows that God’s laws will ultimately bear
their own fruit, he muses to himself concerning the future
state of the evildoers and also the righteous men. The translation in the NASV appears to be saying that both the wicked
man and the righteous man will fall into God’s judgment.
While this is undoubtedly true, the better rendering is that
God will judge “between” the wicked man and the righteous
man. It is the wicked man who is in hard straights with God.
The latter part of the verse speaks to the total concept that
God makes everything appropriate in its time. It is in this
context that the Preacher says, “for a time for every matter
and for every deed is there.”
v. 18-20 So intense is the corruption of justice that he is
led to conclude that man is no different from animals in many
respects. God “has surely tested them” is to be understood
that God has given them sufficient opportunity and time to
declare their true character. The pressures of both authority
and responsibility test a man. Some translate “test” as “purify”
which implies that God waits patiently through the various
experiences of life until He separates, winnows and proves
men. The strength of the original text suffers some loss with
the insertion of “but beasts,” or especially “but as beasts,”
as the idea is that “they are beasts.” Numerous illustrations
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from history could be cited to verify this contention. When
man is left to himself, without the benefit of the heavenly
wisdom, he proves his beastly nature. When God elects to
withhold punishment of sin for a season, the heart of man is
set to do evil cohtinually (8:11).
Note the similarities between men and beasts that are given:

(1) Both have the same fate: death;
(2) Both have the same breath;
(3) Both are subjected to a short life (corruption);
(4) Both go to the same place (grave);
(5) Both come from dust;
(6) Both return to dust;
(7) One does not have an advantage over the other.
One can clearly see the differences between men and beasts;
this is not the issue. It is the Preacher’s purpose to convince
his audience that once men begin moving in the direction of
wickedness and forsake justice and righteousness that they
become as beasts,
v. 21 This is a difficult verse to translate because the Hebrew
has three possibilities. (1) It may be a question (2:19); (2) It
may suggest “maybe”; or (3) It actually affirms through a
question (8:1). The correct understanding, therefore, will
come through a study of the context, and in this case, a study
of the greater context.
There is little doubt that Solomon is writing through inspiration. In addition to such statements as I1 Timothy 3:16, there
is the internal claim of Ecclesiastes 12:ll. The difference in
the destiny of the “breath” or “spirit” of the beast and the
man is clearly taught in 12:7: “then the dust will return to the
earth as it was, and the spirit will return to God who gave it.”
But, it is not the differences but the similarities that are under
consideration. Therefore, it is not a question of debate as to
the differences between men and beasts, or of the obvious
destinies of each, but what Solomon is saying is this, “Who
can understand their spirits?’’ Or to put it differently, he is
saying, “It is difficult to believe that man can behave with
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such beast-like characteristics! Who can understand the spirit
of either?”
v. 22 This would make the final thought of the chapter
a very natural conclusion. The Preacher knows that the spirit
of man will return to God who created it. This is not his concern at this point. His question concerns the profit to be gained
by the one who has to live out his life in the short span of
time and in the difficult days ahead (3:9). He recognizes that
life under the sun is a grievous task. He now admits that it is
filled with social injustices. He knows that in God’s due season
he will seee how God works to bring about justice and order,
but it is far from him to explain the ways of God. He is assured
only of God’s consistency, and thus on the basis of God’s past
performance, he concludes that man should not fret over either
what he does not know or what he cannot change. In the light
of this reasoning he says, “And I have seen that nothing is
better than that man should be happy in his activities, for
that is his lot. For who will bring him to see what will occur
after him?”
Some see in the twenty-first verse a simple acknowledgment
on Solomon’s part that some do not take to heart the differences
that exist between men and beasts. While this does not satisfy
the context, it does offer an idea that is needful. There are
many ways in which men and beasts are similar, but there is
also a vast way in which they differ. One cannot read the book
without recognizing the challenge on every page to rise above
the eroding pressures of life and get the most from living. One
is challenged to exercise wisdom, worship God correctly, demonstrate benevolence, and remember God. The differences
between men and beasts are obvious. Further, sinners would
not liken themselves to beasts. It would take a preacher to
do that! The man who is under consideration in the closing
verse of this section is not the evildoer. He is the “good man.”
He cannot see the future or the events which shall befall him,
but he is convinced that he will trust God and be happy in
the activities of the day. This does not mean that the Preacher
will not soon be in the valley of despair, looking again at the
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activities under the sun, and pointing out the discouraging
events of life. However, €or the moment, he has his readers
on a high plateau, receiving a fresh breath of air before descending once again to the reality of life “under the sun.”
FACT QUESTIONS 3:9-22

136. Solomon makes it clear that in this section he is seeking
to do what? (Cf. v. 9)
137. What does “which he toils” have reference to? (Cf. v. 9)
138. In what sense can it be said that God gives this “task”
to men?
139. What does the term “eternity” mean as it is used here?
What do you think the meaning of the word in the context is?
140. What is meant by “the beginning and end?”
141. What five things is man instructed to do if he wants to
show a profit? (Cf. vs. 12, 13)
142. Give evidence from Ecclesiastes what enjoyment from the
hand of God means with God’s approval.
143. What brings man to stand in awe of God?
144. Has God lost control of His world because some events
are out of harmony with His expressed will? Discuss.
145. What is the first evil that is apparent to the Preacher?
(Cf. v. 16)
146. Will both the wicked man and the righteous man be
judged? Discuss.
147. Explain the purpose of the testing of men. (Cf. v. 18)
148. What does “purify” imply?
149. Why does he go to such lengths to show the similarities
between men and beasts?
150. Read verse twenty-one from different translations. Give
three reasons why the verse is difficult to translate.
151. Is the debate here over the eternal nature of man’s spirit?
Discuss.
152. Write out your own paraphrase of verse twenty-two.
153. List the reasons Solomon came to this conclusion.
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C. GUIDELINES FOR WORKING WITH GOD
UNDER ALL CIRCUMSTANCES 4:1-16
1, How to work under oppression 4:1-3

TEXT 4:l-3

1 Then I looked again at all the acts of oppression which were
being done under the sun. And behold I saw the tears of the
oppressed and that they had no one to comfort them; and
on the side of their oppressors was power, but they had no
one to comfort them.
2 So I congratulated the dead who are already dead more than
the living who are still living.
3 But better off than both of them is the one who has never
existed, who has never seen the evil activitiy that is done
under the sun.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 4:1-3

84. What new inequity does Solomon now observe?
85. What qualifying phrase (v. 1) places the restrictions on this
activity?

86. Give evidence that the oppression was severe.
87. What increased the tragedy of the oppression?
88. Did anyone comfort the oppressed?
89. Who received congratulations? Why?
90. Who is better off than either the dead or the living?
91. What qualifying phrase appears again in verse three?
PARAPHRASE 4:1-3
Then I turned to look closely at all the acts of oppression
under the sun. Just as I had previously been confronted with
the problem of corruption of justice, so now I see the oppression
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of the helpless. E witnessed the tears of the oppressed. What
compounds their tragedy is that they have no one to comfort
them, and the authority is on the side of the oppressor. They
themselves have no avenger. Both of these inequities were
foremost in my’mind, so I sang the praises of the ones already
dead. I said, “Congratulations to the dead who died long ago
for they are more fortunate than the living who are still alive.”
Then it occurred to me that the one who is truly the fortunate
one is neither the dead nor the living, but the one who has
never existed. He is better off than both of them because his
mind has not been filled with the knowledge of the evil activities
done under the sun.
COMMENT 4:1-3
v. I “I looked again” indicates that he is considering the
same theme in this section that he was discussing in chapter
three. The “again” implies that a new illustration of injustice
or the inequities of life is under consideration. On two occasions
the qualifying phrase “under the sun” appears in these three
verses which indicates that what one observes is apart from
heavenly values. The act of social injustice that now arrests
Solomon’s attention illustrates the vanity of all earthly things
and endeavors.
One is confronted with a very basic problem that is common
to all men of every age: Why is it that wicked men prosper
and often have the authority on their side, while the righteous
are often poor and suffer oppression? Since this is often the
situation, and it appears to be so in Israel at this time, one is
lead to the erroneous conclusion that wickedness pays profitable dividends while godliness results in poverty and affliction.
If one interprets the meaning apart from the “heavenly values,”
the conclusions could indeed be very dismal. The extreme
statements of the Preacher in these three verses must be understood in this light. If one fails to interpret his observations
in the light of the “under the sun” restrictions, he finds the
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Preacher contradicting himself later on in his message. However, Solomon knew what we know about the justice of God.
He knew that God is patient, long-suffering and correct in all
of His dealing with men. It is from this vantage point that
he writes, “Although a sinner does evil a hundred times and
may lengthen his life, still I know that it will be well for those
who fear God, who fear Him openly. But it will not be well
for the evil man and he will not lengthen his days like a shadow,
because he does not fear God” (8:12, 13).
Because of similar circumstances today, one of the most
difficult things is for the Christian to keep his priorities in
order. There are certain values which belong within the inner
circle, next to the heart, in one’s life. At the same time, there
are “things” which must be kept on the periphery, and constantly challenged to keep them from eroding the truer values
or invading the inner circle where “things” have no claim.
Yet, how many people do you know who are living purposeless lives simply because they have allowed themselves to be
deceived by the riches of this world, or the pleasures derived
from participation in such evil deeds of injustice that meet the
Preacher’s searching eyes in our text? The extreme observations of verses two and three would be the most plausable in
the world if this life were all there is to living. The young man
struck down in the prime of his life; the young mother left
without guardian, provider or companion; the poor, neglected
and often persecuted by wicked men who grow fat from withholding what should be shared with the less-fortunate, or even
at times what is rightfully theirs; they all cry out to the emptiness of living and the futility of the life that thousands must
endure on the face of the earth. However, such was the situation
described in detail by James (5:1-6), and in view of all that
Jesus Christ means to the Christian he was able to admonish
them to steadfastness and joy with the words, “You too be
patient; strengthen your hearts, for the coming of the Lord
is at hand. Do not complain, brethren, against one another,
that you yourselves may not be judged; behold, the Judge is
standing right at the door” (James 5 8 ,9).
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What is the oppression? In 5:8 we are instructed again not
to be “shocked” by such oppression as it may very well be
commonplace among us. In any system where men govern
men, authority is often corrupted. It may be that in carrying
out the necessary instructions of the king in accomplishing
his great works (cf. 2:l-11), that the result was that which
the Preacher now observes. There were many areas where
authority could be violated and the process of graft take place.
With a king so obsessed with the desire for personal pleasure,
many such violations of justice could go unnoticed throughout
the land.
The intensity, and perhaps widespread influence, of the
oppression was evident in the actual tears of the poor. If they
only had a just man who was in an authoritative position to
plead their cause. But no! The authority is on the side of those
who are persecuting them. They might turn to one another
for some word of encouragement, but this would be hurt turning to hurt. They needed healing. Yet, there was no one to
heal them.
It is not a picture of a merciless tyrant holding all the people
under the authority of his rule. It is rather the picture of a
thoughtless king who has only his own interest at heart and
closes his eyes to the cries of the innocent who are trampled
in his pursuit of pleasure and personal satisfaction. Perhaps
enough people in the land were enjoying the superfluity, or
overflow, of the king’s wealth. In this case those who suffered
were not numerous enough to mount any meaningful rebellion
against the wickedness of those in high places.
v. 2 When the Preacher contemplated such a sight, he
quickly decided that the fortunate ones were those who have
already died and do not have to share in this travesty of justice.
Congratulating the dead is a rather dramatic, picturesque
description demonstrating that such behaviour would actually
be humorous if it were not so serious.
v. 3 Upon more serious contemplation, he decided that
there is one who is better off than either the living or the dead,
and that is the individual who has never been born! He is not
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speaking of abortion in order to shut out the life of one before
he sees the light of day, but rather the one never conceived
or possibly miscarried (6:3). Such a one will never have to
feast his eyes upon the evil activities taking place in the midst
of what has once been a nation noted for her justice and righteousness.
FACT QUESTIONS 4:1-3
154. What does “I looked again” indicate?
155. Does he consider his observations in the light of heavenly
values? Discuss.
156. What “basic problem” is under consideration here?
157. What truth, shared by the Christian, does Solomon explain in 8:12, 131
158. Write out a priority list for yourself as you are living life
today? Would it be arranged differently if all “things”
were removed from the top?
159. What does James teach us that motivates toward steadfastness?
160. What is the oppression spoken of in verse one?
161. How could such oppression be explained in the time of
Solomon?
162. Why could not the oppressed people organize their forces
to protest the evil?
163. Did the oppressed have even one just man to plead their
cause?
164. Who had the authority?
165. Who were the truly fortunate ones? (Cf. v. 2)
166. Is abortion recommended by Solomon in verse three?
167. What evil thing will never be witnessed by the unborn?
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2. Keep your motive for work pure. 4:4-6

TEXT 4:4-6
4 And I have seen that every labor and every skill which is
done is the result of rivalry between a man and his neighbor. This too is vanity and striving after wind.
5 The fool folds his hands and consumes his own flesh.
6 One hand full of rest is better than two fists full of labor and
striving after wind.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 4:4-6
92. What motivates the labor and the development of skill?
93. When one labors and develops skills for this reason, it is
all what?
94. The fool in this case is a fool because he is what?
95. He actually tries to live off of what?
96. If verse six is the statement of the lazy fool, what is he
actually saying?
97. If verse six is the observation and conclusion of Solomon,
what is he saying?

PARAPHRASE 4:4-6

I noticed something else that is empty and just like striving
after the wind. There is a man jealous over the success in this
world of his fellow man. He will practically kill himself to keep
up with his neighbor. He works and develops his skills, and
is motivated solely by the desire to keep up or surpass his
neighbor’s success. This type of rivalry is futile. On the other
hand, there is the foolish, lazy man who lies down, folds his
hands and lives off his own flesh. I said, “It is better to have
a quiet moment and one handful of rest than to have two
handfuls if it is acquired by such futile rivalry as I have seen.”
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COMMENT 4:4-6
Another example of the futility of life now comes into the
Preacher’s view. Is the goal of life to become the most successful person in your community? Many today would say yes.
At least their activities betray that desire. Human nature hasn’t
changed. The clear-cut picture of rivalry serving as the motivating factor for work evidently possessed the hearts of men in
Solomon’s day as it does today.
v. 4 It has been asked, “If the motive is tainted, how can
the fruit actually satisfy?” This is the case here. Since it stems
from a jealous spirit, and a desire to excel1 one’s neighbor
that the individual labors, he discovers that his accomplishment is unrewarding. Once he can honestly say, “I have accomplished more, and gathered and collected more than those
around me,” what does it really mean? The satisfaction is
very fleeting. The term “skill” suggests that one spends hours
in developing the ability to produce something that will bring
an earthly profit. He is willing to labor tirelessly and become
expert in his affairs, but since it was motivated by an unworthy
desire, it accomplishes nothing.
v. 5 By “fool” we are to understand a sluggard or stupid
person. He is in contrast to the individual who works skillfully as the fool does not have the wisdom to develop expertise
in any area. His slothfulness, that leads him to the comfort
of the couch, and causes him to fold his hands and sleep during
the day-light hours, is despicable, but he concludes that he
isn’t any worse off than the wise man who is improperly motivated to such extreme industry. “Consumes his own flesh”
is not a reference to cannibalistic practices, but the excess
energy of his body is consumed through indolence rather than
productive work.
v. 6 The problem confronted in this verse is not one of
translation, but rather to whom should the statement be attributed? Is it spoken by the fool or the one writing the book?
If it is the testimony of the fool, he is actually saying that he
will not become conspirator in such folly as driving himself
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to working day and night just to keep pace with his neighbor!
On the other hand, if the Preacher is making the remark (cf.
the Paraphrase, v. 6), then the statement is to be interpreted
as somewhat of a compromise between the two extremes and
is more in harmony with the stated conclusions of the book
(cf. 3:12, 22). The fool has not chosen the wiser way as both
men under consideration reach the same conclusion. Slothfulness and improperly motivated industry are both unrewarding
and vain. “One hand full of rest” could easily be understood
as saying, “Don’t get on the treadmill. Just take life day-by-day
and rejoice and do good in your lifetime.”
FACT QUESTIONS 4:4-6
168. What motivated the man to labor and develop his skills?
169. Is the fruit of one’s life satisfying if the motivation is
tainted? Discuss.
170. What does “skill” suggest that is not suggested by labor?
171. Why could not the fool be skillful?
172. How should one explain the statement, “consumes his
own flesh?”
173. What is the problem in understanding verse six?
174. If it is the fool who is speaking in this verse, what is he
saying?
175. If the verse is to be understood as another conclusion of
Solomon, which is in harmony with his former conclusions,
what is Solomon saying? Discuss.
3. Attain your riches for practical good. 4:7-12

TEXT 4:7-12

7 Then I looked again at vanity under the sun.
8 There was a certain man without a dependent, having
neither a son nor a brother, yet there was no end to all his
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labor. Indeed his eyes were not satisfied with riches and he
never asked, “And for whom am I laboring and depriving
myself of pleasure?” This too is vanity and it is a grievous
task.
9 Two are better than one because they have a good return
for their labor.
10 For if either of them falls, the one will lift up his companion.
But woe to the one who falls when there is not another to
lift him up.
11 Furthermore, if two lie down together they keep warm,
but how can one be warm alone?
12 And if one can overpower him who is alone, two can resist
him. A cord of three strands is not quickly torn apart.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 4:7-12
98. Solomon calls the man’s labor what?
99. What motivated the man to labor so tirelessly?
100. What did he fail to ask?
101, Were his eyes ever satisfied with his riches?
102. In what kind of a task was he involved?
103. What important thing did he deprive himself of because
of his labor?
104. List the four advantages given in this section of companionship.
105. What is the lesson taught by the “cord of three strands?”
106. Do you think lonliness is an appropriate theme for this
section? Discuss.

PARAPHRASE 4:7-12
I saw still another example of futility and unrewarding labor
under the sun. I saw a man who lived a solitary life as he did
not have a family. He had neither son nor brother. Yet, he
labored endlessly and was never satisfied with the wealth he
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accumlated. He never stopped and asked of himself, “For
whom am I toiling and depriving myself of contentment?’’
His life was lonely, empty and miserable. He experienced the
affliction of the grievous task which God allows to come to
men who so labsr under the sun.
Two are better than one because they prove in many different
ways to be an advantage to each other. One reward for laboring
together is obvious: if either one falls, his companion will help
him up. But consider the tragedy of the one who falls and has
no one to help him up. Will his riches come to his rescue?
Consider another example. If two sleep together, they keep
warm; but what of the lonely man who has no wife? Can one
be warm alone? In many situations where one may be overpowered by adversaries, it would be possible for two to resist
such and escape unharmed. Common sense teaches that a
cord of three strands is not broken quickly.
COMMENT 4:7-12
Although we suggest here that the theme is that riches
should be used for practical good, there is also the theme that
friends or companions may be of much greater value than
wealth. These two ideas run concurrently through these verses.
It is obvious that money will not bring comfort, warmth, protection, companionship, or personal satisfaction. Yet, men
have always faced the temptation to accumulate wealth for
wealth’s sake. This illustration is justifiable in the Preacher’s
mind as it represents a major area of concern in every age.
It was typical of those who lived when Jesus was on the earth
in the flesh. Indeed it was Jesus who taught us that riches
are deceitful (Matthew 13:22; Mark 4:19). They will lead one
to believe that they bring lasting fulfillment and satisfaction,
while in reality no amount of riches will do that. In addition,
Jesus taught that they may have an adverse effect and not
only fail to satisfy but shut out or “choke” the very means by
which one can find personal enjoyment. As the reader shall
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see, much of what Solomon says in the following two chapters
simply amplifies this same theme.
v. 7 It is noteworthy that he labels such concern for wealth
”vanity.” He knows. He was not one to take opinion polls or
inquire of rich friends what such a desire for money and possessions did to their lives. He wanted first-hand information
He wanted to speak authoritatively on the subject so he became
the richest man of his day. Yet, he calls it unfulfilling and
empty. Of course, there is the ever-present safeguard for his
observation. He is talking from the “under the sun” viewpoint.
There is neither virtue in poverty nor evil in wealth. It is the
attitude one has toward riches that becomes the issue.
v. 8 Note the improper attitudes of the one he describes.
(1) He was not gathering a fortune with a view to the security
of an heir or companion. (2) There was no end to his labor.
His sole purpose in life was to collect more and more riches.
(3) He became exceedingly wealthy, and yet he was never satisfied with the amount he had collected. (4) He deprived himself
of what might have been meaningful pleasures to him. Money
appears to satisfy because it seems to be saying that it is the
answer to every problem, but perhaps this is the very deceitfulness that Jesus was talking about. Rather than finding that
it resolves one’s problems, it becomes the very entanglement
that produces lonliness, jealousy, frustration, worry and distrust. Numerous present-day examples of extremely wealthy
men could easily be given as vivid illustrations of this very
truth. The man never stopped and asked himself, “And for
whom am I laboring and depriving myself of pleasure?’’ His
attitude was not one of compassionate, benevolent concern.
It rather spoke to selfishness and greed. Thus, it is truly empty
and a grievous task.
Y. 9 It appears that Solomon has now turned to the value
of companionship rather than riches. However, he is only
illustrating that riches are of value if they are properly acquired
and subsequently shared with a friend. In verse nine the idea
of “a good return” suggests a profit. This is the basic question
before him. Since the accumulation of wealth, regardless of
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how much, does not bring satisfaction or produce a profit
when it is collected with the improper attitude, what does?
A friend does. As a matter of fact, wealth is an improper choice
to make if it robs you of your friends. There are many choices
in life which are based on choosing between two things when
it is obvious that one cannot have both simultaneously. He
cannot isolate himself with his riches thinking this will bring
him enjoyment and at the same time divide his riches with a
friend. Life is just that way. In his hour of need, the rich man
turns to his fortune for help only to realize what James meant
when he wrote: “Come now, you rich, weep and howl for your
miseries which are coming upon you. Your riches have rotted
and your garments have become moth-eaten. Your gold and
your silver have rusted; and their rust will be a witness against
you and will consume your flesh like fire” (James 51-3). But
it is different with a friend. While it is true that two would
have a greater return for their labor than one, this is obviously
not the intent of the statement. One can use only so much
wealth and then everything beyond this becomes excessive.
The rich man of verse eight was undoubtedly past this point.
It moves the idea of profit or “return” into the area of the
spiritual or emotional where one shares in the value of a personal friend.
v. 10 Undoubtedly the intention is to refer back to the
miser with the statement-“But woe to the one who falls when
there is not another to lift him up.” In what sense does he
fall? The most obvious is a physical fall which could occur
on the dangerous and narrow roads of Palestine. In such a
case, to have a companion to assist would be of great value.
The idea may just as well be applied to moral falls and thus
one would have a friend indeed if he encouraged and led one
back to repentance (James 5: 19, 20). The idea, however, which
seems to best fit the context would be a “financial collapse.”
When one sees his fortune slip from his hands quickly, which
occurs often without warning, then it is important to have a
friend come to the rescue. Many men have experienced the
loss of financial security and terminated their own lives because
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no friend was standing close by with a helping hand. When a
man purposely shuts out close friends because he has no time
to cultivate them, or he intentionally remains aloof of meeting
needs or ministering to those in lesser circumstances than himself, he has made the choice of a fool. Jesus recognized the
wisdom of choosing the better part when he sent his followers
out “two by two’’ instructing them that they should not be
concerned for the physical things of life (Luke l O : l , 4).
v. 11 Once again the miser is in the center of the stage.
How can “one” be warm alone? It is obvious that he has sufficient resources to purchase warm coverings for his bed, but
this doesn’t seem to be the implication of the verse. There is
an inner warmth that comes because of close friendship. One
shares in kindred goals and intents of the heart. It is possible
that Solomon could have reference to poor circulation in old
age and the warmth of a physical body stimulates circulation
and produces some comfort in such circumstances. Solomon
knew of his father’s experience with Abishag who was selected
purposely to attend the king and lie with David to keep him
warm (I Kings 1:l-4).
v. 12 The term “alone” appears again to indicate that the
rich man who stands by himself is the common denominator
for this illustration too. The implication of the “threefold cordJ’
is that if one friend is of greater value than riches, then there
is truly great strength in having two genuine, trusted friends.
Many things may overpower an individual, but in like manner
those who willingly come to our rescue may deliver us from
many different kinds of circumstances. Endless examples could
be given to illustrate this truth. The tragedy here is that regardless of the opposition or the adversary, the man doesn’t
have a single friend to assist him in his need. Even when the
dust of battle clears and you know you and your friends have
lost, there is often warmth and inner peace in realizing that
you had those who cared and personally sacrificed of themselves or possessions to defend you. Any such allusion in this
verse to the Godhead or the Father, Son and Holy Spirit by
the reference to the threefold cord would be out of harmony
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with the context and purpose of the book. It cannot be denied
that if God is for us, no one can stand against us (Romans
8:31), and we have no greater friend than Jesus (John 15:14,
15), but these are New Testament applications which are ohly
based on principles that are taught in this text. Of course,
the Christian rejoices and thanks God for the truth!
It is obvious that each of the verses in this section is related.
The miser is the principle character and the vanity of riches
is the central theme. Much is said for true friendship. It is a
simple matter once again of a proper arrangement of one’s
priorities in life. Many people are obsessed with money and
other forms of riches. Nearly everyone wants more than he
presently possesses. It is an important lesson that overrides
the examples and observations, and it is a lesson that will appear many times before the Preacher is completed with his
message. One should be impressed with the threat a wrong
attitude toward wealth is to the soul. A prayer of thanksgiving
should be offered to God for constantly placing the signposts
before our eyes to keep us from the deceitfulness of riches and
forewarning us that they may easily choke out the Word of life.
FACT QUESTIONS 4:7-12

176. Identify the two themes which are developed concurrently
in this passage?
177. In what way are riches deceitful?
178. What is meant by the statement that “there is neither
virtue in poverty nor evil in wealth?”
179. What four improper attitudes did the miser possess?
180. What will riches produce when they are improperly collected?
181. What is Solomon illustrating in verse nine?
182. What does the rich man turn to in his hour of need?
Will he find comfort?
183. What is most likely meant by “return” in verse nine?
Why is money not intended?
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184. Identify who is intended by “one who falls”?
185. What three possibilities could be meant by “falls”?
186, Which one do you think best answers the context? Discuss.
187. Name the three ways one may be kept warm.
188. What is the real tragedy of the man who stands alone?
189. Is the “threefold cord” intended to be an allusion to the
Godhead? Discuss.
190. Who is the principal character in this section?
191. What is the central theme?
192. For what should a Christian constantly thank God?
4. Keep in mind that prestigious positions will soon
be forgotten. 4:13-16

TEXT 4:13-16
13 A poor, yet wise lad is better than an old and foolish king
who no longer knows how to receive instruction.
14 For he has come out of prison to become king, even though
he was born poor in his kingdom.
15 I have seen all the living under the sun throng to the side
of the second lad who replaces him.
16 There is no end to all the people, to all who were before
them, and even the ones who will come later will not be
happy with him, for this too is vanity and striving after wind.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 4:13-16

107. What adjectives describe the “lad”? In contrast, how
is the king described?
108. What has the king lost the ability to do?
109. Under what circumstances was the lad born?
110. Where did he come from to become king?
11 1. To whom did the “throng” give allegiance?
112#What will happen to the popularity of the lad who became
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king?
113. Such an experience is described in what two ways (v. 16)?
PARAPHRASE 4:13-16

A young man, poor in earthly treasures but rich in wisdom,
is better than a king, if the king is old and foolish and will no
longer listen to reason or heed the warning of his counselors.
Not only does the young lad rise from poverty to become king
in the very land where he was born, but he comes out of prison
to assume the highest position in the land. The young man’s
popularity was great. As successor to the throne, he drew
multitudes to his side. He now stands in the former king’s
stead and his name is praised throughout the land. As great
as he was in the eyes of his followers, and as many as sang
his praises in his hour of triumph, there is tragedy which befell
him too. The next generation will not rejoice in him. They will
care nothing about him. I view this as another example of
futility and grasping at the wind.
COMMENT 4: 13-16
Although the subejct changes from the deceitfulness of riches
to the fleeting popularity of even a king, the same general
lesson is pursued. Solomon is setting forth argument after
argument to substantiate the fact that life lived under the sun
is futile. The example is of the poor lad who assumes leadership of the land and is first praised and then forgotten. Solomon
explains it once again in detail and then identifies such activity
as “vanity and striving after wind.” The example not only
reveals the lack of personal fulfillment on the part of the former
king and the lad who became king, but it also reveals the fickle
attitude of citizens of the kingdom. One is immediately reminded of the behaviour of the Jews in the days of Jesus when
at one moment they are proclaiming Him as “the Son of David,”
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and the one who comes “in the name of the Lord” (Matthew
21:9), and shortly after the same people are crying for his
blood (Matthew 26:66).
Many have interpreted this section as prophetic, stating
that the fulfillment came upon Solomon’s death and the coming
of Jeroboam to reign over the ten tribes to the north. (Cf. discussion on 2:18) While the parallel is evident and one would
not want to argue strenuously against such an interpretation,
the important lesson in this section should not be overlooked.
Of course, if Solomon is the king who is old and foolish, and
Jeroboam is the one who comes out of prison (figurative for
his exile in Egypt), then the futility of the entire experience
becomes much more exasperating to Solomon. It would not
take much imagination to hear him declare, “Vanity! Vanity!
Vanity!”
v. 13 The two extremes are clearly stated. The lad is poor,
in prison, yet wise. The king is old, foolish and set in his ways.
The country will be better served by the lad than the king. It
is possible that the situation could be an historical one unknown to us today but clearly seen by those in the days of
Solomon. A neighboring country could have just experienced
such a change of rule. But neither is this important to the
understanding of the text.
The present king will no longer accept advice or counsel.
Undoubtedly he began his rule humbly which is typical of
many in the early days of control. However he has grown selfsufficient and no longer will he entertain ideas or suggestions.
The term “kesil” (foolish) actually means he proved himself
to be a stupid fool. Although there are three words in the
Hebrew translated “fool” in our language, this particular one
is used some 24 times in Proverbs alone. It is not a complimentary term as one may conclude by reading the references
where it is used in Ecclesiastes: 2:14, 15, 16; 4 5 , 13; 6:8;
7:6; 10:12, 15.
It does not necessarily follow that it is because of the wisdom
on the part of the young man, through crafty and cunning
ways, that he became king. It is just that the land is better
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off with such-adladwho is wise than a king who has become
foolish.
v. 14 It is important to Solomon’s conclusion that he demonstrate the extremes, In this verse he pictures the lad as having
been shut up in prison. One wonders if the king saw him as a
threat to his throne and had him imprisoned. On the other
hand, he was born in the most unlikely home to ascend to the
throne. He was born a citizen of the land, but in very poor
cicrumstances. To realize that one can rise from unlikely circumstances to become king, to supplant one who already has
control, demonstrates the lack of security of life even in the
highest office of the land. This is what Solomon intended to
communicate to his readers.
v. 15 For a little while the new king will bask in the moment
of triumph. He may have dreams of enduring, being remembered and his name proclaimed throughout the land for the
remainder of his days, but such a dream will not become a
reality under the sun! His success, like the miser’s money,
glistens only when the sun shines. Once the fleeting moment
of success is past and the multitudes realize that what they
have is another human being like themselves, his popularity
will be a thing of the past.
v. 16 So typical of the word vanity is this verse. In one short
breath one reads of the multitude thronging to his side, singing
his praises and leading him to believe that he is indeed their
redeemer. In the same short verse, however, the scene has
changed completely and we picture the very next generation
asking, “Who is he?” They do not have the same respect for
him and are no longer happy or satisfied with his rule. The
final utterance of the Preacher in this section is the oft-repeated
conclusion of all matters experienced under the sun. He declares, “This too is vanity!”
FACT QUESTIONS 4:13-16

193. What general lesson does the example of the “lad” teach
us?
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194, Why did the citizens of the country accept the young lad?
Why later was he rejected?
195, Why was the first king rejected?
196. How does Solomon identify this whole affair?
197, If the lad who came “out of prison” is to be understood
in a prophetic sense, who would he be, and where did
he come from? Discuss.
198. How would this same verse be explained if it were interpreted historically?
199. What is the meaning of the Hebrew term “kesil”?
200. In the text, on whom does this term reflect?
201. What demonstrates the insecurity of the king’s office?
202. The miser’s money and the young lad’s success have what
in common?
203. What is Solomon’s final comment in this section?
D. GUIDELINES FOR THE WORK OF WORSHIP 5:1-9

1. Watch your step in God’s house. 5:la
TEXT 5:la
l a Guard your steps as you go to the house of God,
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 5: l a
114. Since vanity is still under consideration, where are we
now to guard against it?
115. What would the house of God be in Solomon’s day?
116. Why should one guard his steps when going to the temple?
PARAPHRASE 5:la
Watch your step when you come to the temple. Remember
it is God’s house.
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COMMENT 5:la
For the first time the Preacher resorts to admonition. It is
direct and extended. He is concerned about the possible corruption of the, heart as it reaches toward God in worship. He
is observing the citizenry making their way to the temple,
turning their feet toward the proper places, and moving
through the correct procedures. However, he is also aware
that their approach is more formalistic than genuine, more
ritualistic than‘contrite. Since God is the object of worship
and therefore has ultimate worth, to worship Him in word
only would be ultimate folly. The “house of God” is undoubtedly the temple as the synagogue has not been established,
and there was not a plurality of houses where God was worshiped.
“Guard your steps” is to be taken figuratively for examining
your heart. Make sure your motives are pure and in line with
your external orthodoxy. The Preacher is not implying that
one should not approach God in the temple or that external
acts are unimportant. He is suggesting that it is possible to
give the appearance of worshiping God correctly when actually
nothing is happening between you and God. The vanity of
hypocritical worship is but another illustration of the vanity
of all things. It is likely that his insertion of vain worship at
this particular place has a very definite purpose. It is because
men are out of step with God that they are out of step with
one another. An improper approach to worship leads to the
inequitable situation discussed in chapters one through four
and also the illustrations which follow. God may be supplanted
by numerous other loves. The Preacher is extremely pointed
in this application (cf. 58-10). We are drawn to the evil activities of men which undoubtedly result from an improper attitude
in God’s house. Men oppress the poor, deny justice and righteousness, and have an unhealthy love for money and abundance.
One way to escape the futility of the things of this world is to
be in harmony, in act and spirit, with the will of God.
Much is made of this passage by those who hold to a late
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date and non-Solomonic authorship. I t is argued that the shortlived joy and dedication of the people to the things of God
a€ter the Exile was but a “flush of enthusiastic faith.” The
people soon developed a hardening of heart. One could see
the outward signs of worship were in harmony with the rules,
but the spirit of the act was far from what God desired. They
cite such passages as Nehemiah 13:lO-20 and Malachi 1:8 as
evidence. One could not argue successfully against the lack
of spiritual sincerity on the part of Israel, for it is manifestly
denounced in the Minor Prophets. However, to conclude that
such hypocrisy was limited to that particular generation, and
that the rebuke and admonition of the Preacher would not be
just as applicable in Solomon’s day, is also indefensible. As a
matter of fact, men in every generation have been guilty of
meaningless sacrifices in worship. From the time of Cain and
Abel to the present day the history of man has been the same
in respect to worship. Every age needs a clear voice calling
men back to outward form and inward feeling; to truth and
spirit; but not only to sacrifice, but a detailed adherence to
the will of the One to whom the sacrifice is offered. Read
I Samuel 15:22; Isaiah 1:lO-17; Jeremiah 7:33; Proverbs 21:3;
Mark 12:40. Surely in the day of Solomon, with the corruption
of justice and the erection of altars of false gods on the very
soil of Israel, there was a need to admonish men to greater
consistency in their performance in the house of God. Similar
instruction is found in Proverbs 1:15-16 where Solomon indicates that the direction of one’s steps betrays the intent of
the heart.
FACT QUESTIONS 5:la
204. What is it that now concerns the preacher as he observes
the citizenry?
205. Identify the house of God. Why would it not be the
synagogue?
206. How should one understand the admonition to “guard
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your steps’:?.
207. What is likely the reason for the insertion here concerning the need to worship God correctly?
208. List the sins listed or suggested in 58-10, What proper
attitude ’would eliminate this evil?
209. How would you meet the argument that this type of
hypocrisy had to be during the time of Malachi?
210. Give evidence that men have always had a tendency to go
through‘acts of worship, but in doing so failed to do all
that God commanded.
211. What does Solomon suggest may be learned concerning
one’s intentions by simply watching the direction of
the feet?
I

2. Refrain from making a sacrifice of fools through hasty words.
5:lb-7

TEXT 5:lb-7
l b and draw near to listen rather than to offer the sacrifice
of fools; for they do not know they are doing evil.
2 Do not be hasty in word or impulsive in thought to bring
up a matter in the presence of God. For God is in heaven
and you are on the earth; therefore let your words be few.
3 For the dream comes through much effort, and the voice of
a fool through many words.
4 When you make a vow to God, do not be late in paying it,
for He takes no delight in fools. Pay what you vow!
5 It is better that you should not vow than that you should
vow and not pay.
6 Do not let your speech cause you to sin and do not say in
the presence of the messenger of God that it was a mistake.
Why should God be angry on account of your voice and
destroy the work of your hands?
7 For in many dreams and in many words there is emptiness.
Rather fear God,
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS 5:lb-7

.
117. Give evidence that the “sacrifice of fools” is evil.
118. How can one commit evil and not know it? Discuss.
119. What reason is given why one should not be hasty or
impulsive?
120. What is likened unto a dream?
121. What is likened unto much effort?
122. List numerous vows taken by Christians today. Are some
of these the sacrifice of fools? Discuss.
123. What is it that God does not delight in?
124. When is it better not to vow?
125. In what way can your speech cause you to sin?
126. Since the temple is the house of God, who is the “messenger”?
127. What is the opposite of speaking “many words”?
,.

I

PARAPHRASE 5:lb-7
Approach the house of God with a spirit that prepares your
heart to be slow to speak but swift to hear. A man is a fool
who offers God empty words. Such a man offers the sacrifice
of fools, and he is not even sensitive concerning his evil deeds.
It is improper for you to stand before God and speak without
seriously weighing your words. Think! It will benefit your
sacrifice if you remember the differences between God and
you. He is in heaven, and you are upon the earth! Very likely
you will be a man of few words if you keep that truth in mind.
When one engages in many different activities during the
day and is occupied with busy work, he will toss and turn
upon his bed, and his head will be filled with dreams. Also,
a fool is known by his much talk. A fool is also known by
making meaningless vows before God. If you do make a vow,
don’t be late in paying it! God doesn’t delight in fools. Pay
what you vow to pay. Consider this; it is actually better that
you do not vow than vow and do not pay.
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It is the problem of your tongue again. Your speech can
cause you to sin. Think about that. And consider, too, that
it won’t help to run to the priest of God and say that it was
all a big mistake. The priest will be there to collect what is
now rightfullyGod’s, and you will find no escape. Why should
God be made angry by your many words and you find the
work of your hands destroyed?
Let it be a warning to you-dreams and meaningless promises
are feasting on the wind and empty. Simply show respect
to God!
COMMENT 5:lb-7
The purpose of this section is to prevent one from acting
the part of a fool in the most important of all activities of
men. One is personally responsible for his own behavior when
he comes before God. Evidently one can rise above the circumstances around him and behave in such a way that will
number him among the wise. It is to the wise, or the potentially
wise, that the Preacher addresses himself as he suggests that
one should not be “shocked” at what he sees in the perversion
of worship or justice (v. 8)-just be certain that you “guard
your steps as you go to the house of God.”
The activities of the fool as described in this section are not
to be emulated. The reader has been introduced to such “fools”
before (cf. 4 5 , 13). It is a term which suggests stupidity and
ignorance rather than evil or brutishness. It does not carry
the idea of one who is perverted or wicked, but rather one
who is lacking in common sense and the ability to do things
correctly. Note the following characteristics of the fool that
the wise man will avoid: The fool fails to listen to God; he
offers an unacceptable sacrifice; he is ignorant of his own evil
activities and is hasty and impulsive in his speech; he fails
to remember that he is the created one and God is the Creator;
he expends pointless energy in meaningless activities; he is
either late in paying or fails to pay the vow he made to God;
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more than this, he made the vow even though he realized that
he would not be able to pay it; he attempts to go back on his
word, making God angry with him and thus having his work
destroyed; he discovers that both his dreams and promises
are empty; and, in addition to all of this, he fails to fear God
which is the ultimate duty of man (12:13).
v. 1 One does not see a picture of a hardened, rebellious,
heretic who sets himself against God and is in opposition to
all that is holy. The individual observed as a fool attends
worship. He is not a fool because he comes to stand before
God, but because he does not come to listen, but to talk. And
in the talking he yields to the temptation to promise much
more than he is capable of delivering. James undoubtedly
had these words in mind when he wrote, “But let every one
be quick to hear, slow to speak and slow to anger; for the
anger of man does not achieve the righteousness of God” (James
1:19-20). The leaders of Israel had a solemn responsibility
to read the Law to the people. In like manner, the people had
a solemn responsibility to listen to the Law. One of the last
acts of Moses was to command the people to observe all the
words of the Law. The reading, hearing, and observing of the
Law, preceded the ability to fear the Lord. Moses said, “Assemble the people, the men and the women, and the children
and the alien who is in your town, in order that they may hear
and learn and fear the Lord your God, and be careful to observe all the words of this law. And their children, who have
not known will hear and learn to fear the Lord your God, as
long as you live on the land where you are about to cross over
the Jordan to possess it” (Deuteronomy 31:12-13).
To “draw near to listen” would be tantamount to bringing
their behavior into harmony with the expressed will of God.
This would mean that the many grievous sins being committed
throughout the land would cease. To “hear God” has the
same force as obeying God. (Cf. I Samuel 1522; Jeremiah
7:33; Hosea 6:6.) The foolishness depicted is heightened because the one who offers the sacrifice of fools has not stopped
long enough to listen to find out what he should be doing,
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and he is thus ignorant of the fact that he is doing evil.
The “sacrifitce of fools” is not a sacrifice of blood or physical
substance. It is rather the words hastily and impulsively offered
to God. It would include promises which cannot be kept or
meaningless chatter that slips so easily from the lips but never
finds its way through the heart. Evidently “words” have always
been considered “sacrifices” to God. When one comes to God
through Jesus Christ, he should be aware that he “continually
offer up a sacrifice of praise to God, that is, the fruit of lips
that give thanks to his name” (Hebrews 13:lS).
v. 2 The goal here is to keep your words few and mean
what you say. The motivation for making your word sacrifice
a thoughtful one is the fact that you are standing in the presence
of God. It is the Creator that you have come to worship. You
have been instructed where to go and what to do when you
arrive. Now, don’t play the part of a fool and negate your
worship act. “To bring up a matter” suggests that what is
about to be discussed originates from the imagination of the
worshiper rather than from the command of God. Since God
has not commanded the vow, perhaps it would be better if you
did not make it.
Sacrifices of fools are not limited to hasty promises. Vain
repetitions, which of course are repeated without feeling and
become just so many empty words, are also considered unacceptable sacrifices before God (Matthew 6:7).
There isn’t any doubt in the mind of the Preacher that God
and man are not equal. The strong assertion of this verse that
“God is in heaven and you are on the earth,” clearly manifests
the distinction between God and men. The temple was built
for God, not man. The worship is before God, not man. The
“fool” is man, not God. The entire context indicates an awareness that the author is cognizant of God‘s preeminence. The
fact that he speaks of man being of the “earth” implies that
he was created from dust and therefore should not forget his
rightful place. It is on the basis of this distinction between
God and man that he makes his appeal. When man comes
before God his words should be few. This same idea is under
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consideration in 6:lO. Here Solomon argues that man (Adam)
knows that he came from the ground (adamah). He states
it clearly when he says “it is known what man is.” It is in the
light of this argument that his appeal is to the common sense
of the one who has been created, Such a one should keep his
guard up when he comes before the Creator and protect himself
against the temptation to offer the sacrifice of fools.
A classic example in contrast between the fool who cries
loud and long for his god to hear and the one who comes
before God in correct fashion is given in I Kings 18:25-40.
Here the prophets of Baal cried from morning until noon
and again they “raved until the time of the offering of the
evening sacrifice.” Yet the account states, “there was no voice,
no one answered, and no one paid attention.” In what took
less than twenty seconds for Elijah to speak before God, he
offered a meaningful prayer that resulted in fire falling from
the Lord which consumed his sacrifice, along with the wood
and the stones and the dust and licked up the water that
was in the trench.”
v. 3 It is because of the “multitude of business” or the task
in which the individual is embroiled that he dreams. The
dream, which is an experience that is shared by most, is declared in this instance to be the result of much activity. In
like manner, a man is discovered to be a fool because of his
many words. Dreams are not necessarily the mark of a fool
but stand in this instance only as a comparison to illustrate
his point. Once more he is insisting that our words should
be few.
vs. 4-6 He now turns from the subject of prayer to that of
vows. One is considered a fool if he is either late in paying
his vow to God or fails to pay it. In either situation, God does
not find pleasure in such activity, or lack of itf As noted above,
the vow stems from the mind of the worshiper and not from
God. Vows were not a part of God’s commands and the laws
governing them so indicate. “When you make a vow to the
Lord your God, you shall not delay to pay it, for it would be
sin in you, and the Lord your God shall surely require it of
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you. However, if you refrain from vowing, it would not be sin
in you. You shall be careful to perform what goes out from
your lips, just as you have voluntarily vowed to the Lord your
God, what you have promised” (Deuteronomy 23:21-23).
There is a time when it is better not to vow. Such a time
obviously, is when you vow but do not fulfill it. A promise is
binding among men of integrity. How much more so a promise
before God! Yet, if God does not command the promise, how
foolish is one who makes promises’that he neither intends to
keep nor has the ability to keep.
Vows have come into vogue among many churches today.
There are faith-promise rallies, faith-care rallies, and numerous
methods of either raising financial commitments or time and/or
talent commitments through the use of special days and programs. Whereas there is nothing wrong with such activities,
and in many churches much good results from them, a proper
text in preparing the people to come before God with their
“promise” would certainly be the passage under consideration
here. Sometimes zeal in promoting for new records and higher
goals exceeds wisdom exercised in the practical application
of attaining them. The Preacher has a wise word for the church
today: “It is better that you should not vow than that you
should vow and not pay.”
The idea of your “speech” in verse six could just as easily
be “mouth,” or “tongue.” Yet, Jesus taught that it is indeed
the “heart” that causes one to sin (Mark 7:21). The heart in
this instance finds expression through the mouth and more
specifically in the form of a hasty vow. Now, new words must
be formed as you come before the “messenger of God” (the
priest) and confess that it was indeed a mistake! However, both
the irresponsible vow and the appeal to the priest are to be
avoided. The priest acts only as a representative between you
and God. This is why God is angry at your appeal and not the
priest. Your vow was made to God and now the covenant has
been established. God expects payment. To utter such a vow
or make such an appeal places one in the position that his
words cause God to become angry with him. God’s anger is
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now directed toward the individual (fool), and nothing he does
will succeed. God destroys the work of his hand. The one in
Solomon’s day could expect some act of judgment from the
Lord. Not all evil was immediately recompensed, however,
and thus the ones who were guilty of offering the sacrifices of
fools continued in such activity for a time (8: 11).
Verse seven is a summary. It captures both the idea of
empty prayers and empty vows and admonishes toward a more
positive, fruitful activity: fear God. It is not to be assumed
that the Preacher considers everyone who reads his message
as guilty before God. He is suggesting that there are those who
will follow the foolish ways and that one should avoid that
pathway. In Wisdom Literature, the concept of “fearing God”
has a marked prominence in the priorities of men and also
a distinct meaning. It is both the doing of good and the departing from evil. David wrote, “Come, you children, listen to me;
I will teach you the fear of the Lord. Who is the man who
desires life, and loves length of days that he may see good?
Keep your tongue from evil, and your lips from speaking
deceit. Depart from evil and do good; seek peace and pursue
it” (Psalms 34:ll-14).
Solomon has now completed his discourse on formalistic
worship and the futility of such. He ends the discussion with
a positive emphasis. He declares that the better way is to
fear God. He has given sufficient cause why one is indeed a
fool should he follow the way of thoughtless, insincere prayers
or vows. Strong religious terminology such as God, temple,
priest, sin, vows, and sacrifice, offer a marked and inescapable
relationship to religious behavior. Perhaps his appeal is more
direct and carries the feeling of admonition because of the
seriousness of the matter. Nothing is of graver consequence
than man’s relationship to God. Perhaps he could not refrain
from “preaching” in the light of this truth.
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212. What is the most important of all activities of men?
213. One should not be “shocked” at perversion in what two
areas?
214. What does the term “fool” imply in this context?
215. List the ten characteristics of fools as described in this
section.
216. What temptation does the fool yield to as he stands before God?
217. According to James 1:19-20, the fool should have followed
what advice?
218. What objective did Moses have in mind when he commanded the people to always have God’s law read publicly?
219. To “hear God” is equal to what?
220. What is the “sacrifice of fools”?
221. How could one negate his worship act?
222. Give evidence that Solomon does not think of man as
equal with God.
223. How long did Elijah speak before God?
224. How long did the prophets of Baal cry to their god?
225. Are dreams the mark of a fool? Discuss.
226. In the making of vows, when would one be considered
a fool?
227. Does the vow originate in the mind of the worshiper, or
is it a command of God? Discuss in the light of Deuteronomy 23:21-23.
228. When is it better not to vow?
229. Jesus taught that evil issues from what area?
230. Why, then, does Solomon say that your “speech” causes
you to sin?
231, Who is the “messenger of God”?
232. Define the “fear of the Lord.” (Cf. Psalms 34:ll-14.)
233. Why does Solomon turn to “preaching” in this section?
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3. Recognize God as the Ruler over all. 5 8 - 9
TEXT 5:8-9

8 If you see oppression of the poor and denial of justice and
righteousness in the province, do not be shocked at the
sight, for one official watches over another official, and
there are higher officials over them.
9 After all, a king who cultivates the field is an advantage
to the land.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 5:8-9

128. One should not be shocked at what two areas of inequity?
129. Is there a “line” of authority in the land? Explain.
130. What kind of a king is an advantage to the land?
PARAPHRASE 5 ~ 8 - 9

Do you not see the way the poor are being oppressed, and
the denial of righteousness and justice that is found throughout
the land? This should not shock you. At least don’t allow it
to have this effect. It will help to remember that every official
in the land has a higher official watching over him-even
the king. There is an advantage in having a king over the
whole cultivated land, for by his authority he approves the
endeavors of men and defends his subjects against wrong,
unnecessary burdens, and violence, -poor
government is
better than no government at all!

COMMENT 5:8-9
Disharmony among men is the inevitable result of hypocritical worship. One should not be shocked at whatever he
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sees throughout the land when men fail so miserably in their
response to God. Once Judas had betrayed Jesus, it was a
short step to press into the forbidden inner section of the temple
to desecrate it by casting the price of blood upon the floor.
In like manner, when men make a mockery of public worship,
going through the outward forms but denying the true spirit
of worship, corruption runs rampant throughout the land.
It is only when men are right before God that they are tapable
of living together in peace and harmony.
Oppression, corruption, unrighteousness and denial of
justice are common sights in any land where God is truly shut
out of the heart. The poor are especially susceptible to oppression for they have neither the means nor the authority to
champion their own cause (note the comments on 4:l). The
rich men, wielding some authority, failed to justly deal with
the decisions which involved the poor. If the authorities were
in a proper relationship with God, none of the evils mentioned
would be tolerated in the land. Note the words of Micah 6:8:
“He has told you, 0 man, what is good; and what does the
Lord require of you but to do justice, to love kindness, and to
walk humbly with your God?”
Why should one not be shocked at such behaviour? These
two verses have been variously interpreted. It is clear that
certain evils are common throughout the land. It is not clear,
however, what is meant by “one official watches over another”
or what is meant by “a king who cultivates the field.’’ Whatever the interpretation, it must be the reason why one should
not be shocked at the prevalent evil in the land.
There is an implied line of authority in control, Perhaps
Solomon is suggesting that each person who is above another
is taking advantage of him and practicing similar graft and
corruption. Since this practice is so open and permeates the
entire society from the lowest to the highest level, then one
should not marvel at the matter. The purpose, however, is to
comfort the poor who seem to be at the very bottom, and are
not, themselves, taking advantage of another. He speaks to
them in verse nine with the comforting thought that the king
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(and in this instance many believe it to be a reference to God)
is over the entire cultivated land-that is, the land where all
the activities are taking place. This truth, that God will bring
about ultimate justice and that all evil deeds are recorded and
will one day be destroyed, is in harmony with the major theme
of the book. It is not comforting to one who is imprisoned
or denied daily bread, to realize that some day even the “officials” will come into judgment before the true “King,” but
it is all the comfort they have. There is an advantage to having
such a King.
Solomon is not building a case for the farmer by suggesting
that a land who has a king who is interested in and participates
in agriculture is a blessing to the land. Although some translations lend themselves to this interpretation, it should be
noted that the purpose of the Preacher in this section is to
bring comfort to the poor and explain why they should not
be shocked at the prevalent evil in the land. If the king is a
man and not God, as seems most reasonable, then in the
whole land there is an advantage to realize that a final authority
exists and that although he will, on occasion, close his eyes
to improprieties and even be guilty himself of similar charges,
he will be called into judgment before God.
On this verse, Martin Luther has written the following
observations which prove to be good advice for Christians today:
The book consequently teachers thee to let thine heart
have rest and peace, and not to trouble and worry thyself
over much when things go wrongly, but to accustom thyself
to be able to say, when the devil brings malice, injustice,
violence, and burdens on the poor, ‘Such is the way of the
world, but God will judge and avenge it.’ And again, when
thou seest things going well, learn to say, ‘God be praised,
who, after all, so rules, that we do not merely suffer evil
and injustice, but receive also much good.’ Moreover, let
every man, according to his rank, and God’s command,
do his work with the best industry: other things let him
commend to God; let him be patient and wait for Him who
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is able to find out and judge the ungodly and unjust. He
that cannot lift a great stone, let him leave it lying and lift
what he can. Wherefore, when thou seest that kings,
princes and lords misuse their power, that judges and advocates take bribes and allow causes to sink or swim as
they can, being wise and sensible thou wilt think within
thyself, -‘God will sometime bring about a better state.’
Futility is still the theme. How fleeting is life, and all too
often how very fleeting the pleasures of life. One great lesson
gained from reading Ecclesiastes is the awareness that men
have always been troubled with the fact that any truly enjoyable experience on earth is very transitory, and in some cases
never experienced by those who sojourn here. The Preacher’s
message brings us to a deeper appreciation of Jesus and the
revelation He brings us. Those who have experienced the
grace offered through Christ have found the secret of finding
joy in the midst of the temporary. He also has discovered an
explanation of the corruption, denial of justice, and oppression
of the poor. It does not mean that the Christian either approves
or tolerates such when it is within his power to rectify wrong,
but it does mean that such evil does not destroy him and he
is able to triumph in victory even when he is the recipient of
the injustice.
FACT QUESTIONS 5:8-9

234. What is the inevitable result of hypocritical worship?
235. Why are the poor usually the ones who suffer the most?
236. What is meant by “one official watches over another”?
237. Do the officials practice evil? Explain.
238. In what way is discovering the purpose of Solomon a key
in interpreting the verses?
239. Is Solomon praising the farmer? Discuss.
240. What possible meanings are given to verse nine?
241. What theme is Solomon still illustrating?
242. What advantage does the Christian have over the person
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in Solomon’s day? (Discuss in the light that he lives in a
similar world where corruption is so prevalent?)

E. ADMONITIONS CONCERNING THE FUTILITY
OF RICHES 5:10-6:12

1. Riches by themselves are vain. 5: 10-20
a. They do not satisfy. 510-12

TEXT 5:10-12
1
I

10 He who loves money will not be satisfied with money, nor
he who loves abundance with its income. This too is vanity.
11 When good things increase, those who consume them increase. So what is the advantage to their owners except to
look on?
12 The sleep of the working man is pleasant, whether he eats
little or much. But the full stomach of the rich man does
not allow him to sleep.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 5:10-12

131. What attitude toward money will keep one from being
satsified with it?
132. What is identified as vanity?
133. What else must be increased when one increases his
possessions?
134. What advantage does the poor man have over the rich
man?
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PARAPHRASE 5: 10-12
If the love for money becomes one’s objective in life, money
will never satisfy. He will never have enough to cause him to
say, “I am content.” His profits will always be looked upon
as insufficient regardless of how great they are. This is but
another illustration of vanity. What profit is there in accumulating riches? The more you collect and gather, the more
people are required to care for them. You then have the added
responsibility of providing for all these people. Your necessities
of life are provided by only a fraction of what you possess,
and all you can do with the excess is look upon it with your
eyes. Observe a single example: One who labors and eats little
or much finds that he is not incumbered with worry. His rest
is profitable and his sleep is sweet. But the price one pays for
being satiated is sleepless, restless nights.
COMMENT 5:10-12
Note the absence of such statements as “I turned to consider,” and “I looked again.” The reason is that Solomon is
not turning to a new subject or even a different illustration
of the same subject. He is returning to the vanity of all things
as it is demonstrated through love for money and possessions.
He has discussed this before in 2:lO-11 and 4:7-8.
This discourse on the futility of riches runs through 6:12.
It is lengthy because it is common to all men and it is highly
deceptive and dangerous. It also has many sides which need
exposed so the reader will not fall prey to any of its insidious
nuances. Similarly much is said in the New Testament concerning the principle of Christian stewardship. Jesus offered
numerous discourses on the danger of loving the world. His
disciples kept the theme alive in their Epistles and instruction
to the church. One need not apologize for extended discussion
on such an important theme. Jesus said to his disciples on
one occasion, “How hard it will be for those who are wealthy
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to enter the kingdom of God!” (Mark 10:24) It was a “certain
rich man” in contrast with a beggar who found himself upon
his death to be “in torment.” (Read Luke 16:14-31.) Jesus
told the story of the rich man and Lazarus after it is recorded
that the Pharisees who had encountered Him “were lovers
of money” (v. 14).
v. 10 It is the love for money and not money itself that
Solomon is careful to note. He is talking about the man who
“loves” money and the man who “loves” abundance. He shall
discover that satisfaction escapes him in reference to both.
Even when one continually receives a profit or income from
the fortune he has amassed, it will not satisfy him. Many rich
people touched the life of Jesus and were members of the
church and were both successful and content. Such men as
Joseph of Arimathea, Barnabas, and Zacchaeus are usually
considered wealthy men. Yet, their love was not for their wealth
but rather the good their wealth could accomplish. This is
the difference.
Solomon identifies this love for money and possessions as
vanity.” It is not the money itself. To this very point Jesus
spoke when he illustrated this type of empty, transitory greed
in Luke 12:20-21. He said concerning the certain rich man
who had such an insatiable desire for riches, “But God said
to him, ‘You fool! This very night your soul is required of you;
and now who will own what you have prepared?’ So the man
who lays up treasure for himself, and is not rich toward God.”
v. 11-12 The reader is here confronted with two disadvantages of riches which are kept to the owners hurt. One is
the fact that the more you gather, the more people you must
have to look after your possessions, and thus you simply
become a provider of the necessities of life for others who
have not so labored to enjoy your wealth. The other is the
fact that restful sleep, which is so vital to the renewal of
strength and a proper spirit to both enjoy and care for what
one possesses, is taken from you.
A single insight to one facet of Solomon’s many endeavors
is given for us in I Kings 513-16. Solomon became responsible
66
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to care for 30,000 forced laborers, 70,000 transporters or
burden bearers, 80,000 hewers of stone in the mountains,
and 3,300 chief deputies to rule over the people who were
doing the work. Although this cooperative work with Hiram
and the Gebalites was in reference to the work on the temple,
it nevertheless indicates the principle he is now setting forth.
His own personal endeavors, which exceeded the work on the
temple in both time and riches, necessitated similar involvement of those who must be cared for from his abundance.
What is meant by “to look on”? Perhaps it is the riches
which are left over after the expenses of caring for all that it
takes to suppott his wealth that he finally fixes his eyes upon
and asks, “What profit is this?” Some believe “to look on”
means that he gazes upon all the activity that is the direct
result of his own wealth and speaks more to the workers and
the fruit of their labor than the actual wealth itself.
It is a sad commentary on Solomon’s activities and lifelong endeavors to come to the conclusion that the humblest
man in his employ enjoys a night’s rest more than he. The
king is envious of him. The “full stomach” means that the
rich man has eaten all that he can possibly hold. Perhaps it
was the most delicate and palatable of the finest or rarest
prepared foods. Yet, he is unable to sleep. The point is that
one man discovered that he is able to find satisfaction in the
most meager circumstances while the other discovers that
contentment is not the result of excessive riches. It is not so
much the full stomach that causes the restless, sleepless nights,
but the avaricious spirit of the rich man that causes him to
toss and turn throughout the night as he thinks back over
the activities of the day and schemes and plans for a more
profitable tomorrow. His many activities and responsibilities
invade his mind and rob him of sweet peace.
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FACT QUESTIONS 5:10-12

243, What subject is again under consideration?
244. Give three reasons why the discussion on the “futility of
riches” is particularly long.
245. What did Jesus say concerning the “wealthy” entering
the kingdom?
246. Why were some rich men in the New Testament both
successful and contented?
247, What is it that Solomon calls vanity?
248. Name the two disadvantages of riches. (Cf. vs. 11-12)
249. What was the total number of men under Solomon’s
control in quarrying stone for the temple?
250. Give two interpretations of what could be meant by “to
look on.”
251. What is the point of verse twelve?
252. What really robs the rich man of a restful night?
b. They may be harmful. ‘513-17
TEXT 5:13-17
13 There is a grievous evil which 1 have seen under the sun:
riches being hoarded by their owner to their hurt.
14 When those riches were lost through a bad investment and
he had fathered a son, then there was nothing to support
him.
15 As he had come naked from his mother’s womb, so will
he return as he came. He will take nothing from the fruit
of his labor that he can carry in his hand.
16 And this also is a grievous evil-exactly as a man is born,
thus will he die. So, what is the advantage to him who toils
for the wind?
17 Throughout his life he also eats in darkness with great
vexation, sickness and anger.
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS 5:13-17

135. Identify the two activities of life Solomon considers as
“a grievous evil.”
136. How were the riches lost? (Cf. v. 14)
137. Why was it important that the man not lose his wealth?
138. What fruit of his labor will the rich man take with him
when he dies?
139. List the four things which are descriptive of the rich
man’s life. (Cf. v. 17)
PARAPHRASE 5: 13-17
I looked closely upon another situation under the sun, and
I saw what was a painful misfortune for the rich man. He
accumulated his riches and hoarded them, but this resulted
in great damage to himself. In his attempt to increase his
profits and accumulate more money, he made an unwise investment. Rather than compounding his money as he predicted,
he lost his entire fortune! In the meantime he had fathered
a son, and now nothing was left to be given the son for an
inheritance.
This is life’s lesson: one is born naked and empty handed,
and when one dies he returns to the dust naked and empty
handed. Men cannot carry any of the fruit of their labor in
their hands when they return to the earth. And this also is
a painful misfortune-since man goes exactly as he comes,
what profit is there in gathering and collecting? Such a one
actually labors for the wind!
I have clearly seen these things in my own mind. What does
such a rich man gain? He eats his food in the midst of gloom,
and lives out his life with frustration, sickness and anger.
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COMMENT 5:13-17
In this section there are two additional descriptions of the
futility of riches which lead the Preacher to the same conclusion. He states that both are “a grievous evil.” The reader
should keep in mind that it is not riches that are evil but the
improper attitude toward riches. In this instance, the man
“hoarded” them to his own hurt. This simply means that
rather than using them for good, he accumulated riches for
the sake of riches.
v. 13 He once more qualifies the activity by the phrase
“under the sun.” This time, however, he discovers that not
only do the riches fail to satisfy and keep one from sweet sleep,
they actually harm the owner. The owner once believed the
added wealth was good and would be the answer to everything.
He is to discover that they not only fail to produce peace of
mind; they become the very source of sorrow and pain.
v. 14 It was suggested in 510 that money is generally invested for greater gain. But now some bad business investment
has resulted in not only a failure to gain a profit, but the loss
of the fortune as well. This of itself would be of grave consequence to one who had such a love for money. It is of a more
serious nature, however, because the man who has lost the
fortune has gained a son. He would naturally wish to instill
in his son’s mind the same desire and love for what is so important to him. He would demonstrate first-hand to the young
man how to care for and increase the fortune and together
they would share in promoting for even more gain. But it is
not to be. Money is transitory just like other things that are
attached to this world. The father has lost all he possessed
and stands empty handed. He is unable to give his son a penny.
The text offers that “he” had nothing in his hand. Is it the
father or the son? It could be taken either way, and would
be true in either instance.
v. 15 This verse speaks if death and contrasts it with birth.
He is born with nothing and shall leave this life with nothing.
The elusive riches one toils for in this life are actually called
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“wind” by Solomon. From the beginning of his message, he
has underscored the truth that one may labor through knowledge, wisdom, and skill only to leave what he has to another.
The tragedy of this situation is that the one to whom he wanted
to give his fortune did not receive it; neither does the man who
accumulated it take it with him. It is a universal truth to
which Paul speaks when he says, “For we have brought nothing
into the world, so we cannot take anything out of it either”
(I Timothy 6:7).
Death terminates all wealth. This lesson is difficult for
many to learn. Yet, it is close to the heart of Christianity.
James admonishes when speaking of our new relationship in
Christ: “But let the brother of humble circumstances glory
in his high position; and let the rich man glory in his humiliation, because like flowering grass he will pass away” (James
1:lO-11). The Preacher stands as it were, on the edge of the
grave of the rich man looking at the freshly shaped mound
of earth and asks, “So, what is the advantage of him who toils
for the wind?”
v. 17 “Darkness” is a metaphor for gloominess and suggests
that he lives his life in sorrow, dejection and heaviness of heart.
Perhaps this is why James had written “let the rich man glory.”
In other words, what riches cannot do, Christ can. But the
man who eats in darkness, in this case at least, has had the
privilege of riches. He is sorrowful the more because he has
the memory of the temporary satisfaction they brought. He
thinks back over his poor investment or the ones now who are
enjoying what he had labored so hard to accumulate, and
this adds to his darkness. His mind turns to view the son who
should have inherited the fortune, but now has nothing in his
hand. Such thoughts result in vexation, sickness and anger.
These are mental maladies which could easily produce physical
illness too. However, it is a troubled spirit that broods over
what could have been. He placed his trust in material gain
and when he lost it, he lost his joy and his life.
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FACT QUESTIONS 5:13-17
253. In what way do “hoarded” riches harm the one who
hoards them?
254. What adds to the rich man’s sorrows since he lost his
riches?
255. Who stands empty handed? Discuss.
256. Solomon equates “wind” with what?
257. “Darkness” is a metaphor which stands for what?
258. Name the past experiences of the rich man, which when
remembered by him, adds to his sorrow.

c. Exhortation to enjoy the riches God permits 518-20

TEXT 5~18-20
18 Here is what I have seen to be good and fitting: to eat, to
drink and enjoy oneself in all one’s labor in which he toils
under the sun during the few years of his life which God
has given him; for this is his reward.
19 Furthermore, as for every man to whom God has given
riches and wealth, He has also empowered him to eat from
them and to receive his reward and rejoice in his labor;
this is the gift of God.
20 For he will not often consider the years of his life, because
God keeps him occupied with the gladness of his heart.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 5: 18-20
140. List the four things which God does for, or gives to, men.
141. What is it that Solomon here calls “good”?
142. What is man’s reward?
143. Who gives every man riches and wealth?
144. Can every man rejoice in his labor and his riches? Discuss.
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145. What does man. forget when God keeps him occupied
with the gladness of his heart?
PARAPHRASE 5~18-20
“What does any man gain?” I have asked myself this question before. Now, I arrive at a similar conclusion. That which
is satisfying and apprapriate is to eat, and to drink, and to
enjoy oneself in all the events of life under the sun. Let the
labor of your hands bring you pleasure. That is really all one
gets out of life. In addition, if your excessive wealth is indeed
a gift from God-that is, you can actually enjoy it and it makes
you happy because God permits it, consider yourself fortunate.
You have just received a bonus from God. Another blessing
which will come to you is the fact that you will not be vexed
over the past experiences of your life. You will have your mind
occupied with happy thoughts and thus you will not sit and
ponder the transitory nature of life.
COMMENT 5:18-20
Solomon is still pursuing the “profit” that is available to
one who labors “under the sun” and “during the few years of
his life.” He speaks of such profit in these three verses as a
“reward” or “gift” from the hand of God. He also instructs
his reader to “rejoice” and discover the “gladness” of the heart
that comes from his labor. This theme is an oft-repeated one
that culminates in 9:7 with the imperative form which states:
“Go then, eat your bread in happiness, and drink your wine
with a cheerful heart; for God has already approved your
works.” Note also 2:24; 3:12, 13, 22; 8:15. There is a sense
in which man can find pleasure and some advantage in his
labor. The qualifying mark appears to be that God must
approve.
v. 18 To find personal satisfaction in one’s labor and the
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joys of living is the reward available to men. Yet, on the one
hand there are very few who seem to find it. Much of what
the Preacher has observed and experienced, has been the
opposite of this. There has been the inescapable futility that
has marked all his labors. Now, however, there is a shaft of
light that reveals some cause for rejoicing and joy that can be
shared. He calls it “good and fitting.” Actually the rendering
is “good and beautz&Z ” which implies personal satisfaction.
What does one have to do to receive such a reward? Evidently
avoid the attitudes which have been illustrated with such detail
by Solomon in the preceding materials. (1) Eliminate the
love for money and abundance. Use your wealth as a means
to an end, and not an end in itself. (2) Do not offer hasty words
before God. “When you make a vow to God, do not be late
in paying it.” (3) Do not put your trust in the acclaims of
men. Realize that men are fickle and drawn by success rather
than integrity. (4) Avoid selfishness which results in loneliness.
Choose friends over insatiable desires for wealth. (5) Admit to
the anamolies of life. Sorrow over the oppression of the poor,
but do not despair. (6) Do not fail to see the hand of God
in control of His world. The prosperity of the wicked and the
suffering of the righteous are not indicators of God’s justice,
but rather His patience. God “has made everything appropriate in its time.” Thus, from Solomon’s own observations
we draw the conclusion that there is a way to find a reward
in the short years one has upon the earth.
v. 19 As noted, ”riches” and “wealth” are not evil of themselves. God gives them. When they are looked upon with a
proper attitude and used in harmony with God’s ordained will,
they bring joy. This is what is meant by the fact that God has
“empowered him to eat from them and to receive his reward.”
Such behavior is also called a “gift of God.” It is surely available to every man, but some men choose the unrestrained,
selfish pathway of avarice and greed. They miss the gift, the
reward and the joy. The Preacher’s admonition is to the better
way of life. Do not be carried away with excess. Rather, accept
your life each day and live it to the fullest.
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v. 20 There is a “bonus” for those who seek such a life
before God. Not only do they discover that they have a reward
in finding joy in their labor and living, but they soon forget
the undesirable experiences of the past which causes greater
joy for the present. Since it is God who now controls his
daily attitudes, it is also God who causes him to forget the
sorrows of his past years. This verse does not speak to “eternal”
life or the anticipated joys of some future state. This would be
out of character for Ecclesiastes. However, it does suggest
that one’s present life can be rewarding and filled with joy.
One way to accomplish this is to be busy doing what God
desires. The memory that haunts the rich, lonely miser and
brings him to a prison house of gloom and vexation has no
part with the one who discovers God’s gift for living.
All men have past experiences that are better buried and
forgotten. Some come as a result of external circumstances
and pressures that are beyond the control of the individual
but nevertheless erode his peace of mind when recalled. Other
experiences are direct results of volitional folly or sin. These
have a more damaging influence on the joy of the present.
It is a much-desired blessing to be able to close the door to
the past and find joy in the present. This is the promise the
Preacher now offers to those who make an effort to be wise.
Since such a positive note is sounded regarding the possible
rewards that one may find even under the sun, it might be
expected that Solomon will turn to a new theme. This is not
true, however. This rather refreshing observation that speaks
of rewards and joy is to be looked upon as a temporary terminal
in his reasoning. He dedicates the entire next section (Chapter
Six) to the theme of the futility of riches, Let us close out this
section with two observations. One comes from Jesus who
speaks to this point with the words, “Therefore do not be
anxious for tomorrow; for tomorrow will care for itself. Each
day has enough trouble of its own” (Matthew 6:34). Also,
the following quote from the Bereleburger Bible is very much
to the point: “To the pure all things are pure” (Titus l:lS),
“and so a pure man may undoubtedly use riches with purity;
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and it will, therefore, chiefly depend on each one’s own heart,
on how it stands before God. But if any person is unable to
remain just as contented and calm, when house and home
are burnt down, or when some other damage is done to his
property, he proves himself to be not yet truly composed and
satisfied: that is the test thereof: ”

FACT QUESTIONS 5:18-20
259. When and where does Solomon seek for a profit?
260. What does he call this profit?
261. What is the qualifying mark that makes man’s labor
profitable?

262. To labor according to God’s will is said to be “good and
fitting.” What is an alternative rendering for “fitting”?

263. List the six reasons given why men can discover a profit
from their labors.

264. How can “riches” and “wealth” bring joy? (Cf. v. 19)
265. Why do some men miss the gift, reward and joy of life?
266. Explain the “bonus” mentioned in verse twenty.
267. Past, undesirable experiences come from what two
sources?

268. What general theme is discussed in chapter six?
269. What did Jesus teach about anxiety over tomorrow?
270. What does the Bereleburger Bible say is the true test of
riches?

2. It is possible to possess riches which cannot be enjoyed.
6:1-6

TEXT 611-6
1 There is an evil which I have seen under the sun and it is
prevalent among men-
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2 a man to whom God has given riches and wealth and honor
so that his Soul lwks nothing of all. that he desires, but
God has not empowered him to eat from them, for a foreigner enjoys them. This is vanity and a sore affliction.
3 If a man fathers a hundred children and lives many years,
however they may be, but his soul is not satisfied with
good things, and he does not even have a proper burial,
then I say, “Better the miscarriage than he,”
4 for it comes in futility and goes into obscurity; and its name
is covered in obscurity.
5 “It never sees the sun and it never knows anything; it is
better off than he.
6 “Even if the other man lives a thousand years twice and
does not enjoy good things-do not all go to one place?”
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 6: 1-6
/

146. What is “better” than the rich man of this passage?
147. Give the five reasons listed in the passage why the miscarriage is better thah the rich man.
148. Who gives men riches even when they are not enjoyed?
149. What is the prevalent evil among men?
150. What does the rich man lack of that which he desires?
151. Who enjoys the fruit of the rich man’s labor?
152. The rich man’s labor is considered vain because he is
not satisfied with what? (Cf. v. 3)
153. Would begetting of children be considered a great blessing?
154. The rich man would not enjoy his riches even if he lived
how many years? (Cf. v. 6)
155. What is the “one place” where all men go?
PARAPHRASE 6:1-6
I observed one other misfortune that lies heavily upon men
who live and labor under the sun, and I concluded that not
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only is the burden heavy, but it is also prevalent among men.
That burden is this: A man has everything his heart desires
and yet he does not enjoy it. God grants him riches, possessions
and honor in his community. As a matter of fact, he has every
materialistic benefit needed to satisfy his soul. Although God
permits him to possess all and experience social prominence,
God does not allow him to enjoy it. One who is a stranger
receives it and enjoys it instead. This is indeed a heavy burden
to bear. More than this, it is a misfortune marked with hollowness!
What can you say concerning a man who has everything
except happiness? Even if he lives a good long time, is honored
in his community, and is the father of a hundred children, and,
yet, doesn’t enjoy what he has, or doesn’t even receive a proper
burial when he dies, he would be better off not to have been
born. It is my conclusion that a stillborn child is better off
than he! I know that sounds extreme, but here are my reasons
for such a conclusion: The stillborn has no name; it is marked
with total futility; it leaves in darkness just as it arrived in
darkness; and although it never saw the sun and never knew
anything, it rests in greater peace than he.
The important thing is to discover joy and find contentment.
What good is there if one lives for two thousand years if he
cannot share in either of these? Do we not all finally come to
the grave anyway?
COMMENT 6:l-6
This entire chapter continues the theme of the futility of
riches. The poor would discover some comfort in the fact that
since he is poor he is not sharing in the evil which lies heavy
on so many others. However, the message is directed toward
the one who is able to gather and collect and yet fail to enjoy.
The Preacher now turns to another side of the deceitfulness of
riches and would have his reader note carefully that it is not
possible to find satisfaction through possessions, where God
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does not pe’r’mit, everi when those possessions include everything the heart could desire!
v. I Wealth is relative. To the poor, a rich man is one who
possesses more than he does. Thus, it is possible that a lesson
is held in these verses for every man. Solomon does say that
the incident which he has in mind is common or prevalent
among men. In other words, one can see it everywhere. He
also identifies it as an evil and influenced by vanity as it takes
place once again under the sun. It is not to be thought of,
therefore, as an incidental ill or burden but one that is “heavy”
upon many men. When one looks to possessions for comfort
and security and thus places his confidence in that which he
owns, he is a prime candidate for the message the Preacher
now proclaims.
v. 2 God is involved in this example in two ways: first, He
permits the man to acquire all that his heart desires; secondly,
He does not permit the man to enjoy what he has acquired.
The first part of this verse is more easily understood. One can
readily see that it is because of God’s providential activities
working through His laws of nature that we have material
success upon this earth. Jesus spoke to this point when he said
that God “causes His sun to rise on the evil and the good,
and sends rain on the righteous and the unrighteous”, (Matthew
545). It is evident that although men do not acknowledge
that their success in gathering and collecting materialistic
things comes as a direct result of God’s blessing, it nevertheless does. The mercy of God is demonstrated in the apparent
success of the wicked. Such success should be a means of
bringing the wicked to the acknowledgment that his wealth
is a result of God’s goodness and thus come to repentance and
humility before Him. However, men often gather and collect
and fail to acknowledge God in their endeavors. It is this
kind of man who also fails to enjoy what he possesses. The
Preacher states that “God does not empower him to eat from
them.” The phrase “to eat from them” is a metaphor for
“to enjoy them.’’ Just what does “enjoy” mean in this instance?
Or more to the point, how can one fail to enjoy such possessions
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when he has everything his heart desires? This part is not so
easily explained.
What the one who accumulated the riches failed to do, the
stranger who inherits them does. It is said of the stranger or
foreigner, and this should be understood as oue who is not
of the same family or rightful live to inherit the wealth, that he
does “enjoy” them. That is, he eats from them with great
satisfaction. To say that God does not empower the rich man
to enjoy what he has accumulated is stating that the rich
man cannot divorce himself from the power of his wealth. He
is still greedy of gain; he is hoarding his riches to his own hurt;
he is not content and perhaps he fails in health as a result of
his avaricious spirit and thus cannot use what he has gathered
together. Whatever the cause of such failure to enjoy, it is
spoken of that God does not permit it simply because God’s
laws will not permit such to find joy. God has ordained that
personal fulfillment and joy are to be found only within the
confines which he has established. One who chooses to live
outside such an area may be able, because of God’s mercy,
to gather and collect great amounts of wealth, but he will not
genuinely enjoy it!
When riches capture the heart and control the will of an
individual, it is indeed an evil. Such evil is common among
men. In addition, Solomon speaks of it as vanity and a sore
affliction. That which one believed would fulfill his life and
bring lasting satisfaction has created an emptiness instead and
is making a hollow mockery of life itself. Not only is this true
of possessions, it is also true of prominent positions (Cf. 4:13).
“Honor” suggests that the man has a place of respect in his
community. The idea that he “lacks nothing” speaks entirely
to the elements of this world which are marked with futility.
In contrast James speaks of one who is “perfect and complete,
lucking in nothing” (James 1:4). There is a marked difference.
The man in Ecclesiastes has every possible physical need met
and all that his heart desires; yet he is not enjoying life. The
man in James may not have any physical blessings and yet lacks
nothing. The difference? The Christian man of whom James
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speaks is content because he possesses wisdom from above
and potentially all the blessings in Christ are his (Colossians
2:3). Contentment in Christ is not a result of riches, prestige,
health or long life. Rather, it is a result of spiritual maturity.
Therefore, tha.poor man is to glory in his high position (in
Christ) and the rich man rejoice in that he has been brought
to see that his riches will not bring him enjoyment and he has
been humbled and divoaced from the control his possessions
held over his life. Study James 1:l-11.
v. 3 Our attention has been drawn to riches, possessions and
prominence in the community. Perhaps, one may reason, a
large family and long life will surely bring personal joy. But,
no, the Preacher reasons that though one fathers a hundred
children and lives for two thousand years (v. 6 ) this will not
change the picture. It would certainly add to his list of blessings
which God permits him to have, but the additional blessings
are not of such a nature that they in themselves will produce
the joy.
The failure to have a proper burial was a disgrace (Isa.
14:19-20). The tragedy of the rich man is compounded as he
has everything his heart desires except the means of enjoyment,
and now at the end of his useless and hollow life he has no
burial. To leave a body upon the ground to be devoured by
animals or fowls of the air was reserved for the enemies of
Israel or the despicable members of their society. (Cf. I Samuel
17:46; Jeremiah 22:18-19) It is not noted as to the reason why
the rich man does not have a burial, but circumstances of life
led to this unfortunate conclusion. To face such a reality is
indeed a heavy burden especially in light of the unlimited
wealth the rich man possessed, to say nothing of the fact that
he was honored in his community.
Once again the qualifying mark of such a man is the facti
that “his soul was not satisfied with good things.” He has
placed his values on things of this earth rather than being
content with each day’s activities. The sorrow and bitterness
of such a wasted life is intensified in the following analogy.
He compares such a wasted life with a stillborn baby and
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concludes that miscarriage is better!
vs. 4-5 The baby born prematurely or born dead is said
to be better off than the rich man. This is a strange conclusion
because the child has no name, is not honored in the community, knows nothing, and never experiences one day of life.
It is nameless, unrecorded, unburied and unremembered I
Yet, such an untimely birth is more to be desired than the
long life of the rich man under consideration. The key appears
in the marginal reading of verse five in the NASV. Here it
reads, “more rest has this one than that.” The idea of rest
is the reason why the one is desired above the other. It has
previously been noted that when a rich man places his ultimate
values on riches that he is restless at night and is unduly concerned for his riches during his waking hours. In other words,
he has been robbed of rest. The stillborn does not experience
the perpetual restlessness of the rich. Certainly one must agree
that the description of the stillborn is depressing and undesirable. Yet, whatever the plight of the untimely birth, it is better
than the misery of a covetous man! “Rest” may suggest “freedom from suffering.” The entire picture leads one to the
conclusion that such rich men in any society are to be objects
of pity rather than envy.
v. 6 There are three significant points in this verse: (1) Regardless of how long one may live, even if it is twice as long as
the longest life recorded, it would not change the circumstances
nor would one come to different conclusions, (2) the reason
being that the man who is under consideration did not “enjoy
good things.” This is the equivalent of verses two and three
which teach that God did not permit him to enjoy life. (3) Both
the stillborn and the rich man will return to dust and, in the
grave as it were, there will be no remembrance of previous
things. It is on the basis of these arguments that the conclusion
is drawn that an untimely birth is better than living in the
midst of plenty and yet failing to divorce oneself from an
avaricious spirit.
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271. What theme is continued here?
272. How could the poor find some comfort in this passage?
273. Why does one fail to enjoy riches even when he has all
his heart desires? Discuss.
274. Explain what is meant by the statement, “wealth is relative.”
275. Who is a “prime candidate” for the Preacher’s message?
276. In what two ways is God involved in this example? (Cf.
v. 2)
277. How does God permit evil men to acquire wealth?
278. What should such blessings from God lead even evil men
to do?
279. What is meant by the metaphor “to eat from them”?
280. Who is a foreigner?
281. What does the foreigner do?
282. List the possible causes why the rich man fails to enjoy
his riches.
283. What is suggested by “honor”?
284. In what sense can one “lack nothing” and still be miserable?
285. What does James mean when he speaks of one who
“lacks nothing”?
286. What two additional blessings come from God? (Cf. v. 3)
287. Who usually failed to receive burial?
288. List the characteristics of the stillborn.
289. What is the “key” that makes the untimely birth better
than the long life of the rich man?
290. List the three significant points in verse six which serve
as his final arguments for his conclusion.
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3. Reasons why riches cannot satisfy 6:7-9

TEXT 6:7-9

7 All a man’s labor is for his mouth and yett’his appetite is
not satisfied.
8 For what advantage does the wise man have over the fool?
What advantage does the poor man have, knowing how to
walk before the living?
9 What the eyes see is better than what the soul desires. This
too is futility and striving after wind.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 6 ~ 7 - 9

156. Man labors for what primary cause?
157. Is man’s appetite for either food or pleasure ever completely satisfied?
158. Does the wise man have an advantage over the fool in
respect to being satisfied with pleasure or food?
159. Does the poor man have an advantage over the rich man?
160. Explain verse nine in the light of 518-19.
161. What parallel is found between verses seven and nine?
162. After reading over these verses, what does the Preacher
identify as futility and striving after wind?
PARAPHRASE 6 ~ 7 - 9
A man labors all the days of his life for food and pleasure,
and regardless of how much he gathers and collects he will
never say, “It is enoughl” If one’s appetite is never satisfied,
how is the wise man better off than the fool? Or, what advantage does the poor man have who at least knows enough
to enable him to get along in life-even as he walks over
against the rich and the wise? It is better that one enjoy daily
what he has than fret over what he might be able to acquire.
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To always anticipate more possessions and additional pleasures
and think for a moment that when they are realized you will
be satisfied is an empty dream which never will be fulfilled.
COMMENT 6 ~ 7 - 9
In searching for one idea in these three verses which would
give clear insight to the unlocking of the mystery of how one
with such great wealth could go through life unfulfilled, one
discovers the thought that “the appetite is not satisfied.” This
explains the first seven verses in this chapter as well as giving
direction to the remaining verses. The man under consideration
has an insatiable appetite. He will never have enough regardless
of how much he accumulates. Such a man is given over to the
“cares of this world” and has lost control of his own spirit.
In these three verses, therefore, we are discussing the same
individual who has been under consideration from the beginning of this chapter. It is not to be concluded that the Preacher
has one particular person in mind, but rather this evil which
is common to men is simply being illustrated through a hypothetical situation. This activity is so designated as “futile” and
“striving after wind.”
v. 7 Some render this verse as “All of man’s toil is for his
mouth and yet his soul is not appeased.” In doing so, it is
argued that mouth represents the lower areas of desire and
soul represents the higher, spiritual areas. This, however, is
not the intention of the verse. It is not a comparison; it is an
additional argument to demonstrate that certain men labor
endlessly for the products of food and pleasure, and yet their
desire is never satisfied. Certainly it is the soul that desires
such things and it is the soul that is in difficulty. What Solomon
is saying is simply that some men are so attached to earthly
things that like fire, the barren womb, and the grave itself
they never cry, “Enough!” (Cf. Proverbs 3O:lS-16) Once again
the lesson which teaches the power riches have over the minds
of men is vividly demonstrated. Indeed the man’s soul is in
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trouble. He has perverted his true purpose of living to God’s
glory and has become slave to things futile and transitory.
v. 8 One would think that the wise man would have great
advantage over the fool. The wise man in this situation is the
one who is skillful and has the ability to increase his possessions
and receive healthy profits from his investments. In addition
he has merited the esteem of his peers and managed his physical affairs in such a way that his life has been extended. Me
is also surrounded with his children. Yet, he does not hold
an edge on the fool. The fool, of course, is the one who lacks
the wisdom to make such a mark in his community as that
which distinguishes the wise man. When a wise man fails t o
enjoy what he possesses, he is no better off than a fool. There
is a sense in which he is indeed a fool (Luke 12:20).
The second part of this verse is difficult to understand. The
tenor of this section would lead one to see here the simple
statement that the poor man does not have an advantage over
the wise man simply because, like the stillborn, all finally go
to the grave and there are no distinctions there. The Paraphrase
attempted to speak to this truth. However, there is much disagreement as to how the verse should actually be translated.
Leupold translates it: “or what advantage has the poor man
that knows how to walk over against the living?” He would
argue that the poor Israelite, under Persian rule, is the only
one who knows how to walk (because of his inheritance of
Wisdom) over against the living (his oppressors). Two items
militate against this translation or interpretation. One, the
historical setting would necessitate a date at least 500 years
later than Solomon, and secondly, such an interpretation
does not speak to the line of reasoning pursued in this entire
section. The Septuagint suggests that “the living” is to be
translated “life,” and implies that he knows how to walk in
this world to prepare for the life to come. Thus the Septuagint
reads, “For what advantage has the wise man over the fool?
since the poor man knows how to walk before life?” This idea
appears to be foreign to not only the immediate context, but
the thought of the entire book. The Anchor Bible eliminates
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the problem by actually changing the direction of thought
and making the idea of “knowing how to conduct himself
during his life” refer to the wise man and thus pointing out
that this is the only advantage the wise man has over the fool.
This translation seems to be more from convenience than
meeting the issue. Perhaps what Solomon is saying is that
the poor has his troubles, too. He never has his desires fulfilled, and thus his appetite does not receive the numerous
benefits of the wise man, rich in the things of this world, but
like the rich man his desires are insatiable. No man has an
advantage over another if each is controlled by greed and
earthly goods. If this is indeed the correct interpretation then
what Solomon is saying is that such an evil is truly common to
all men. Both the rich and the poor have demonstrated a failure
to enjoy life, and both have the same misery as the result of a
lack of fulfillment. Their inability to “eat from” what they
possess places them on equal status in that respect at least.
v. 9 “What the eyes see is better than what the soul desires,”
is not that which is spoken of in the same verse as “futility
and striving after wind.” Rather, it is good advice and is in
harmony once again with previous conclusions found in 2:24;
3:12, 13, 22; 5 1 8 and later in 6:12. The addage, “a bird in
the hand is worth two in the bush,” speaks of this truth. It is
better to take what one has and enjoy it rather than entertain
a craving for what is possibly in the future and uncertain. To
control one’s appetites and make the most of what one has
is the mark of a truly wise man. God will evidently permit
such a one to find joy in living and “eat from” what he possesses.
The contrary attitude which manifests the dissatisfaction
with life regardless of what one possesses is that which Solomon
speaks of as futile. The oft-occuring “striving after wind”
marks this type of activity as totally useless.
FACT QUESTIONS 6:7-9

291. What key statement found in these verses helps to clarify
the conclusions in this entire section?
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292. What is demonstrated by the argument found in
seven?
293. What characterizes the wise man of verse eight?
294. What characterizes the fool?
295. What advantage does the wise man have over the
Discuss.
296. Give two reasons why Leupold’s translation of verse
should not be considered.
297. Explain what the Septuagint does with the term
living.”
298. What does the poor man have in common with the
wise man?
299. What good advice does Solomon offer? (Cf. v. 9)
300. How can one “eat from” what he possesses?
301. What does “futility” refer to?

verse

fool?
eight
“the
rich,

4. Reasons why it is useless to strive for riches 6:lO-12

TEXT 6:lO-12
10 Whatever exists has already been named, and it is known
what man is; for he cannot dispute with him who is stronger
than he is.
11 For there are many words which increase futility. What
then is the advantage to a man?
12 For who knows what is good for a man during his lifetime,
during the few years of his futile life? He will spend them
like a shadow. For who can tell a man what will be after
him under the sun?

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 6:lO-12
163. Man was made from what substance? (Cf. Genesis 2:7)
164. In what way is man described in Isaiah 4 5 9 1
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165. Who is stronger than man?
166. Can man dispute with God?
167. What increases when man’s words increase?
168. Does man’s ability to speak many words prove to be
profitable to him?
169. Does man have the ability to know what tomorrow holds?
170. Man’s short life is likened unto what?
PARAPHRASE 6~10-12
Man cannot contend with God. God is stronger than man.
It is well known that God created man from the earth, and
man should never forget that. Man knows that whatever he is,
he is created and came from the earth. The more man talks,
the more evident this truth becomes! Man’s much speech
betrays his origin and his nature. How does man profit from
that? His life is but for a few days, and is compared to a
shadow-it
lengthens and then quickly disappears. Who
can tell a man what will be after him in this life marked with
such a heavy stamp of meaninglessness and death?
COMMENT 6~10-12
Solomon now returns to speak to a theme introduced in
1:9-11. This idea has been carried through his book. (Cf. 2:12;
3:15) The nature of man does not change. Man should know
who he is and recognize that his ability to speak long and loud
will not change his nature but only compound his futility.
He concludes once more that one should simply make the
most of the present and not fret over that which is beyond
one’s control.
v. 10 What is man? Whatever he is, he is certainly less
than God. Perhaps it is a passing observation, but the Preacher
admonishes his readers not to dispute with Him that is stronger
than man. The idea that God is Creator is consonant with all
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the teachings of the book. Direct reference to the fact is made
when the Preacher begins to drive home his point like welldriven nails (Cf. 12:1, 11). The relationship that exists between
“Adam” and the fact that Adam was taken from “the earth”
is very close. God’s new creation is called Adam because he
is taken from the earth. One has aptly translated the idea
into the English with the sentence: “His name is earthling
because he was taken from the earth.” Since this is true, man
cannot dispute with God, for he is but the created, not the
creator. It would also follow that man depends upon his Creator
to empower him to eat of that which he possesses. The discussion here would be an additional argument for the Preacher’s
main thesis: i.e. The gift of God is for a man to enjoy his labor
and stay occupied each day with the gladness of his heart.
The superiority of God is demonstrated that man can see the
futility of trying to find enjoyment without Him. God is definitely the One who is stronger than man and the One with whom
man cannot contend.
v. 11 Although the NASV translates this idea as “many
words” which increase futility, other translators have offered
varying suggestions. One popular translation supplies “things”
for “words,” and thus suggests that wealth, pleasure, knowledge, all human pursuits along with every endeavor gives
credence to the fact that man is subjected to futility. However,
these are aspects that have previously been considered. The
idea of “words” offers a different view of man. Now, one can
see that the Preacher is saying that even though man is very
glib and capable of varying and lengthy speeches, such exercises
will only manifest his vanity. Perhaps this tendency on the
part of man to demonstrate his futility through his speech was
the thought in the Preacher’s mind when he admonished, “Do
not be hasty in word or impulsive in thought to bring up a
matter in the presence of God. For God is in heaven and you
are on the earth; therefore let your words be few” (5:2).
We are now confronted with the question: What profit has
a man? This may refer to the general approach of the entire
book, or it may speak specifically to the immediate context.
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However, it is obvious that the Preacher is concerned about
man’s role on this earth and if there is any way in which he
can come to the end of the day and honestly say, “See, this
is my profit for today!” It is evident from his previous reasoning that the rich have nothing more than the poor. We are
to accept his inquiry then as a sad but true commentary of
life’s endeavors. Regardless of what is accumulated, there is
no profit to man who lives simply for pleasure itself.
v. 12 The first question of this verse has been taken by
some to mean that he is not only questioning the meaning
of life on the earth, but also the value of life to come. This
is out of character with the book, and it is forcing the immediate
context into an unwarranted position. He is speaking only to
life as it is lived on this earth. Such ideas or terms as “futile,”
“under the sun,” “few years,” “shadow” and “his life time,”
verify this contention.
In answer to his question, the implication of verse ten is that
God knows what is good for man. This is the basis for his
reasoning in 518-20. Man is not in a position to determine
what is good because he, like that which he desires, is subjected to vanity. His own conclusions, apart from God’s help,
will inevitably lead to the frustrating burden of feasting on
the wind.
To spend his life like a shadow suggests that it is fleeting.
This figure reinforces the idea of a “few years.” Too much
should not be made of the idea that when the sun goes down,
the shadow vanishes. However, the concept of living one’s
life under the sun is interesting in view of the analogy with
the shadow, There is a sense in which when the sun sets life
is over for all. (Cf. 8:13; I Chronicles 29:15) Sufficient comment
has already been made concerning the shortness of life and
the concurrent emptiness that accompanies it.
The final question of this section is: “For who can tell a
man what will be after him under the sun?” It does not refer
to eternity but rather to the activities which shall occur upon
the earth tomorrow, the day after that or in the following years.
No man knows. Since God is in control of His world and is
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the One who permits man to enjoy living, then it would follow
that man should cease fretting about what might happen
and live each day with simple trust and enjoyment. The wise,
rich, but yet unhappy man has concerned himself with many
problems that pertain to tomorrow: Who will come after him?
To whom will he really leave all that he has collected and
gathered? What if he has no son to carry on? Will he receive
proper burial? What will people think of him when he has
died? These and many other questions continually trouble
his mind. He is rather required to submit to the power of God
and enjoy with moderation the goods of life which God has
permitted to accumulate and now potentially at least offer
him the ability to enjoy.

FACT QUESTIONS 6:10-12

302. Solomon now returns to what theme?
303. What is the meaning of the name Adam?
304. In what way does man depend on God?
305. Why do “many words” prove man’s futility?
306. Why is man admonished to guard and select wisely the
words he speaks? (Cf. 5 2 )
307. What kind of life robs even a rich man of profit?
308. Give two reasons why Solomon is not writing of “eternal
life” in verse twelve.
309. Why is man not in a position to determine what is good
for himself?
310. What is meant by man spending his life like a shadow?
311. What period of time is referred to in the final verse by
the phrase “after him under the sun”?
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11. A MAN OF WISDOM WHO WORKS IN HARMONY
WITH GOD REAPS EARTHLY BENEFITS
REGARDLESS OF ENVIRONMENTAL
CIRCUMSTANCES. 7:1- 12:8
A. ADVERSE CIRCUMSTANCES TEACH WORTHWHILE
LESSONS BUT IF IMPROPERLY INTERPRETED
COULD LEAD TO DESPAIR. 7:l-22
1. This lesson taught by comparisons 7:l-7:14
a. A good name is better than precious ointment. 7:l

TEXT 7:l
1 A good name is better than a good ointment, and the day
of one’s death is better than the day of one’s birth.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7:1
171. What must one possess to assure that his death is better
than his birth?
172. Read Proverbs 22:l and list the three valuable things
which are not as desirable as a good name and the favor
of others.
PARAPHRASE 7:1
To have a good name or reputation is of greater value than
possessing fine perfumed oil. So, too, is the day of death
better than the day of one’s birth.
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COMMENT 7:l
This is the beginning of a rather long section of lessons
taught through contrasts or comparisons. The technique is
not new to Solomon. On the same subject he had previously
written: “A good name is to be more desired than great riches,
favor is better than silver and gold” (Proverbs 22:l). Undoubtedly the primary emphasis here is on one’s character
and integrity. To be honest and to have the respect of one’s
peers is the objective. Moral purity should receive the highest
priority. The second part of the verse has been discarded by
many as incidental to the lessons to be learned and has no
particular contribution to make to the meaning here. It is
argued that it is employed to simply show that one “thing” is
better than another. However, there is purpose in the contrast
between life and death that speaks to the lesson in point. The
same “theme” of birth and death is carried through verse
eight. The correlation is that one’s reputation is often determined by serious consideration of the inevitable time of death
which comes to every person. There is a real sense in which
the honest facing up to the reality of death, whether your
own or the death of another, has a sobering effect on decisions
which may determine character and ultimately one’s destiny.
To the Christian death is not the worst thing that can happen.
On occasion it is welcomed as a sweet release from suffering
or escape from a disease-ridden body which no longer should
be joined with the spirit. To the Christian death is often viewed
as a victory, a triumph. Especially is this true when it can be
said, “Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord” (Revelation
14:13).
It appears that a good man with a good name dies and
leaves behind a good reputation. Such an experience would
elicit the observation that, in this case at least, the day of
one’s death is better than the day of his birth for he has lived
his life successfully. He now has the assurance that he shall
be remembered. (Cf. 2:16; 8:lO; 9:15) It has been noted that
to be forgotten was cause for despair.
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FACT QUESTIONS 7:l

312. What method is employed in this section to teach
numerous lessons?
313. What primary lesson is taught in this verse?
314. In what way can the observation concerning death relate
to the lesson of the good name?
315. List the reasons that death could be considered blessed
to the Christian.
316. Why is the deathday better than the birthday for a good
man?
317. Give evidence from Ecclesiastes that to be forgotten was
cause for despair.
b. Attendance at a funeral is better than attendance
at a birthday party. 7:2
TEXT 7:2

2 It is better to go to a house of mourning than to a house
of feasting, because that is the end of every man, and the
living takes it to heart.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7:2

173. Why is it better to go to the house of mourning?
174. What is the end of every man?
175. If the house of mourning represents death, and the house
of feasting is the opposite, what would the house of
feasting refer to?
176. From your own observations, list reasons why you think
it would be of greater value to attend a funeral than a
birthday party.
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PARAPHRASE 7:2
Since all men must share in the experience of death, and
since those who are living consider the serious nature of life
when they visit the house of mourning, it is better to attend
a funeral service than to go to the places of festive enjoyment.
COMMENT 7:2
In the former verse the emphasis was on the importance
of one’s reputation and good name. Such an attainment would
assure a good memory in the minds of those who outlive you
on the earth. In this verse, the emphasis is placed on the living
who recall the life lived by the one who is being mourned.
Once again the lesson is taught by comparison. Human
nature is such that man naturally gravitates toward festive
occasions where the senses are delighted and the heart is made
to laugh. However, there are few lasting values in such experiences. It is better to seek out the house of mourning. It
is in this house that one is confronted with the issues of life
and death. These are the issues which are grave enough to
influence destinies and bring about sober reflection on one’s
present activities. Because man moves naturally to festive
occasions, he needs to be reminded and even admonished to
seek out opportunities which will lead him to consider seriously
his own short sojourn on the earth.
One should not argue too strenuously that the “house of
feasting” is a birthday party. However, since birth is the opposite of death and most births are occasions for festivity, it
could be reasoned that the contrast is made between the beginning of life and the house where life has been terminated.
If such is the case, the lessons are more plentiful in number
and more lasting in value. At any rate, honest men admit
that death is inevitable and they are sobered by looking upon
the face of a friend who in this life will neither smile nor sing
again.
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The sobering effect is of a permanent nature because the
text literally states that the individual takes the idea of death
and “gives” it to his heart (mind). He ponders the ramifications of the death event, and allows the fact that he too will
one day come to the same end, help him redesign his thinking
and subsequently his life. Note the similarity in the prayer
recorded in Psalms 90:12: “So teach us to number our days,
that we may present to Thee a heart of wisdom.”
FACT QUESTIONS 7:2

318. Who is to benefit ftom going to the house of mourning?
319. What must one do to receive benefit from such an experience?
320. Man, by nature, gravitates toward what kind of activity?
321. List and discuss the reasons that the “house of feasting”
could refer to a birthday party.
322. According to Psalms 90:12, what is the result of seriously
considering the few days one has to live on this earth?
c. Sorrow is better than laughter. 7:3
TEXT 7:3

3 Sorrow is better than laughter, for when a face is sad a
heart may be happy.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7:3

177. In the contrast of the two houses in verse two, which
house would hold sorrow? Which would hold laughter?
178. Explain this verse in the light of I1 Corinthains 7:lO.
179. List some things that would cause a sad face but result
in a happy heart.
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PARAPHRASE 7:3

To understand the circumstances of life which result in
sorrowful experiences is better than seeking after laughter.
The face may cloud with tears and sorrow, but the mind will
benefit and be made happy.
COMMENT 7:3
The principle taught in this verse is universally true. When
one faces the reality of death and the suddeness of judgment
before his Creator, he is drawn in his mind to consider his
own ways. His countenance is made sad because he is seeing
himself with the veneer and sham produced by self-deceit
removed. His sinful ways are apparent. Repentance is implied
because his sadness results in his heart being made happy.
Paul wrote to the Corinthian church, “For the sorrow that is
according to the will of God produces repentance without
regret, leading to salvation; but the sorrow of the world produces
death” (I1 Corinthians 7 :10).
Laughter is good for the soul. There are times when it is
the manifestation of direct blessing received from the Lord.
(Cf. Psalms 126:2) However, it is used here in contrast to
sorrow with the latter being more profitable because it leads
to repentance while joy is the result.
The term “sorrow” is also rendered “anger, indignation,
shagrin,” and suggests a more severe attitude one should
express toward his own iniquity. (Cf. Psalms 6:8) Sorrow is
probably the better word as the visitor is in the house of
mourning and this causes him to reflect on his part in the
light of the deep emotion of the moment.
FACT QUESTIONS 7:3
323. Identify the principle taught in this verse.
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324. Why is it evident that repentance is understood to have
taken place?
325. Why is sorrow more profitable than laughter?
326, Why is sorrow more appropriate than anger in this
context?
d. Wisdom is better than folly. 7:4
TEXT 7:4

4 The mind of the wise is in the house of mourning, while
the mind of the fool is in the house of pleasure.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7:4

180. What decision does the wise man make?
181. List the reasons from the first three verses as to why
attendance in the house of mourning is a wiser choice
than participating in the house of pleasure.
PARAPHRASE 7:4
So the mind of the wise man dwells in the house of mourning
while the house of mirth naturally attracts the heart of fools.

COMMENT 7:4
The thesis of this section which reads, “It is better to go to
the house of mourning than to go to the house of feasting,’’
has been thoroughly explained and defended. In this summary
verse, a final argument is stated. It is noted that the “wise”
man is the one who dwells upon the meaning of life as he faces
the reality of death. If one fails to give death its rightful place
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in the forming of life’s decisions, and only pursues the activities
of mirth and folly, he is considered a fool.
Death is never far removed from the mind of a Christian.
There is an element of wisdom which is characteristic of the
followers of Christ that is indeed foolishness to the world.
(Cf. I Corinthians 1:18-23)We rejoice in the death of Christ
for us and also our own death to sin which leads us to daily
repentance, (Cf. Romans 6:l-7;Matthew 16:24-25)As one
contemplates the cross and the death event of Jesus, the face
is sorrowful but the heart is made t o rejoice.
FACT QUESTIONS 7:4

I

I

327. What is the final argument as stated in this verse?
328. When is a man considered a fool?
329. What two death events should the Christian keep in mind?

I
~

e. A rebuke from the wise is better than the song of fools.
I

75-7

I

TEXT 7:5-7

~

5 It is better to listen to the rebuke of a wise man than for
one to listen to the song of fools.
6 For as the crackling of thorn bushes under a pot, so is the
laughter of the fool, and this too is futility.
7 For oppression makes a wise man mad, and a bribe corrupts
the heart.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7:s-7

I

182. What is of greater profit than listening to the singing

’

I

of fools?

I
I

I

183. Discuss the lesson taught by the analogy of the “crackling
of thorn bushes,’’ and the “laughter of fools.”
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184. State the two reasons given in verse seven for listening
to a wise man.

PARAPHRASE 7:s-7
Grave admonitions which are directed toward us from a
wise men are better than listening to the singing of fools. The
laughter of fools accomplishes about as much as burning nettles
under a kettle-it is but a meaningless illusion. For oppression
will make a wise man foolish and a bribe will destroy his
understanding.

COMMENT 7:5-7
Solomon is still contending that one should maintain a good
name and protect it. His argument has been that if we give
sober consideration to the lessons gained from reflecting on
death, rather than pursuing foolish pleasures, we will discover
those truths which will enable us to protect our reputation.
He continues to argue for the same cause. However, he now
suggests that our attention should be directed toward the
rebuke from wise men. If we listen and accept the admonition,
this will cause us to develop into wise men, too.
v. 5 It is not encouragement that comes from the lips of
the wise man, but stern rebuke. The idea is one of offering
grave admonition that heals and strengthens while it wounds.
Much of life is this way. Physical muscles must be broken
down through hard work or exercise before they can be rebuilt
with firmness and strength. Sometimes suffering is the direct
result of sin. In such instances the sinner has found a friend
when he discovers one who will rebuke him with the truth
mingled with love and long-suffering. The rebuke of the wise
is a blessing in disguise. Rebuke, with a view to repentance
and renewal of spirit, has always been characteristic of God’s
prophetic word. Prophets, apostles and gospel preachers have
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all lived under the same mandate to “speak, exhort and reprove” (Titus 2:15).
The listening to the singing of fools is the equivalent of
luxurating with the world in pleasure and mirth. In such
circumstances one is seldom confronted with a rebuke which
leads to godly sorrow and healing of the soul. The reason is
simple: wise men are not found singing songs that fools sing
or frequenting places where fools seek pleasure and mirth.
v. 6 The lesson taught in the former verse is now illustrated
by a simple but vivid analogy. The laughter of fools is shortlived, meaningless, loud, and without lasting value. In like
manner, quick-burning, dried thorn bushes will crack and
pop while appearing to give lasting heat beneath the kettle.
However, their contribution to the cooking process is meaningless. In the original Hebrew, there appears to be a play on
words which may be translated in our language as “nettles
under the kettle.” The point of the lesson is that the laughter
of fools is a temporary contribution without redeeming value.
The oft-defined “vanity” is once more employed to underscore the uselessness of mirth and pleasure. That which once
gave occasion for joy and laughter now lies in ashes. James
summarized the lesson in the following words, “Draw near
to God and He will draw near to you. Cleanse your hands,
you sinners; and purify your hearts, you double-minded. Be
miserable and mourn and weep: let your laughter be turned
into mourning, and your joy to gloom” (James 4:8-9).
v. 7 One needs to safeguard his good name and maintain
personal integrity. Especially is vigilence required when oppression is rampant and the universal practice of bribe-taking
is corrupting the hearts of influential leaders. Rulers, who
are tempted (Cf. Proverbs 16:8), need the rebuke of wise men
just as those who are poor and suffer under oppression. The
Jewish tradition surrounding Proverbs 3 l : l - 9 is that in this
section Solomon’s mother is reprimanding him because he
failed to act wisely. Her words conclude, “Open your mouth,
judge righteously, and defend the rights of the afflicted and
needy.” When one is given to strong drink he cannot judge
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wisely. In like manner, when one is influenced by a bribe he
renders distorted judgments.
A corresponding observation concerning the destructive
nature of taking a bribe is found in Proverbs 1527. The heart
is corrupted to the point where a man will abandon wisdom
and sound judgment. The bribe-taker has fallen prey to
compromise. He is now vulnerable to numerous areas of
corruption. A reflection of verse five enables the reader to weigh
the warning in the light of a positive declaration.
Numerous writers have expressed attitudes that verse seven
is misplaced and ,unrelated to the preceding materials. However, the theme of this section, the protection of a good name
through wise behavior, is threatened by oppression and bribe
taking. The idea is that a wise man will safeguard himself
against both hazards.
FACT QUESTIONS 7:5-7

330.
331.
332.
333.

..

.

Identify the objective that is still being sought by Solomon.
Define the term “rebuke” as it is used in verse five.
Explain what is meant )bythe “singing of fools.”
What similarities exist between the singing of fools and
the crackling of thorn bushes?
334. In what sense is such singing vanity?
335. Name the two dangers facing a wise man which are found
in verse seven.
336. Which of these two dangers would one consider the
greater threat to a ruler?
337. Explain why verse seven is not out of place in this section.

I

f. Patience is better than anxiety. 7:8-9
TEXT 7:8-9

8 The end of a matter is better than its beginning; patience
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of spirit is better than haughtiness of spirit.
9 Do not be eager in your heart to be angry, for anger resides
in the bosom of fools.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7:8-9
185. To what previous statement in this chapter could the
first part of verse eight have reference?
186. What one word is synonomous with “haughtiness of
spirit”?
187. Explain what you think is meant by “eager
to be
angry.”
188. One who harbors anger in his heart is considered to
be what?

...

PARAPHRASE 7:8-9
Better is the end of something than its beginning, and better
is a patient spirit than a proud spirit. Do not become impatient
and angered in spirit for he who allows anger to reside in his
heart is a fool.
COMMENT 7:8-9

1
I

Why is the end of a thing better than its beginning? There
are numerous answers which could be given as many experiences of life underscore the truth that “hind sight is better
than foresight.” One who enters rashly into a business deal
or enterprise, bragging concerning his personal ambitions and
goals, may discover that the wiser action would be to wait and
see how events finally materialize. Jesus said concerning the
individual who boasted of his intention to build, only to discover that he ran out of funds, that “all who observe it begin
to ridicule him, saying ‘This man began to build and was not
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able to finish’ ” (Luke, 14:29-30). A similar statement comes to
us from the Old Testament in the classic statement of Ahab:
“Let not him who girds on his armor boast like him who takes
it off” (I Kings 20:ll). Thus, the wise man knows that it is
better to resign all of one’s future plans into the providential
control of the Creator. This does not relieve one of the responsibility of planning for tomorrow, but it does safeguard
against the proud spirit.
The purpose of a thing is best understood by looking back
upon it. Wisdom is gained by patiently waiting even when one
is tempted to press and force the situation to fit desired or
predicted ends,
A quick temper in company with frustration is the earmark
of a fool. Another mark of the fool is to welcome, harbor and
entertain anger. The wise man will be careful not to become
easily agitated or react physically without just provocation.
Such irresponsible behavior will not produce a “good name .”
FACT QUESTIONS 7:8-9

338. Simple observations of life lead to what conclusion?
339. If one wishes to be thought of as a wise man, what is a
better course of action than proud bragging over proposed
projects?
340. Give two earmarks of a fool.
g. The now is better than the former days. 7:lO
TEXT 7:lO
10 Do not say, “Why is it that the former days are better than
these?” For it is not from wisdom that you ask about this.
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7:lO

189. What would be considered the “former days”?
190. Why is it unwise for us to long for “the good old days”?
PARAPHRASE 7:10
If you wish to be wise, do not be longing for the past and
say, “The good old days were much better than these days!”
COMMENT 7:lO
There is undoubtedly more implied in this verse than merely
a rebuke of being dissatisfied with the present and the fruitless
longing for days gone by. If the conditions of the present time
which produce suffering are a result of disobedience and sin,
then the present is a time of just retribution. In such a case,
it is not wise to question the circumstances of the present or
long for the past. There is evidence that Solomon detected
three signs of lack of wisdom: impatience, willingness to harbor
anger, and a failure to inquire wisely concerning the circumstances of the present.
It is easy to imagine that former days were better than the
present time regardless of the age in which one lives. With
the passing of time there is the tendency to forget the evil
experience of the day-to-day living that constitutes life in every
age. Thus, the present appears to be more difficult than what
one overhears concerning the joy of past experiences. However,
the wise man interprets the present in the light of wisdom.
This will enable him to interpret the past and make necessary
adjustments to live wisely in the present.
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FACT QUESTIONS 7:lO

341. The adverse conditions of the present time may be the
result of what?
342. List the three signs of lack of wisdom noted by Solomon.
343. Discuss the attitude a wise man has toward his own
present age.
h. Wisdom is better than haughty judgment. 7:11
TEXT 7:11

11 Wisdom along with an inheritance is good and an advantage
to those who see the sun.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7:11

191. Who are the ones meant by “those who see the sun”?
192. Wisdom plus what is an advantage?
PARAPHRASE 7:11
Wisdom like an inheritance is good and is profitable to
those who are now living upon the earth.
COMMENT 7:11
There are two ways to view this verse. One suggests that
wisdom “plus” an inheritance is good. The other is that wisdom
“like” an inheritance is good. The original language will
permit either. The English translations are varied.
Wisdom is likened unto an inheritance. This suggests that
it is a permanent possession. An inheritance was kept in the
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family to be passed on from parents to children. It is wisdom,
however, that is under discussion and not an inheritance.
Wisdom is good like an inheritance, it is permanent like an
inheritance, and it is superior to an inheritance. Other related
passages in Ecclesiastes verify these conclusions. It is also true
that wisdom enhances the value of an inheritance. However,
when one is reduced to wisdom alone, he still has the greater
treasure. Note Proverbs 3:13-14: “How blessed is the man who
finds wisdom, and the man who gains understanding. For
its profit is better than the profit of silver and its gain than
fine gold.”
There is also a reciprocal nature that exists between wisdom
and money: Wisdom lends value to wealth and wealth lends
prestige to wisdom.
Wisdom is an advantage to those who see the sun. This
conveys the idea that one can make more of life upon this earth
than normally thought. The word “advantage” probably does
not mean financial increase but rather that wisdom will add
more to the enjoyment and purpose of living than would an
inheritance. This conclusion is also supported by verse twelve.
FACT QUESTIONS 7: 11

344. Give the two ways the first part of this vene can be
interpreted.
345. Why doesn’t the original language settle the issue?
346. Give reasons why wisdom is superior to an inheritance.
347. Discuss what is meant by wisdom being an advantage
to those who possess it.
i. Wisdom is better than money. 7:12

TEXT 7:12
12 For wisdom is protection just as money is protection. But
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the advantage of knowledge is that wisdom preserves the
lives of its’possessors:
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7: 12
193. What advantage does wisdom have over money?
194. Wisdom leads us to whom? (Cf. Proverbs 8:35)
PARAPHRASE 7:12
To live beneath the shadow or shelter of wisdom is like living
beneath the shadow or shelter of wealth, but there is the added
blessing with wisdom and that is the blessing of knowing that
wisdom gives life to its possessors.
COMMENT 7 : n
This verse adds another comparison to the growing list
that exists between wisdom and other possessions which are
discovered upon the earth. It is intended to help the reader
understand that a wise man will value knowledge, which is
synonomous with wisdom in this instance, above other things.
To maintain a good name, one must place wisdom at the top
of his priorities.
The additional comparison here is to illustrate the protective
nature of wisdom. Yet, wisdom has greater value than offering
protection to the one who possesses it. Solomon states that
wisdom also preserves or keeps the one who possesses it. The
analogy of the “shadow” is appropriate in that the heat of
adversity (“oppression” v. 7) is evidently threatening. The
shadow offers a shelter of protection from such heat. One can
escape from certain threats in life by employing wisdom just
as he can escape certain threats through the use of money.
(Cf. v. 11) Examples of how both wisdom and money serve in
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this capacity are found in Ecclesiastes 9:15 and Proverbs 13:8.
Some translations suggest more the idea that wisdom gives
life rather than preserves life. The idea of giving life is consonant with other passages in the Bible which speak to the
subject. One example is found in I Samuel 2:6, 8: “The Lord
kills and makes alive; He brings down to Sheol and raises
up. . . He raises the poor from the dust, He lifts the needy
from the ash heap.” It is also true that wisdom preserves life.
(Cf. Proverbs 3:18) Either way, wisdom is the prize possesssion.
FACT QUESTIONS 7:12

348. Is knowledge synonomous with wisdom as it is used in
this verse?
349. Name the distinctive advantage that wisdom now offers.
350. Why is the analogy of the shadow appropriate?
351. What variations of translations appear in the last half
of this verse? Discuss.
j. Trusting God for tomorrow is better than
knowing about tomorrow. 7:13-14
TEXT 7113-14

13 Consider the work of God, for who is able to straighten
what He has bent?
14 In the day of prosperity be happy, but in the day of adversity consider-God has made the one as well as the other
so that man may not discover anything that will be after him.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7:13-14

195. Note the similarities between 7:13 and 8:17. List them.
196. Can man discover the work of God? (Cf. 3 : l l )
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197. What reason is offered that man should accept both the
good days and the,bad?
198. Give evidence from this passage that man cannot predict
the future events as God works them out.
PARAPHRASE 7: 13-14

Look into and thoughtfully weigh the things which God
has done, and yet you will never be able to straighten out
what he has bent-that which has grown crooked because of
sin. Rejoice when days are good and life goes well, but watch
for the bad days for they will come too-God has made them
both, placed them side by sidk so man will never know what
lies ahead of him.
COMMENT 7~13-14
v. 13 A wise man will consider the work of God. There are
unlimited advantages in searching out God’s involvement in
His world. Some of these advantages have been clearly stated
in the previous verses. Now others are called to the reader’s
attention. Certain traits of a fool, such as a haughty impatient
spirit, can be averted if one seriously fixes his mind on God
and his works.
The inability to alter the plans of God and the awareness
that He is in complete control of His world results in humility
on the part of men who consider this. Such action also causes
one to discover serenity and calmness as anxieties are eliminated
and trust is exercised. These are positive benefits from acknowledging that man cannot straighten what God has bent. The
declaration here is positive confirmation that God has ultimate
control of every-day events which are often so besetting to
men. Man is not capable of arranging the events and circumstances of life in such a way as to satisfy his own ends.
Otherwise, he would not remain under the burden of oppression.
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A wise man will, therefore, acknowledge that what he cannot
change or control he will accept. It is comparable to the declaration of Paul who wrote, “And we know that God causes all
things to work together for good to those who love God, to
those who are called according to His purpose” (Romans 8:28).
Additional evidence of Paul’s wisdom is found in Philippians
4:ll-12 when he writes, “Not that I speak from want; for I
have learned to be content in whatever circumstances I am.
I know how to get along with humble means, and I also know
how to live in prosperity; in any and every circumstance I have
learned the secret of being filled and going hungry, both of
having abundance and suffering need.”
How can God make anything crooked? The term “crooked”
is used in reference to the wicked, as it is stated that God
“. . . makes crooked the way of the wicked” (Psalms 146:9).
Study once again the COMMENTS on 1:15. It is said that God
makes things crooked only because His righteous judgments
demand penalties be attached to the violations of His commands.
v. 14 “In the day of prosperity be happy.” This is in harmony
with the wise man’s conclusions (Cf. 2:24, 3:12 and 3:22).
Both the good days and evil days will serve the higher purposes
of God. Therefore, one should learn to cope with the troublesome days as well as enjoy the good ones. He should realize
that God remains the same regardless of the emotional “ups”
and “downs” experienced by men. One indication of a person
being mature is that he is not unduly influenced by his environment. Such a person maintains a spiritual constancy under
all circumstances. Inner peace is a mark of wisdom. Discontent,
longing for the former days, and giving anger a place in the
heart are the marks of a fool. God does not allow us to see
the future. Withholding such information from men should
cause him to learn to look to God. Peter suggested that we
cast our all upon Him and trust Him. (Cf. I Peter 5 7 )
The remaining part of this verse corresponds with the former
verse. There is the additional thought, however, that man
cannot know if tomorrow will be a good day or an evil one.
The conclusion is that man should learn to rejoice in the day
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of prosperity and thoughtfully consider the true nature of
God when evil days are experienced. No man can know what
will be after him. “After him” does not refer to eternity;
neither does it refer to some period of time upon the earth‘
after one dies; The context demands the interpretation we
have given: No man knows what tomorrow will hold for him.
FACT QUESTIONS 7:13-14
352. Read the COMMENTS on these two verses and then write
your own summary as to what you think Solomon is saying.
353. After reading the COMMENTS on 1:15, explain what is
meant by the statement that God makes things crooked.
354. What will be the end result in one’s life when he finally
acknowledges that God has ultimate control of all things?
355. What should one do in the days of prosperity?
356. What should one do in the days of adversity?
357, Identify one indicator that a person is mature.
358. What is meant by “after him” in the last part of verse 14?

2. This lesson is taught even when the opposite
appears to be true. 7:15-18
a. The wicked are rewarded and the righteous suffer. 7: 15
TEXT 7:15
15 I have seen everything during my lifetime of futility; there
is a righteous man who perishes in his righteousness, and
there is a wicked man who prolongs his life in his wickedness.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7: 15
198. What two “crooked” ways are apparent?
199. What word qualifies “lifetime”?
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PARAPHRASE 7: 15

I have seen everything during my short stay on this earth!
I have seen death come swiftly to cut off the righteous man in
the midst of his righteous activities. I have seen the wicked
man live for a long time in spite of his wickedness.
COMMENT 7:lS
Can a man interpret the riddle of life which states that the
innocent perish while the wicked prosper? He can if he is a
wise man. Wisdom offers the advantage of looking beyond
the apparent anomalies to the higher purposes of God.
Not only is life transitory and unfulfilling, it is also inconsistent. A wise man will acknowledge the inequities but
he will not despair. He will remember that God controls the
ultimate outcome.
There is a sense in which man receives an equitable return
for his investment in life whether that investment is made in
righteousness or in wickedness. (Cf. Proverbs 10:28, 11:21)
However, there are exceptions to the rule that “Whatever a
man sows he shall also reap.” At the same time, the exceptions
are but temporary-that is it only appears for a short time
that the righteous suffer and the wicked prosper (Cf. 8:12-13).
Solomon does not propose to his readers that they pursue
wickedness because it pays or shun righteousness because
suffering is often associated with it. He is still speaking to
the theme of a good name. He points to the apparent reversal
of the rules because this is a facet of life that wise men will
eventually face. The next two verses in this chapter amplify
his contention.
FACT QUESTIONS 7:15
359. What riddle of life is stated?
360. Why will a wise man not despair over the success of the
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wicked? * ' '
361. Is Solomon suggesting that one pursue wickedness because
it pays? Explain.
362. What goal is Solomon still trying to achieve?
' )

I

b. Warnings against the wrong interpretations of life 7:16-17
,

..

.

TEXT 7:16-17

16 Do not be excessively.righteous, and do not be overly wise.
Why should you ruin yourself?
17 Do not be excessively.wicked, and do not be a fool. Why
should you die before your time?
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7: 16-17
200. What kind of righteousness is undesirable? (Cf. Matthew
5 2 0 ; Philippians 3:9; Luke 18:lO-14)
201. What kind of wisdom is undesirable? (Cf. I Corinthians
3: 19)
202. What will cause one to die before his time?
PARAPHRASE 7:16-17
Avoid self-righteousness and
wisdom which is of this world.
you; so why destroy yourself?
through excessive wickedness?
to an early grave!

putting your trust in a false
Both of these things will ruin
Why play the role of a fool
Such behavior will lead you

COMMENT 7:16-17

v. 16 There is a righteousness that is unhealthy and a wisdom
which should be avoided. One would normally pursue both.
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However, upon closer study of the Word of God, it is apparent
that there is a kind of righteousness that causes spiritual and
mental harm. There is also a wisdom which fosters pride and
produces a false foundation upon which to build a life.
We call this kind of righteousness “self-righteousness.” It
questions God’s dealings and judgments. (Cf. Romans 9:19ff.)
It elevates man and leads him into arrogancy. It is this strained,
dangerous righteousness that Jesus publicly derided and
condemned. (Cf. Matthew 23; Luke 18:lO-14) Solomon is warning his readers against such temptations as this will lead
them to grow bitter and resentful. Especially would this be a
threat when the truly righteous person is persecuted and suffers
while the wicked person prospers. Losing sight of God’s higher
purposes in history will lead to a crooked or perverted sense
of ethical behavior. This is vividly illustrated in the words
of Malachi 3:13-15: “ ‘Your words have been arrogant against
Me,’ says the Lord. ‘Yet you say, “What have we spoken
against Thee?” ‘You have said, “It is vain to serve God; and
what profit is it that we have kept His charge, and that we
have walked in the mourning before the Lord of hosts? So now
we call the arrogant blessed; not only are the doers of wickedness built up, but they also test God and escape.” ’ ” Such
attitudes and behavior are indeed dangerous. If you persist
in this direction, Solomon states, you will “ruin yourself.”
He also warns against false wisdom. Here again the Bible
is clear concerning the type of wisdom which destroys. This
wisdom grows out of self-righteousness. Paul wrote concerning
it: “For the wisdom of this world is foolishness before God.
For it is written, ‘he is the One who catches the wise in their
craftiness’; and again, ‘The Lord knows the reasonings of the
wise, that they are useless ’ ” (I Corinthians 3:19-20). The wise
man will not ruin himself. He will cope with the pressures
of the day as he properly interprets the events of life in the
light of God’s overall purpose. Once again, Paul summarized
the proper attitude one should have when he said, “For through
the grace given to me I say to every man among you not to
think more highly of himself than he ought to think; but to
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think so as to have sound judgment, as God has allotted to
each a measure of faith”’ (Romans 12:3).
v. 17 God can neither condone nor encourage the slightest
degree of wickedness. This statement in verse 17, like the
preceding ones, must be explained in the context of the passage.
Solomon is pointing out that righteousness is not immediately
rewarded. Neither does God’$ judgment fall suddenly upon
all who engage in wickedness. However, this does not give
one God’s approval to sin. Neither does the wise man interpret
it as discouraging righteousness. One is indeed a fool if he
thinks that he can entangle himself in sin and not pay the
penalty for such involvement. As it is written, “The fear of
the Lord prolongs life, but the years of the wicked will be
shortened” (Proverbs 10:27). Exceptions to this rule are just
that-exceptions!
No sin will go unpunished forever. This
principle is foundational and is expressed throughout the
Bible.
There can be no such thing as excessiveness in true righteousness. There are no limitations which God places upon us in
respect to true wisdom. On the other hand, God cannot approve
of any sin, nor does He want man to play the part of a fool.
The explanation given here to the problems of these two verses
is in harmony with the general purposes of Scripture. Furthermore, it fits the immediate context of this chapter. Solomon’s
contention is to find a wise man. He will be a man who protects
himself from the deceitfulness of self-righteousness, the power
of self-indulgence, the destruction of self-esteem and the pitfalls
of foolishness. He will not knowingly ruin himself or die before his time.
FACT QUESTIONS 7:16-17

363. What kind of righteousness should be avoided?
364. Why would one be tempted to grow bitter and resentful?
365. What will happen to a person who persists in the wrong
kind of righteousness?
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366. False wisdom grows out of what?
36#7.Should long life for the wicked and short life for the
righteous be considered exceptions to the general rules
of life? Explain,
368. A wise man will protect himself from what four general
areas which, if pursued, could kill him before his time?
c. Choose the best in life. 7:18

TEXT 7:18
18 It is good that you grasp one thing and also not let go
of the other, for the one who fears God comes forth with
both of them.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7:18
203. Identify the two things one should hold on to. (vs. 16, 17)
204. What condition must one meet in order to come forth
with both of them?
PARAPHRASE 7:18
It is good that you take hold of the true righteousness, and
also that you grasp the idea that you should not lead a life of
sin. Hold on to bath of these for the one who departs from
evil and seeks the good will escape the power of wickedness.
COMMENT 7:18
Solomon is now admonishing his readers to follow the
wisdom of acting upon the previously stated observations. He
adds the incentive that if they will do this, they will always
,
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be free from the evils which destroy us and kill us before our
time. The condition that must be met which enables one to
maintain his good name and attain unto wisdom is to practice
the fear of God. This fear is a healthy reverence for God which
results in departing from evil and following that which is good.
Such pious activity will safeguard one against the dangers
delineated in the two preceding verses.
The latter part of this verse presents a problem in translation
and subsequently in interpretation. The Anchor Bible reads:
“He who fears God will consider both sides.” In a footnote
on this verse, the translators openly state that it does not refer
to “wisdom” and “folly” but to both sides of a question. However, there is more involved here than just the investigation
of both sides of a question. Solomon is specific in pointing
to the evils of self-righteousness, false wisdom, indulging in
wickedness, and acting foolishly. The pursuit of any of these
evils would destroy one’s good name. The high good of attaining unto wisdom would thus be missed.
The New American Standard Version states that the wise
man will “come forth with both of them.” In this case the
them would refer to punty of life and wisdom. The preposition
“with” suggests that he desires to have them and figuratively
holds them in his hands.
An opposite view is that the them refers to self-righteousness
and folly, and that the wise man will escape from them. The
following translations are based on this interpretation: “For
he who fears God will come forth. from every case” (Leupold);
, , he that feareth God shall escape from all” (Hengstenberg).
Although the difficulty in translation exists, the main
message is not diminished. Solomon is teaching that the wise
man, who labors to maintain his good name, will do all within
his power to “turn away from evil and do good” (I Peter 3:lO).
In his honest pursuit he will be delivered from the snare of
the Devil and he will come forth with righteousness and wisdom in his hand.

“.
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FACT QUESTIONS 7:18

369. What incentive to do good does Solomon now suggest?
370. Define “fear” as it is used in this verse.
371. Identify and explain the two main interpretations of the
latter part of the verse.
372. Explain what the main message of the verse is, and why
neither interpretation violates the primary lesson of this
section.
3. Wisdom leads to proper attitudes and conduct. 7:19-22
a. Wisdom strengthens the wise. 7:19
TEXT 7:19

19 Wisdom strengthens a wise man more than ten rulers who
are in a city.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7:19

205. What theme is still under discussion?
206. What is of greater value than ten rulers who rule a city?
PARAPHRASE 7:19
Wisdom is strength to a wise man; more strength than ten
rulers, although they are surrounded by their advisors, masters
in their own right, and dwelling in a city.
COMMENT 7:19
Wisdom gives strength. This is the first observation in a list
that runs through verse twenty-two. When wisdom is accepted
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as a companion, strength of such proportion is added to one
that ten competent leaders cannot equal. Some argue that the
verb will not allow “strengthen” but rather conveys the idea
of a separate entity that can be called upon to fight for and
defend the one who calls for such assistance. It has previously
been noted th’at wisdom is better than money (v. 12), and
here it is declared to be better than the accumulative power
of ten rulers in a city. They may be wise in the ways of the
world, but if they do not “fear” the Lord, they do not possess
the true strength. As Psalms 127:l-2 states: “Unless the Lord
builds the house, they labor in vain who built it; unless the
Lord guards tHe city, the watchman keeps awake in vain. It
is vain for you to rise up early, to retire late, to eat the bread
of painful labors; for He gives to His beloved even in his sleep.”
The fact that “ten” rulers are mentioned is used by some
to argue for a late date for the writing of Ecclesiastes on the
basis that ten rulers often ruled Hellenistic towns and this is
a reference to such instances. However, ten has a significant
meaning in all Biblical periods. It represents completeness
and may be suggesting nothing more than the fact that true
wisdom is better than the accumulated wisdom of ten men
which suggests in this context the complete, united effort of
the strength of all non-wisdom sources. For the use of the
number ten in Bible times, study the following:

(1) The ten antediluvian patriarchs: Adam, Seth, Enosh,
Kenan, Mahalalel, Jared, Enoch, Methuselah,
Lamech and Noah (Genesis 5);
(2) The ten righteous men who would have saved Sodom
(Genesis 18);
(3) The ten plagues of Egypt (Exodus 8-12);
(4) The ten commandments (Exodus 20);
(5)The ten servants of Gideon (Judges 6);
(6) The ten elders who accompanied Boaz (Ruth 4);
(7)The ten virgins of the parable (Matthew 25);
(8) The ten pieces of silver (Luke 15);
(9) The ten servants entrusted with ten pounds (Luke 19);
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(10) The ten days tribulation predicted for the church of
Smyrna (Revelation 2)
The recognition that the ten rulers are in a city is also significant. Power, resources and authority would be assets of a
city. In addition, there would be many from whom the rulers
would be selected which suggests the choice of talented and
competent men. The import is that of a superlative: Wisdom
is a better companion and offers greater benefits than ten
of the finest rulers chosen from the major population centers
of the land. In light of the various ways the number ten is
employed in the Bible, it would be a mistake to attribute significance to it beyond that which has been discussed here.

FACT QUESTIONS 7:19
373. What is the first benefit of wisdom as noted here?
374. Why is the number ten used in this verse?
375. What is meant by the term superlative?
376. Why say the ten rulers are in a city?
b. Wisdom leads one to see his own sin. 7:20
TEXT 7:20

20 Indeed, there is not a righteous man on earth who continually does good and who never sins.
I William Taylor Smith, “Significant Numbers,” The International Standard Bible
Encyclopaedia (Grand Rapids: Wm. B . Eerdmans Publishing Company, 19471, IV,
p. 2162. This summary is taken in part from the article “The Number Ten.”
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7:20

207. What truth is stated here that is also taught in Romans
3: 101
208. In the light of this verse, why does man need wisdom
as a corrective?
209. Write a definition of righteous.
PARAPHRASE 7:20
There isn’t a man on earth who doesn’t need wisdom. Where
is the righteous man who always does good and never sins?
He cannot be found!
COMMENT 7:20
This second benefit of wisdom-to teach us to be humble
and to depend upon strength gained apart from human resources-is based on the conclusion of the former verse. Israel
had the treasure of revelation and this alone should have kept
her free from the wickedness which typified the heathen communities around her. Such wisdom should also eliminate the
evils of self-righteousness which would be the major temptation
of those who possessed the true revelation.
Since there is no man so righteous that he always does what
is best, it logically follows that he needs all the assistance he
can get. Wisdom is the very best source of such assistance.
Solomon had previously asked, “Who can say, ‘I have
cleansed my heart, I am pure from my sin’ ” (Proverbs 20:9)?
A section of Solomon’s prayer at the dedication of the Temple
spoke to this point when he said, “When they sin against Thee
(for there is no man who does not sin) and Thou art angry
with them and dost deliver them to an enemy, so that they
take them away captive to the land of the enemy, far off or
near, if they take thought in the land where they have been
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taken captive, and repent and make supplication to Thee in
the land of those who have taken them captive, saying, ‘We
have sinned and have committed iniquity, we have acted
wickedly’ ” (I Kings 8:46-47). Repentance and confession
are fruit of wisdom. In Solomon’s prayer he forsees the people
of God following this path of healing back to God. It is a
wise man who recognizes that he has need of strength to withstand temptation, and also see the pathways to repentance,
supplication, and forgiveness should his own strength fail him.
No man, on his own, is able to hold on to the best pathways
of life. He needs the strength which wisdom affords.
FACT QUESTIONS 7:20

377. What is the second benefit of wisdom?
378. What characteristic identified those of the heathen community?
379. What special temptation is presented to those who have
revelation from God?
380. What fruit of wisdom did Solomon speak of in his dedicatory prayer at the Temple?
c. Wisdom protects against false accusations
and self-righteousness. 7:21-22
TEXT 7:21-22

21 Also, do not take seriously all words which are spoken, lest
you hear your servant cursing you.
22 For you also have realized that you likewise have many
times cursed others.
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7:21-22
210. Wisdom will keep one from falling into what danger?
211. Identify the reason given why one should not busy himself
with taking seriously all that he hears.
212. Why would a servant know about his master’s faults and
deficiencies?
PARAPHRASE 7:21-22

Do not give your heart to ascribe too much value to what
men say concerning you. If you do, you will soon hear your
own servant cursing you. If you stop and consider your own
past behavior, you will have to admit that you have many times
reviled others.
COMMENT 7:21-22
There is yet another benefit wisdom will bring to the one
who turns to it for strength. In this instance, it is a two-fold
blessing. First of all, it will keep one from prying into every
bit of gossip or information circulating in the area; secondly,
it will safeguard against a self-righteous attitude.
It is indeed the mark of a foolish man to pursue every tidbit
of information that may be spoken concerning himself or
others. So much of what is said is best unheard, and if heard
soon forgotten. Wisdom will lead one to correct behavior and
thus eliminate many sorrowful experiences because information
gained was weighed and dismissed on the basis of lack of merit.
How many heartaches in life would have been avoided if the
whole matter would simply have been dropped. Solomon does
not have reference here to information which will benefit the
hearer. If in the sharing of truth, there will be benefit, then the
one who possesses such knowledge has a moral obligation to
speak. However, the idea here is that it is gossip or unprotected
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words which wend their way into the communicative fabric
of every culture and society.
The servant is mentioned for two reasons. Since he is a
servant, he will most likely know the weaknesses of his master,
or at least be near when his master loses control of his tongue.
On the other hand, the master would be nearby and would
overhear the conversation of the servant.
The idea of “cursing” in this context suggests more of a
reviling than what one normally considers either “to curse” or
“to swear.” Base men curse and swear, but all men, whether
of high or low estate, have difficulty controlling their tongues.
The master is reminded that he has often “reviled others.”
He must admit that he, too, has spoken words in a moment
of weakness or heated discussion which he would like to recall.
He confesses that he would like such words to be forgotten.
I

FACT QUESTIONS 7:21-22

381.
382.
383.
384.
385.

What two-fold blessing does wisdom offer?
When should information be withheld?
When is one obligated to share information?
Give two reasons why the servant is mentioned here.
What prompts the “cursing” (reviling) which comes
forth from the master of the house?
B. IMPORTANT LESSONS DRAWN FROM
THESE OBSERVATIONS 7:23-29

1. Practical lessons can be learned but the deeper things
are unattainable. 7:23-24
TEXT 7:23-24

I

23 I tested all this with wisdom, and I said, “I will be wise,”
but it was far from me.
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24 What has been is remote and exceedingly mysterious. Who
can discover it?
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7:23-24

213. List the things that “all this” refers to if it has reference
to the teaching found in verses 1-22.
214. Make a list of the things “all this” refers to if it has
reference to the teaching found in verses 25-29.
215. What was the means by which Solomon tested everything?
216. Identify the conclusion at which Solomon now arrives.
PARAPHRASE 7:23-24

I have proved many things, and in each case I proved it by
wisdom. However, I have not discovered all there is to know
about anything. I became wise, but complete wisdom was far
from me. What I have failed to discover is still remote and
exceedingly deep. Is there anyone who can find it?
COMMENT 7~23-24

v. 23 What is the “all this” to which Solomon here refers?
Whatever it is, he declares that he tested it with wisdom. One
idea is that “all this” refers to everything written thus far in
Ecclesiastes. This suggests that all of his previous experiments,
observations and conclusions have been tested with wisdom.
Others argue that “all this” is limited to the observations
which pertain to a good name, and speak only to the material
in the first twenty-two verses in chapter seven. On the other
hand, there are those who believe that “all this” refers only
to the final five verses of chapter seven, and not to any of the
previous material. There is little doubt that Solomon claims
that all of his activities were guided by wisdom. Examine the
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following random expressions: “explore by wisdom” (1:13) ‘‘I
set my mind to know wisdom” (1:17); “my mind was guiding
me wisely” (2:3); “My wisdom also stood by me” (2:9); “I
turned to consider wisdom” (2:12); “Wisdom is protection
wisdom preserves” (7:12); “wisdom strengthens” (7:19). Similar
references to the place of wisdom are found in eleven direct
instances in chapters eight through twelve. Note: 8:1, 16; 9:10,
13, 15, 16, 18; lO:l, 3, 10; 12:ll.
What does this prove? First, it proves that one should not
make too much of what “all this” refers to since everything
in the book is tested by wisdom. Secondly, the emphasis is
on the fact that wisdom is the tool used to test everything.
Solomon’s stated purpose was to possess wisdom fully. He
wanted to understand all the facets of life-the perplexing
contradictions as well as the transparent joyous experiences,
the deep riddles along with the self-evident truths. There is
now the obvious desire to probe deeper into the hitherto unexplored areas of life. His desire to know more concerning
the deeper things of life is openly stated. He wishes to explore
each nuance of every side of life, and yet his conclusion is
almost a declaration of frustration: ‘I will be wise,’ but it
was far from me.” The secret things of God are always a little
distance from man’s reach; at least until that time when God
chooses to disclose the deep, deep mysteries. (Cf. Deuteronomy
29:29; Colossians 1:26-27). A parallel thought is found in
Solomon’s own words: “Man cannot find out the work that
God does” (3:ll). The Bible receives a new dimension of appreciation from such a searcher for it holds numerous answers
to what would otherwise be perplexing riddles of life. More
than that, the Bible gives us the most important answer to
the most important question of life: “What will God do with
my sins?” What “the Preacher” of Ecclesiastes searched
diligently to discover, the Christian knows about and gives
thanks, for God teaches us that ‘ I .
the blood of Jesus His
Son cleanses us from all sin” (I John 1:7).
A beautiful parallel passage to the two verses under discussion here is found in Job 28:12-28. The reader would do

...
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well to look it ilp and read through it thoughtfully. One is
immediately impressed with three conclusions: (1) Man is
limited in his knowledge and understanding; (2) Wisdom is
of the greatest premium; and (3) God is the only source of
true wisdom and man must turn to Him for understanding.
v. 24 Solomon set out to write about wisdom and in the
midst of his adventure, he confesses his lack of it. He is wise
but not fully wise. He can see the value of wisdom and extols
it honestly and sincerely while at the same time humbly confessing that he is helpless before the infinite wisdom of God.
He wants to know what is the actual essence of all things. Yet,
he cannot discover it. He turns to a superlative which is variously translated but the impact is still felt. He states that it is
“remote and exceedingly mysterious”; or that it is “far from
me and deep, deep.” He wishes to impress upon the reader
that such knowledge as he is seeking is beyond the grasp or
understanding of man. He cannot discover it!
There is a wisdom which is discoverable by man but it lies
“under the sun.” It is this wisdom that Solomon employs.
However, there is a wisdom which God alone possesses and
man cannot discover it. It is to Solomon’s credit that he perceives his limitations and is wise enough to admit to them.
What is the nature of the information he seeks? From the
context, it is obviously the everyday entanglements of life
with its recurring inequities which build a web of unexplained
riddles to bind and limit the understanding. He is practical
rather than philosophical. He wants answers to why things
happen as they do rather than how did they come to be. He
knows God is the Creator (Cf. 8:15, 17; 11:s; 12:1, 7). He now
wants to know the why behind the behavior of men. He is unable to explain it but he does draw a conclusion that temporarily
satisfied him. He says, “Behold, I have found only this, that
God made man upright, but they have sought out many devices” (7:29). Man’s eyes are blinded by sin and the darkness
is compounded because he lives in a sinful (dark) environment.
Solomon’s conclusion is another way of saying that man is
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the author of his own blindness, while “God is light and in
Him there is no darkness at all” (I John 1:s).
FACT QUESTIONS 7:23-24

386. Identify three sections of Ecclesiastes that the “all this”
of verse 23 could possibly refer.
387. Since there are numerous views as to what “all this”
refers to, what two lessons should be drawn?
388. Was Solomon determined to be wise? Explain.
389. What kept Solomon from becoming completely wise?
390. Write out the three obvious lessons found in Job 28:12-28
which parallel the Ecclesiastes 7:23-24 passage.
391. What is the nature of the wisdom Solomon seeks? Explain.
392. What is it that blinds the eyes of men and keeps them
from seeing clearly?
393. What compounds this darkness.
2. Through intensive study, one comes to see the potential
within men and women to do evil. 7:25-28
TEXT 7:25-28

25 I directed my mind to know, to investigate, and to seek
wisdom and an explanation, and to know the evil of folly
and the foolishness of madness,
26 And I discovered more bitter than death the woman whose
heart is snares and nets, whose hands are chains. One who
is pleasing to God will escape from her, but the sinner will
be captured by her.
27 “Behold, I have discovered this,” says the Preacher, “adding
one thing to another to find an explanation,
28 Which I am still seeking but have not found. I have found
one man among a thousand, but I have not found a woman
among all these.
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7:25-28
217. Who will escape from the evil woman?
218. Identify the three figurative tools used by the evil woman.
219. Solomon “directed” his mind to “seek” what?
220. How many men out of a thousand did he find that had
such wisdom as he desired?
221. How many women did he discover who possessed wisdom
to this degree?

PARAPHRASE 7:25-28

I said in my heart that I will seek out two things: on the one
hand, I will study, investigate and find an explanation and
wisdom; on the other hand, I will come to know and identify
wickedness, stupidity, folly and madness. What did I discover?
I discovered something more bitter than death itself! I found
through my experience with woman that her thoughts are
snares and traps, and her hands are chains. One who seeks
God and pleases Him may escape her. However, one who is a
sinner will be caught in her snares and traps. “Look!” says
the Preacher, “This is what I have discovered by adding one
thought to another to find an explanation, which still calls
forth my soul’s energy and asks my strength. Yes, I am still
searching but have not found a satisfactory answer. I have
found that among a thousand men there is but one who can
be numbered among the wise. However, I cannot say the same
for women. I have not found one such women among all these.”
COMMENT 7:25-28
These verses are among the most difficult verses in Ecclesiastes to interpret. The primary cause of difficulty stems from
whether one should exegete the passage literally or figuratively.
If the woman is figurative (false wisdom), it is one thing, but
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if she is a real woman then a different interpretation must be
given. It is true, however, that regardless of the direction one
takes, whether literal or figurative, there are similar passages
in the Bible to support the principles involved.
An overview of the passage. Solomon is determined to discover wisdom in the fullest sense. This is not a new quest,
(Cf. 1:13, 16-17; 7:23-24) However, he admits that he has not
found the satisfactory answers. The one thing he has discovered
is that not only is complete wisdom illusive, it is equally difficult to discover a wise person. His observation is that only one
man in a thousand could be considered wise, but he failed to
discover even one woman among this number. He further
observes that there are some women who will catch and destroy
you if it is in their power to do so. The one who pleases God
and receives His favor will escape from the snare of such a
woman. However, the one who acts foolishly will be caught
by her.
The literal view. Solomon does not categorically label all
women as evil. He identifies the evil woman as “the woman
whose heart is snares and nets.” The implication suggests that
there are women whose hearts are not snares and nets. It is
from the writing of Solomon that we have the beautiful description of the virtuous woman so delineated in terms of praise
and honor. (Cf. Proverbs 31:lO-31)
There can be little question concerning the power women
are capable of exerting over men. In the context of Solomon’s
discussion, that power is evil. There are numerous non-Biblical
proverbs which speak to a consensus on this subject. Some of
these are: “It is better to follow a lion than a woman”; “Woe
to the age whose leader is a woman”; “Who follows the counsel
of his wife arrives at hell”; and “Women are snares of Satan.”
There is also the warning from Solomon: “Now therefore, my
sons, listen to me, and pay attention to the words of my mouth.
Do not let your heart turn aside to her ways, do not stray into
her paths. For many are the victims she has cast down, and
numerous are all her slain. Her house is on the way to Sheol,
descending to the chambers of death” (Proverbs 7:24-27).
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In Solomon’s investigation to discover the “evil of folly”
and the “foolishness of madness,” he discovered how far both
men and women are removed from their original design. There
is little comfort for men, and less for women. He was unable
to discover the degree of wisdom which he desired, but he
discovered all too soon the depths of evil to which both men
and women are capable of ,descending. As a male writer, he
naturally turns to his counterpart in crime to impress the minds
of his readers with the extent of his discovery of evil. He speaks
of inescapable snares, nets and chains. However, he hastens
to speak objectively and suggests that although God made
men upright, they have bent low in the pursuit of devising
new ways of committing sin.
His statement that he was unable to find one wise woman
among a thousand should not be looked upon as saying there
are no wise women. It is rather a relative comparison with
men. He is saying that from his own observations, he has discovered that there are fewer wise women than men.
These verses should not be used to build a case for the
superiority of men over women in the possession and use of
wisdom. Many commentaries miss the point of Solomon’s
argument when they draw attention to the fact that only men
were employed in writing the Bible, and in holding prominent
positions of leadership in both the Jewish economy and the
Christian church. The inference is that women were neither
wise enough nor suited for such undertakings. It is true that
woman was first in the fall (Cf. I Timothy 3:13-14), and that
she is to be in subjection (Cf. Ephesians 522-24). But neither
of these conclusions speak to the point at hand. It is simply
that in Solomon’s pursuit of wisdom and evil, he discovered
mankind to be perverse and crooked. His conclusion is: wise,
righteous people are scarce!
The literal interpretation of this passage satisfies the hermeneutical demands placed upon it.
The Bgurative view. The personification of false wisdom
as “the woman” establishes a natural correspondence between
sound doctrine which is “pleasing to God,” and its opposite,
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“folly and madness” which trap, ensnare, and destroy the
sinner. It could be argued that “the woman” answers to philosophy and vain deceit. (Cf. Colossians 2:8; I Timothy 6:20)
While it is true that both Israel and the church are personified
as a woman (Cf. Ephesians 524-32; Revelation 21:2, 9; 22:17;
Judges 8:27), it does not necessarily follow that such figurative
language is used here. Solomon’s literal wives (300 of them
and 700 concubines) were responsible for turning his heart
away after other gods. They were real, physical women who
ensnared and captured Solomon’s heart. So enslaved was he
by their evil powers that he actually accepted the false wisdom
of Ashtoreth and Milcom. He was led to false doctrine by his
entanglement with real women. It is written of him, “And
Solomon did what was evil in the sight of the Lord, and did
not follow the Lord fully, as David his father had done”
(I Kings 11:6). There is little justification in the light of
Solomon’s experiences and the context of Ecclesiastes for a
figurative interpretation.
Christological thoughts. It is true that men and women are
equally wise. It is also true that they are equally sinful. When
one realizes that Solomon is marking all with the curse of sin
and only a few with the blessing of wisdom, he has arrived at
the intent of the passage. Some have not shared this interpretation of the passage and since they are reluctant to make a
distinction between men and women in the area of wisdom,
they ascribe the “one man among a thousand” to Jesus Christ.
The one man they insist is a reference to Jesus who to Solomon
was also the “rose of Sharon, the lily of the valleys” (Song of
Songs 2:l). There are a number of arguments that militate
against such a conclusion. Jesus does stand in a class by Himself. He is wisdom. However, to find one among a thousand
implies that he would find another if he continued his search.
There is only one Jesus (God). To ascribe this passage to Jesus
would be breaking from the “under the sun” context of
Solomon’s search. It is better to simply take him at his word:
he did find one among a thousand. Finally, the context is not
clarified or helped by such an interpretation.
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Solomon [s stil1,reasoning “under the sun.” He has clearly
expressed his desire to be wise, and he has confessed to his
inability to achieve such wisdom. He states his purpose to
discover folly and madness and it is in this area that he excels.
His final conclusions are consistent with the total context. He
says (1) there are few wise people, (2) there are many who are
caught in the trap of wickedness, and (3) those who devise
new ways of sinning!
FACT QUESTIONS 7:25-28

394. What makes the interpretation of these verses difficult?
395. Identify the two general areas Solomon is attempting to
discover?
396. Is Solomon declaring that all women are evil? Discuss.
397. Was Solomon able to discover an “explanation” (vs. 2728) of the wisdom he sought?
398. What did he find?
399. Explain what Solomon means by his statement: “I have
not found a woman among all these.”
400. If this passage is interpreted figuratively, the evil woman
is a personification of what?
401. Were the women who turned Solomon’s heart away from
God real or figurative? Give proof of your answer.
402. In what was Solomon entangled when he turned away
from God?
403. Give two reasons why a Christological interpretation of
this passage is unwarranted.
404. After a careful study of these verses, write your own
summary statement of the passage.
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3. A final observation: Men seek evil devices. 7:29

TEXT 7:29
29 “Behold, I have found only this, that God made men upright, but they have sought out many devices.”
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7:29

222. How many things did Solomon discover?
223. What do you think is meant by the term upright?
224. If “many devices” are the occasion for keeping man
from being upright, what would be the nature of the
“many devices”?
PARAPHRASE 7:29
Be sure to look at this! Only this one thing have I discovered:
When God created man, He created him perfect. However,
since the creation, man has invented many ways to fall short
of what God intended him to be.

COMMENT 7:29
The use of the interjection “behold” suggests that Solomon
wants the attention of his readers on this subject. Why is there
the gravity at this particular point? Two things become apparent: First, God is not to blame for man’s inability to discover wisdom. God made man upright, and in that state man
was in a position to know and understand the things which
are now hidden from him. Man cannot achieve complete
wisdom, but it is his own fault. Second, man busies himself
with innovative, vain speculation and self-wise reasonings
which compete in his own mind with the true wisdom of God.
Solomon is underscoring his previous contention that both
men and women are evil.
I
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The “inventions” of this verse are speculations or thoughts
which result in a spiritual and sometimes physical stance which
is contrary to God’s word. The one evil invention that Solomon
cites in this entire passage is found in verse twenty-six. Here he
speaks of the weakness of his own life. He speaks of the violation
of the monogamous marriage situation in his own personal experience. The large number of both wives and concubines which
he possessed defies the imagination. However, Solomon implies
by the “many devices” that there are numerous ways to sin,
many of which are unrelated to immoral sexual activity.
Man should both desire and be ready to receive the will of
God for his life. He should not invent his own speculative
philosophies. God approves of the wise man who allows God to
speak to him. The promise has been given: “Behold, I will pour
out my spirit on you; I will make my words known to you”
(Proverbs 1:23). The word translated “devices” is used only
twice in the Old Testament. The other reference is I1 Chronicles
26: 15 where the devices or “inventions” were “engines of war.”
These devices were clearly designed to shoot arrows and great
stones at the enemy. They were also strategically located on
the towers and on the corners to give maximum defense to the
city. Such detail and cunning illustrates the ingenuity of the
mind of man and demonstrates the variety of his inventiveness.
The context under consideration, however, implies evil devices
because they are set against the fact that God made man
“upright.” Man was made to walk with God, but he fell from
his high place of honor because of sin. Without grace and
truth (John 1:17) man continues to invent pathways of departure from the presence of God.
Solomon’s conclusion is the inevitable point to which all
thinking men are drawn: all have sinned. The Apostle Paul
concurs. He writes, “we have already charged that both Jews
and Greeks are all under sin; as it is written, there is none
righteous, not even one; there is none who understands, there
is none who seeks for God, all have turned aside, together
they have become useless; there is none who does good, there
is not even one” (Romans 3:lO-12).
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FACT QUESTIONS 7:29
405. Give two reasons why Solomon expresses “gravity” at
this particular point.
406. What is Solomon “underscoring” in this verse?
407. Explain what is meant by “devices” or “inventions.”
408. What one invention does Solomon cite?
409. The word translated “device” is used elsewhere only in
I1 Chronicles 26:15. From this passage, what does the
use of the word illustrate?
410. State Solomon’s conclusion.

C. ADMONITIONS TO USE WISDOM IN THE WORK
OF SOLVING THE PROBLEMS OF LIFE 8:1-9:18

1. Work in submission to the king. 8:l-8
TEXT 8:l-8

1 Who is like the wise man and who knows the interpretation
of a matter? A man’s wisdom illumines him and causes his
stern face to beam.
2 I say, “Keep the command of the king because of the oath
before God.
3 Do not be in a hurry to leave him. Do not join in an evil
matter, for he will do whatever he pleases.
4 Since the word of the king is authoritative, who will say to
him, “What are you doing?”
5 He who keeps a royal command experiences no trouble, for
a wise heart knows the proper time and procedure.
6 For there is a proper time and procedure for every delight,
when a man’s trouble is heavy upon him.
7 If no one knows what will happen, who can tell him when
it will happen?
8 No man has the authority to restrain the wind with the wind,
or authority over the day of death; and there is no discharge
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in the time of war, and evil will not deliver those who
practice it.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 8: 1-8
225. Who is the man who knows the interpretation of a matter?
226. What two things will wisdom do (verse one)?
227. Are the “king” and “God” to be taken synonomously in
verse three?
228. After reading through verse eight, can you find evidence
that requires that the “king” be interpreted to mean
God? Discuss,
229. Does God approve of entering into an agreement with
Him through an oath? (Cf. Exodus 22:ll; I1 Samuel 21:7;
Ezekiel 17:18)
230. Does the “him” in verse three refer to God or to the king
who rules the land? (Cf. 10:4)
231. What word in verse four indicates why the king can do
whatever pleases him?
232. What will keep a wise man from getting into trouble
with the local authority? (verse five)
233. What principle taught in verse six has previously been
detailed in chapter three, verses one and seventeen?
234. According to verse seven, man does not know “what”
will happen to him or “when” it will happen. Read 3:22;
6:12; 7:14 and 9:12. In each case, determine if it is the
the “when” or the “what” that Solomon refers to.
235. Identify the four things in verse eight that man cannot do.
PARAPHRASE 8:1-8
Who can compare with the wise man? Who but a wise man
understands what things mean, or knows the interpretation
of a matter? It is because of wisdom that a man’s face shines
like a light, and the hardness of his countenance changes until
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his face actually glows. It is wise counsel to keep the king’s
command. Have you not made an oath before God that you
will keep his command? We know the king will do whatever
pleases him. Therefore, you will be wise if you do not hurry
from his presence simply because you are agitated with his
command. Above all, do not stand for an evil cause. It is the
king who has the authority in the land and his word is law.
None dare say to him, “What are you doing?” A wise man
knows when and how to act-he knows the proper time and
procedure. He who keeps the law of the king will discover that
he is free from every evil thing, and will therefore remain out
of trouble. You have already been instructed in the truth that
there is a proper time and place for every desire of man-yet,
you must be aware of the heavy judgment and chastisement
which often presses heavy upon man. A wise man considers
all of these things because he does not know what will happen,
and there is none to tell him when it will happen. Consider
this: no man has the authority to hold back the wind with
the wind; no man has the authority to hold back the spirit of
man in the time of death; neither can man claim immunity
in time of war, nor be discharged from the battle; no man
who practices evil or becomes involved in wickedness can
expect to be delivered by such evil in his time of distress.
COMMENT 8:l-8

As noted in the outline, there are five distinct divisions in
this section which relate to solving some of the problems of
life. In each instance, wisdom is the guide which leads the
reader to the correct solution. The first area of discussion
calls attention to the authority in the land, suggesting that
submission to the law will result in pleasant relationships between the king and his subjects. The heart of the discussion
is summarized in the words, “He who keeps a royal command
experiences no trouble.’’
v. 1 There is no man on earth who can compare with a wise
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man. Such a man excels them all. It is evident that Solomon
continues to extol wisdom. His emphasis is noted by his declaration that onZy a wise man can explain the difficult, and drive
to the very foundation of things. There is more to the wise
,man’s ability than that which equips him to be an interpreter
of proverbs or an adequate manipulator of words. He can
unfold the mysterious. He has ‘the ability to draw back the
veil and present a clear word picture of why things are.
This gift of understanding has a direct result on the wise
man’s heart which manifests itself immediately in his face.
His knowledge has brought an inner awareness that he knows
and understands both God’s word and God’s providential
activities. His face literally shows it. He has a cheerful soul
and his face shines. His face is but a reflection of his heart.
His face was formally “stern.” This word is variously translated intd “hardness,” “harshness,” “boldness,” and “fierce
countenance” (Deuteronomy 2850). His wisdom transforms
his face and causes it to beam. The marginal reading in the
NASB reads: “causes his stern face to change.” Examples
of such changes of facial expressions are found in Exodus
34:29-30, Acts 6:15 and 7:14. Knowledge of the true God,
and the awareness that one is keeping His commandments,
results in both joy and happiness. Solomon’s father had expressed it simply: “The precepts of the Lord are right, rejoicing
the heart; the commandment of the Lord is pure, enlightening
the eyes” (Psalm 19:8). Sin causes the “hardness of face,”
while righteousness drives out sin and welcomes peace and
contentment. Jesus aptly struck at the heart of the matter
when He said, “Therefore every one who hears these words
of Mine and acts upon them, may be compared to a wise man”
(Matthew 7:24).
v. 2 Two problems arise from this verse: (1) Who is the
king? Is this a reference to God or to an earthly king? (2) What
oath was stated before God by the people in Solomon’s day?
Authorities are divided on the first question but have generally
agreed on the second. Let us consider the latter question first.
It is not so important that one determines the exact wording
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of the oath as this is not the point of Solomon’s argument.
The point is that the oath was made “before God,” and it
stands as a reminder that (1)it was made before the highest
authority, and (2)it pertains to submission to the rule of the
king. One such oath is recorded in I1 Kings 11:17 where “Jehoida made a covenant between the Lord and the king and
the people, that they should be the Lord’s people, also between
the king and the people.” To be “the Lord’s people” is tantamount to the submission to the rule or the authority of the
Lord. It is further noted in this illustration that a distinction
is made between the Lord and the king. Israel saw the king
as God’s representative who was appointed to carry out His
will on earth. Thus, the oath was made to the highest authority
and also bound the Israelites to the authority of their king.
Instructions concerning such oaths are given in Exodus 22:11 ;
I Kings 2:43; I1 Samuel 21:7 and Ezekiel 17:18.
To whom does the term “king” refer? Many commentaries
view the king as God and suggest that the entire context must
be interpreted as to our submission to “the heavenly King.”
However, the I1 Kings 11:17 passage makes a clear distinction
between “the people,” the earthly “king,” and “the Lord.”
It appears that such a distinction would also capture the spirit
of this passage. Everything spoken of in reference to the king
could apply without difficulty to an earthly king. In forcing
the meaning of the term king to refer to God, seems to be
demanding more than either Solomon or the context intended
to convey. New Testament parallels are found in Matthew
12:21;Romans 13:l-7and I Peter 2:13-17.
v. 3 To break the oath is equal to entering into an association with evil. Therefore, the subjects of the kingdom are
admonished not only to keep the command of the king, but
to refrain from joining in an evil matter. The “fear of the
Lord” has previously been defined (Cf. 57, p. 117) as departing from evil and doing that which is good. Solomon isn’t
introducing new material. He continues to pursue the characteristics of a wise man. In this instance, a wise man is one
who recognizes the authority of the king and lives within the
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restrictions of the law.
“DO not be in a hurry to leave him.” The king is on the
side of right; to depart from him would be to align oneself
with evil. Cain is an example of one wholbecause of his evil
deed was forced to leave the companionship and security of
the side of right. It is written of him, immediately after he had
murdered his brother, that “Cain went out from the presence
of the Lord” (Genesis 4:16). The relationship the kings of
Israel enjoyed with God was unique in history. There was a
much closer correlation between their laws and the law of
God than has existed in any other period of time. However,
the principle that authority is ordained of God is still true.
On the whole, the admonition of this verse remains a valid
one. Paul wrote: “Let every person be in subjection to the
governing authorities. For there is no authority except from
God, and those which exist are established by God. Therefore
he who resists authority has opposed the ordinance of God;
and they who have opposed will receive condemnation upon
themselves” (Romans 13:1-2).
“To do whatever he pleases” should be understood to mean
that the king will inflict whatever punishment he wishes. It is
the evil doer who draws the wrath of the king.
v. 4 The authority of the king has been established. On
the basis of this conclusion, it must be admitted that none
has the right to question the king’s decision or to question
the punishment which he places upon the wicked. The verse
is not to be taken as blanket approval for all the activities of
the king. It is to be understood in the light of two things:
(1) Disobedient citizens who depart from the presence of the
king and stand in an evil matter deserve punishment; (2) the
punishment appointed is the prerogative of the king-none
has the right to question him on such a matter.
v. 5 For authority to be meaningful, there must be laws
and subsequent punishment exacted upon those who break
the laws. Who is the wise man? A partial answer is arrived
at in this verse. A wise man is one “who keeps a royal command.” It is generally true that obedience to the law results
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in peace, This principle is valid whether the law is God’s law
or man’s law.
Another characteristic of the wise man is that he recognizes
that judgment and punishment will fall upon those who break
the law, He knows there is a “proper time and procedure.”
He practices patience and thus lives in peace. Sometimes such
assurance is the only compensation for one who does right.
Especially is this true when the authority is on the side of the
oppressors (4:1), or when the law-abiding poor have their
wages withheld and on occasion are put to death (James 54-61,
Even in the face of such extreme punishment they are encouraged to retain their wisdom: “you too be patient; strengthen
your hearts, for the coming of the Lord is at hand” (James
5 8 ) . The lesson from Ecclesiastes, chapter three, had been
that there is a time for everything under the sun. Now the
Preacher is underlining his previous contention: “God will
judge both the righteous man and the wicked man, for a time
for every matter and every deed is there” (3:17). Even God
patiently waits until the sin has ripened fully on the vine. Man
would like for punishment to fall swiftly as well as justly but
life is not always this way. The wise heart recognizes that such
judgment will come with certainty and thus tunes all of his
thoughts and activities to this channel. It is at the fountain
of patience and deep conviction in the justice of God that
he drinks.
v. 6 The preposition “for” indicates that this is an extension
of the line of reasoning established in verse five. The phrase
restates the closing thought of the preceding verse. “A proper
time and procedure for every delight” has been sufficiently
demonstrated in chapter three. However, the statement, “when
a man’s trouble is heavy upon him,” needs explanation. Who
is the man who is under the burden of trouble? Is he the good,
wise man or the sinner who has departed from the side of the
king? If it is the good man, then evil men have afflicted him
and he must learn to patiently wait until the time and seasons
of God’s providence bring about God’s justice. It is considered
a heavy trouble because he is required to bear it until the
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appropriate time. On the other hand, if it is indeed the sinner
who is under consideration, then the heavy trouble is just and
he anquishes beheath it because he knows it is of his own
doing., He knows that the judgment of God will eventually
fall upon him. IHe has broken all the rules and departed from
the king’s cadse; he finds himself standing in an evil matter,
Now he must subscribe to punishment decreed by the king.
This latter interpretation is most tenable as it fits best into
the total context of the passage. Such an argument presses
upon the mind of the one who would choose the road of wisdom
that there are rewards indeed1 Additional proof for this contention is found in the major premise of the passage: “He
who keep the royal command experiences no trouble.”
v. 7 The evil man’s suffering is compounded because he
knows neither when he will be punished nor what will be his
punishment. He knows only that it is due him and will be
forthcoming. Behind the law in the land stands the authority
of God. Kings exact God’s punishment and are thus a terror
to those who do evil. However, kings may be bribed or influenced to compromise or act unjustly. In such instances
the justice of God overrides the injustices of men. If not immediately, in due season (Cf. 8:ll). This awareness weighs
heavily upon the mind of the evil doer. He lives in constant .
fear as he does not know when or how his punishment will,
come. Solomon is careful not to insert the conditional “if”
in his declaration. He is pressing for the inescapable: judg- .
ment is coming!
v. 8 The preceding interpretation appears to be logical in .
view of the closing fourfold argument Solomon now presents.
He has contended that a wise man will live in harmony with
the law of the land; in doing so he will neither bring the wrath
of the king nor the wrath of God upon him. He now offers
the closing arguments to sustain his contention:
(1) “No man has the authority to restrain the wind with
the wind.’’
The term translated “wind” in this first statement is also
commonly translated “spirit.” It is improbable that one can
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arrive at sufficient proof to ascertain one or the other. It is
obvious that the NASB translated much as wind. There is a
rather equal distribution of views in both translations and
interpretations. The primary purpose of the verse is best served
when the lesson of the verse is determined, not necessarily
whether the term is translated wind or spirit. On this same
subject Jesus said, “The wind blows where it wishes and you
hear the sound of it, but do not know where it comes from
and where it is going” (John 3:8). At least the truth taught
in the two statements is the same: one cannot see or control
the wind. But what is the intent of the observation? One conclusion is found in the fact that only God has control of the
wind, man cannot hold back or control the wind even with
the wind. The wind moves about according to an appointed
order. Solomon described it as “Blowing toward the south,
then turning toward the north, the wind continues swirling
along; and on its circular courses the wind returns” (1:6),
Again he stated that “we do not know the path of the wind”
(11:s).The lesson seems to be that the evil man has no more
control over his inevitable punishment which shall come upon
him than he does over the wind. Both are in the hands of God.
One is carried out through the laws of nature while the other
is arranged on the basis of compensating for evil and is determined by the authority of the king. God is the author of
both! This lesson-God is in control of the laws of ultimate
justice just as He controls the wind and other laws of natureis in harmony with the immediate and greater context of
Ecclesiastes. It also justifies this emphasis that Solomon places
on the uncontrolable nature of the wind.
If one feels compelled to interpret the term “spirit” as
“breath of life,” rather than “wind,” as many authorities do
(Cf. A. R. Fausset, E. W. Hengstenberg, J. P. Lange, H. C.
Leupold, Et. Al.) then this phrase is a parallelism with the
following part and simply restates the same thought. If this
is the preferred interpretation, then the following discussion
will explain the parallelism.
(2) “No man has the authority . over the day of death.”

. .
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What has heen refqrFed to in this discussion as the “ultimate
justice of God’: is..the.,judgment facing every man when his
spirit is finally released from his body. The Preacher knows
that when this happens, the spirit will return to God (12:7).
At that time, the unequal judgments of this earth, the suffering
of the innocent, the apparent escape of evil doers, will be
brought to light. The crooked shall be made straight. The
New Testament is also explicit on this matter: “inasmuch as
it is appointed’formen to die once, and after this comes judgment’’ (Hebrews’9:27). ’
Many would restrain the spirit in the face of death if it were
possible. Fodunes would be exchanged for a little more time.
The epilogue of men’s lives under such circumstances would
see a rash of repentance and restitution. However, no man
can decide to add a few days or years to his own life when
death calls. It was true in Solomon’s time and it is still true
today. Once again the Preacher is bringing into focus the
distinction between the wise man and the fool. The wise man
has no more control over his time of death than the fool does,
but the wise man is prepared. He keeps .“the command of
the king
and experiences no trouble.”
It should be observed here for the Christian reader that
Jesus teaches us to keep the command of the King and in so
doing we shall find rest for our souls. (Cf. Jeremiah 6:16;
Matthew 11:29).
(3) “There is no discharge in time of war.”
Just as one is bound by the rigors of death and must submit
to its call, there is no escape from the demands of service
placed upon one during the time of war. The analogy is made
to illustrate once more that “a wise heart knows the proper
time and procedure” (8:5b). The following excerpt from The
Pulpit Commentary illustrates the principle Solomon refers to:

. .

Thus we read that when Oeabazus, the father of three
sons, petitioned Darius to leave one at home, the tyraht
replied that he would leave him all three, and had them
put to death. Again, Pythius, a Lydian, asking Xerxes to
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exempt his eldest son from accompahying ’ the army of
Greece, was reviled by the monarch in unmeasured terms,
and was punished for his presumption by seeing his son
slain before his eyes, the body divided into two pieces, and
placed on either side of the road by which the army passed,
that all might be warned of the fate awaiting any attempt
to evade military service (Herod., IV, 84; vii, 381.’
Although there were exemptions prior to the battle (Cf.
Deteronomy 20:s-8), none were made dun’ng the time of war.
It is inappropriate to use this argument as evidence that Ecclesiastes had to be written late, during the Persian period, because
Israel made some exceptions and there were none granted
during the Persian rule. The point is not that every man had
to be engaged in warfare, but once the battle is underway
there is no escape or discharge. One is “locked in” as surely
as he faces death and judgment. The lesson once again teaches
that man should be on the side of “right” and refrain from
joining in “an evil matter.”
(4) “Evil will not deliver those who practice it.”
The fourth and final reason stated in this verse has a parallel
truth given in 8:13 where Solomon reminds his readers, “But
it will not be well for the evil man and he will not lengthen
his days like a shadow, because he does not fear God.”
What wickedness or evil cannot do, wisdom can. Wisdom
does deliver those who practice it.
The tragedy of practicing evil is not ony its failure to deliver
one from the judgment of the King or the Lord, but their
own wickedness will stand against them in the’ face of that
judgment. The rich oppressors mentioned by James are examples of the severity of casting one’s lot with the wicked.
He writes, “Your riches have rotted and your garments have
become moth-eaten. Your gold and your silver have rusted;
I J. S. Excell, H. D. M . Spence (Editors), “Ecclesiastes, Song of Solomon,” The
Pulpit Commentary (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner and Company, 1893),
p. 201.

~
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and their rust will be a witness against you and will consume
your flesh ’like fire. ’It is in the Last Days that you have stored
up your treasure” (James 52-3)!
The wicked could raise the question: “Deliver from what?”
The inference is strong regarding the necessity of escape. Once
again the reader is reminded of the law of retribution that
has been presented in this section as a major theme: One will
reap what he sows. The severity of their evil demands severity
of judgment. They shall not escape!
FACT .QUESTIONS 8:1-8

411. Identify the guide that leads the reader to solving the
problems of life.
412. What will result in a pleasant relationship between the
king and his subjects?
413. What specific ability on the part of the wise man causes
his face to shine (verse one)?
414. What causes the “hardness” of face?
415. Identify the two problems of verse two.
416. Solomon is suggesting that the oath is a reminder of what
two things?
417. Give evidence that the king could be an earthly king.
418. “Breaking the oath” is equal to what?
419. Explain what is meant by leaving the king.
420. What is the specific meaning given to the statement that
the king will do whatever he pleases?
421. List the characteristics of the wise man found in verse five.
422. According to verse six, “trouble is heavy” upon a man.
Is this man the wise man or the sinner? Discuss.
423. Who is it that does not experience trouble?
424. What compounds the evil man’s trouble (verse seven)?
425. Give evidence that both Solomon and Jesus taught that
the wind is not controlled by the power of men.
426. What lesson concerning the wind should the evil man
learn? How will the same lesson comfort the wise man?
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427. Explain what is meant by the “ultimate” justice of God.
428. Were exceptions from battle granted certain Israelites
in time of war? Explain.
429. Could one be dismissed from battle after the war began?
430. What double jeopardy does the wicked man experience
(verse eight)?
2. Work even when one discovers the oppression
of the righteous. 8:9-13
TEXT 8:9-13
I

I

,
I
I

I

,
I

9 All this I have seen and applied my mind to every deed
that has been done under the sun wherein a man has exercised authority over another man to his hurt.
10 So then, I have seen the wicked buried, those who used
to go in and out from the holy place, and they are soon
forgotten in the city where they did thus. This too is futility.
11 Because the sentence against an evil deed is not executed
quickly, therefore the hearts of the sons of men among
them are given fully to do evil.
12 Although a sinner does evil a hundred times and may
lengthen his life, still I know it will be well for those who
fear God, who fear Him openly.
13 But it will not be well for the evil man and he will not
lengthen his days like a shadow, because he does not fear
God.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 8:9-13
1
I

I
~

I

236. Is the wise man or the wicked man the primary subject
of this verse?
237. What evil action of the wicked man is recorded in verse
nine?
238. Is there sometimes corruption of authoritative offices?
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(Cf. 4:l; 5 ~ 8717)
;
239. What puts an end to the temporary oppression exercised
by the wicked (verse ten)?
240. Give evidence from verse ten that the wicked made a
pretense of worship.
241. Why do men indulge freely in sin (verse ll)?
242. What is meant by fearing God openly (verse 12)?
243. Why will it not be well for the evil man (verse 13)?
PARAPHRASE 8:9-13
All this I have seen. I thought about everything man does
under the sun and I realized that there is a time when one
man has the opportunity to exercise authority, and in doing so
injuries himself or another. I watched the wicked come and
go from the temple. However such practice did not save them
from the doom due them-they too were eventually borne
to their tombs. They were both praised and then forgotten in
the city where they did such things. I number these activities
among the unfulfilling, fleeting experiences under the sun.
These evil activities, which fill the minds of men continually,
happen because men are aware that the judgment upon wrongdoing is not quickly executed. As a result, men are fully set
to do evil. Since a sinner may do evil a hundred times, and
find his life to be prolonged, I am still aware that it is the one
who reverently fears God-the one who abides in His presence-who will survive in the end. This is because the wise
man practices reverence for God. But for him who will not
reverently fear and honor God, it will not be well for him.
Such wicked men will not prolong their days but their days
will be fleeting as a shadow.
COMMENT 8~9-13
This is the second division of this immediate section which
offers guidance through wisdom for difficult or trying times.
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More specifically, the admonition is to work and function as
a wise person even when the wise or righteous are oppressed.
v. 9 Both translators and commentators manifest bias when
translating or discussing this verse. Is the verse a summary,
transitional or preparatory? Some maintain that it is a summary verse and include it as a terminating verse for the section
including verses one through nine. Others say that “ ‘All this’
points forward to the problem that is about to be stated and
about to be
A. L. Williams states that the expression
“all this” is used to “introduce” not to “gather up.” The
NASB views it as a summary with a new paragraph starting
with verse ten. “One man ruling over another” seems to reflect
more on the content of the preceding verses than it does to the
following arguments. However, it may be taken as simply
identifying a point in history-a time when one man has
power over another to his hurt. The primary theme of this
section deals with the characteristics of a wise man and this
theme is still under consideration here. The most satisfactory
view may be that the verse is transitional as is 7:14; 9:l; 9:11
and 9:13.
It should be noted again that Solomon is still restricted by
“under the sun” observations.
The latter part of the verse also offers some difficulty. It
could mean that the injured man is the one being oppressed
or it could mean that the one who is doing the ruling is the
one who suffers hurt. The Amplij?ed Bible incorporates both
views with the translation, “. . . one man has power over
another to his own hurt or the other man’s.” Usually it is
understood to mean that it is the poor, righteous person who
suffers the persecution.
v. 10 Once more this verse presents additional difficulties
in determining the original meaning. But whatever it means,
it is labeled as “vanity” and “futility.” To make each of the
activities in this verse refer to the wicked person makes for
Leupold, Exposition of Ecclesiastes, p. 192.
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better sense. It is the wicked individual who journeys to the
“holy place” (the Temple). They are observed by those who
live in the city as worshiping God, but their worship is meaningless. (Cf. COMMENT 5:1-7) Such hypocritical worship
was meaningless because it would neither hold back their
time of death nor would it fortify them against the inevitable
certainty of God’s judgment. They were able, however, to influence their peers and received respectable burial. They
received the burial due the righteous. This Solomon says is
vanity and futility. The despicable in Israel were to be I‘. .
buried with a donkey’s burial, dragged off and thrown out
beyond the gates of Jerusalem” (Jeremiah 22:19). However,
the wicked receive decent burial from their neighbors and
friends.
Some of the living played along with their hypocritical game.
They closed their eyes to the wicked deeds performed by those
whom they had helped to bury. They praised their names in
the streets. Some translations have “praised” instead of “forgotten.” However, in a short period of time the dead were
forgotten even by those of their own city. It is the wicked rulers
who have died and receive burial. This makes the action more
absurd and motivates the observation, “This too is futility.”
From the standpoint of the righteous, one of the most perplexing problems encountered is to observe the wicked go to
their graves praised by the society whom they have maligned
without any apparent retributive action to make the record
straight. It is specifically to this problem of life that the Preacher
addresses himself.
v. I The first observation in this verse suggests that sinners
do appear to carry out their wickedness without just retribution.
This is not the way wise men would prefer. Punish the wicked
and reward the righteous. This would eliminate part of life’s
futility and bring immediate justification to the one who trusts
God. However, the ultimate justice of God is one of the major
themes of the Bible, and a wise man will accept the promise
of the vindication of the righteous on faith. It was precisely
this same problem which stimulated the words: “Surely in

.
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vain I have kept my heart pure, and washed my hands in innocence; for I have been stricken all day long, and chastened
every morning” (Psalm 73:13-14). The Psalmist felt the burden
of the inconsistent justice of his world. He would have despaired
in the face of it except for an experience which assured him
that it will not be well for the wicked. His next observation
manifests an assurance of God’s justice and also how he came
to that conclusion. He writes: “. . . when I pondered to understand this, it was troublesome in my sight, until I came into
the sanctuary of God; then I perceived their end” (Psalm
73:16-17). The Psalmist drew near to God and was able to
place the apparent injustices of life in proper perspective. The
following two verses in Ecclesiastes demonstrates that the
Preacher has come to the same conclusion!
The second thought in this verse is a result of the first. It
is because the justice of God does not demand immediate
retribution for evil activities that the hearts of men are literally
filled to overflowing with evil. One has said that “the same
sun that hardens the clay melts the wax.” The long-suffering
of God has a positive effect on some hearts while it is the
occasion of evil activity for others. It is not the wise man who
is under consideration here. The wicked are the ones considered in verse ten and the conclusion drawn in this verse has
the wicked as the subject. The Preacher has a keen eye to
interpret human nature. He observes that since men do not
pay immediately for breaking God’s moral laws, that they are
deceived into believing that such evil behaviour need never be
recompensed. The “heart” is mentioned because it is the seat
of both emotional and rational processes. The “given fully to
do evil” suggests that the wicked feel secure in their present
state and give themselves with fearless, shameless, boldness
to the practice of evil. The fact that God is slow to anger and
filled with grace and mercy is clearly set forth in Exodus 34:6;
Psalm 86:15; Romans 2:4 and I1 Peter 3:9. Many misinterpret
God’s mercy and conclude that pay day for them will never
come. The Preacher only states that God’s judgment is not
“executed speedily,” he does not imply that it will not be.
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Christians are not such fools, They can rejoice because
Christ has made them “wise unto salvation” (I1 Timothy 3:15).
He has taught that although the wise man is a sinner, “Surely
our griefs He Himself bore, and our sorrows He carried
He
was pierced through for our transgressions, He was crushed
for our iniquities; the chastening for our well-being fell upon
Him, and by His scourging we are healed” (Isaiah 53:4-5).
The wise Christian is thankful that “The Lord is not slow
about His promise, as some count slowness, but is patient
toward you, and not wishing for any to perish but for all to
come to repentance” (I1 Peter 3:9).
vs. 12-13 These two verses demonstrate the final vindication
of God’s ways. It is an open message to both the righteous
and the wicked. The righteous are assured that a temporary
extension of the life of the wicked is not tantamount to God’s
approval of their evil deeds. He is also given assurance that
his own allegiance to purity of life and obedience to right will
be rewarded. On the other hand, however, the sinner should
take heed. There are forceful, declarative warnings. “It will
not,” “he will not,” and “he does not” are statements which
ring with certainty. They leave nothing to the imagination
of the wicked. They close off all possible exits which could
have served as a refuge from the wrath of God. There is no
comfort in the Preacher’s messge for the one who has been
deceived to believe that God will not execute justice.
The sinner “does evil a hundred times.” He goes unchecked
in his evil rampage. The ideas that “his days are lengthened”
is best understood to mean that his evil activities are prolonged.
He has neither found the meaning of life nor are the number
of his days prolonged because of his wickedness.
It is well for the one who fears God. He is the exact opposite
of the sinner. The term fear has been sufficiently defined. As
it appears here, it represents the abhorance of all that appeals
to the sinner and it encompasses all that is worthy of the
wise. The fact that sinners often live to old age should not
be taken to mean that they have received God’s approval. The
fact that the righteous sometimes die young should not be
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interpreted to mean that God is uninvolved in His world and
lacks empathy with His own. The Preacher declares: “I know
it will be well for those who fear God.” The details of how
God will vindicate His own are hidden from the eyes of the
Preacher. He has observed enough, however, to know that
someway, sometime, God will have the final word and justice
will triumph. One must keep in mind the purpose of the book
and also the restricting limitation of “under the sun.”
The NASB translates the first part of verse thirteen to read,
“But it will not be well for the evil man and he will not lengthen
his days like a shadow.” The idea here is understood to mean
that a shadow lengthens and the evil man will not experience
length of days. Although this appears to contradict the statement concerning the fact that the evil man “may lengthen
his life” (verse 12), it need not. First of all, it has been pointed
out that verse twelve could mean his activity in sin is lengthened
although his actual days of life need not be. Also, some sinners
do live a long time but such longevity should not be understood as a product of their wicked activities. The message to
the wise man is that he should not despair if he observes a
wicked man living a long time in spite of his wickedness.
Leupold translates the first part of this verse differently. He
writes: “But it shall not be well with the wicked, and being
like a shadow, he shall not prolong his days.” This conveys
just the opposite meaning of lengthening and implies a fleeting,
transitory existence as a shadow. In 6:12 the comparison
between life and a shadow is made to illustrate how fleeting
man is and this truth corresponds to Leupold’s translation.
The use of the shadow to represent the shortness of life is also
supported by Luther, Vaihinger and Hengstenberg.
It will not be well for the wicked and the reason is clearly
stated: “He does not reverently fear and worship God” (The
Ampli5ed Bible). Once again the practice of the fear of the
Lord is the distinction made between the wise man and the
wicked. One should not be surprised to see this theme occur
(Cf. 3:14; 5 7 ; 7:18; 8:12, 13) or to discover that when the
conclusion of the “whole matter” is drawn, it is once again
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“the fear of the Lord” which remains as the one distinction
which sets a man apart as the one who shall stand in the final
day (Cf. 12:13).
FACT QUESTIONS 8:9-13

431. Identify the general admonition offered in this section.
432. What three possible functions could verse nine serve?
433. Give evidence from verse nine that Solomon is still laboring from the standpoint of restricted information.
434. Who is to be understood as the injured man (verse nine)?
435. Is it the wicked, the wise, or a mixture of both under
discussion in verse ten? Defend your answer.
436. More specifically, who are those who are buried?
437. What experience did the Psalmist have that gave him
courage in the face of the prosperity of the wicked and
oppression of the righteous (verse ll)?
438. What is the occasion that gives rise to the statement,
“men
are given fully to do evil”?
439. What two possible effects on the hearts of men can the
long-suffering of God have?
440. What is meant by “given fully to do evil”?
441. Identify the messages for both the wise man and the
wicked man found in verses 12-13.
442. What is meant by saying that the sinner’s days are
lengthened?
443. What characteristic must the wise man possess if it is
to be well with him?
444. What two meanings are given to the term “shadow” as
it is used in verse thirteen?
445. What theme, which occurs in a number of: verses, is also
the distinguishing mark of the one who will stand in the
final judgment?

. ..
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3. Work even when one cannot understand
the working of God. 8:14-17
TEXT 8:14-17

14 There is futility which is done on the earth, that is, there
are righteous men to whom it happens according to the
deeds of the wicked. On the other hand, there are evil men
to whom it happens according to the deeds of the righteous.
I say that this too is futility.
15 So I commended pleasure, for there is nothing good for, a
man under the sun except to eat and to drink and to be
merry, and this will stand by him in his toils throughout
the days of his life which God has given him under the sun.
16 When I gave my heart to know wisdom and to see the task
which has been done on the earth (even though one should
never sleep day or night),
17 and I saw every work of God, I concluded that man cannot discover the work which has been done under the sun.
Even though man should seek laboriously, he will not discover; and though the wise man should say, “I know,”
he cannot discover.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 8:14-17

344. What two events which take place upon the earth does
Solomon identify as futile (verse 14)?
345. If a man is without revelation from God, what is the best
thing he can do (verse 15)?
346. Who gives both the wise man and the wicked man his
days to live?
347. How extensive or intense was Solomon’s pursuit to see
the “task which has been done on earth”?
348. Can man discover all the work done under the sun?
349. When a wise man has observed all that he can, he should
be able to say what?
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PARAPHRASE 8~14-17
There are some threads of life which are difficult to unravel. The world is filled with many anomalies. Note these two:
a wicked man continues in his wickedness and prospers as
if he were a wise, righteous man; a righteous man, who does
the right thing and acts wisely suffers as if he were a sinner.
I say that this is certainly empty and unfulfilling. In my search
under the sun, apart from God’s revelation, I have decided
what is good for man. There is no better thing for him to do
than to eat, to drink, and to be joyful. These are the things
which will stick with a man and warm his heart in the short
time God gives him to live upon the earth.
Man is busily engaged in the sorry and difficult task of
business under the sun-to the degree that some men never
close their eyes day or night-and I joined the endless round
of activity, and gave myself to know wisdom and see all that
it was possible for me to see. I saw that such activity is the
work of God and man cannot discover all that is done on the
earth. A man can toil to discover but he will not find it out. A
wise man should, after living his life seeking after wisdom,
be able to say that he has found it out, but even he will not
be able.
COMMENT 8:14-17
In this third division, one is instructed to work although
he has limited resources under the sun, and although he discovers that God’s ways are past finding out. In addition, he is
deeply troubled because on numerous occasions the events
of life are opposite from what they should be: wicked men
prosper as though they were the righteous, and the righteous
suffer as though they had committed grievous sins.
The two most common factors which color the writing of
the Preacher are evident in this section. Both the “vanity”
and “under the sun” concepts limit his observations. From
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the purely earthly point of view he has drawn his conclusions.
His conclusion found in verse fifteen is a reasonable one to
him. Especially is this true in the light of his restricted knowledge as he observes the activities of the wicked and the righteous.
v. 14 Is there an issue on the face of the earth that is more
perplexing to the one who does good than that presented in
this verse? It is the basis for much of what has been identified
as a “grievous, sorry task” that has “afflicted” the sons of
men. This issue, the inequitable correspondence between the
righteous and the wicked and their deeds, serves as a potential stumbling block even to the Christian who has the fuZZ
revelation from God. How difficult it would be for one to
understand when all he has to work with are the tools of observation. This explains the Preacher’s rather matter-of-fact
and limited conclusion.
He equates the activities with “futility.” Since the mark
of vanity rests upon all creatures “under the sun” then, to a
degree at least, one could almost expect some imbalance in
rewards and punishments. In other words, the shock need
not be so severe when one realizes that the world too travails
beneath the curse of sin and decay. However, even such an
admission does not dissuade the searching mind. The Preacher’s
conclusion is still valid-there should be a closer, observable
correlation between the righteous and his rewards and the
wicked and his punishment. But it is not the case, so he marks
the whole experience as false and empty.
v. 15 In the face of his observation, Solomon returns to
his previously stated conclusion (Cf. 2:24; 3:12, 22; 5 1 8 ) .
He commends the enjoyment of the primary resources of
living: eating, drinking and merriment. He also qualifies his
commendation twice in this one verse by the phrase “under
the sun.” He is not encouraging one to a life of greedy abandonment or wanton hedonism. He offers more the idea of quietly
sharing in the blessings of life which are obviously placed here
by God for one’s enjoyment. Man is going to have to “toil”
through life and his memory will serve him best if it contains
these fundamental joys upon which he can reflect. He admits
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to the truth that it is God who gives man his days to live. It
is true that God gives the “wicked” his days too. Solomon is
arguing that a wise man will recognize them as a gift from
God and although he is often bewildered by what he sees to
be unfair balances of life, he will nevertheless resign himself
to living each day to its fullest.
‘,,v. 16 This verse is a summary of the two previous proposals:
(1)From 1:16-17, he declared that he would “know” wisdom.
He recognized that such wisdom would enable him to succeed
in his second proposal. (2) He also proposed to see the business
activity ‘that is done upon the earth. (Cf. 1:13)
The closing thought in the verse has been interpreted two
different ways. It may suggest that Solomon is the one whose
eyes cannot close in sleep. This would be due to the intense
study of that which he desired to know. Or it could have reference to the ones he observes who are so engaged in the activities
of life, especially in business enterprises, that they do not
even take time to sleep. “To see sleep” is not found elsewhere
in the Old Testament and means to enjoy sleep. Once again
it could apply either to the one who tries to discover the solutions to the problems of life, or to the ones who are engaged in
endless labor to increase their wealth. Neither will discover
satisfaction and thus will never “enjoy sleep.” Almost all
authorities admit to the hyperbolical use of the expression
“one should never sleep night or day.”
v. 17 If Solomon could have reached beyond his time and
selected any verse from the New Testament to state succinctly
hip closing thought, it undoubtedly would have been: “Oh
the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and knowledge
of God! How unsearchable are His judgments and unfathomable His ways” (Romans 11:33)! Solomon wanted to discover
the work of God-that which is done upon earth through
the providential ordering of things-but
it was far from
him. Even though man “should seek laboriously” he will not
discover it. A wise man should say “I know,” but he cannot. This double emphasis on man’s desire to know and his
willingness to expand his energies without restraint, speaks
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to the gravity of the subject and the intensity of Solomon’s
quest.

FACT QUESTIONS 8: 14-17

446. Identify the inequity revealed in this section.
447. Name the two oft-appearing concepts which qualify the
Preacher’s remarks.
448. What has been the primary cause of the imbalance in
rewards and punishments (verse 14)?
449. What conclusion does Solomon state that he has previously
observed (verse 15)?
450. Explain what Solomon means and also what he doesn’t
mean by “eat,” “drink,” and “be merry.”
451, Verse sixteen is a summary of what two proposals Solomon
has made from the beginning of the book.
452. “To see sleep” refers to whom? Discuss.
453. What was Solomon’s objective which he found impossible
to fulfill “under the sun”?
4. Work regardless of the similar fate of the godly
and the ungodly. 9:l-10

I
~

TEXT 9:l-10
I

I
I

1
l

I
1

1 For I have taken all this to my heart and explain it that
righteous men, wise men, and their deeds are in the hand
of God. Man does not know whether it will be love or hatred,
anything awaits him.
2 It is the same for all. There is one fate for the righteous
and for the wicked; for the good, for the clean, and for
the unclean; for the man who offers a sacrifice and for the
one who does not sacrifice. As the good man is, so is the
sinner; as the swearer is, so is the one who is afraid to
swear.
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3 This is an evil In all that is done under the sun, that there
is one fate €or all men. Furthermore, the hearts of the sons
of men are full of evil, and insanity is in their hearts throughout their lives. Afterwards they go to the dead.
4 For whoever is joined with the living, there is hope; surely
a live dog is better than a dead lion.
5 For the living know they will die; but the dead do not know
anything, nor have they any longer a reward, for their memory is forgotten.
6 Indeed their love, their hate, and their zeal have already
perished, and they will no longer have a share in all that
is done under the sun.
7 Go then, eat your bread in happiness, and drink your wine
with a cheerful heart; for God has already approved your
works.
8 Let your clothes be white all the time, and let not oil be
lacking on your head.
9 Enjoy life with the woman whom you love all the days of
your fleeting life which He has given to you under the sun;
for this is your reward in life, and In your toil in which you
have labored under the sun.
10 Whatever your hand finds to do, verily, do it with all your
might; for there is no activity or planning or wisdom in
Sheol where you are going.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 9:l-lO
350. What is it that Solomon takes to his heart, and then
explains (verse one)?
351. Who holds the destiny of “righteous men” (verse one)?
352. Identify the “one fate’’ which comes to the good man as
well as to the wicked man (verses two-three).
353. List the characteristics of the sinner set forth in verses two
and three.
354. What advantage does the living have over the dead (verse
four)?
355. According to verse five, what knowledge possessed by
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the living could cause them to turn from evil to good?
356. List the seven characteristics of the dead (verses five-six).
357. Why should the living be happy and cheerful (verse seven)?
358. “White clothes” and “oil” could be symbolic of what
(verse eight)?
359. Man’s reward is identified as what (verse nine)?
360. With what spirit should man work (verse ten)?
PARAPHRASE 9:l-10
So I thoughtfully considered and reflected upon everything
I had observed-I took it to heart, examining and exploring
it all. I discovered that righteous men, the ones who are wise
and whose activities are in harmony with God’s will, are the
ones whose deeds and works are in the hands of God. However,
that which is ahead for the wise man, whether love or hatred,
he will have to wait to find out as no man can forsee the future.
The same thing happens to the innocent as well as to the
guilty. There is one event to the righteous and to the wicked.
Anything may happen to anyone whether they are submissive
to authority or defiant of the law; whether they swear by an
oath or are afraid of an oath. Yes, one event comes to all
regardless of their moral behavior. I concluded that this is a
terrible thing that happens under the sun. It causes some men
to be filled with evil and behave wickedly. Their lives are
actually governed by insane impulses while they live. Afterwards they die too. As long as there is life, there is hope!
Surely to be a live dog is better than being a dead lion. Why?
Because the living at least know they will die while the dead
know nothing. There is nothing left for the dead in this life;
even the memory of them is forgotten. Their love, their hatred
and their warm emotion have vanished into the dark past;
they can no longer participate in the work or joy of the activities
of those who still labor upon the earth.
Since you are one who is righteous, wise, and in the hand
of God, go on your way. Eat your bread with joy and drink
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your wine with an untroubled mind, for you are one of whom
it can be said, ‘God has already accepted and approved of
your works.” Because this is true, you should demonstrate
God’s acceptance and approval of your works by wearing white
garments which indicate your pure life. You should also anoint
your head regularly with oil which is a sign of your genuine
joy and gladness. In additidn, you should make the most of
your marriage. You do not have many years upon the earth,
so live joyfully with the wife of your youth. Remember, God
has given you the few years you will have on the earth. This
joy and happiness you experience will be your reward in life.
Such joy will also be the reward of all your toil and hard work
which your hands find to do under the sun. Everything your
hands find to do, do it with all your might. Such industry will
bring you satisfaction during your few years here upon this
earth. Remember, there is no industry, work, knowledge, or
wisdom in the place of the dead where you are going.
COMMENT 9: 1-10
The first ten verses capture the despair, resolve and encouragement of the Preacher. They begin with the age-old
problem of the similar fate of both the godly and the ungodly.
This, however, is not to become a basis for pessimism or inactivity on the part of the godly. As long as one is still alive,
he has hope. The Preacher’s conclusion is simple: Do not
waste your opportunity. His advice is to gain as much as
possible from each day. His formula for daily activity states
that one should give himself whole-heartedly to his work. In
addition, his life should be filled with happiness and cheer
as he lives it with the wife whom he has chosen and whom
he loves.
The explanation found in these verses sustains his previous
contention (8:14-17) that men cannot find out the work of
God. The future is veiled from men, but known to God. His
conclusion is the same here as in the previous discussion. He
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suggests industry and joy in one’s daily task.
v. I The “all this” refers to the preceding discussion concerning the inability of men to know what the future holds
for them. He admits to God’s control of the future activities
of men and the fact that everything is in His hand. The fact
that man does not know what the future holds is of grave
importance to Solomon, and he gives himself completely to
explain it.
The “love” and “hatred” which will come to even wise men
represents the broad scope of experiences of life. While the
context suggests these are deeds “in the hand of God,” one
need not conclude that God is the author of evil. He permits
or allows evil to come upon the godly but only so far as He
chooses not to intervene in the activities of ungodly men.
Neither should one think that determinism, as a doctrine, is
supported by this verse. God does affect the activities of men
when His plans or purposes are involved. The important lesson
in this verse is that outward signs of prosperity and success
are not necessarily indications of God’s approval; neither
should suffering or poverty be interpreted as a sign of His
disapproval. The “love or hatred” which befalls the wise man
come to him because he is an intricate part of the total experiences of life, they are not contingent upon his moral character or lack of it.
The argument which states that “love and hatred” comes
from others, rather than God, is supported by verse six. Here
Solomon specifically refers to “Their love, their hate, and
their zeal.” The distinction between what God wills, or desires, and what He permits must constantly be made. It is
precisely this point that Solomon makes. God is in control
of His world, but He, at times, permits or allows the flow of
history to ebb and tide unobstructed, and thus the events
which fall to the godly should come to the wicked and those
which fall to the wicked should come to the godly. One thing
is certain even as Solomon says, “anything awaits him,” or
“is before him.”
v. 2 What is the one fate? The verse begins with, “It is the
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same for all.” This undoubtedly refers to the observations in
verse one which speak to the many facets of life. This fact
has been clearly demonstrated. Death is often understood to
be the fate or event which comes to all men. (Cf. 2:14; 3:19)
While this is true, the term in Hebrew translated “fate” suggests more of a “meeting with” or “happbning,” and most
likely includes all of the events of life spoken of in the preceding verse. This would not exclude the death event. The
message clearly states that whether one is godly or a sinner,,
he will be caught up in the activities of hatred and love. None
escapes. The following list of contrasts illustrates that all men
experience the same fate. It is true even as Solomon says.
Whether one is righteous or wicked, clean or unclean, a sacrificer or non-sacrificer, good or sinner, honors an oath or is a
profane swearer. All receive the same fate.
It is not important to decide if these are individuals or
classes of people the Preacher has observed. The fact that
he has extended the list to include variations of good and bad
people enforces his argument that no man knows what the
future holds and all men are caught up in the innerplay of
life’s struggle.
The characteristics of those who have been approved of
God indicate a general attitude of submission to God’s will.
The “righteous” are those who behave correctly toward their
fellow man, while the “wicked” would violate proper relationships. The “clean” would refer to those who are ceremonially
clean as Solomon speaks next in .sacrificial language of the
one who follows the levitical rules, or fails to do so. However,
the use of “good” which qualifies “clean” suggests acceptable
moral activity as well as clean in the levitical or externally
legal sense. There were those who were careful to sacrifice
according to the laws. Such are called “good” in contrast
with the “sinner.” The final comparison is made between
those who see the value of the use of an oath before God, and
those who fail to reverence an oath. Zechariah 5 3 - 4 refers
to the evil of swearing (oath taking) with an irreverent attitude.
Isaiah 6516 speaks of the solemn act as acceptable to God.
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The point of the many contrasts is stated at the beginning
of the verse where it reads: “It is the same for all.”
v. 3 The first half of this verse is a summary statement.
The one fate for all men is looked upon as an “evil under the
sun.” The fact that Solomon states that all “go to the dead”
does not have to be understood that death is the one event or
“fate” he has in mind. Death simply terminates the fate of
men. It is the final exercise of all the futile and transitory
activities of men upon this earth.
He observes that because the godly suffer as if they were the
wicked, and wicked people prosper as if they were the godly,
that two things result. First, the righteous should recognize
that their deeds are in the hands of God and unfortunate
calamities should not move them from their pursuit of good
and righteousness. Second, the wicked sinners because they
prosper and their wicked deeds often go unpunished, are selfdeceived and believe there will never be a day of judgment
before God. As a result of this deceitfulness, the hearts of
wicked men are set to do evil continually. Solomon says, “Insanity is in their hearts.” This strong affirmation of the intensity of their sin is in contrast to wisdom and reason which
are characteristic of the godly. If men respected the moral
laws of God as they do the physical laws, there would be less
sinning in the world. Wise men refuse to violate laws when
they recognize the reciprocating, sudden recompense for their
folly. Because God is long-suffering and desires that no man
perish, He postpones or defers punishment of sins. This act
of grace is often misinterpreted by wicked men to mean that
no judgment will be forthcoming.
Thus the inability of righteousness to protect or deliver one
from evil is occasion for doubt and despair. At the same time
the apparent lack of judgment against an evil deed encourages
participation in wickedness. Of such activities, Delitzsch has
written: “It is an evil in itself, as being a contradiction to the
moral order of the world; and it is such also on account of
its demoralizing influences. The author here repeats what he
had already, viii. 11, said in a more special reference, that
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because evil is not in this world visibly punished, men become
confident and bold in sinning.”’
“The dead” is mentioned here as the end of those who hold
disregard for God’s government and laws. It is the end or
final resting place where all activities are thought to cease.
The godly also‘partake in this event. (Cf. 4:l-2)
vs. 4-6 For the true sense of the passage, these three verses
must be considered together. Each verse is an extension, an
observation, based upon the declaration of verse three. Solomon observes that so long as there is life there is hope; death
closes the door permanently to all activitiy; even the memory
of the dead is soon obliterated. Finally, the contribution of
love, hatred and energy can no longer be made as the dead
no longer share in the transitory futility of life on the earth.
The comparison of a dog with a lion was much greater in
Solomon’s day than it is with one who lives in American culture.
The lion was the most noble of beasts. (Cf. Proverbs 30:30;
Isaiah 31:4) Dogs were not treated kindly and held as pets,
but were considered scavengers of the streets. (Cf. I Samuel
17:43; 24:14; I1 Samuel 3:8; 16:4; Matthew 1526; Luke 16:22)
The meaning is obvious; the most despicable or undesirable
person who still possesses life is better off than the finest individual who has already gone to the grave. The reason? Because as long as there is life there is hope. “The living know
they will die; but the dead do not know anything.” Since one
knows he will die, he should so order his life as to come into
a proper relationship with God. This is the hope of the living.
One is reminded of the Preacher’s admonitions in 7:l-4 where
the living are directed to seriously consider the fact that death
is the end for every man. Obviously the result will be a reordered and improved life.
The “reward” lost by the dead refers to their consciousness. They no longer share in the knowledge, love, hatred,
or events upon the earth. Their memory is even forgotten.
I F. Delitzsch. Commentary on the Old Testament in Ten Volumes, Vol. VI (Grand
Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1973,p. 357.
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This is not a denial of God’s retributive action after death.
It is just that such activities are not under consideration here.
His conclusions are based upon his observations made “under
the sun.” The Preacher does not approve of the activities of
despicable men, and neither does he suggest that sinners who
are alive are of greater value than godly people who have already died. His emphasis is simply on the fact that life affords
opportunities which the dead cannot experience. Death terminates all activity under the sun. Therefore, one’s reward is
gained on the earth: to be cut off from the earth is to be cut
off from one’s reward. Solomon had written: “I did not withhold my heart from any pleasure, for my heart was pleased
because of all my labor and this was my reward for all my
labor’’ (2:lO). He adds that man should find happiness in his
activities (3:22); that he should enjoy his life as well as his
riches (518-19); and to live joyfully with the wife of one’s
youth is reward indeed (9:9)! It is to be noted that these rewards are experiences which take place among the living.
None of these will take place in the grave. Therefore, his
emphasis upon the living is clear. One must not conclude
that Solomon did not have some insight as to activity beyond
the grave. (Cf. 12:7) He is writing with a self-limiting focus
which qualifies his observations by the closing thought of
verse six which states, “they will no longer have a share in all
that is done under the sun.”
v. 7 The Preacher has already established both principles
that are expressed in this verse: (1) Enjoy life (Cf. COMMENT
on 2:24; 3:12-13, 22; 518; 6:12; 8:15); (2) God’s approval
of your labors (Cf. COMMENT on 3:13; 5:19). The admonition to enjoy life is not in contradiction to 4:2 where Solomon
said, “So I congratulated the dead who are already dead more
than the living who are still living.” On the one hand life
could be filled with joy and merriment while on the other there
was sorrow, oppression and bitter experiences. When God
approves one’s works, life is enjoyable even “under the sun.”
“Works” are to be understood in the context of this chapter,
and would refer to all the godly, righteous acts of the good
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man. God has no delight in the sinful acts enumerated in the
precedifig verses but approves or accepts the works of righteous
men. The fact that God approves of their works implies that
their labors are in God’s hands (verse one) and negates the
idea that the :‘love” and “hatred” come from God. It is obvious that such activities come from the hands of men with
whom one lives and works upon the earth.
v. 8 “White” in the Bible signifies glory, purity and joy.
The Preacher is arguing for a full, happy life to be lived by
the ones who labor through life with God’s blessing. The white
attire of angels (Mark 16:s) and of men (Acts 1:lO) represents
messengers ofeGod who have His approval. In addition the
glorified saints are dressed in white apparel manifesting both
joy and righteousness. Jesus said to the church in Sardis: “But
you have a few people in Sardis who have not soiled their
garments, and they will walk with Me in white, for they are
worthy. He who overcomes shall thus be clothed in white
garments; and I will not erase his name from the book of life,
and I will confess his name before My Father, and before His
angels” (Revelation 3:4-5). The people in Solomon’s day were
admonished to wear white as a sign of God’s approval. They
were also to keep oil on their heads as a sign of joy. (Cf. Psalms
4 5 7 ; Isaiah 61:3) The oil was to be perpetually worn upon
the head representing the constant joy of the one whose works
are approved of God.
v. 9 Solomon compounds his admonition to be happy with
still another injunction: “Enjoy life!” The literal meaning is
“Zook upon life.” This suggests turning away from the scenes
of sadness and experiences which would rob one of joy. Fix
your eyes on the hope of joy-on those things which will result
in God’s approval and subsequently your own happiness. You
should share ypur joy with your life. Although the monogomous
ideal is out &f harmony with Solomon’s polygamous practice,
he is keenly aware that genuine joy in marriage is experienced
between husband and wife- not multiple wives or concubines.
Jesus gave the order which receives God’s approval when He
said, “He who created them from the beginning made them
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male and female, and said, ‘For this cause a man shall leave
his father and mother, and shall cleave to his wife; and the
two shall become one flesh.’ Consequently they are no more
two, but one flesh. What therefore God has joined together,
let no man separate’’ (Matthew 19:4-6). (Cf. Proverbs 515,
18, 19; 18:22; 19:14)
Your wife is intended to make this toilsome life more bearable. Do not long for the past or wait expecting to find joy
tomorrow. Live for today. Realize that God has approved
your works and it is He who has also given you the few years
you have to work upon the earth.
v. 10 This section is summarized by two observations: (1)
Work with great industry; (2) Remember that today, in this
life, one is afforded his only opportunity to work. You cannot
redeem lost opportunities in the grave. Solomon has clearly
demonstrated that it is the righteous, godly person who is
under consideration. He is to find renewed determination in
the truth that God approves of his work and gives him time
to labor. Similar instruction is found in John 9:4; I1 Corinthians
6:2; Galatians 6:lO and I1 Thessalonians 3:lO.
“Sheol,” or grave is used only this one time in Ecclesiastes.
It means a shadowy region or place of the dead. Such a dark,
shadowy region where there are no activities is contrasted to
life “under the sun.” It is today upon the earth that one is
instructed to seek joy and work diligently.
FACT QUESTIONS 9:l-10
454. Identify what causes some godly people to grow pessimistic
and inactive.
455. What advice does Solomon offer in view of the fact the
future is known only to God?
456. The “all this” refers to what? (Cf. verse one)
457. “Love” and “hatred” will come to whom? They will come
from whom? (Cf. verse six)
458. Are outward signs of success indicators of God’s approval?
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Discuss.
459. What is the one fate? Explain. (Cf. verse two)
460. The godly are identified by what five terms?
461. What general truth is demonstrated by such a long list
of characteristics of both the godly and the ungodly?
462. Explain the “evil” under the sun. (Cf. verse three)
463. Write in your own words the inequity that exists between
the godly and the ungodly.
464. What is meant by “insanity is in their hearts”?
465. Explain why God withholds immediate punishment against
some sinners.
466. Why should verses four through six be considered together?
467. Explain why the contrast between a dog and lion would
be greater in Solomon’s day than today.
468. Identify the lesson taught in verse four.
469. What is meant by “hope” in this verse?
470, Explain what the “reward” is which the dead loses. (Cf.
2:10)
471. State the two lessons found in verse seven.
472. God approves what kind of works?
473. The people of Solomon’s day were to wear “white” as a
symbol of what? (Cf. verse eight)
474. Where does Solomon admit that genuine joy is experienced? (Cf. verse eight)
475. What is a wife intended to do about her husband’s toilsome life?
476. The godly person finds renewal of his work in what two
truths?
5. Work with the awareness that God will control
the final outcome. 9: 11-12
TEXT 9~11-12
11 I again saw under the sun that the race is not to the swift,
and the battle is not to the warriors, and neither is bread
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to the wise, nor wealth to the discerning, nor favor to men
of ability; for time and chance overtake them all.
12 Moreover, man does not know his time: like fish caught
in a treacherous net, and birds trapped in a snare, so the
sons of men are ensnared at an evil time when it suddenly
falls on them.
I

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 9:ll-12
361. What reason is given in verse eleven for the many inequitous situations found in life?
362. Where do these unfair situations take place?
363. What is it that man does not know? What is meant by
this statement?
364. Identify the lesson taught by the fish and the birds.
PARAPHRASE 9:11-12
Once again I took a hard look at things done under the
sun and I found that many things are not as they appear. The
fastest runner does not always win the race; the battle is not
always won by the best trained warriors; the wise are not always the ones who have bread; the intelligent ones do not
always hold the wealth; the skillful are not always the ones
to win favor. Time and chance will catch up to them all. Neither
does a man know when his time of misfortune will come. His
moment of disaster will fall upon him like fish caught in an
inescapable net, or birds trapped in a snare. Even so men
are ensnared in such an evil time.
COMMENT 9~11-12
The truth of the advice offered in these two verses could
be easily observed and is not dependent on divine revelation.
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We are confronted with five illustrations which demonstrate
the lack of consistency in life. The effort exerted by the swift,
the warriors, the wise, the discerning, and the men of ability
should produce expected and predictable results. However,
in each situation the opposite of that which one anticipates
actually happens. This is the way life is “under the sun.” In
addition, two illustrations of netted fish and trapped birds
demonstrate that not only is the outcome of man’s efforts
unpredictable, his time of death falls upon him suddenly and
without warning. The transitory nature of life is once more
impressed on the minds of the readers. The Preacher has
previously explored the injustices of life which on occasion
discourages the godly and leads them to despair. He now
assures his audience that it is wisdom that protects against
despair and fortifies the godly against the contradictions of life.
v. II “The ,race is not to the swift.” The idea here is not
that the swift loses the race to the slower runner because he is
diverted from his goal by some lesser attraction or activity.
Neither does it mean that the fast runner is over confident in
his ability. The incident that causes him to lose the race is
not of his doing. The closing thought in the verse qualifies all
five of the illustrations-“time
and chance overtake them
all.” The term “chance” does not mean something gambled
or that one has “fallen down on his luck.” It is best understood as an “incident,” and means a calamity or an unfortunate
experience that one encounters in the pursuit of goals or objectives. Unavoidably tragedies occur among men as well as in
nature which necessitates the changing or readjusting one’s
plans. The reason for this is that both man and his world
labor under the mark of vanity. Paul argues for this same
premise when he states, “So then it does not depend on the
man who wills or the man who runs, but on God who has
mercy” (Romans 9:16).
A similar explanation is given to the remaining four illustrations. One would expect a different result than the one stated
in each example, but the events of life often curtail the detailed
and carefully laid plans. In the Christian age the lesson is
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the same, but there is the added act of trust which leads to
the spirit of submission, goes beyond “time” and “chance”
and leads one to pray, “If the Lord wills, we shall live and also
do this or that” (James 4:15).
v. 12 We have just learned that great talent and planned
activities do not guarantee success. “His time” may well mean
one’s hour of death, but it should also allow for calamitous
events which hinder planned activities. Thus man’s life and
daily activities are out of his own hand. The events are not
controlled by some sinister force, competitive with God,
known as “time” and “chance.” Rather, in the exchange of
love and hate as one lives his life out on the earth among the
sinners and the righteous, he will come to realize that no
guarantee of the fruition of any earthly activity is given. The
two following similarities are offered to illustrate this truth.
Just as “fish” and “birds” follow the course of daily routine
and innocently go about searching out that which is essential
to their livlihood, so man is engaged in similar activities. Without warning the fish and birds are trapped and their future
is sharply altered. Just like the “fish” and “birds” the Preacher
declares, “so the sons of men are ensnared at an evil time
when it suddenly falls upon them.” “Evil” means a time of
misfortune and could refer to numerous events which befall
men. Jesus used a similar figure of speech when he warned
his generation of great calamity with the words, “Be on guard,
that your hearts may not be weighted down with dissipation
and drunkenness and the worries of life, and that day come
on you suddenly like a trap, for it will come upon all those
who dwell on the face of all the earth” (Luke 21:34-35). Even
when God is directly involved in the sudden judgments upon
evil men, the image of a net is often used. (Cf. Hosea 7:12;
Ezekiel 12:13; 32:3)
FACT QUESTIONS 9~11-12

477. What do the illustrations in this section demonstrate?
478. What protects and fortifies the godly?
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479. Why does the swift lose the race? (Cf. verse 11)
480. In what way does Romans 9:16 explain verse eleven?
481. Identify the two meanings which could be attributed to
“his time” in verse twelve.
482. What is~.thespecific lesson taught by the “fish” and
“birds”?
6. Wisdom is declared to be the greatest guide in
our work. 9:13-18
TEXT 9~13-18
13 Also this I came to see as wisdom under the sun, and it
impressed me.
14 There was a small city with few men in it and a great king
came to it, surrounded it, and constructed large siege works
against it.
15 But there was found in it a poor wise man and he delivered
the city by his wisdom. Yet no one remembered that poor
man.
16 So I said, “Wisdom is better than strength.” But the wisdom
of the poor man is despised and his words are not heeded.
17 The words of the wise heard in quietness are better than
the shouting of a ruler among fools.
18 Wisdom is better than weapons of war, but one sinner
destroys much good.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 9:13-18
365. Solomon said he was impressed with what (verse 13)?
366. What kind of wisdom was it?
367. Give three reasons why the small city should not have
been delivered.
368. What was the poor, wise man’s reward for delivering
the city?
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369. Does Solomon prove by this parable that “wisdom is
better than strength”? Discuss.
370. How should wisdom be communicated?
371. What should be heeded in time of trouble?
372, Identify the two lessons taught in verse eighteen.
PARAPHRASE 9:13-18
The following parable on wisdom, which I have observed
under the sun, made a genuine impression on my mind. There
was a small city with only a few men in it and a powerful king
surrounded it with his army. The king also built overpowering
bulwarks which towered above the city. The king cut off the
small city from all exchange of goods and communication.
However, there was a potential deliverer within the city. He
was poor and insignificant but he was very wise. He was wise
enough to deliver the city by his wisdom even in the face of
such overwhelming obstacles. Yet no one thought of that poor
man. So I said, “Wisdom is far better than the strength of
an army.” The wisdom of the poor insignificant man is despised
and his words, which delivered the city, were soon forgotten.
The quiet words of wise men, even when the wise men are
poor, should be heeded rather than listening to the shouting
of a great king who labors in the midst of fools. Wisdom is
better than weapons but one sinner who acts foolishly can
destroy much good.
COMMENT 9~13-18
The central subject of this section is wisdom. A parable
is clearly evident in verses 13-15 while the interpretation of
it is found in verse sixteen. Two final observations on the
value of wisdom are given in verses 17-18.
How can one safeguard himself from the treachery of snares
and traps? Is there any way one can find encouragement in
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the midst ofealamity? The answer is found in securing wisdom
and practicing ‘it. One should not despise such a valuable
possession as wisdom though it be in possession of a servantthis would not diminish its worth. One should not only enjoy
life, and work with great industry, he should also employ
wisdom.
v. 23 One should not attempt to equate this wisdom with
1.he wisdom revealed ih’the New Testament which is complete
in Christ and ‘wonderfully redemptive in nature. The wisdom
the Preachet discus
is qualified at the outset as earthy
“under the sun” wisdom. Such an example of wisdom as set
forth here “impressed” Solomon and was “great” to him.
This is true because of what it did.
Varied interpretations of the parable are offered. Among
the notable views are: (1) Israel is represented as the possessor
of true wisdom, and although she was small and despised, she
was accepted by God and delivered by his hand. (2) The true
church is besieged from generation to generation. However,
she has Jesus Christ, once Himself poor, to deliver her. (3) The
event in Bible history which most nearly parallels the story
is recorded in I1 Samuel 2O:lS-22 and Judges 9 5 3 . (4) Imaginative interpretations include cities such as Dora, beseiged by
Antiochas the Great and Athens which was delivered by
Themistocles from the hand of Xerxes. (5) Luther and Mercerus
both held that no actual historical occurance is intended.
The most natural interpretation would be that which elevates
wisdom. The emphasis on the “great” king and the “poor”
wise man heightens the contrast and increases the odds. Thus,
the fact that the city is delivered from such overwhelming
strength elevates wisdom and makes it the true hero.
v. 14 “A small city” indicates a lack of military resources.
“A few men” in the city implies a minimum number of men
to defend the city rather than the number of non-fighting
personnel. The plight of the city is magnified by the fact that a
“great” king surrounded it with his soldiers. In addition, he
built “large seigeworks against it.” One need not search for
such an actual event in history as the emphasis here is to
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demonstrate that wisdom can deliver from insurmountable odds.
The “siegeworks” are also called “paliSades” (Septuagint),
embarkments or mounds. Sometimes wooden towers were used
whereby the enemy could catapult heavy rocks against the
wall or into the city. From such strongholds towering over the
city, the enemy could spy out the weak areas of the beleagured
city so as to assail it. (Cf. Deuteronomy 20:20; I1 Samuel 20:lS;
I1 Kings 19:32; Jeremiah 3:4; Micah 4:14)
The comparison is reminiscent of the powers of darkness
which are set against the church. However, just as wisdom
had the capabilities of delivering the city, even against such
overpowering odds, so Christ has given the victory to the
church. (Cf. I Corinthians 1555-57; I John 5 4 )
vs. 15-16 “Wisdom is better.” Wisdom is better than
strength (verse 16). Wisdom is better than weapons of war
(verse 18).
On the one hand wisdom stands in bold relief against the
great king and military might of the enemy. Within the city
it emerges as the hero against the fact that it was insignificantly contained in a small city and a poor man. Wisdom had
everything going against it and nothing in its favor. Wisdom
was sufficient to deliver the city, however, when everything
was going against it. The tragedy came after the victory. The
one who through his wisdom delivered the city was forgotten.
It is sometimes argued that since the verb is pluperfect it
should be rendered “no man had remembered that poor man”
and thus would change the emphasis of the text. The meaning
then would be that none remembered him until the need for
deliverance was keenly felt and then they turned to him. This
interpretation would clarify the verse but would complicate
the meaning of verse sixteen where the Preacher declares, “But
the wisdom of the poor man is despised and his words are
not heeded .”
The Anchor Bible2 takes an altogether different approach:

I

I

R . B. Y. Scott. The Anchor Bible: Proverbs arid Ecclesiastes (NewYork: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1963, p. 247.
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“NOW there was in tt a man who was poor but wise, and he
might have saved the city by his wisdom. But no man thought
of that poor fnan. So I said, ‘Wisdom is better than might!,’
yet the wisdom of the poor man was despised, and his words
went unheedkd.” On the idea of “might have saved,” the
editors comment: “Literally ‘he saved.’ The former sense is
implied by the comment in verse sixteen. The point is that no
one remembered the wise man because he was little regarded,
rather than that men Were not grateful for his advice which
saved the c i t ~ . ’ ’ ~
Still a diffeaeht view is explained by Hitzig: “In this particular case they had, it is ttue, not despised his wisdom, and
they had listened to his words. But it was an exceptional case,
necessity drove them thereto, and afterwards they forgot him.”4
The latter view most clearly states the intent of the passage.
The rulers of the small city were forced to listen to the wisdom
of the poor man and they heeded it. Because he was poor and
the crises facing their city was over, they soon forgot the poor
man. In a similar way, Joseph was treated by the Chief Butler
(Genesis 40:23); and Jesus was temporarily forgotten after
His death upon the cross where the wisdom of God was revealed (I Corinthians 1:24).
The lesson is obvious. Solomon observed the incidentwhether real or imaginary-and then reflected on the observation with the statement that “wisdom is better than strength.”
If the man had not actually delivered the city, Solomon would
not have been impressed with the parable.
v. 17 The contrast between wisdom and strength continues.
Jesus demonstrates perfectly the principle set forth in this
verse. It was said of Him that He did “not cry out or raise
His voice, nor make His voice heard in the street” (Isaiah 42:2).
On the other hand, the pompously dressed Herod assumed
the role of the shouting ruler among fools at Caesarea when
Luke wrote of him: “And on an appointed, day Herod, having
R. B . Y . Scott. ibid.
Hengstenberg. op. cit., p. 220.
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put on the royal apparel, took his seat on the rostrum and
began delivering the address to them. And the people kept
crying out, ‘The voice of a god and not of a man!’ And immediately an angel of the Lord struck him because he did not
give God the glory, and he was eaten with worms and died”
(Acts 12:21-23).
The quiet tranquility could belong to the wise man himself. If so, such an attitude toward life would be an indication
of his wisdom. Or it could refer to those who are so disposed
as to quietly listen as they recognize the strength and power
of his words.
v. 18 The first half of this verse has been sufficiently explained. The above example has shown that wisdom accomplishes more than weapons of war (7:19). The new thought
introduced here is in antithesis to the former truth. Just as
wisdom is better than weapons of war so one foolish act can
undo the fruit of wisdom. The “much good’’ could refer to
the present or potential good a nation accomplishes. The fact
remains that it may all be lost if the ruler is a fool and engages
in foolish or evil deeds. The “good” would not refer specifically to moral good but possessions, properties, prosperity, etc.
This theme is taken up more fully in 10:l.
As an aside, it is interesting to observe how the preceding
story has a counterpart in the Christian age. It is to be noted,
however, that such a comparison is not to be interpreted as
the original meaning of the author of Ecclesiastes. It does
demonstrate, however, both the universal and spiritual application of the principles involved. The analogies are: (1) Wisdom
would be the New Testament entrusted today to the church;
(2) the small city would be the church (Luke 12:32; Hebrews
12:22-23); (3) the great king refers to Satan who sets himself
against the chosen of God (John 12:31); (4) the poor wise man
would represent Jesus Christ whose wisdom was, by some,
forgotten (Isaiah 53:2-3; Mark 6:3; I1 Corinthians 8:9; Ephesians 1:7-8; Colossians 2:3).
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‘FACT ,QUESTIONS 9: 13-18

483. How can one fortify himself against snares and calamities?
484. Why is the wisdom of verse thirteen different from redemptive wisdom?

485. Give the best interpretation of the parable. Explain your
answer.

486. Why is it not important that an actual event be identified
in the siege of the small city? (Cf. verse 14)
487. The “siegeworks” are symbolic of what threat to the
church today?

488. Make a list of the things wisdom had to oppose. (Cf.
verses 15-16)
489. What became of the little man who saved the city?
490. Explain the statement: “Wisdom is better than strength.”
491. In what way does Herod illustrate “a ruler among fools”?
492. What does “much good” refer to in verse eighteen?
493. List the possible analogies the parable could have in the
church age.

D. ILLUSTRATIONS OF THOSE WHO LACK WISDOM
1O:l-11

1. The foolish worker is in trouble. 1O:l-4
TEXT 10:1-4

1 Dead flies make a perfumer’s oil stink, so a little foolishness is weightier than wisdom and honor.
2 A wise man’s heart directs him toward the right, but the
foolish man’s heart directs him toward the left.
3 Even when the fool walks along the road his sense is lacking,
and he demonstrates to everyone that he is a fool.
4 If the ruler’s temper rises against you, do not abandon your
position, because composure allays great offenses.
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS 10:1-4

373. What lesson in 9:18 is illustrated again in 10:1?
374. Where does a foolish man’s heart lead him?
375. What is meant by “toward the left” (verse two)?
376. A fool demonstrates to all that he is a fool because he is
lacking in what?
377. A wise man should maintain his composure although the
ruler does what?
PARAPHRASE 10:1-4
A large amount of perfumer’s oil is ruined by a few dead
flies. They send forth a vile odor, putrify and negate the value
of the oil. So even a little foolishness may outweigh wisdom
and honor. A wise man’s mind will lead him to the right while
a fool’s mind will lead him to the left-as one thinks so he
will act. Even the walk of a foolish man manifests his foolishness. His heart and understanding fail him and he demonstrates
to all who look upon him that he is a fool. Suppose the ruler
himself loses control of his temper, acts the part of a fool,
and turns against you, do not flee from your position (the
right side)-stand firm. Many great offenses have been diverted
through patient resistance and a gentle spirit.
COMMENT 10:1-4
The unfortunate division of the chapter at this point suggests
that the author is turning to a new subject. However, the following eleven verses are a series of sayings and illustrations
which further demonstrate the principles set forth in the close
of chapter nine.
v. I “Dead flies’’ are literally “flies of death.” The statement at the close of the preceding chapter, “one sinner destroys
much good ,” is metaphorically illustrated by the flies which
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fall into the perfumer’s oil. It is close to the statement of Paul
that “a little leaven leavens the whole lump of dough” (I Corinthians 5 6 ) . A precious, expensive jar of mixed perfume
can be ruined by the foreign influence of dead flies. So the
most noble monarch or righteous person could be destroyed
by one sinful act. The concept of “flies of death” is purposely
intended to be much stronger than the fact that a fly falls
into the oil. The flies are poisonous, destructive creatures which
can potentially corrupt and destroy. One who is great in “wisdom” and “honor” may fall prey to evil and thus meet with
destruction.
Even in life, how often does the one secret, unconfessed
sin poison the mind until it renders the whole of man useless?
Surely, “a little foolishness is weightier than wisdom and
honor.”
The costly perfume is putrified and made to “stink.” Thus
the value of the perfume as well as its practical use is nullified.
The lesson of the “flies of death” serve to remind one that
there is no such thing as insignificant sins.
v. 2 The association of good with the right hand and evil
with the left hand is nothing new. Pagans have long believed
that the right is synonomous with good luck, while the left
is identified with bud luck. Although the Christian disdains
attributing the events of life to luck, he recognizes that a distinction is made in the Bible concerning right and wrong in
association with the right and left hands. (Cf. Matthew 253133, 41; Luke 1:ll;Acts 7:56)
It is commonly said today that “his heart is in the right
place.” By this one means that his heart directs him toward
the right. For years many considered left-handed persons
sinister, shifty and generally distrustful. This was true because the majority of people were right-handed. Thus the
association of foolishness with the left, and wisdom with the
right, was a natural distribution. The right hand has always
been a place of honor while the left is one of less importance.
It is this and nothing more that should be made from the
comparison.
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“Heart” is equal to the judgment of the mind as used in
verse three and also in Proverbs 2:2; 14:33 and 1528.
v. 3 Verses two and three should be considered together.
The grammatical construction of the sentences is such that it
is more the idea of following a direction of duty of obligation
than placing the emphasis upon the hands. The fool of this
verse shows no sense of direction. It is said of him that even
when he walks along the road, “he demonstrates to everyone
that he is a fool.” “Along the road” suggests that in his simplist
acts he gives evidence of being a fool. If the mind is filled
with folly, it isn’t long until such evil finds expression. If he
had learned wisdom at home (Deuteronomy 6:4-9) he undoubtedly would have manifested it in the way.
v. 4 The figure of a “ruler” rising against the wise is revived.
When this happens, one should not move from his place or
“position,” for truth does not change. (Cf. COMMENT 8:3)
If one moves from his position of wisdom, his only alternative
is to follow the behavior of the fool, Thus, the verse admonishes
one to remain consistent in following the greatest of all qualities
-wisdom! Such “composure” practiced by the wise will
“smother in the birth” great offenses. Study Proverbs 10:12;
151; 2515; James 56-10, Examples from Old Testament
history are found in Jacob overcoming Esau (Genesis 32-33)
and David who triumphed over Saul (I Samuel 26).
I

1

l

I
I

FACT QUESTIONS 10~1-4
494. The first eleven verses of chapter ten illustrate what
principle?
495. Explain the lesson taught by the “flies of death.”
496. Explain why people have ascribed evil to the left hand
and good to the right hand.
497, What is implied by “along the road”?
498. What single alternative does one face when he chooses
to forsake his wise position?
499. What happens when power is intrusted to unwise men?

1
I
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(Cf. verse five)
500. State the truth amplified by verses six and seven.

2. Foolishness leads to humiliation. 105-7
TEXT 10:5-7
5 There is an evil I have seen under the sun, like an error which
goes forth from the ruler6 folly is set in many exalted“places while rich men sit in
humble places.
7 I have seen slaves riding on horses and princes walking like
slaves on the land.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 10:5-7

378. What is the reason given why “folly is set in many exalted
places”?
379. Where did the “error” originate?
380. Idefitify the two illustrations of folly.
PARAPHRASE 10:5-7
When the ruler in the land makes a grave mistake, it results
in evil doing under the sun. Folly itself is exalted in seats of
dignity while the rich men sit in humble seats. Also, as 8 result
of the error I have seen slaves riding on horses, and princes
walking on the ground as if they were the slaves.
COMMENT 10:5-7
v. 5 The reader is now given a concrete example of the
foolishness of the ruler. When power or authority falls into the
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hands of unwise men, errors are committed and injustice
reigns. In verse four the ruler is a man whose spirit or temper
is raised against his subjects. Jerome has erroneously suggested
that the Ruler is God. He did not hold that God is capable
of error or sin, but that men think his judgments at times are
unequal. The context, however, rules out this possibility. Those
who argue that God is meant as the Ruler base their reasoning,
partly at least, on the fact that the term for ruler in verse four
is moshel but in this verse it is shallet. However, one literary
technique of Solomon in Ecclesiastes is the interaction of
synonyms: e.g., the use of adum lo (man) (Cf. 7:20; 9:14),
and ish lo (man) (Cf. 6:2; 7 : s ; 9:lS). Delitzsch says that the
author wished simply to avoid repetition.
vs. 6-7 Words which capture the sense of both verses are
found in Proverbs 19:lO: “Luxury is not fitting for a fool;
much less for a slave to rule over princes.” Verses six and
seven are intended as an amplification of the truth stated in
verse five.
It has been suggested that “folly” is to be understood as
an abstract term for the more concrete “fools.” Thus the fools
are in juxtaposition to the rich. The social order is out of joint.
The incongruity is a result of an incompetent ruler (verses 4-5).
It is not that the Preacher’s own standard is violated or that
His criticism betrays his prejudice. It is undoubtedly a violation
of general principle. Folly should not be exalted, and the rich,
most likely representing the godly of Israel (Cf. Deuteronomy
154) should not be humiliated. In addition, slaves should
not rule over princes. The lesson before the reader teaches
that when men fail to follow the direction of wisdom, folly
reigns and injustice permeates the entire society.
FACT QUESTIONS 10:s-7
501. What two things happen when authority falls into the
hands of unwise men?
502. Explain why “ruler” is not a reference to God.
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503. What has happened to the social order? Is this good?
Explain.
504. Identify the lesson taught in this section.
3. Failures in life result from lack of wisdom. 10:8-11

TEXT 10~8-11

8 He who digs a pit may fall into it, and a serpent may bite
him who breaks through a wall.
9 He who quarries stones may be hurt by them, and he who
splits logs may be endangered by them.
10 If the axe is dull and he does not sharpen its edge, then he
must exert more strength. Wisdom has the advantage of
giving success.
11 If the serpent bites before being charmed, there is no profit
for the charmer.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 10:8-11
381, The activities described in verse eight and nine are normal.
The danger lies in the fact that what quality is missing
in the activity?
382. A dull axe is symbolic of one who attempts to work without what?
383. When is it too late for a charmer: What lesson is taught
by this illustration?
PARAPHRASE 10:8-11
The one who attempts to dig a pit for others will fall into
it himself, and he who breaks down a stone wall will be bitten
by a snake. The one who removes stones or hews out new stones
will be hurt by them, and he who splits logs or fells trees will
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suffer hurt. When one fails to sharpen the cutting edge o f the axe, he will have to work doubly hard to accomplish his
work. However, if he demonstrates wisdom in his action he
will have great success. Why call in a snake charmer and pay
him to charm the snake after it has already bitten. What wisdom is there in this?
COMMENT 10:8-11
The following four illustrations demonstrate further the
foolishness of working without the aid of wisdom. In the‘ midst
of the illustrations the Preacher pauses for a moment to make
clear the emphasis he wishes to make: He says, “Wisdom has
the advantage of giving success.”
v. 8 In a similar passage in Proverbs 26:26-27, the context suggests evil activity. If such is the case in this verse, the
digging of a pit would be an effort to try and snare another
person or do him harm. In like manner, breaking through a
wall would imply that one would be making an effort to steal
from his neighbor. In both instances wisdom would be lacking
as it directs one in the path of righteousness. Consistent with
this interpretation is Psalms 7:15-16; 57:6 and Amos 5:18-20.
The principle of retribution, taught clearly in the verse, also
fortifies the argument that the activity is of an evil nature. The
one who digs a pit will fall into it, and the one who breaks
through a wall will be bitten by a serpent. The Amplijied Bible
translates the verse: “He who digs a pit (for others) will fall
into it, and whoever breaks through a fence or a stonewall, a
serpent will bite him.” Although most snakes in Palestine are
harmless, there are some which are deadly.
v. 9 This verse does not suggest retribution as did the former
verse. Rather, it speaks to the accidents which may result
from common everyday work when wisdom is not employed.
One does not have to work long in a stone quarry or logging
camp until the potential dangers are evident. To quarry stones
and split logs suggests building something new. Wisdom is an
24 9
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essential element ifi such an enterprise.
v. 10 The “axe” may be symbolic of all implements used
by men in the activities of their work. When wisdom is not
employed the maximum benefit of all implements is lessened.
One must exert much more energy when the edge of the ax
has not been properly honed. The latter part of the verse may
be translated, “Wisdom is profitable to direct. ” Perhaps more
time would be consumed in planning the work and sharpening
the tools, but such purposeful direction pays dividends in both
the energy exerted and the amount of work accomplished.
Once again the value of wisdom is demonstrated.
v. 1.2 This final illustration demonstrates the foolishness
of neglecting opportunities. In this instance wisdom would
have directed the one responsible for charming the snake to
employ a charmer (one who tames or controls the snake) before
he had displayed the snake. Eastern cultures have practiced
snake charming for centuries. References to the practice are
found elsewhere in the Old Testament. (Cf. Exodus 7:ll;
Psalms 5 8 5 - 6 ; Jeremiah 8:17) If one has the secret to charm
the snake, but does not use it and is bitten by it, what benefit
does he gain from such wisdom? To be bitten by a poisonous
viper which spreads its destructive venom throughout the body,
is likened unto a slanderer who by his words destroys the
character of another. Note the Amplified Bible where the verse
is rendered: “If the serpent bites before it is charmed, then
it is no use to call a charmer, (and the slanderer is no better
than the uncharmed snake).” Wisdom teaches that both the
serpent and the slanderer be controlled before they have an
opportunity to destroy. A similar analogy is made by Jesus
in Matthew 23:33. It is one thing to possess wisdom, it is something else to use it to advantage.

FACT QUESTIONS 10:8-11
505. What emphasis do the four closing illustrations have
in common?
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506. The fact that one will be bitten by a serpent or fall into
a pit suggests the activity described in verse eight is good
or evil? Explain.
507. Why do the accidents recorded in verse nine happen?
508. If the axe represents all implements, what lesson is taught
by the fact that it is not properly sharpened?
509. If one were wise, he would have done what with the
serpent?
E. THOSE WHO WORK CONTRARY TO WISDOM
ARE REPREHENSIBLE. 10:12-20
1. Talkers and workers 10:12-15

TEXT 10:12-15
12 Words from the mouth of a wise man are gracious, while
the lips of a fool consume him;
13 the beginning of his talking is folly, and the end of it is
wicked madness.
14 Yet the fool multiplies words. No man knows what will
happen, and who can tell him what will come after him?
15 The toil of a fool so wearies him that he does not even know
how to go to the city.
I

’

1

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 10:12-15
384.
385.
386.
387.

How dangerous are the lips of a fool?
The fool’s words start out as folly and end up as what?
What effect does this have on the fool?
What effect does a fool’s work have on his direction?
PARAPHRASE 10:12-15

I
l

The words of a wise man bring him honor and respect while
a fool is actually consumed by his own words. The fool begins
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his conversation with light-headed and foolish nonsense, but
before he is finished he is caught up in wicked and perverse
madness. The fool may brag about his future plans but no
man knows for sure what the future holds or what will happen
after he is gone. The activities of a fool are so exhausting to
him that he loses his orientation and can’t even find his way
to town.
COMMENT 10:12-15
v. 12 The same word used for charming the snake is used
for prayer (lachash) in Isaiah 26:16. So in contrast to wrong
speech, the verse begins with the idea that words from a wiseman are gracious. Such gracious words of praise or encouragement of one’s fellowman are considered “sacrifices” (Hebrews
13:15-16) as they proceed from the mouths of those who possess
the true wisdom. On the other hand, the poison in the mouth
of fools is reprehensible. This is true not only because it destroys
others, but because it consumes the fool himself. A close
parallel is found in “the tongue of the wise makes knowledge
acceptable, but the mouth of fools spouts folly” (Proverbs
152). On the matter of gracious words, read Proverbs 2 2 : l l ;
Psalms 4 5 2 ; Luke 2 5 2 ; 4:22. On the matter of the selfdestruction of the fool, read Psalms 5 1 0 and Proverbs 18:7.
v. 13 “As the proverb of the ancients says: ‘Out of the
wicked comes forth wickedness’ ’’ (I Samuel 24:13). The very
beginning of the fool’s conversation is foolishness. (Cf. James
3:8-13) While it is true that the beginning of the conversation
of fools is found in jest and folly, before it is ended the element
of evil characterizes their words. Here it is called “wicked
madness.” (Cf. COMMENT 7:25)
v. 14 The multiplying of the fool’s words implies his boasting about tomorrow, his promised accomplishments, his own
greatness, and his importance to his society. Yet, when he
boasts of tomorrow, he is speaking of that which he knows
the least. (Cf. James 4:13; Luke 12:18-20) The word used for
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“fool” in this verse (sakal) means one who is a “dense, confused
thinker.” In verse twelve the word for “fool” (kesil) means
one who is possessed of an unwarranted self-confidence. There
is undoubtedly a mixture of both as there would be in most
fools. The words “what will happen,” and “what will be after
him,” speak to the immediate future as well as the distant
future-even after death. No man can predict the events of
tomorrow with any certainty, how foolish to go about boasting
of what one will do in the distant future.
v. 15 Two additional indicators of the fool are noted: (1) The
toil or labor in which he engages is apart from God’s approval.
It is of such a nature that he toils for nothing and is wearied
by it. Habakkuk described nations who toil and grow weary
for nothing-showing no profit (Habakkuk 2:13). (2) The
second mark of the fool is the total absence of common sense.
He is so void of understanding that he doesn’t know his way
home. Current American proverbs which parallel this are:
“He doesn’t know enough to come in when it rains”; “He is
so ignorant that he can’t tie his own shoe strings.” He is indeed a fool because he brags endlessly of his future success,
and yet his labor isn’t productive. If he cannot find his way
over clearly marked roads, one could not expect him to succeed
in his plans. The way to the city is the way most traveled and
thus the easiest road to follow. Such facts heighten the ignorance of the fool.
FACT QUESTIONS 10:12-15
510. Poison in the mouth of fools will destroy whom? (Cf.
verse 12)
511. The conversation of fools starts with jest but ends with
what?
512. What characteristics mark the fools of verse fourteen?
513. Identify both ways one is proven to be a fool according
to verse fifteen.
514. What is the significance of the statement: “He does not
even know how to go to the city”?
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2. Rulers 10:16-17

TEXT 10:16-17
16 Woe to you, 0 land, whose king a lad and whose princes
feast in the morning.
17 Blessed are you, 0 land, whose king is of nobility and whose
princes eat at the appropriate time-for strength and not
for drunkeness.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 10:16-17
388. Why is it a dangerous thing to have rulers who feast in
the morning?
389. Why were they eating at this time (verse 17)?
390. A land is blessed when a king eats for what purpose?
PARAPHRASE 10:16-17

A country is in great trouble when the king behaves as a
youth, and the princes frolic and feast in the morning hours!
A country is rich whose king is concerned more with justice
than he is with jesting, and eats to gain strength in order to
carry out his labors rather than participating in drunkeness.
COMMENT 10:16-17

v. 16 The land is impoverished when the ruler behaves as
a child. It does not mean that a young king would be a curse
to a land. Josiah proved a blessing to Israel and became king
when he was but eight years of age. Rehoboam is an illustration
of the intent of the verse, when at forty-one years, he behaved
with childish thoughts and in childish ways (I1 Chronicles 13:7),
Compare with this Isaiah 3:12 where corrupted rulers are
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described as women and children, (Cf. I Corinthians 14:20)
The irresponsible behavior of childish kings carries over to
the princes who start the day frolicking in intoxication and
sensual enjoyment. They should have attended to honest work
and important matters of state (Jeremiah 21:12). Isaiah also
spoke of similar circumstances in 511-12: “Woe to those who
rise early in the morning that they may pursue strong drink;
who stay up late in the evening that wine may inflame them!
And their banquets are accompanied by lyre and harp, by
tambourine and flute, and by wine; but they do not pay attention to the deeds of the Lord. Nor do they consider the
work of His hands.” The lesson is clear: When wisdom is
disregarded by the rulers of the land, the people will have to
endure injustices and uncommon trials. The “woe” that comes
upon them is the inescapable sorrow which results from the
land being controlled by fools.
v. 17 In this verse the opposite picture is presented. The
king is not only mature in his behavior, he is also of noble
birth. Noble not only in blood, but also in virtuous behavior.
No longer is the true prince walking upon the ground while
the fool triumphs on horseback. Wisdom reigns. The Jews
assign to the word “noble” the idea of “freeborn.” This suggests a greater opportunity for one to enjoy learning and the
employment of wisdom. Such men would be a blessing rather
than a curse to the land. Such wise men will eat for strength
and not for sensual enjoyment. They will judge wisely in the
morning hours rather than selfishly pursue the pleasures of
the flesh. Instead of harsh judgments and sorrow falling upon
the land, the land is blessed and happy. (Cf. Isaiah 3253; 31:4)
FACT QUESTIONS 10116-17

515. How do irresponsible, childish kings start their days?
516. What is the “woe” experienced by such a country?
517. Describe the conditions in the land where wisdom reigns.
~
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3. Warnings 10:18-20
TEXT 10:18-20
18 Through indolence the rafters sag, and through slackness
the house leaks.
19 Men prepare a meal for enjoyment, and wine makes life
merry, and money is the answer to everything.
20 Furthermore, in your bedchamber do not curse a king,
and in your sleeping room do not curse a rich man, for a
bird of the heavens will carry the sound, and the winged
creature will make the matter known.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 10:18-20
391. What two things are said to happen to a house when a
lazy man lives within?
392. Instead of repairing the house, the lazy man plans for
what?
393. The indolent man looks upon what as an answer to everything?
394. Explain how the truth which states, “Be sure your sins
will find you out!” is illustrated in verse twenty.
PARAPHRASE 10:18-20
Because a man is lazy and concerned only with merriment,
the rafters of his house sag and soon he will have a leaky house.
His whole attitude toward life is colored by his slackness. He
makes a feast for enjoyment, pours wine for enjoyment, and
believes every problem he has can be resolved with money.
Do not revile a king, not even in the privacy of your own mind.
Do not revile a rich man, not even in the privacy of your own
bedroom. You can be sure they will learn of your thoughts and
your words-a winged creature, like a bird, will carry your
voice and disclose to others what you say.
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COMMENT 10:18-20
A demonstration of the supreme value of wisdom over folly
continues in the closing three verses of this chapter. It is illustrated, however, through three negative warnings. The
subject of the discussion turns from the examples of noble
and honorable men to the foolish rulers and the blight cast
upon the land as a result of the attitudes and actions. Since
the rulers or king serves as the subject, the use of “rafters”
and “house” should be taken figuratively for the nation’s
state of affairs. Solomon was boardering upon the brink of
rebellion. Both Rehoboam and Jeroboam were setting their
sights on the throne. Although the picture is applicable to
the later Persian period and well represents the conditions
of that day, it also vividly describes the conditions in the day
of Solomon. As a matter of fact, the principles which are
interwoven throughout the narrative are applicable in any
generation where the leaders are given to wine, merriment
and money, and where a segment of godly souls long for the
restoration of justice, righteousness and honor.
v. 18 “Indolence” is an intensive word and in the original
language, it carries the idea of much slothfulness. Not just
one idle hand, but both are meant. A vivid picture of such
laziness is presented in Proverbs 26:14-16: “As the door turns
on its hinges, so does the sluggard on his bed. The sluggard
buries his hand in the dish; he is weary of bringing it to his
mouth again. The sluggard is wiser in his own eyes than seven
men who can give a discreet answer.” Since those who are in
control have little welfare for their subjects, the judicial matters
go unattended. The picture of a house is introduced to convey
a common illustration which would be understood by all, and
actually experienced by some. First the rafters sag and through
inattentiveness the house leaks. When those in authority are
more concerned with their own personal pleasure (Cf. 1:2-10)
than the welfare of the state, even the innocent suffer. (Cf.
Amos 6:6) How different the admonition toward industry
found in chapter nine verse ten! Diligent work is the way
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of wisdom.
v. I9 It is because of the three erroneous attitudes expressed

in this verse that the condition discussed in verse eighteen
existed. Instead of repairing the breaches, the officials seek
a feast, wine and money. They spend their time and energy
in revelry rather than looking after the affairs of the state.
A Jewish tradition puts the following words in the mouth of
Solomon’s mother as she scolds him for just such irresponsible
behavior for a king: “Do not give your strength to women, or
your ways to that which destroys kings. It is not for kings, 0
Lemuel, it is not for kings to drink wine, or for rulers to desire
strong drink. Lest they drink and forget what is decreed, and
pervert the rights of all the afflicted. Give strong drink to
him who is perishing, and wine to him whose life is bitter.
Let him drink and forget his poverty, and remember his trouble
no more. Opefi your mouth for the dumb, for the rights of all
the unfortunate. Open your mouth, judge righteously, and
defend the rights of the afflicted and needy,”
“Money answers all.” How did Solomon acquire the money
to carry out his outlandish experiments, and pursue his luxurious personal pleasures? The AmpliJied Bible says that he
“depends on (tax) money to answer for all of it” (1O:lgc).
Solomon taxed the people heavily and survived the criticism
of the people. However, upon his death excessive taxation
proved to be the undoing of Rehoboam and occasioned the
loss of the ten tribes. In troubled times, when justice is perverted, money is secured from many illegitimate sources.
Extortion, exorbitant taxation, bribes, and numerous opportunities for graft are only a few examples. Thus, money
grants all that such people want. It is of course a perversion
that money answers all. Truly it is more than just perversion,
it is idolatry. Meander says: “Silver and gold,-these are
according to my opinion, the most useful gods; if these have
a place in the house, wish what you wilt, all will be thine.’’
Such is the obsession which conquers the fool. The Preacher
is already on record concerning the superiority of wisdom over
money. Not only is wisdom greater than money, it has the
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inherent quality of preserving “the lives of its possessors”
(7:11-12), Of course the philosophy that money will resolve
every problem and supply the answer to every desire is the expression of the sinner, not the godly of Israel.
v. 20 In the concluding verse, wise counsel is offered to those
who must suffer through the abuse of leaders whose character
has been identified in the preceding verses. It is dangerous to
react in an unwise way to the behavior of leaders who work
contrary to the will of God. Thus the warning, “Curse not the
king.’’ The motive of prudence is sufficient for one to refrain
from lifting a voice against the king-one should have regard
for his own personal safety. The idea of cursing either God or
the ruler is prohibited (Exodus 22:28). Here the word “curse”
means “speaking lightly of.” The “bird of the heavens,” and
“the winged creatures” simply means, in almost every culture,
that secrets have wings. Words spoken in confidence often
find wings and fly to the ears of those spoken about. Today
one would say, “a little bird told me.” Jesus said, “Out of the
abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh” (Luke 6:45).
One must guard against entertaining evil thoughts in the heart,
for in some unguarded moment the words will find their way
through the lips to the ears of others.
FACT QUESTIONS 10:18-20

I

I
I

,
I
1

518. What is meant by “rafters” and “houses” if they are taken
figuratively?
519. In what way is such a picture applicable to Solomon’s
latter reign?
520. How intense is the laziness mentioned in verse eighteen?
521. What will take care of all the problems according to unwise rulers?
522. How did Solomon acquire his riches?
523. In what sense does the statement “money answers all”
suggest idolatry?
524. Why is wisdom greater than money? (Cf. verse 19; 7:ll-12)
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525. Explain what is meant by the statement: “Prudence is
sufficient for one to refrain from lifting a voice against the
king.”
526. Why refer to a “bird” and “winged creatures’’ when
speaking of words spoken in private?
F. EXHORTATIONS TO WORK IN HARMONY
WITH WISDOM 11:1-12:8

1. Trust God and be cheerful in all of your activities. 1l:l-8
TEXT 11:1-8
1 Cast your bread on the surface of the waters, for you will find
it after many days.
2 Divide your portion to seven, or even to eight, for you do not
know what misfortune may occur on the earth.
3 If the clouds are full, they pour out rain upon the earth; and
whether a tree falls toward the south or toward the north,
wherever the tree falls, there it lies.
4 He who watches the wind will not sow and he who looks at the
clouds will not reap.
5 Just as you do not know the path of the wind and how bones
are formed in the womb of the pregnant woman, so you do
not know the activity of God who makes all things.
6 Sow your seed in the morning, and do not be idle in the
evening, for you do not know whether morning or evening
sowing will succeed, or whether both of them alike will be
good.
7 The light is pleasant, and it is good for the eyes to see the sun.
8 Indeed, if a man should live many years, let him rejoice in
them all, and let him remember the days of darkness, for they
shall be many. Everything that is to come will be futility.
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS 11:1-8
395. After reading this section (verses one-eight), list at least
five principles on stewardship which are taught here.
396, What is meant by the figure of speech which states “Cast
your bread upon the surface of the waters”?
397. Is benevolence taught in verse two? Explain.
398. Identify the arguments used to establish the fact that one
should plant his crops regardless of the weather signs.
399. Give evidence that weather is under the control of God.
400. What two things should a man do if he lives a long time
(verse eight)?
PARAPHRASE 11:1-8

I
I

Do not be afraid to send forth your merchandise upon the
waters in commercial trade-you will surely have a good return
although you may have to wait a long time. Divide into portions
what you have-seven or even eight parts-as you know not
what evil will come on the earth. If clouds are full of rain, they
will empty themselves upon the earth. If the wind blows from
either the north or south and blows the tree over, in the place
where the tree falls, there it remains. Since these illustrations
speak to truth, one cannot afford to be too cautious or wait too
long to sow. If you wait until all weather conditions are just
exactly right before you sow, you will never reap a crop. You
do not know the path the wind follows or the way bones are
formed in the womb of a pregnant woman. Neither do you
know how God works in all the things He does. Therefore, sow
your seed from daylight until dark for you have no way of discovering at this time whether the morning or the evening sowing
will produce the best harvest. Perhaps both the morning and
evening sowing will be good. Indeed the light of day is sweet! It
is very pleasant for one to work in the sunshine. If you are
fortunate to live many years in the sunlight, rejoice in them all.
One thing you can be certain of-the days of darkness will be
many: all that lies ahead is emptiness and futility.
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COMMENT 11:1-8

To teach through precepts and proverbs was characteristic
of the wise men of Solqmon’s day. He includes himself in this
category (12:9). In what is considered among the most beautiful
language in the Bible, the Preacher now turns t
advice. He urges his readers to trust God and work hard! He
demonstrates a concern for the happiness of others (note the
difference in attitude from that found in 2:1-11), and urges wise
industry, combined with pleasure, before old age makes such
activity impossible.
This division, which includes verses one through seven of
chapter twelve with chapter eleven, is accepted by most modern
commentators. The emphasis is thrilling and exciting: Give of
your substance and yourself; above all, make the most of your
youth. Enjoy. How,badly youth need this lesson today. There is
no cuffailment from God on approved pleasure. No somber,
spiritual straight jacket for the believer. “Rejoice,” “let your
heart be pleasant,” “remove vexation,’’ “put away pain,” “follow the impulses of your heart and desires of your eyes” are all
admonitions to enjoy life. Just remember, the Preacher warns,
“God will bring you to judgment.” The spirit of this final section
under discussion is that one should find the work and happiness
which God approves and pursue it with all his strength.
vs. 1-2 These two verses should be considered together.
It is possible that the second verse is an explanation of the
metaphor in verse one. However, the exact meaning of both
verses is much contested. It is highly improbable that the
actual meaning and application can be made with any certainty.
No less than six distinct explanations have been offered by
commentators. Some are so fanciful that they do not merit consideration.’The two views which are most generally held are:
1

For a review of the various interpretations of these two verses, one should study the

two following sections:

George A. Barton. The International Critical Commentary: The Book of Ecclesiastes.
(New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1908), pp. 181-183.
George A. Buttrick (ed.). The Interpreter’s Bible, V . (New York: Abingdon Press,
1956),pp. 81-82.
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(1) The traditional Jewish view holds that the lesson is one of
charity, and that one’s benevolence should be practiced freely
without a view to personal return. There is the awareness, however, that should one give freely of his substance, in due season
a substantial gain will be forthcoming. (2) The other interpretation encourages the daily pursuit of labor, resigning oneself to
the providence of God’s certain control and promise of future
reward.
The image of a trading ship is understood as the meaning of
“cast your bread on the surface of the waters.” “Cast” means
“send forth” and coincides with a merchant sending forth his
ships laden with trade goods. One does not know when the ship
will return. Often large periods of time lapsed before the ship
arrived at home port with goods in trade. Solomon practiced
such ventures as it is recorded of him that “the king had at
sea the ships of Tarshish with the ships of Hiram; once every
three years the ships of Tarshish came bringing gold and silver
ivory and apes and peacocks” (I Kings 10:22). (Cf. Proverbs
31:14) The idea is that just as the ship returns to reward the
one who sent it forth, so God will restore generously the one
who demonstrates compassion upon others. A beautiful description of this principle was written by Solomon. He said,
“He who is gracious to a poor man lends to the Lord, and He
will repay him for his good deed” (Proverbs 19:17).
The division into seven parts suggests in the metaphor that
one is wise if he does not trust his entire fortune to one ship.
The idea is to help many different people. The additional
thought of the “eight” divisions may imply an unlimited
number and could be expressed by “seven and more.” This
would be making friends “for yourselves by means of the mammon of unrighteousness” (Luke 16:9). As one would say today,
it is unwise “putting all one’s eggs in the same basket.” The
“misfortune” is thus understood to be an evil that results in
loss of possessions or friends, and since one has helped numerous individuals, when his time of need is apparent, help will
be forthcoming.
If the saying “Cast your bread on the surface of the waters”
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is taken at face value, it would mean that one freely and generously distributes his riches to those in need. It carries the idea
of doing good without hope of gratitude or return. (Cf. Luke
6:32-35) Although the motive is pure there is the promise that
“you will find +jt after many days.” As Ranston said, “Be
generous, do not be narrow in your liberality; even on the
thankless waters scatter broadcast the seeds of kindness; be
sure that sooner or later ybu will be rewarded.”*
What if the Preacher’s intention is not to teach benevolence?
What other lesson is justified by these two verses? Assuming
continuity in the writing of Ecclesiastes, which has been consistently demonstrated, a close study of the context suggests
that the subject at hand is the same subject discussed in chapter
ten and obviously pursued in verses three through six of chapter
eleven. What is this subject? It is the idea that the way of wisdom is superior to the way of the fool. Although one cannot
control the acts of nature (God) or the evil misfortunes produced by fools (sometimes rulers) there is the admonition in
in the midst of it all to simply trust God-there are certain
things one neither knows nor controls which may have tremendous effects upon his life, yet he must work with all his
might and commit himself to God’s providential care. The
figure of speech-“Cast your bread on the surface of the
waters”-need not be restricted to a single aspect of one’s
work or labor. Let it speak to the total picture of industry. Let
it encompass charity, but allow more than this. If one’s life
is lived in its totality according to the righteous rules and
principles preached by Koheleth in his book, then the reward
will assuredly come to him “after many days.”
Verse two is simply an admonition to be wise in various
activities of life. Allow wisdom to prepare one for the unexpected misfortunes of life which are beyond control. Note
how the following verses fortify this argument.
v. 3 One law of God which alters man’s activities upon the
Harry Ranston. Ecclesiastes and Early Greek Wisdom Literature. (London: Epworth Press, 1923, p. 40.
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earth, and over which man has absolutely no control, is the
fact that when “the clouds are full, they pour out rain upon
the earth.” A similar example of the same principle is seen is
the fact that a tree remains where it falls. E. M. Zerr comments: “This verse is to be considered especially in connection
with the last clause of the preceding verse. The laws of nature
are fixed so that man should make use of present opportunities
for doing good, before some action of nature (which is unseen
and unavoidable) cuts off the opport~nity.”~
Man may fret or even suffer over too much rain or too little,
but he cannot control it. The tree falls very likely from the blowing of the wind. Note the use of “south” and “north” in this
verse as well as in chapter one verse six. The tree could have
been a fruit tree in full bloom or a much desired shade tree,
but man does not prevent its destruction. The following verse
describes how wise men act under such circumstances. One
must admit to conditions of life which are beyond his control.
v. 4 The admonition which states, “whatever your hands
find to do, verily, do it with all your might” (9:10), is not
heeded by the one who excessively worries over matters he cannot control. Under all circumstances one should do the very
best work he can and let God care for him. The wind may
threaten to blow away the seeds at sowing time, and the clouds
threaten to drop heavy rains to damage or destroy the harvest.
(Cf. I Samuel 12:7; Proverbs 26:l) However, one must employ
wise judgment, not fear or inactivity under such circumstances.
There is no assurance for the farmer who does the best he can,
but he does something.
Some see in the verse a broader application than literal sowing and reaping which would have special meaning for farmers.
Luther said it pertains “in general to all human activitiy, but
especially to charity.” Delitzsch said, “The cultivation of the
land is the prototype of all labor.”4 (Cf. Genesis 2:15b) The
E, M. Zerr. Bible Cornmerltary, 111 (Marion, Indiana: Cogdill Foundation Publications, 1954), p. 224.
Delitzsch. op. cit., p. 395.
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principle established<in ,v.erse one and amplified in these verses
is applicablevto many situations, but it serves the purpose of
the Preacher’s reasoning to view it in the context of the farmer
who is always watching the skies and fails to sow his crop.
v. 5 The Preacher is still discussing “the activity of God,”
One should not stumble over the difficulty of understanding
the first part of this verse and miss the obvious. There are two
examples presented in the verse which illustrate the mysterious
activities of God in nature. The point is made that one can
not know what God does. This truth has been previously demonstrated. (Cf. 1:13; 3:10, 11; 8:17)
One difficulty is presented by the fact that the word translated “wind” (ruach) may also be translated “spirit.” However,
the wind has just been under consideration (verse four), and
this could very well be a reflection of this same truth. We know,
too, that Jesus discussed the subject in John 3:18 where He
observed that the wind blows where it wishes but man doesn’t
know where it is going or where it came from. If the “wind” is
misunderstood to be the true meaning, then there are two
distinct illustrations.
On the other hand, if much is to be translated “spirit,”
then there is but one illustration as the “spirit” and “bones
formed in the womb” would speak to the mysterious “making”
of a baby- a mystery which even today baffles modern science.
(Cf. Psalms 139:13-16)
Regardless of which interpretation is preferred, neither the
essence nor the application of the lesson is changed. The point
is that man does not know the activity of God.
“Who makes all things” does not speak to the total universe
but rather specifically to things mentioned here such as wind
and bones in the womb. Zerr observes, “The lesson still is that
man should make use of present and known advantages, not
waiting to figure out the ways of God as to the future.”’s
v. 6 The Preacher continues to admonish toward hard work.
Zerr. op. cit.. p. 224.
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The positive emphasis “sow your seed,’’ and the negative
warning, “do not be idle,” clearly demonstrates his intention.
Repitition is a technique used in effective preaching. Restating
this theme (Cf. verses three-four) is like hitting the same nail
repeatedly until it is well-fastened (12:ll). The specific explanation is found once again in the figure of the farmer who
must work from morning until night, and in addition must
trust God as he does not know which effort will succeed. The
broader application would encourage one to work diligently at
every task he undertakes as this is obviously the overriding
message which Solomon relentlessly preaches.
v. 7 “To see the sun” may communicate no other meaning
than to be alive. (Cf. 6:s; 7:ll) The basic joy of living is the
tenor of Solomon’s emphasis now, but it is conveyed through
this verse by the words “pleasant” and “good,” and not necessarily by “to see.” Solomon’s quest is clearly set forth in
2:3, 24; 3:12; 22; 518 and 8:15. “Light” is a metaphor and
represents life. No matter how difficult tasks may become, or
how sad the circumstances surrounding life, it is still a good
thing to be alive. Especially is this true when one is yet in his
youth with health and vigor on his side. Oppression or misfortune could temporarily cause one to despair, but the energy
of youth will assist one in rising above such adversity. The day
will come when one edges toward the “darkness.” (Cf. 12:2,
6-7) At that time, all opportunities for joyful activities will
be lost.
v. 8 Here Solomon is careful to note that throughout life,
from youth to old age, it is possible to find “good” and “pleasant” activities. How can one “rejoice” in “all” his days? The
answer has been labored by the Preacher. It is best summarized
by his own words, “Let your clothes be white all the time, and
let not oil be lacking on your head. Enjoy life with the woman
whom you love all the days of your fleeting life which He has
given to you under the sun; for this is your reward in life, and
and in your toil in which you have labored under the sun”
(9:8-9).
The “days of darkness” do not refer to the “misfortunes”
26 7
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which may occuf on the earth. Neither do they refer to the
end years of one’s life. The reference is to the abiding place of
the soul when it is no longer iq the light or “under the sun.”
In other words it is the period of time one must spend in the
grave or Sheol. (Cf. 9:lO; Genesis 37:35; Job 21:13; 17:13;
Isaiah 38:lO) Solomon also uses the term “eternal home”
(12:5) in describing Sheol. Such pensive meditation on the
certainty of this truth has a sobering effect on the wise (7:2-4).
He does not despair b u t . becomes more determined that he
will make the most of his opportunities. In the grave, when
the soul abides in,$heol, <“everything”will be futility. There is
nothing that promises any, kind of positive experience in the
grave. How appropriate to this comment are the words of
Jesus in John 9:4 when He said, “We must work the works of
Him who sent me, as long as it is day; night is coming, when
no man can work,?’
FACT QUESTIONS 11:1-8

527. What ,primary admonition to youth comes through in this
section?
528. Youth should temper their activities remembering what
future event?
529. What is the traditional Jewish view of verses one and two.
530. Explain the major alternative interpretation of verses one
and two.
531. What is suggested by the division of one’s goods into seven
parts?
532. If “cast your bread on the surface of the water” speaks
to the total of one’s life, what is the lesson to be learned?
533. How do the “clouds” and the “tree” demonstrate that
man has no control over certain activities of God?
534. What will keep one from meaningful industry?
535. What do the two examples in verse five illustrate?
536. What technique of preaching, mentioned in verse eleven
of chapter twelve is used in verse six?
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537. What two words in verse seven are to have special emphasis?
538. When will joyful activities be lost?
539. To what does “days of darkness” refer? (Cf. verse eight)
2. Enjoy the days of your youth. 11:9-10
TEXT 11:9-10
9 Rejoice, young man, during your childhood, and let your
heart be pleasant during the days of young manhood. And
follow the impulses of your heart and the desires of your
eyes. Yet know that God will bring you to judgment for all
these things.
10 So, remove vexation from your heart and put away pain
from your body, because childhood and the prime of life are
fleetin g.
I

I
1

I
I

’
I

,

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 11:9-10
401. Although young men are encouraged to enjoy their “childhood” and “young manhood,” what warning should
they remember (verse nine)?
402. Should youth follow all the “impulses” and “desires” of
their heart? Discuss.
403. Why should young people withdraw from vexation and evil
(“pain”)?
PARAPHRASE 11:9-10

1

’

Make the most, young man, of your youth as well as your
more mature young manhood. Rejoice and be happy in both
of them1 Follow the delight of your eyes and the way the desire of your heart leads you. Explore the many facets of life

I
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utilizing all the vigofnof your youth. However, keep ever before
your eyes the fact that God will call you to account. Remove
care and evil from your mind and body-these things will
prove to rob you of your joy. Youth is fleeting and the vigor
experienced in‘your manhood is soon lost.
COMMENT 11:9-10

v. 9 Note the Preacher’s admonition is directed to young
men. The youth have the pathway of life before them. Their
hopes, dreams and ambltions will be shaped by attitudes
formed while still younga Parker remarks: “Coheleth thus does
not fear to enforce religious considerations upon the young
mind. How noble a spectacle is a young life of joy consecrated
to the service of truth, eager in upholding the claims of all
pureness and wisdom! There is no nobler sight in all the earth
than consecrated youth, sanctified enthusiasm, exuberant
joy, used as a stimulus in sacred service.”’
There is a unit relationship that exists in the admonitions in
11:9, 10 and 12:l. The unity of the section is somewhat minimized by the chapter break. However, Leupold2wisely points
out that in verse nifie, youth are to rejoice in all good things
that give the heart true cheer; in verse ten he is told to put
aside all that might interfere with such legitimate joy; and in
chaptet. twelve verse one, provision is made for the yout
see that his roots are to run deep in remembering God which
alone assures joy.
Solomon is encouraging the pursuit of pleasure tempered
with the awareness that God will bring all activities into judgment. Some view the pleasures as sinful and thus the verse is
taken as a prohibition or warning. The argument states that
Solomon is using “stern irony” with a charge that one is free
Joseph Parker. The People’s Bible, XIV (New York: Funk and Wagnalls Company,
n.d.), p. 114.
Leupold. op. cit., pp. 268-269.
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to enjoy all the sinful pleasures that youth .find$ ,exciting, but
one must not forget that God will inevitably bring all deeds to
judgment. Such an interpretation, however, is totally foreign
to the spirit of the passage. What is evident is the fact that
in the prime of life all that is wholesome activity, and thus
approved of God, should be pursued.
“Follow the impulses of your heart and the desires of your
eyes.” Job speaks of the heart following after the eyes (Job
31:7). This type of wholesome pleasure has previously been
approved. (Cf. 2:10, 24; 3:12, 13, 22; 5 1 8 ; 8:15) Much of
what the Preacher identifies as both wise and foolish, he has
observed with his eyes. The eyes stimulate impulses and desires.
The caution expressed here is toward the innocent use of sight
and that which is pleasing to God. The caution comes in the
stern form of a reminder “that God will bring you into judgment.” One does not know many of the activities of God (verses
five-six), but what he must know is that God will one day judge
him. What is the nature of this judgment? Various views are
offered: (1) The judgment is the pain and debility that comes
to one in old age, but is increased because of the sowing of
wild oats in one’s youth. The more one corrupts his youth,
the more he suffers in old age. (2) the calamities that befall
one are the direct result of sins and should be interpreted as
an outpouring of God’s wrath. This kind of temporal judgment is in harmony with the principle of retribution previously
discussed. (3) The interpretation which appears the most defensible in the light of 3:17; 12:1, 7 and 14 is that there will
be a final time of judgment. The Preacher’s view of the final
judgment is not clear or detailed, but he appeals to proper
behavior on the premise that such a judgment is coming.
Existence beyond the grave was hinted at in 9 5 , 6, 10 and
confirmed in 12:7.
v. 10 Solomon now urges the removal of vexation and pain.
The final argument offered which should motivate this action
is that the years of youth are temporary. One should avoid
that which injures the inner and the outer man-the spiritual
and the physical. That which robs youth of good times, pleasant
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days, desires o f ~ i h eeyes, and general happiness are to be
shunned. T h e emphasis through this section is on a positive
note. Young people are exhorted to find genuine joy in their
youth. Sin brings decay and sickness (I Corinthians 6:18). For
the person today who wishes to capture the same spirit of this
passage, the words of Paul should be followed: “Therefore,
having these promises, beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from
all defilement of flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the
fear of God” (I1 Corinthians 7: 1).
FACT QUESTIONS 11:9-10
540. What shapes the dreams of young men?
541. Explain the unity that exists in the three verses found
in 11:9-10 and 12:l.
542. Why should the pleasures discussed in verses nine and
ten be considered as wholesome and not evil?
543. What influence do the eyes have on the heart?
544. Identify the three possible types of judgment that lie
before youth.
545. What is the final argument offered in verse ten?
3. Remember God in your youth. 12:l

TEXT 12:l
1 Remember also your Creator in the days of your youth, before
the evil days come and the years draw near when you will
say, “I have no delight in them”;
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 12:l
404. At what time in life should one remember God?
405. What are the “evil” days? (Cf. 11:8)
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406. Young people are to enjoy and find delight in life. Is
this same delight available all through life? Discuss.

PARAPHRASE 12:l
The evil days are coming! When they do come you will be unable to enjoy or find delight in them. My advice is to remember
God the Creator while you are a young man and not wait until
the joy of living is past,
COMMENT 12:l

v. I Young people are to have fun, but they are also to keep
in mind who made them and why they were made. Since it is
God who is the Creator, He has the right to speak through
His servant and admonish toward wise behavior. Thus, not
only should one remember God, he should allow God to influence all of life. Since God made man, He knows what
will bring man happiness. The term “Creator” is definitely a
reference to God as it is the participle form of the same word
translated in Genesis 1:l which speaks of God’s creative work.
It is also a plural form which suggests to many a reference to
the work of the Godhead.
Since youth and strength are both marked by vanity-that
is they are very fleeting-it is foolish to waste them. There is
not a better time to follow God than in one’s youth! The open
grave invites all men too soon, even as the Psalmist said, “My
days are like a lengthened shadow; and I wither away like
grass” (Psalms 102:ll). Now, however, life is vigorous, the
accent is on youth, the joys are sweet, the time to be alive is
now. Soon the joys which are now within the reach of youth
will slip away. Man always moves into the period of decline.
One has wisely expressed the experience of growing old as
“his last days sloped gently toward the grave.”
“The evil days” are obviously a reference to the following
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res presented by the Preacher of the final, cripof‘old age. Previously “The days of darkness”
(11:8), referred to the grave, but this is not the meaning here.
“I have no delight’’ means that such closing years of life have
lost the pleasure of youth and the prime of life. One does not
find pleasure in the loss of strength, eyesight, and hearing;
or does he look forward to the time when he no longer can
walk or properly chew his food‘
FACT QUESTIONS 12:l

546. What is the significance of speaking of God as Creator?
547. Explain what is meant by “the evil days.”
G. DEATH COMES TO EVERY MAN. 12:2-8
TEXT 12:2-8

4

2 before the sun, the light, the moon, and the stars are darkened, and clouds return after the rain;
3 in the day that the watchmen of the house tremble, and
mighty men stoop, the grinding ones stand idle because they
are few, and those who look through windows grow dim;
4 and the doors on the street are shut as the sound of the
grinding mill is low, and one will arise at the sound of the
bird, and all the daughters of song will sing softly.
5 Furthermore, men are afraid of a high place and of terrors
on the road; the almond tree blossoms, the grasshopper
drags himself along, and. the caperberry is ineffective. For
man goes to his eternal home while mourners go about in
the street.
6 Remember Him before the silver cord is broken and the
golden bowl is crushed, the pitcher by the well is shattered
and the wheel at the cistern is crushed;
7 Then the dust will return to the earth as it was, and the
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spirit will return to God who gave it.
8 “Vanity of vanities,” says the Preacher, “all is vanity!”
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 1212-8
407. Identify all that will be withheld from the eyes when one
finally loses his sight in old age (verse two)?
408. If the darkness in verse two is the same as that of 11:8,
to what does it refer?
409. After reading through verses three through five, find the
corresponding word or phrase which best matches the
following parts of the body: (1) white hair; (2) the eyes;
(3) the molar teeth; (4) the feet and knees; (5) the hands
and arms; (6) the voice and ears; (7) the lips. For additional explanation of these analogies, study the COMMENTS
on 12:3-5.
410. What is man’s “eternal home” (verse five)?
411. When man has gone to his “eternal home,” who goes
about in the streets?
412. The two figurative descriptions presented in verses twofive and verses six-seven picture what stage or event in life?
413. It is good for a man when he comes to the end of life if
he remembered whom in the days of his youth?
414. What happens to the physical body at death?
415. What happens to the spirit of man when the body dies?
PARAPHRASE 12:2-8
The time will come when your sight will be diminished and
you will no longer see the light from the sun, moon, or stars.
At this time the clouds of sorrow return. When that day comes,
the protectors of the house will tremble and the powerful, upright, strong men will be bent low, the grinders will have to
stop because they are few, and they will see only darkness who
look out through the windows. As the sound of the grinding
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mill fades away, the doors to the street will be closed. One will
be surprised+atthe sound of a bird as all who sing songs will
be hushed. Also, when the hair becomes as the blooms of the
almond tree the old will fear high places and dangers along
the way. The ability to move about as a grasshopper will fail.
The appetite and drives of life will vanish. The reason for this
inactivity is that man is nearing his final resting place-his
everlasting home. Listen! The mourners go about the streets
and into the market places. It is important, therefore, to remember God before the silver cord pulls apart or the golden
bowl is broken, before the pitcher is broken at the spring or
the water wheel breaks down at the cistern. At that time the
body will return to the earth from which it originally came,
and the spirit will return to God who gave it. Life is indeed
transitory. Like a vapor of vapors, life quickly fades from view.
All is futility and unfulfilling.
COMMENT 12:2-8
This section pictures the final “evil days” which await men.
Death terminates the decaying process and the Preacher appropriately turns to the oft-repeated “vanity of vanities.”
Nowhere in the book could the idea of transitoriness be more
to the point than,in verse eight.
v. 2 This verse most logically represents the end of life under
the sun. “Light” is used throughout the Bible for life and joy.
In this context it undoubtedly refers to life. Just as man’s life
slowly slips toward the grave, so the light diminishes: first
the sun and then the lesser light, the moon; finally the faintest
light represented by the stars. The diminishing order of light
is intentionally arranged to represent life from “childhood”
to the “prime of life” until the “evil days.” Each light is finally
extinguished and the darkness (death) comes. “Clouds” are
symbolic of trouble and could refer to the judgment. Usually
the clouds ahd rain pass and the sun shines to renew happiness and joy. This time, however, the storm continues with the
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threatening clouds returning after the rain. Although this interpretation is imaginative and without definite support, it fits
the context of the book and the immediate context of this
section.
v. 3 This highly figurative language (verses three-five) has
challenged the imagination and inventiveness of many. There
is general uninimity, however, that regardless of the individual
meaning given to each symbol, the passage is describing the
frailties of old age, and ultimately of death itself.
The “house” represents the whole person while the “watchmen” would be the arms or hands. They are the protectors or
guards of the house. They were mentioned first because they
would be noticed first. They are also afflicted with palsy and
thus tremble. Scriptural references of the body likened unto a
house are found in I1 Corinthians 5 1 - 4 ; I1 Peter 1:13-14.
“The mighty men” are the legs which now are bent and
stooped. Man can no longer walk erectly. Formerly the legs
carried the youth pillars of strength, but now they are feeble.
“The grinding ones” are the teeth. They cease to function
and “stand idle,” because they are few and undoubtedly arranged in such a way that they are inefficient in the chewing
process. The “millers” (grinders) is the feminine form. This is
probably because women did the grinding. (Cf. Exodus 11:s;
Job 31:lO; Isaiah 47:2; Matthew 24:41)
“Those who look through windows” refer to the eyes. No
longer will they see the light under the sun. The sun, moon
and stars will only be a memory as they begin to experience
total darkness.
v. 4 “The doors” refer to the mouth. Such reference is given
in Psalms 141:3: “Set a guard, 0 Lord, over my mouth; keep
watch over the door of my lips.” It is possible that since the
teeth are nearly gone, the lips now shut more closely. The
chewing is then described by “a door opening onto a street so
the sound inside could not be heard by those on the street.”’
I

E. M. Zerr. op.

cit., p.

225.
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Also, in Hebrew, the form is dual and may refer to the double
‘On the streets” suggests communication with the
w such activity has ceased. In youth the appetite
is keen and the mouth is employed in work and pleasure, but
now the lips are drawn over the toothless gums and “the sound
of the grinding mill is low.”
“The sound of the bird” has numerous interpretations, but
the one that appears most likely suggests that older people arise
at the same time as the first sounds of birds in the morning.
It does not follow that they are awakened by the chirping
sparrow or crowing rooster, but they are anxious to start the
day after restless and sometimes painful nights. The hearing
is impaired and thus they would not be wakened by the faint
chirp of the small bird.
“The daughters of song” represent the voice and ears of the
aged when they no longer can produce melodious songs or
discern those sung by others. When David offered to take
Barzillai to Jerusalem and care for him in return for favors
previously received, Barzillai answered him with the words:
“How long have I yet to live, that I should go up with the king
ta Jerusalem? I am now eighty years old. Can I distinguish
between good and bad? Or can your servant taste what I eat
or what I drink? Or can I hear any more the voice of singing
men and women? Why then should your servant be an added
burden to my lord the king?” (I1 Samuel 19:34-35). To the
elderly, the notes of song run together and the tones are indistinct. On the basis of this, some interpret the former “sound
of the bird” to be a description of the high, shrill voice of the
older person when he larises at the early hour. The fact that
the “daughters of song will sing softly” iflplies deafness and
supports the interpretation that thi
ction refers to the voice
and ears.
v. 5 “Men are afraid of a high place” is to be taken literally.
The preacher departs from the highly figurative language and
states a universal truth in simple language. When one grows
old and his speech and hearing are dulled, he often finds difficulty in ascending steps or hills, and is often short of breath.
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The energy which such activity demands is now missing. The
strong muscles are atrophied, and the bones, which carried
him securely and confidently in his youth, are bowed and
fragile.
“Terrors on the road” could refer to the obstacles over
which they would stumble or wicked individuals against whom
they would have little or no defense. The obvious interpretation,
however, would be to simple travel on the way. Their bones
are brittle, their muscles are weak, and they have difficulty
ascending even the slightest incline. Narrow and crowded
streets would enhance the difficulty.
“The almond tree blossoms’’ refers to the white hair which
indicates he is come to the final stages of life and is ”ripening
for the tomb.” The almond tree first puts forth light, pink
blossoms which turn snowy white before falling from the limbs
to the ground.
“The grasshopper drags himself along” is clearly a vivid
analogy of the inept physical condition of the dying man.
Biblical analogy would point also to the symbol of smallness. (Cf. Numbers 13:33; Isaiah 40:22) In the light of this it
would be understood that the message is, that to the elderly,
even the most insignificant task becomes a burden. However,
the comparison of the condition of the elderly with that of the
appearance of the grasshopper best fits the context. Note the
following description: “The dry, shriveled, old man, his backbone sticking out, his knees projecting forwards, his arms
backwards, his head down, and the apophyses enlarged, is
like that insect.”2
“The caperberry” is also translated “desire” and “appetite.”
The difficulty in translation stems from the fact that the
word appears only here in the entire Old Testament. “Caperberry” would necessitate a figurative meaning while “desire”
or “appetite” would be literal. This does not aid the translation,
Robert Jamieson, A. R. Fausset, David Brown. A Commentary: Critical Expenmortal, aad Pmcticd on the Old and Now Testaments, I1 (Grand Rapids: William B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1973), p. 542.
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however, as both figurative and literal terms are used in the
Preacher’s picture of old age and death. The caperberry is
considered a stimulant and the obvious meaning is that neither
the appetite or sexual desire can be aroused. Since the caperberry was not believed to be an aphrodisiac until the Middle
Ages, the safe explanation,would be that the stimulant is to
preserve life (through eating, which desire is often lost in old
age) not propogate it. However, as Luther says, “all desire
fails,” and again, “an old man has pleasure in nothing.”
“The eternal home” or “house of eternity” speaks more to
duration than it does to the place. It is a future state of being
as compared with the existence “under the sun.” Life here
is transitory compared with “eternal” life there. The term
“eternal home” is found only in Ecclesiastes. Characteristic
of inspired literature, the meaning of certain terms often
penetrate beyond the limits of man’s present knowledge. Future
revelation, on the same subject, often amplifies the meaning,
and it becomes clear that God intended for the reader to look
back and see that the term held the full-grown truth in seed
form. The terms used by Solomon, who claims inspiration
for his writing (12:ll) are exact, However, the understanding
of the terms, even by the author, is often very limited. Solomon
says nothing to negate the richness of the full orb of the doctrine
of eternal life taught by Jesus and the Apostles,
On the subject of the “eternal home,” read and study Job
10:21; 30:23; Psalms 49:ll and John 14:l-6.
“The mourners” are, as tradition teaches, the pai
who prepare even before the death event to m3ke loud lamentation in the streets and places of commerce, (Cf. I1 Samuel 3:31;
Jeremiah 9:17; 34:s; Amos 516-17; Matthew 9:23; 11:17)
The implication of such terms as “silver” and “gold” in the
following verse would suggest affluency on the part of the one
about to be mourned.
v. 6 The translators add “remember” because the “before”
of this verse refers one to 12:l where the Preacher is admonishing young men to live their lives in harmony with the designs
of their Creator.
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Two distinct figures are mentioned in this verse which speak
to the final termination of life under the sun. The preceding
detailed insights to the frailties of old age were intended to
motivate young men to live thier lives to the fullest joys (Cf.
11:9-10) before the body breaks and the soul slips away.
“The silver cord” and “golden bowl” are to be considered
together. They represent the lamp which hangs from the ceilings of oriental or near-eastern homes. The cord is interspersed
with silver and the lamp itself is made of gold. Nothing is
intended beyond the fact that life, like silver and gold, is valuable and much to be desired. The intention is to show that
“light,” which is here symbolic of one’s life, is going to be extinguished regardless of how fine it is. Death does not come
because one terminates his own life, but the cord breaks allowing the bowl to fall to the floor and break and the oil to be
released upon the floor. The separation of the oil from the
container negates the utilitarian purpose of the lamp. The
original design of the lamp has been thwarted; the value of the
practical aspect of the lamp is now nullified. So when death
comes, the body returns to its source and the spirit slips away.
“The pitcher” and “the wheel” illustrate the same truth
as the cord and lamp. The symbol is different, however, as
the lamp represents life as light and the pitcher represents life
as water. Jesus took advantage of both physical symbols to
demonstrate spiritual truths. (Cf. John 8:12; 9:s and John
4:lO-11; 7:38) The NASB mentions both “well” and “cistern.”
The broken pitcher would render the well useless, while the
wheel which falls into the cistern when it breaks, prevents the
water from being drawn. The intent of both pictures painted
by Solomon in this verse is intentionally clear in the following
observation.
v. 7 Throughout the book the Preacher’s emphasis has
been on the transitory nature of man, and the fact that he,
together with the world in which he lives, has been marked by
vanity. (Cf. COMMENT 6:lO) The body of man returns to its
primary source-the dust of the earth. The admonition to
the young man to enjoy life in his youth is based on the fact
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that man will soon begin to die and move slowly toward the dust.
“The dust will return to the earth as it was.” This doctrine
complements similar passages on the same subject. The
Preacher has previously stated that “all (men and beasts) came
from the dust,and all return to the dust” (3:20).(Cf, Genesis
2:7; 3:19; Job 34:14-15; Psalms 104:29) In this section (verses
two-six) there has been strong emphasis upon the dust nature
of men. When the spirit is released from the body through
the death event, it does not join the process of decay and regression, but it returns to God.
“The spirit will return to God who gave it.” Solomon’s
reference to God as Creator has established a principle of
ownership. He now argues for right behavior on the basis of
the certainty of final retribution. The judgment is a doctrine
which has already been introduced but now takes on major
intensity as the Preacher moves through the final stages of his
arguments. There is no full doctrine of immortality taught
here, but the fact of eternal life is not denied and the spirit
is distinguished from the body with the emphasis upon the fact
that it is the spirit that God receives. For the sinner, the ungodly person who has been described so often throughout the
book, there is nothing for him to anticipate but the depressing
picture of death and then the sudden and sure appearing
before God’s judgment. Leupold wisely states that Solomon
is teaching such a judgment as a motivating factor to lead all
men to live righteously. He adds, “You personally will at your
death appear before the judgment seat of God, therefore
get ready.”3
v. 8 There is nothing new in this verse that has not already
been thoroughly discussed, but the insertion of the subtheme
of the book (Cf. 1:2) at this particular place serves to prove
that the Preacher believes that such “vanity” has been sufficiently demonstrated. It serves to terminate his discussion in
the first part of this chapter, ana also introduces the final
Leupold. op. cit., p. 287.
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section of the book. Hengstenberg offers a word of warning
when he writes, “The knowledge of the vanity of earthly things
conducts to the fear of God afterwards recommended. Since
all things are vain, man, who is subject to vanity, should do
all in his power to enter into a living relation to Him who is
the true absolute being, and through fellowship with him to
participate, himself, in a true eternal being.”’4
The fact that Solomon once again refers to himself as “the
Preacher” reflects upon the hortatory nature of the closing
two chapters of the book. Especially is he eloquent in this
final section. In the epilogue (verse nine through fourteen)
he speaks of himself as the Preacher two more times. Never
can a preacher reach a higher pinnacle of confidence than
when he claims divine authority for his message. The following “conclusion of the whole matter” is driven to the heart
with strong conviction.
I

FACT QUESTIONS 12:2-8

I

548. Why is it appropriate that the oft-occuring “vanity of
vanities’’ immediately follows this section?
549. What is the significance of the “light” order of first the
sun, then the moon and finally the stars?
550. What is significant about the fact that the clouds return
again after the rain? Explain.
551. Although the language beginning in verse three is highly
figurative, it is generally accepted that it has what meaning?
552. Identify the “house.”
553. What is the significance of the “watchmen” trembling?
554. Why are the “grinding ones” in the feminine form in the
original language?
555. “The doors” refer to what part of the body? The Hebrew

I

1

l

I

l

I

Hengstenberg. op. cit., p. 257.
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form is dual and implies what?
556. If the elderly are not awakened by the “sound of birds,’’
what is the significance of mentioning the birds?
557. Is verse five to be taken figuratively or literally? Explain.
558. Why are elderly people afraid to travel on the road?
559. Explain why the grasshopper is an appropriate symbol
of the elderly.
560. How does Luther translate the idea that “the caperberry
is ineffective”?
561. “The eternal home” suggests what primary lesson?
562. Why are the “mourners” going about the streets prior to
the death of the elderly person?
563. The two figures in verse six suggest what event?
564. Explain the lesson of the “bowl.”
565. How does verse seven relate to the two symbols of verse
six?
566. Why say the body will return to dust?
567. To what extent does Solomon explain the doctrine of immortality in verse seven? Discuss.
568. Identify the “sub-theme” of the book.
CONCLUSION 12:9-14

A. MAN IS ADMONISHED TO WORK IN HARMONY
WITH GOD THROUGH THE WORDS OF
ONE SHEPHERD. 12:9-12
TEXT 12:9-12

9 In addition to being a wise man, the Preacher also taught
the people knowledge, and he pondered, searched out and
arranged many proverbs.
10 The Preacher sought to find delightful words and to write
words of truth correctly.
11 The words of wise men are like goads, and masters of these
collections are like well-driven nails; they are given by one
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Shepherd.
12 But beyond this, my son, be warned: the writing of many
books is endless, and excessive devotion to books is wearying
to the body.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 12~9-12

416. What reason is given why the Preacher taught the people?
417. How many proverbs did Solomon seek out? (Cf. I Kings
4:32)
418. Give evidence that Solomon was concerned about writing
a truthful account.
419. Explain why words from wise teachers would be like
“goads” and “well-driven nails.”
420. What evidence in verse eleven speaks to Divine inspiration
of Ecclesiastes?
421. When does devotion to books become wearying to the
body?
PARAPHRASE 12~9-12
In addition, because the Preacher was wise, he desired that
others become wise also. Therefore he instructed them in the
knowledge which he had learned. He was careful to examine,
ponder and sort out many wise proverbial sayings. He not only
desired to impart instruction to others, he wanted to say it in
a way which would be a delightful experience for those who
heard. Above all, he wanted to write down correctly the words
of truth-to be certain that that which he taught was exactly
right. The words which he spoke served as goads to prod his
readers onward. His words also served as nails to securely fix
his truth in their minds. This collection of sayings actually
proceeds from one Shepherd. My son, be warned about going
beyond those words which do not proceed from one Shepherd.
You should realize that the writing of this kind of information
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is endless, and studying such books exhausts the body and
the mind.
. > , I

COMMENT 12~9-12
Solomon has sufficiently defended and supported the thesis
that all is vanity. Now he turns to a clear summation of his
methodology and a statement of his objective in composing
the book. He classifies himself among the “wise,” and offers,
as it were, his credentials in the form of a claim to inspiration.
In addition to being wise, he professes to be a disseminator of
knowledge, an imaginative arranger of proverbs, a speaker
of truth, and most importantly divinely inspired. He drives
home (nails well-fastened) important lessons which come to
him from God. (Cf. verse 11; I Kings 3:12) He warns against
one searching for truth in books which are not inspired, and
that devotion to such an endless number of books is “wearying
to the body.”
v. 9 As a wise man, whose authority was respected and accepted, Solomon arranged many proverbs through which he
taught the people. Some believe the reference is to the book
of Proverbs which many attribute to Solomon. The word
translated “proverbs” can mean maxims, parables, or allegories. (Cf. I Kings 4:32)
v. 10 Solomon’s words are “delightful” words in that he
never turned to obscene language, but spoke discretely and
guardedly. He had written: “Like apples of gold in settings
of silver is a word spoken in right circumstances’’ (Proverbs
2511). Also, “Listen, for I shall speak noble things; and the
opening of my lips will produce right things. For my mouth will
utter truth; and wickedness is an abomination to my lips. All
the utterances of my mouth are in righteousness; there is nothing
crooked or perverted in them. They are all straight-forward
to him who understands, and right to those who find knowledge” (Proverbs 8:6-9). The Preacher’s words are framed for
the spiritual minded and in them they will find their “delight,”
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In addition to skilfully arranging his words, he gave diligence
“to write words of truth correctly.” Most commentators see
in this verse a twofold intention: (1) he wants to write sincerely
-that is he spoke from the heart as honestly as he could;
(2) he also spoke objectively- that is he presented factual
knowledge apart from a bias. He intended for his words to be
well received, but he was not willing to sacrifice truth in order
to retain his readers.
v. I 1 Wisdom is directive. The “words of wise men” are
designed to guide both the teacher and his audience on the
road of right behavior. (Cf. Matthew 7:24) These words of
truth are “like goads.” A goad is a stick or pole with a sharp
point which is used to prod oxen or sheep in the direction one
wishes them to move. (Cf. Judges 3:3; I Samuel 13:31; Acts
9:s) The “collections” could refer to the material found in
Ecclesiastes. It would mean that he has arranged his material
in such a way that one is drawn to a path of proper conduct
because he is motivated by the thought and content of the
ordered material. On the other hand, it could refer to the
“joint-authors of the collected canonical Scriptures.” (Cf.
11 Peter 1:21) The truth taught b y inspired teachers is now
likened unto “well-driven nails.” The figure of the nails is
used because it is the nature of the nail to penetrate easily.
It could mean to plant or drive in, to fasten and secure. So
the words of the wise “nail down” the truths which change
men’s lives and their eternal destinies.
Solomon’s reference here to the fact that such truths have
their origin with the “one Shepherd” is a clear claim to inspiration. The collected sayings have but one source and thus
one authority. The “one Shepherd” is God who is elsewhere
called the “Shepherd of Israel.” (Cf. Genesis 48:lS; 49:24;
Psalms 23:l; 80:l; Isaiah 40:ll; Jeremiah 31:lO; Ezekiel
34:ll-12; John 10:14-16; Hebrews 13:20; I Peter 2:25; 5 4 )
On the subject of inspiration as claimed by Solomon, Leupold
states: “Observe what a correct and clear conception of the
inspiration of the sacred writings prevailed in Israel at this
time, especially of the fact that it was a unified work done
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by the Lord for the good of His people. Observe also that the
Preacher is aware of the fact that God was pleased to use him
to share in this W O P ~ . ” ~
v. 12 There is more in this verse than the simple jest over
the prolific number of volumns written on the subject of the
meaning of life, and the subsequent weariness that comes to
one who attempts to read all of what has been written. Solomon’s tender address of “my son” suggests the teacher-student
relationship and not the physical father-son relationship. It
implies that all may come and hear these wise words which
have been given through the Preacher, but which come from
God. “The writing of many books” is in contrast to the Sacred
Scriptures. They represent the thinking of men outside the
circle of divine inspiration. The charge is not against “studying” as such, as it is wise to study human nature, and it is
especially wise to study the inspired books. The warning is
against those books or writings which contradict the truth
and which lead one away from the path of righteousness. It is
the nature of the wisdom of this world to never give a final
answer to the most basic and penetrating questions of life.
Paul spoke of this matter to Timothy when he said that men
were “always learning and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth” (I1 Timothy 3:7). Although Ecclesiastes
does not delineate the specifics of correct behavior, it does
press hard toward the correct road: the fear of God. It motivates toward this conclusion by demonstrating the foolishness
of searching in areas where God has not hidden the answers.
It has been said that Ecclesiastes raises the question that the
rest of the Bible answers. While this is partly true, it is not
the complete picture. Ecclesiastes proves the emptiness of life
apart from God, but it also demands that one fill the void
of his life with the activity of doing the will of God.
Leupold. op. cit.. p. 296.
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FACT QUESTIONS 12:9-12
569. Explain the methodology used by Solomon.
570. Give proof that Solomon arranged many proverbs.
571. “Delightful” words are prepared for what group of people?
572. What does it mean to write objectively? (Cf. verse ten)
573. What is the purpose of a goad? What is the relation of
goad to the fact that Solomon was wise?
574. To what could the “collection” of verse eleven refer?
575. Identify and explain the claim Solomon makes for inspiration.
576. “My son” implies what relationship? (Cf. verse 12)
577. “The writing of many books” is in contrast to what?

I

B. MAN IS ADMONISHED TO FEAR GOD
AND KEEP HIS COMMANDMENTS. 12:13

TEXT 12:13
13 The conclusion, when all has been heard, is: fear God and
keep His commandments, because this applies to every
person.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 12:13
422. Explain what “has been heard.” (Cf. 12:9-12)
423. Is Solomon’s conclusion in harmony with the teachings
of Jesus and the Apostles? Give evidence.
424. Identify what it is that applies to every man.
PARAPHRASE 12:13
I

I
II

All that I proposed to say, I have said. The conclusion then
from what I have said is this: Revere and worship God; keep
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His commandments. This is the complete, fulfilling work of
man, and no man shall escape its implications.
COMMENT 12:13

v. 13 Whatever difficulty one may encounter in the explanation of certain sections of Ecclesiastes, there can be little
doubt about the intention of Solomon as he moves to his conclusion. His final observations are stated with great clarity.
The “conclusion” is literally “the sum of all.” It should be
noted that his personal claim to inspiration is made prior to
his final warning which he says applies to all men.
The “fear of God” is now underscored as the major theme
of the book. “Vanity” and the testimony values of this world
are contrasted with true wisdom. This true wisdom leads one
to shun evil and do good (Psalms 34:ll-12) and is thus defined
as the “fear of the Lord.” The fear of God and keeping His
commands are inseparable. To obey God, in this context, is
not an indication that one fears Him it is the fear of God. It
is worthy of note that Solomon now applies his message “to
every man.” Verse fourteen confirms the universality of the
message. The Septuagint captures the meaning better than
does the Authorized Version when it renders the statement as
“For this is the whole duty of man.” Similar translations read,
“This is the duty of all men,” “This concerns all mankind,’’
“The whole of mankind,” “For this, all men,” and “The
whole duty for every man.” Paul draws this same conclusion
as he said, “Or is God the God of the Jews only? Is He not
the God of Gentiles also? Yes, of Gentiles also” (Romans 3:29).
The Vanities of Ecclesiastes Contrasted With the Fear of the
Lord which follows this immediate section, illustrates the
negative pursuits of men which the Preacher declares to be
but transitory and unfulfilling. The positive practice of the
fear of the Lord fills the emptiness in man’s life and directs
him to satisfaction and joy.
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FACT QUESTIONS 12:13
578. The “conclusion” literally means what?
579. Identify the major theme of the book.
580. Which is the better translation: “For this is the whole duty
of man,” or “This is the duty of all men”? Explain.
THE VANITIES OF ECCLESIASTES
CONTRASTED WITH THE FEAR OF THE LORD

1) Man’s advantages
2) The desire to learn all things
3) Excessive wisdom
4) Pursuit of pleasure
5) Mad mirth
6) Increase of earthly possessions
7) Personal accomplishments
8) Living only for tomorrow
9) Envy, rivalry
(10) Laziness
(11) Greed
(12) Hypocritical worship
(13) Discontentment
(14) Self righteousness
(15) Sexual immorality
(16) Lawlessness
(17) Self-deceit
(18) Wicked oppression
(19) Identity with evil
(20) Intellectual pride
(21) Self-reliance
(22) Youth spent without God
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
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ECCLESIASTES

C. MAN IS ADMONISHED TO WORK IN HARMONY
WITH GOD BECAUSE GOD WILL BRING EVERY WORK
INTO JUDGMENT. 12:14
TEXT 12:14

14 Because God will bring every act to judgment, everything
which is hidden, whether it is good or evil.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 12:14

425. Is the judgment eternal judgment or judgment which
takes place in this world? Explain and discuss.
426. What truth taught by Jesus in Matthew 10:26 is taught in
this final verse?
427. Who will judge the “secrets” of the heart? (Cf. Romans
2:16)
428. How thorough will be the final judgment? (Cf. I Corinthians 4:s)
PARAPHRASE 12:14
I say that no man shall escape because God shall bring every
deed into judgment whether the motive is good or evil.
COMMENT 12:14
v. 14 Appropriately the reader is drawn to God in this final
sentence of the book. God is the Creator (Cf. 12:l; 7:13-14;
7:29; 8:15; 115; 12:7), the One worshipped (Cf. 5 1 , 2, 4, 6,
7; 8:2), the One who permits man’s enjoyment, (Cf. 9:7) the
One who knows the end from the beginning (Cf. 3:11, lS), the
One who has placed the desire to know in the heart of man
(Cf. 3:10), the One who supplies food, and water, and gives
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His approval of labors (Cf. 2:24; 3:13; 518-20), the One who
works that men will fear Him (Cf. 3:14), the One who is the
final judge of all men (Cf. 3:17; 11:9; 12:14), the One who
proves that man is different from beasts (Cf. 3:18), the One
who blesses the godly (Cf. 7:18), the One who delivers the godly
from sin (Cf. 7:26), the One who is the author of the words of
life (Cf. 12:ll).
The fact that God will bring “every act” into judgment has
been established. He had previously stated: “1 said to myself,
‘God will judge both the righteous man and the wicked man,
for a time for every matter and for every deed is there’ ” (3:17).
In 11:9 the emphasis of the judgment is on “all these things.”
Nothing escapes the knowledge of God. The “eyes of the Lord
move to and fro throughout the earth” (I1 Chronicles 16:9).
(Cf. Zechariah 4:lO; Matthew 12:36; Acts 17:30-31; Romans
2:16; I Corinthians 4 5 ; I1 Corinthians 510) This final judgment will test the works of men to determine what is vanity
and what endures (I Corinthians 3:ll-15).
There is a sense in which present judgment takes place
“under the sun.” (Cf. John 3:18-20; Galatians 6:7-8; Ephesians
513) However, the judgment Solomon refers to must be the
eternal judgment as no earthly judgment could include every
man and every act.
FACT QUESTIONS 12:14

581. Would a partial judgment of sins on this earth satisfy
the demands of this verse? Explain.
EPILOGUE
This final word.
Much closer to our generation than Solomon, there stands
a man who represents the same world. He caused laughter to
flash across the faces of literally thousands. Yet, in a more
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serious moment he contemplated life apart from the fear of
the Lord and his words are strikingly similar to those of the
Preacher. On that occasion Mark Twain wrote: .
“A myriad of men are born; they labor and sweat and
struggle for bread; they squabble and scold and fight; they
scramble for little mean advantages over each other. Age
creeps upon them; infirmities follow; those they love are
taken from them. At length ambition is dead; pride is
dead; longing for release is in their place. It comes at last
-the only unpoisoned gift earth ever had for them-and
they vanish from a world where they were of no consequence. Then another myriad takes their place, and copies
all they did, and goes along the same profitless road, add
vanishes as they vanished-to make room for another and
another and a million more myriads to follow the same
arid path-through the same desert and accomplish what
the first myriad and all the myriads that came after it accomplished-nothing,”
One bows in deep gratitude before the throne of Grace.
Indeed the vacuum within man is Christ-shaped. When through
faith and submission to His Lordship He floods into our lives,
there is fulfillment and purpose. The Sun of Righteousness
has risen with healing in His wings. Let Jesus have the final word:

“I am the door of the sheep. All who came before Me are
thieves and robbers; but the sheep did not hear them. I am
the door; if anyone enters through Me, he shall be saved,
and shall go in and out, and find pasture. The thief comes
only to steal, and kill, and destroy; I CAME THAT THEY
MIGHT HAVE LIFE, AND HAVE IT MORE ABUNDANTLY. I am the good shepherd; the good shepherd
lays down His life for the sheep” (John 10:7-11).
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This book is unique in the Old Testament canon. There is
no book in the whole Bible on which more commentaries have
been written or more opinions advanced. This is a strange
record of the past as compared to its general neglect in the
present day. We are glad to observe a few writers discovering
its value (See our bibliography for recent works). There is
much to learn from these eight short chapters.
We have thought much about our approach to the text.
How shall we interpret? There are four approaches made by
men in their attempt to understand this book. (1) AllegoricalThe literal meaning is almost ignored. In the Jewish use of
this method of interpretation it becomes the song of God’s
love for His people. Christians, beginning with Origen in the
Third Century saw in this book the love of Christ for the Christian and the love of the believer for His Lord. (2) Literal-If
we accept the words at their face value they express a song of
human love of a man and woman. (3) Lyrical-Some have
tried unsuccessfully, we believe, to see in the record love lyrics
sung at Syrian weddings. (4) Cultic-Was this once a pagan
ritual accommodated to the worship of Jehovah? This interpretation hardly merits mention.
We ask the serious student to read at least an introduction
to this book in addition to the one we give in our text.
We have chosen to use a literal interpretation of this book.
However, we are also persuaded it has the potential of wonderful analogous comparisons. We do not want to ignore the
emphasis of love and communion with our Lord. We shall
follow the format of the BIBLE STUDY TEXTBOOKS as
found in Ecclesiastes.
Readers unfamiliar with the BIBLE STUDY TEXTBOOKS
will wonder what to do with the “Thought Questions’’ or the
“Paraphrase” or even the “Fact Questions.’’ There is a very
definite reason, and we believe a very practical value for this
five-fold format:
(1) TEXT: This is the AMERICAN STANDARD TRANSLATION of 1901. We have found this to be a very accurate rendering of the Greek and Hebrew text. Among the many translations,
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we prefer this one fqr. its faithful adherence to the original.
We ask all readers to, contemplate these words as the words of
God. Nothing could be more important than a thorough assimilation of every word given us by God through the Holy
Spirit! Read ‘it and re-read it-then read it again. It is God
speaking ta you!
(2) THOUGHT QUESTIONS: We have prepared these
from our reading and understanding of the text. Answer every
question with your prevent understanding of the text. I t is
not important <thatyou give the same answer to these questions
that we do. It is very, very important that you attempt some
answer. We are attempting to motivate you into a personal
involvement in the meariing of God’s Word. We would suggest
your answers be kept in a notebook. If you do not know-or
you must,guess-record your response. If after you have read
the PARAPHRASE or the COMMENT you wish, to change
your answer you may do so, but it is vitally important that
you express your response to what God has said to you and
that you do it in written form.
(3) PARAPHRASE: This is the work of Arthur G. Clarke
from his book The Song of Songs published by Walterick
Publishers, Kansas City, Kansas. The reader will note that
our interpretation is clearly spelled out in identifying the
speakers of this book of dialogue. Please, please, read the
paraphrase at least twice. Now refer back to the THOUGHT
QUESTIONS-do you wish to change an answer, add an
answer, or add to an answer-Do it!
(4) COMMENT: We want to offer our present understanding
of each word in the divine TEXT. We wish to be very careful
and thorough. For this reason we have read and reread all
we could find on the book of Song of Solomon (see our Bibliography). Our COMMENTS shall be: (a) Critical in the sense
that we wish to understand the meaning of each Hebrew word,
both in the TEXT and in the CONTEXT. (b) Devotional in
the sense that we want to point up the obvious, and oft times
the often overlooked application of the TEXT to our lives.
We make no apology for attempting to reach the conscience
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in our COMMENTS. (c) Expository; We mean that the TEXT
shall be analytically considered in such a way that the present
day Biblical expositor could use it in his teaching. (d) Homiletical: We believe many sermons could be preached from Song
of Solomon in which the fulness of the union ahd communion
of our Lord cold be held up as in no other way. We attempt
to offer help in this grand pursuit!
(5) FACT QUESTIONS: The basic purpose of these questions is reading comprehension. They are based upon all you
have read from the TEXT through the COMMENT. At times
we have posed in this section a question or two for discussion
where the point of view is open to opinion. In'this section is
the largest possibility for personal fulfillment. A full honest
attempt on the part of the reader to answer these questions
could actually form a commentary of his own on the sacred
TEXT. No higher accomplishment of personal Bible study
could be contemplated than a verse-by-verse personal explanation of God's Word on the part of the reader. If the reader
will do this he will have a track record of his spiritual growth
to which he can refer in times of discouragement or even in
times of joy. Your answers to the THOUGHT QUESTIONS
can be a preparation and research for your much more complete
answers to the FACT QUESTIONS.

,
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* By W. G.Moorehead
Angus assigns this book of Scripture to B.C. 1001. The
universal voice of antiquity ascribes it to Solomon, and internal
evidence confirms this testimony. His songs were a thousand
and five, I Kings iv, 32; and this is called the “song of songs,”
because it is the best of them all.
Key-word, “Beloved”; key verse, vi, 3.
Origen and Jerome tell us that the Jews forbade it to be
read by any until he was thirty years old. It certainly needs a
degree of spiritual maturity to enter aright into the holy mystery
of love which it celebrates. It is possible to read the song amiss;
but to such as have attained spiritual maturity, of what age
soever, it is one of the most edifying of the sacred writings.
Love to Jesus Christ becomes, through the sanctifying influence of the Holy Spirit, the strongest passion which can
sway the human heart. Avarice, ambition, love of power may
have more of the unnatural vigor attending fever; this carries
with it the quiet, enduring energy of health that brings into
captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ. Those alone
who have experienced the power of this love in its intensity
are competent judges whether any language used in expressing
it may be exaggerated. If the love of God to us is as incomprehensible as is His eternity and omnipresence, it is not surprising
that the love of a grateful heart should struggle and strive to
declare itself by appealing to the tenderest ties, by using the
boldest imagery; for the love of a believer is but a dim reflection of the measureless love of God.
1. The form of the song is somewhat difficult to determine.
A drama it certainly is not, although it has been thus described.
It presents little or nothing of the features belonging to the
drama. While dialogue is found in it, still it is not of a very
sustained kind, nor is it very marked. The feature chiefly
lacking is a climax, the culminating j k i s with which the drama

*

W . G . Moorehead, Outliire Studies iiz fheBooks of the Old Testament, Fleming H.
Revel1 Company, New York, 1893. Pg. 197.
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is expected to close. Its form seems to be that of a pastoral
poem, with characters presenting quasi-dramatic action. The
personages introduced into it are the bridegroom and king;
the bride, or spouse; the daughers of Jerusalem, or the court
ladies of Solomon’s palace. There is scarcely traceable any
plot, nor dramatic unity, although the poem is one. Most
of the addresses, instead of being dialogues, are soliloquies,
apostrophes, or monologues. It has changing scenes. Sometimes the scene is laid in a garden; at others in the palace;
then in the country amid pastoral quiet and beauty; and in
Jerusalem amidst the noise of a great city.
This much may be confidently asserted, that it is a song of
love in Oriental language and imagery, with rests and pauses
and varying scenery and conversation.
2. The design of the song. There are three interpretations of
the poem advanced by as many schools of expositors. Each
of these may be briefly mentioned.
The first is that of the merely literal and erotic. That is,
it is held that the poem celebrates the love of Solomon for a
young shepherdess who was a member of an agricultural family
consisting of a widowed mother and several sons, who lived
at Shulem. (The name of the place is derived from the spouse,
viz., Shulemite.) The young woman, in the course of her
pastoral duties, met with a shepherd to whom, in due time,
she became espoused. Her brothers violently opposed the union.
She was invited by her lover to accompany him to the fields;
but her brothers, to prevent the meeting, sent her to take
care of the vineyards. Here, she Qne day encountered King
Solomon, who assisted by his court ladies, endeavored to win
her love. But she remained steadfast to her affianced. The
king carried her to the city, made her large promises and
sought to overcome her scruples by princely presents; but
without avail; and her fidelity was finally rewarded by her
qarriage with the shepherd and gifts from her reconciled
brothers.
According to this theory, the scope of the book is to give
us an “example of virtue in a young woman who encountered
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and conquered great temptations, and was eventually rewarded.” If this is all, belief in its inspiration must be dismissed; and it has no better right to a place in the Bible than
a tale from the Arabian Nights, or the sonnets from Shakespeare. Against this theory there are strong objections: (1) It
has been doubted whether there was such a place as Shulem
whence the spouse derived her name of the Shulemite. (2) It
seems obvious that if we accept this view of the book as true,
then we must renounce the belief in Solomon’s being the
author, for it is altogether unlikely that he could have written
so manifest an account of his own defeat. (3) The vast majority
of Bible students see no ground or foundation for the story
detailed above. They find no shepherd in it; no bethrothal of
the Shulemite with a shepherd; no effort on the part of the
king to supplant another in her affections and steal her from
him. In short, the story on which the view rests is pure fiction.
(4) If it be no more than a love-poem celebrating one of
Solomon’s amours it is incredible that it should have been
incorporated with the other books of the Bible, and for so
many centuries held its place with the other inspired books
as one of them. It was in the Old Testament canon when the
Septuagint version was made, two hundred and fifty years
before the advent of the Saviour; it has kept its place there
ever since. If it is only a “dissolute love song” God would have
found a way to cast it out of His Book ages ago, like the
Apocraphal books. (5) The strange and strong hold it has had
upon some of the most spiritually minded men the world has
ever seen-men
like Rutherford, McChene, Gill, Stuart,
John Trapp, and Thomas Goodwin-is inexplicable if the
song be nothing more than this hypothesis offers. We must
reject this theory.
The second view we mention which has been put forward
as an explanation of the design of the book is called the moral.
The song is regarded as a description of wedded love in the
exercise of its highest and purest affections. In this interpretation no spiritual sense is attached to the poem. The great
moral sentiments relating to the holy estate of marriage alone
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are intended to be inculcated, The €oundation for this opinion
rests on the union of Solomon with the daughter of Pharaoh.
It is held that the poem sings the praises of that princess, and
celebrates the happiness the king enjoyed in union with her.
There are very grave objections which may be urged against
this theory. We may safely assert that the Egyptian princess
is not meant at all nor can be meant by the Shulemite. Some
of the difficulties that lie against it may be stated. The delicate
daughter of the haughty Pharaoh could not in any supposable
manner have ever been the sunburnt keeper of the vineyards,
as the spouse is described to have been, ch. i, 6. She could
not have been unveiled and beaten by the watchman of Jerusalem, v, 7 . She could not have come from the snowy heights
of Lebanon when she had no occasion to be within one hundred
and twenty miles of its base, iv, 8. And it is very unlikely that
she conducted Solomon into her mother’s house, which was
in Egypt, iii, 4.
Moreover, on this theory it is impossible to account for
the remarkable situation of the spouse. She is found wandering
through the streets of the great city by night; is smitten by
watchmen; her veil is torn rudely from her face, the gravest
insult that could be offered an Eastern woman. In fact, her
whole conduct is utterly irreconcilable with the Oriental ideas
of womanly seclusion and modesty. If this spouse is a veritable
woman, having the experience here ascribed to her, then her
character is altogether incompatible with Eastern habits of
decorum, and is questionable.
The third view is, that the song is an allegory, that under
the guise of human love, the love which passes between two
loyal and faithful hearts, is set forth the intimate, tender relationship existing between Christ and His people. The frame,
we may reverently say, is human conjugal affection. But
through this thin, skillfully carved lattice-work there glance
out upon us the joy and bliss, the rapture and ecstacy, the
strange, tender wondrous play of the deep abiding love of
Jesus for His own, and reciprocally, theirs for Him. The Chaldee
Targum, the oldest Jewish commentary on the book, entitles
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it, “The Songs and Hymns which Solomon the Prophet, King
of Israel, Delivered by the Spirit of Prophecy, before Jehovah,
the Lord of the Whole Earth.” The great body of Christians
have always regarded it as a symbolical exhibition of the relations subsisting between the Lord and His people. From first
to last, orthodox believers hold it bears the stamp of the allegory. In support of this view the following arguments may
be urged: (1) It best accounts for the position of the book in
the canon of Scripture. (2) It accords with the instincts of the
spiritually-minded, (3) The names of its principal characters
indicate that it is an allegory-Shalomoh,
Solomon, the
peaceful one, the prince of peace, and Shulamith, also the
peaceful one, but feminine-the daughter of peace. These
names are believed to be as suggestive, as significant, as
Bunyan’s “Christian” and “Christiana,” or “Faithful” and
“Hopeful .” Read in this light, we perceive how appropriately
the book represents Jesus as the peaceful one, the peacebringer, and His people as the sharers of His peace, those
to whom He gives peace. (4) The fancifulness of some of the
scenes and situations render a literal interpretation absurd
and impossible. See, for example, ii, 14-17; iii, 1-4; vi, 4-7;
iv, 8. The Shulemite is in the clefts of the rock, in the concealments of the precipices; the bridegroom is in the garden, beyond
the mountains, in the distant fields. The bride sleeps, the
lover knocks at her door in the stillness of the night-withdraws
when he receives no answer to his call. She in her remorse
arises and wanders about the streets of the city. The rapid
transitions, the remarkable situations indicate that the poem
is an allegory. (5) This interpretation harmonizes best with
the Old Testament representations of the relation between
God and His people. This relation is often set forth as one of
wedlock. The prophets, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Hosea, in particular,
make the marriage covenant existing between the Lord and
Israel the ground of their passionate appeals. Nor is the New
Testament silent as to the relation. The union and reciprocal
love of Christ and the church are described in language closely
akin to that of the song, “He is the Bridegroom who hath the
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Bride.” They rejoice in each other. Their delights are mutual,
identical, Matt. ix, 15; John iii, 29; 2 Cor. xi, 2; Eph. v, 2532; Rev. xix, 7-9; xxi, 7-27.
The sudden pronominal changes indicate that the song is
an allegory. “Draw me, we will run after thee.” “The King
hath brought me into His chambers; we will be glad and rejoice in thee,” i, 4. The bride’s name is not that of a single
individual, but is collective. She is the “daughter of Zion.”
3. The teaching of the Song we hold is the following:
(1) The bridegroom is the Messiah, the Redeemer.
(2) The bride, His people.
(3) The daughters of Jerusalem, are the friends of both,
Jno. iii, 29.
(4) The Song describes the love which exists between them.
The fountain of all love for Christ is His love to us. To know
His love is to love Him in return, I Jno. iv, 19.
(5) The time when the Song has its fulfillment is always.
But it is believed that it will have a peculiar accomplishment
in that day when the Jews are again restored to God’s favor
and fellowship-and for the second time the marriage bond is
ratified and sealed, never again to be violated, Hos. i, ii; Rom.
xi, 26-29.
(6) Traits of Christ’s love. It is unconditional, chap. i, 2-6;
comp. Rom. v, 8. Irresistible, ii, 8; comp. 1 John iv, 10. Intense, ii, 9, 10; comp. John xiv, 1-3. Sheltering and protective,
ii, 14, 15; cornp. Ps. xci, 1-6. Exacting, v, 2; comp. Eph. 4,
i, 2. Jealous, v, 6; comp. Rev. iii, 20.
(7) Traits of a believer’s love. It is sev-depreciating, i, 5.
Eager for communion, ii, 1-7. Sometimes interrupted, iii, 1.
Sorrowful, v, 6, 7. Intermittent, v, 1, 2. Self-sacrificing, iii,
2, 3 .
4. Structure and summary of contents: (Moody Stewart)
Canto One. -Subject, the bride seeking and finding the king.
1. The king sought, chap. i, 2-8.
2. The king found, i, 9; ii, 7.
Canto Two. -Subject, the sleeping bride awakened.
1. Call to meet the bridegroom, ii, 8-15.
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2. Response of the bride, 16; iii, ii, 5.
Canto Three. -Subject, the bridegroom with the bride.
1. The king in his bridal chariot, iii, 6-11.
2. The beauty of the bride, iv, 1-7.
3. The garden of spices, iv, 8; v, 2.
Canto Four. -Subject, bridegroom’s withdrawal and reappearance.
1. Sleep and sorrow, v, 3; vi, 3.
2. Bridegroom’s return, vi, 4-10.
3. Glory of the bride, vi, 11; vii, 10.
4. Garden in the fields, vii, 11;viii, 4.
Canto Five.-Subject, the little sister, viii, 5-14.
THE STORY IN OUTLINE
We quote again from Arthur G. Clarke. Details of the beautiful story here unfolded can be gathered only from the Song
itself. It is mainly from the standpoint of the Shulammite
maiden herself and runs something like this. There lived at
Shunem (also known as Shulem) a humble family consisting
of a widowed mother with two or more sons and a younger
virtuous daughter, the maiden of the Song. The family seems
to have had a double occupation. Besides shepherding flocks
they had the care of certain vineyards, which they may have
owned or held simply as tenants.
During the course of her duties in caring for the young of
the flock the maiden became acquainted with a shepherd
youth. They met one day about noon while resting their flocks
at a woodland spot near the girl’s home. It was here under
the shade of a certain tree, which became a trysting place,
that the shepherd first declared his love and found to his joy
a response in the maiden’s heart. Mutual vows of fidelity
appear to have been exchanged.
According to Eastern custom, upon the death of their father
the maiden’s brothers, who were older, had assumed responsibility with the mother for arranging in due course their sister’s
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marriage. The brothers did not look with favor upon the growing intimacy of the young couple and made efforts to hinder
their communion. The purpose, no doubt, was to protect their
sister’s reputation and that of the family. The mother seems
to have taken a more lenient view, not only encouraging the
young people but later on at the same hallowed spot confirming
the lovers’ vows by a more formal pledge of betrothal.
One lovely spring day the maiden sets out to visit a nut
garden in a favorite valley. She desires to enjoy the sight of
the fresh verdure of her beautiful countryside. Suddenly and
quite unexpectedly she comes upon King Solomon with his
retinue returning from an excursion to his northern territories
where he possessed gardens and vineyards. The king’s observant
eye lights upon the damsel and, struck by her unusual beauty,
his too-susceptible heart immediately determines to make her
a member of his already large harem. It is probable that she
turned to flee, but by royal command is seized and committed
to the care of the court ladies, then conveyed to a royal residence or, as some think, to the king’s pavilion at a nearby
encampment.
(At some point in the story the scene changes from the
country to Jerusalem but just where cannot be positively stated.
Much depends upon the true interpretation of 4:8. A solution
could be more readily found if it were known for certain
whether or not the maiden was in the procession described
at 3:6-11.)
It is not at all unlikely that it is then that Solomon has her
taken to Jerusalem where she is handed over to the care of
the women. Amid the splendors of the royal palace the king
renews his attentions. The Shulammite is first promised gifts
of jewelry, and when this offer fails in its purpose she is later
offered advancement in station among the ladies of the court
circle. Her resolve, however, is unshaken. She preserves her
maidenly dignity and remains loyal to her betrothed shepherdlover from whom she has been unwillingly separated. All the
king’s blandishments, offered inducements, and all the luxuries
of court life mean nothing to the pure soul of this country maid.
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Her thoughts constantly dwell upon her absent beloved. Her
heart is full of him and him only.
Solomon comes at last to realize the utter failure of his
importunate advances. It is something new in his experiences
with the fair sex. Impressed by such virtue and constancy he
grants permission to the Shulammite to return home. Joyfully
she sends word to her beloved to come and escort her there.
To this invitation the shepherd eargerly responds.
The story ends with a touching description of the homeward
journey. Readers are permitted to overhear, so to speak,
snatches of the lovers’ conversation as they near home. They
pass familiar spots and recall past experiences. Throughout
the Song the formal marriage is seen only in prospect unless
the passage 4:8 to 5 1 does indeed belong chronologically to
the end of the book. Regarding this point see comments in Zoco.
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THE SONG OF SONGS TITLE 1:l
TEXT 1:l

1 The Song of songs, which is Solomon’s.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 1:l
1. Do you imagine Solomon wrote this song right after he
wrote Ecclesiastes? Discuss.
2. Is this song from Solomon or about him?
3. Why call this the best of all his many songs?
PARAPHRASE 1:l
1 The Song of Songs-Solomon’s.

,

COMMENT 1:1

I

This is a form of expressing the superlative. Like holy of
holies or Lord of Lords or King of Kings. Of the many songs
that Solomon wrote (one thousand and five, I Kings 4:32)
this is the best. We are eager to learn of its superlative value.

I

I

FACT QUESTIONS 1:1

I

1. In what area would you call this the best of all songs? Le., as
compared with what?
2. Was this song to be sung to music?
3. In what sense is it a poem?

’

I
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TEXT 1 ~ 2 - 4
FIRST SCENE- The King’s Palace
SHULAMMITE: SOLILOQUY
2 Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth; for thy love is
better than wine.
3 Thine oils leave a goodly fragrance; thy name is as oil poured
forth; therefore do the virgins love thee.
4 Draw me; we will run after thee: the King hath brought me
into his chambers; we will be glad and rejoice in thee; we will
make mention of thy love more than wine.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 1 ~ 2 - 4
4. For whom does the Shulammite maid long in these verses?
Is it Solomon or the shepherd?
5. In what way is love better than wine?
6. Why not just ask for kisses? Why mention “the kisses of
his mouth”?
7 . The fragrance of the oils of the man involved compares to
what in the personal grooming of men today?
8. What name would be appropriate as suggested in verse
three?
9. Who are “the virgins” of verse three? Where are they?
10. What is meant by “draw me”? (verse four)
11. Why use the pronoun “we” in verse four?
12. Why mention the fact that she is in the King’s chambers?
13. Is there a contrast between the King’s chambers and the
rejoicing and love mentioned in verse four?
14. Twice love is compared with wine-show
at least two
parallels.
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PARAPHRASE 1:2-4
SHULAMMITE’S SILILOQUY

2 Oh, that he would kiss me with the kisses of his mouth!
For thy endearments are better than wine.
3 Thy perfumes have a delightful fragrance;
Thy name is as perfume poured out;
No wonder the damsels adore thee.
4 Draw me after thee; let us hasten away!
(For the king has brought me into his inner apartments).
We will be glad and rejoice only in thee;
We will praise thy endearments more than wine.
Deservedly do the damsels adore thee.
COMMENT 1 ~ 2 - 4
Our comments throughout this book will be threefold: (1)
To give as careful an exegesis of the text as possible. We are
concerned about every word in the Song of Solomon and its
meaning! (2) The application of the text to the husband-wife
relationship. We believe this book can become a veritable
marriage manual in the area of love that should and can exist
between those who are married. (3) As much as we need help
in our day for our shakey marriages, we need more help in
establishing a deep union and communion with our Lord. We
shall relate the text to the mutual love between the believer
and his Lord.
Exegesis

By reading 6:12, 13 we conclude the Shulammite maid was
kidnapped -perhaps willingly, by the servants of Solomon.
She was taken to the palace of King Solomon. Perhaps this
palace was one of his northern summer houses-or was it at
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Jerusalem? At least there is a garden present with a latticework trellis. It is springtime. She is confined to the King’s
inner chambers. The women of the court or “daughters of
Jerusalem” surround her. When the impact of what has happened hits her she cries out in deep longing for her betrothed“Let him kiss’me with his mouth; for his love is better than
wine.” Even the wines of Solomon cannot make her forget
her beloved. In memory and imagination she can remember
the fragrance of his presence, We would compare such fragrance
to cologne used by both men.and women of our day. The
thought of his familiar fragrance prompts her to epitimize the
total personality of her betrothed with the symbolism of the
fragrance of his oil poured forth-“Thy name is as oil poured
forth.” In her soliloquy she is saying-“You are as attractive
to me in your personality as the cologne is to my sense of smell.”
What is meant by the phrase, “therefore do the virgins love
thee”? We see the Shulammite dreaming of her wedding day.
All her girlfriends who share with her in the wedding party
also share her estimate of the groom. These virgins love the
shepherd, not, of course, in the same relationship as the
bride-but they understand the beauty of his character and
appearance and therefore admire him greatly.
The girl from Shunem asks the groom to indicate by some
word or gesture that he wants her with him (Le., “draw me
out”)-only a slight indication and “we shall come running.”
We can see the girls and the bride of the wedding party frolicking on the green meadows of northern Galilee. All of this is
fanticized in the mind of the maiden as she waits in the King’s
chambers. She is waiting for a wedding-but not with Solomon,
The king wants her to rejoice and be glad in him and all the
things he can give her. The Shulammite assures her far off
lover that her heart is with him-her joy is in him-she will
tell the daughters of Jerusalem of her true lover-she will
speak of him to them of his endearing charms.
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All husbands would be delighted to have a wife who loved
them as this maiden loved her betrothed. And perhaps at one
time such love existed as a mutual deep affection. What happened? Well, no perfume lasts forever-or very long at all.
If we refer to only a surface put-on physical attraction we are
sure this is true. But if it is true hidden fragrance of the man
of the heart we are just as sure that such fragrance will not
leave or change. Your wife has always wanted you with your
kisses. Yes, she wants your kisses but not without you. The
sense of smell has more power in it for recall than any of the
other senses. We all associate some pleasant experience or the
opposite with some fragrance. Today, we with tears remember,
as we catch again the fragrance of yesterday-how poignant
and sad. What has changed? Not the perfume-but
what
it represented. There is only One who can give any of us a
lasting fragrant personality. Please notice that the words concerning other women and their admiration of the husband
are in the mouth of his wife-not in his. She knows her
husband is attractive to other women and she is ready to admit
it-not out of fear, but admiration. She is confident and
secure in his love for her. She does suggest to her husband-to-be
that she has an interest in expressing her love-but it is the
shepherd who draws her out. The expression of not only physical
love but all love in the husband-wife relationship is reciprocal.
Many husbands would be pleasantly surprised to know how
very often their name is menioned in conversation shared by
their wife among other women. Your wife wants to rejoice
and be glad not only in your presence but in her constant
pleasant memory of your presence. There is a lovely intoxicating quality in a true love affair-and it does not last for
only a brief day, it is the continuing of the love of marriage
where giving and not getting is the center.
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Communion

Is it difficult for you to relate these words to yourself as the
bride of Christ and to Him also as the groom? Or more to
the point-can you relate them to yourself as the betrothed
and our Lord as the One to whom you are promised? We are
not suggesting that everyone will emotionally respond to what
they can remember of theif Beloved. Many believers have
not spent time enough in the gospel accounts to get personally
acquainted with the beautiful One there revealed. Is it at all
possible to fall passionately in love with Jesus of Nazareth who
is the God of love in human form? Perhaps we should ask-if
we do not love Him deeply from the heart what has prevented
it? Do we expect fpom Him a relationship in which our senses
will respond to His near, dear presence? The words from His
lips are found in Matthew, Mark, Luke and John. These words
are expressions of love to us-when we read them as such we
cannot prevent emotional response-when we “abide” in His
words we are moved emotionally. We are NOT saying this is
our only response to His words-but we ure saying this is one
of our responses!
“The Lord Jesus excels in all the fragrant graces of a perfect
character.” (Clarke) To become so intimately involved with
Him in an appreciation of His character and His sacrifice on
our behalf is better than wine. Can we say the joys we experience in our knowledge of Him creates a sensation (based
on our knowledge) better than the physical inebriating capacity
of wine? These are mere poetic words without meaning to
those who have never hungered and thirsted after Him (who
is our righteousness).
Jesus was “the anointed of God”-He was thus anointed
with the Holy Spirit at His baptism. (Acts 10:38) The Holy
anointing oil of the Old Testament was a combination of lovely
fragrances (Cf. Exodus 30:22-25). The name of a person stands
for or represents the person himself-His
name is “The
Anointed One”-He is even as His name-fragrant in beauty
beyond human description.
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We are glad to affirm that our Lord has many, many times
drawn us out in our love for Him. If we want His love He will
provide the circumstance in which we can find it. You will
find His love revealed in His word and in your meditation and
prayer before Him. Do you want to spend time with your beloved? Ask Him-he will draw you out by arranging your
schedule in such a manner that whereas you had no time or
place-then suddenly there it is!-When He has shown us
the way, are we ready to run in it? Taking delight in the Lord
is a cultivated capacity. Wine and its enjoyments is here contrasted with our Lord and His enjoyments. Which will it be?
We cannot kiss two people at the same time.
FACT QUESTIONS 1:2-4

4. Why do we believe the Shulammite maiden was kidnapped?
1

5. Where is the maiden when she gives lier soliloquy? To
whom does she address these words?
6. Why mention wine and perfume?
7. What is meant by saying “Thy name is oil poured forth”?
8. What is meant by the phrase, “therefore do the virgins love
thee”?
9. Explain the phrase “draw me.”
10. The Shulammite is waiting for a wedding but it is not as
Solomon planned. Explain.
11. What is shared with the daughters of Jerusalem?
12. The Shulammite surely offers all wives a grand example.
How so?
13. What do we mean by saying “no perfume lasts forever”?
14. Explain the thought that your wife has always wanted you
with your kisses.
15. Discuss the powerful recall capacities of the olfactory sense.
16. There is a way to always be fragrant. How?
17. Who said the groom was attractive to other women than
his bride? Why?
18. There must be a mutual expression of love but someone
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must lead. Discuss.
19. What is the large topic of conversation among women?
How does this relate to the conduct of the husband?
20. Discuss the lovely intoxicating quality of a true love affair.
21. Why would it be difficult for some persons to relate the
words of k2-4 to our Lord and His bride, the church?
22. Many people never emotionally respond to their heavenly
groom. Why?
23. We are not saying emotional response is all important, nor
our only response. What are we saying? Discuss its importance?
24. In our relationship ivith our Lord what is better than wine?
25. Jesus is “The Anointed One.” What does this mean to us?
26. Explain how our groom has often “drawn us,”
27. Taking delight in our Lord is a cultivated capacity. Explain.
28. What is meant by saying “We cannot kiss two people at
the same time”?

TEXT 1 5 , 6
APPEAL

5 Black am I, yet comely, ye daughters of Jerusalem, as the
tents of Kedar, as the hangings of Solomon. Look not on
me because I am black, because the sun has scorched me.
6 My mother’s sons were angry with me, appointed me as
keeper of the vineyards-mine own vineyard have I not
kept.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 1:5,6
15. Isn’t “black” too strong a word as used in these verses?
What is meant?
16. Does the girl know she is attractive? Is this an advantage
ot disadvantage? Discuss.
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17. How does she compare with both the tents of Kedar and
the hangings of Solomon?
18. What made this maiden conscious of the color of her skin?
19, Is there some reason for saying “my mother’s sons” instead
of “my brothers”?
20, What are the responsibilities of a keeper of a vineyard?
21. What is meant by a reference to her own vineyard?

PARAPHRASE 1:5,6-APPEAL
SHULAMMITE TO COURT LADIES

5 I am black but comely, 0 daughters of Jerusalem!
(Black) as the tents of Kedar,
(Comely) as the tapestries of Solomon.
6 Do not disdain me because I am so dark,
Because the sun has deeply tanned me.
My brothers were angry with me;
They made me keeper of their vineyards;
My own vineyard I could not keep.
1

COMMENT 1:s’6
Exegesis

We much prefer the translations which suggest the maid
to be “dark” or “sunburnt.” Perhaps she becomes somewhat
self-conscious of her darker complexion as she mingles among
the secluded bleached out women of Solomon’s harem. “The
tents of Kedar” refers to dwelling places of the decendants
of Ishtriael who roamed the deserts of northwestern Arabia,
Their tents were made of black goats’ hair. Such tents are
still in use today in several parts of Israel and Arabia. The
cloth is a close-weave and waterproof.
The tapestries of Solomon were those beautiful hangings
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used in the temple and many of the royal buildings. The rich
colors and embroidery work made them a topic of conversation
throughout the land.
This maiden offers to all maidens after her a grand example
of proper self-image. She quite candidly recognizes both her
limitations and potential. She is less than perfect but she is
valuable and comely. She offers this evaluation of herself before she hears from “the daughters of Jerusalem.”
Peer group pressure has not been suddenly discovered by
our generation: If we do not dress alike or comb our hair
alike we are scrutinized with a critical eye. The Shulammite
was different. She explains her appearance. We do not feel
there is veiled criticism in the phrase “my mother’s sons,” it
is but another way of identifying her brothers. Why did they
send her out into the hot sun to work the vineyard? They were
upset with her for some reason. Perhaps it was her shepherd
lover. Maybe they felt she was too young. It would seem they
wished to remove her from the family home. She was busy all
day in the vineyard and perhaps stayed in a near shelter at
night. Such is only conjecture and we must leave it there. The
reference to “mine own vineyard’’ refers to her complexion
and grooming, which was in strong contrast to what she saw
in the pavillion of Solomon.
Mamhge 1:5, 6

As we have observed above: the woman who knows her
limitations and does not feel inferior, the one who recognizes
her comeliness and is yet not proud will make an ideal wife
and mother. It is so important that such an attitude be expressed and maintained among other women. This will not be
an easy task. Perhaps we should be reminded that family
influence will carry over into marriage relationships. How the
wife treated her brothers might be similar to her treatment
of her husband. We detect no resentment in the explanation
of the treatment she received from her brothers.
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Communion I:5, 6

The Christian is indeed “black but comely.” We do not
refer to an inward blackness of sin from Adam’s transgression,
but of the effects of external influences upon him. Because
he has responded to “the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye
and the pride of life’’ (I John 2:15-17) he has entered the blackness of death in trespasses and sins (Ephesians 2:lff). But he
is also very comely-he is created in the image of God and
has all the potential of a child of heaven. He can be made
whiter than snow; he can be raised out of his death into new
life (Colossians 3: lff,. Among the “daughters of Jerusalem’’ the
Christian must maintain his integrity. He is a sinner like those
about him, but God so loved him that he is now the comely
child of God. We all have a strong tendancy to either think
too much of ourselves and emphasize our comeliness or deprecate ourselves unnecessarily and remember how black we are.
We can say in genuine humility-‘‘I am a black sinner made
comely by grace.” We could see a comparison in the action
of the brothers of this text to our fellow sinners. They have
had an influence upon us and we could blame our sinning
upon them. A little thought will let us both know that we were
the ones outwardly responsible. In this same context we can
say we were so busy in the affairs of this world we never even
considered what tragic influence it was having upon our standing before God.

~

,
,
,
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FACT QUESTIONS 1 : 5 , 6
29. Why not use the term “black”?
30. What probably produces the awareness that she was “sunburnt”?
31. What were “the tents of Kedar”?
32. Why refer to “the hangings of Solomon”?
33. This maiden offers a grand example of proper self-image.
How?
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34. How does “peer-pressure” relate to the circumstances described here?
35. Why was she a keeper of vineyards?
36. In what way does this Shulammite become a pattern for
a good wife and mother?
37. What was the attitude of this sister toward her brothers?
38. Explain how the Christian is “black but comely.”
39. We have a strong tendency to emphasize either our blackness or our comeliness. Explain.
TEXT 1:7
SOLILOQUY 1:7

7 Tell me, 0 thou whom my soul loveth, where thou feedest thy
flock, where thou makest it to rest at noon; for why should
I be as one that is veiled beside the flocks of thy companions?
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 1:7

22. To whom are these words addressed?
23. Why does she want to know where the flocks are fed?
24. What is meant by “one that is veiled”?
25. What danger seems to be present in the circumstances
described?
PARAPHRASE 1:7
SHULAMMITE’S SOLILOQUY (aloud)

7 Tell me 0 thou whom I dearly love, where thou doest pasture
thy flock, where thou doest make it rest at noon; for why
should I wander about like a wanton among the flocks of
thy companions?
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COMMENT 1:7
Exegesis 1:7

In her imagination the maiden has left the chambers of the
King. She is out again in the open fields of her home in
northern Canaan. She can see her beloved shepherd with his
flock. She wants to sit down with him at the same oasis at
noon. She longs for his personal interest and concern for her,
so she simulates a situation where he can express his concern
and show personal interest. “Suppose I cannot find his flock,
and I must wander across the fields from flock to flock? What
will the companion shepherds of my beloved think of me? The
obvious conclusion would be that I am a prostitute in search
of business. Do not let me be thus misrepresented-it is the
anthesis of my true self. Help me!”
Marriage 1:7

There is much to learn in this one verse. Women are given
to day-dreaming-witness the immense popularity of the afternoon soap operas on TV. But contrary to what men believe
they are not dreaming about men as such-but about the love
and concern men should have for women. Yes, the maiden
wanted to be with the shepherd-longed earnestly to see him.
But for what reason? So he might take an interest and show
personal concern for her. This is not primarily an erotic interest but a total-person interest. It is the nature of your wife
to seek protection and help.
Communion 1:7

Surely we can address our Lord with the words of this verse:
“0 thou whom my soul loveth.” Far more than a mere academic relationship exists between the bride and the eternal
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shepherd. The two works of the shepherd are the two needs
of our soul: food and rest. We can observe other sheep who
are fed and rested. We long for this same relationship. Our
request will not go unanswered. There is food and rest for
anyone who will come unto Him-take upon him His yoke-he
shall find rest and will be led into the green pastures.
Other shepherds have flocks-we
have often wandered
among these flocks and found neither food nor rest.
FACT QUESTIONS 1:7

40. In her imagination she has left the chambers of SolomonWhere is she?
41. She wants personal attention and interest from her shepherd
lover. What does she do to get it?
42. Do you feel we have fairly represented women in their daydreaming? Discuss.
43. Show how the two works of the shepherd are the two needs
of our soul. Discuss.
TEXT 1:8
COURT LADIES RESPONSE 1:8 (ironical)

8 If you do not know, 0 fairest among women, follow in the
tracks of the flock, and pasture your kids beside the shepherd’s tents.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 1:8
26. Evidently the musings of the maid of Shunem was expressed out loud. Why the sharp retort?
27. Did anyone say the heroine of this story was the “fairest
among women”? Why used here?
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28. The humble beginnings of the Shulammite are here emphasized. Why?
29. Are we to identify the maid as a shepherdess?
PARAPHRASE 1:8
8 If thou know not, 0 fairest among women! Go, follow the
tracks of the flock, and pasture thy kids by the shepherds’
booths.

COMMENT 1:8
Exegesis 1:8

It would seem the ladies of the court would be glad to be
rid of their rival. “If you want your shepherd lover-go find
him,’’ they seem to say. It is impossible to shine as light and
not reflect upon the darkness. The simple expression “I am
comely’’ is here exaggerated to mean “the fairest of women.”
Perhaps the women of the harem would reflect Solomon’s
attitude. They are expressing in jealousy his estimate of the
newest arrival. What a humble task is suggested to the potential
bride of King Solomon. Women were given the task of caring
for the newborn of the flock. We see in the sarcastic words
of these women a humble peasant girl leading a little flock
of young sheep or goats across the far reaches of the hills of
Galilee. With difficulty she directs them to the protection of
the shepherds’ booths.
Marriage 1:8

“All who live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution” I1 Timothy. Girls who accept our Lord as their life-style
will without question stand out among women without Christ
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as the Shulammite in,the court of Solomon. They can expect
the same treatment. A Christian true to her Lord is looked
upon by many as being both weak and ignorant. Many times
your presence will be an embarrassment to others and they
will wish you were gone. Please notice that there is no response
from the maid. Light, truth and love need no defense, they
will speak for themselves by their nature. At the same time,
we need to remind husbands that all battles for our Lord are
not fought nor won in the environment of their jobs and friends.
Communion 1:8

A happy relationship with your wife or husband is the very
best protection against illicit sex. It is only where we are vulnerable that words of criticism touch us. When our Lord is as
real to us in our imagination as the shepherd was to this shepherdess we will be able to turn a deaf ear to reproach-yea,
more, we can rejoice in it for we are sharing the proper response to His likeness in us. Our job is humble compared to
some. Our work is always humble as compared with anyone.
Humility is our garment. Are we to resist likeness to our Lord?
The Great Shepherd’s task was the lead and feed sheepyoung and old. We hear Him say to us as He did to Peter“feed my sheep-feed my lambs.” (John 21:15ff)
FACT QUESTIONS 1:8

45. What would indicate the women of the harem want the
Shulammite to leave? Why?
46. Who said she was the fairest of women?
47. What task did women have in the care of sheep?
48. We have many women today like the Shulammite. Who
are they?
49. Show how the response of the maid is a good example
for us..
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50. Some are immune to and some are very vulnerable to
temptation. What is the difference?
TEXT 1:9-11
SOLOMON: FIRST ADVANCES TO THE SHULAMMITE
1:9-11
I

1
I

I

9 To me, my darling, you are like My mare among the chariots
of Pharaoh.
10 Your cheeks are lovely with ornaments, Your neck with
strings of beads.
11 We will make for you ornaments of gold with beads of silver.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 1:9-11
30. It seems strange to compare a beautiful woman to horses
in Pharaoh’s chariot. What possible parallel is present?
31. How could jewels make cheeks comely?
32. Just what picture do we get from these descriptions?
33. We can appreciate a beautiful necklace. Is this the point
here?
34. What is the purpose of Solomon in his reference to so much
gold and jewels?
35. There is a promise in verse eleven. What is it?
36. What conditions are assumed?
COMMENT 1:9-11
Exegesis 1:9-11

The comparison here made by Solomon was a very acceptable compliment or it would have not been given. To horselovers today it is not difficult to see comparable qualities. The
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effortless grace of an Arabian horse could be very much like
similar movements on the part of a beautiful maid. Solomon
and many men since have been connouseirs of the movements
of both horses and women. The perfect symmetry of both is
another obvious likeness. The word “horses” used here suggest
a mare horse which makes the comparison even closer. We
must not overlook the tremendous value placed on horses from
Egypt. (Cf. I Kings 4:26, 10:28). It is of some interest to point
out that the expression “my love” used by Solomon means
literally “companion” or “female friend” -it is used twice
by Solomon-here and in 6:4. He is not necessarily deprecating
her and refusing to marry her, for the shepherd uses the same
word seven times (Cf. 1:lS; 2:2; 10:13; 4:l; 7; 5 2 ) . We know
Solomon’s intentions were to add her to his already large
harem. This was not the purpose of the Shepherd.
Solomon is now using his imagination-he sees the charming
maid with a headdress holding two rows of jewels which decorate either side of her face. How beautifully do those dangling
rows of jewels set off your cheeks. Perhaps this rustic country
maid has around her neck q simple inexpensive necklace-it
will be replaced with a brilliant expensive gold one. Solomon
wants to overwhelm and impress her with his promises. There
is nothing personal in what he says-any beautiful girl would
fit the description given here-it probably is not the first time
he used it. The phrase “ornaments of gold with beads of
silver,” is difficult to visualize. Moffett translated it “We will
have golden beads strung around you, studded with silver.”
These were not idle promises-they were backed by all the
wealth of a billionaire-but how empty of personal interest!
Solomon is due for a shock.
Marriage 1:9-11

How would your wife respond to such flattery? We would
all like to believe they would be as, impervious as the maid
from Shunem. We want to assume our wife would not be
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interested in gold and silver. Her head would not be turned
by extravagant words of praise. But if we have long ago left
her for other interests she has since felt bereft of personal
concern and appreciation. She has built up a deep hunger for
appreciation-if such appreciation (however false) is tied into
a solid financial gain who is to say what would happen? Please
do not say “this cannot happen to me,” it is happening today
in a thousand homes. And with offers far less attractive than
the one offered by Solomon. Our wives must feel that we believe
they are both beautiful and valuable. If they are not, why did
we marry them?

Communion 1:9-11
Put these words in the mouth of Satan as he makes his offers
to each of the members of the bride of Christ. These words
all have a physical, sensual association. We want to appear
acceptable if not beautiful in the eyes of men. For someone to
tell us we appear to them as graceful and strong as some beautiful woman or handsome man could indeed get our attention.
If while holding our attention an offer of a large sum of money
is tied to the compliment we might give more than attention.
Why? Because our image of grace and beauty is found in the
person of man. The heroine of this love song was not at the
least interested. Why? Because the beauty she saw in her shepherd and the value she found in his presence was far more
than all Solomon (Satan) could offer her. Until our relationship
with our Lord becomes far more personal and real than it
usually is we will be tempted to join the harem.
I

FACT QUESTIONS 1:9-11

51. Show how the comparison made here of the maid to the
horses of Solomon was a very acceptable compliment.
52. Give two or three parallels in the above compliment.
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53. What is meant by the term “my love”?
54. How were the maid’s cheeks made comely?
55. What is meant by saying the compliments given by Solomon
were not personal?
56. Explain ‘:borders of gold with studs of silver.”
57. Did Solomon really plan on keeping these promises?
58. Does this episode have any real relation to present-day
marriages? Discuss: ’
59. Show how‘the words of Solomon when placed in the mouth
of Satan have app’lication to us. Discuss.
TEXT 1:12-2:7
SHULAMMITE: NARRATION TO COURT LADIES
1:12-2:7
a. Explanation of her Situation 1:12

12 While the King sitteth at his table, my spikenard sendeth
forth the smell thereof.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 1:12
37. Why is the King at his table?
38. Why,is it the maiden is perfumed with spikenard?

12 While the King reclines in the circle of his friends, my
spikenard sends forth its fragrance.
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COMMENT 1:12
Exegesis 1:12

The King has made all the provisions necessary for the
contemplated wedding-or
entrance into his harem. The
prospective bride (or mistress) is bathed and perfumed with
the rare and expensive fragrance of spikenard such as those
used in Oriental courts. Such perfume was made from a plant
grown in India and was imported for this purpose. Even as
she speaks she can catch the impact of her wedding preparations through her olfactory sense.
If Solomon set his table for this maid as he did at other
occasions this must have been an impressive feast. Read I
Kings 4:22-27 and 10:21 to visualize Solomon’s menu. Read
also Mark 14:3 for a reference to the same perfume lavished
upon our Lord by a woman in Bethany whose name was Mary.
Cf. John 12:3. The fragrance filled the room-at
Bethany
as it did at the table of Solomon.
Marriage 1:12
I

At least Solomon was aware of the need to pay attention
to the person of his prospective bride. It was much m-ore
important to her than to him. He could love one more wife
without perfume-but she would not be as responsive to him.
We must first of all make it very clear that we love the person
of our wife before we make any identity with her body. But
it is important that she know we want her total self. The atmosphere is almost as important as the action to our wife.

1
I

l
l

I

Communion 1:12

~

’

1i

I have thought a number of times that the perfume of the
scripture could accompany our reading and meditation on
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His word and could ,of themselves contribute an atmosphere
of peace and relaxation necessary to total concentration. We
are not suggesting such is essential but we are saying the
environment of meditation and memorization is important.
While the prince of this earth reclines with his friends shall
we enjoy the fragrance of His presence?
FACT QUESTIONS 1:12
60. What is meant by the phrase-“While the King reclineth
at his table”?
61. Why was the Shulammite wearing perfume? Tell what you
know of the “spikenard” here mentioned.
62. Solomon did know something of the needi of women.
Discuss.
63. How can we apply this verse to marriage today? What is
so important about atmosphere? Discuss.
64. Do you accept the suggestion that place and circumstances
are important to our study of His word? Discuss.

TEXT 1:13, 14
b. Estimation of her Beloved 1:13, 14
13 A bundle of myrrh is my well-beloved unto me; he shall
lie all night between my breasts.
14 My beloved is unto me as a cluster of henna flowers in the
vineyards of En-gedi.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 1:13, 14

39. Is there a comparison made here with the spikenard of
verse 12? Le,, is myrrh compared with spikenard?
40. In what sense was the shepherd a bundle of myrrh to the
maid?
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41. Why mention the bundle of myrrh between her breasts
all night?
42. Are we to consider the myrrh and the henna flowers a
keepsake from the shepherd to his shepherdess?

PARAPHRASE 1:13, 14
13 A sachet of myrrh is my beloved to me; It shall lie all night
in my bosom.
14 My beloved is to me a posy of henna flowers culled in the
vineyards of En-gedi.

COMMENT 1:13, 14
Exegesis 1:13, 14

The term “my beloved” here used twice by the bride-to-be
is used by her twenty-five times-each time in reference to her
shepherd-lover (Clarke), This is a beautiful metaphor-but
what does it mean? Are we to believe she is treasuring the
bundle of myrrh left with her by her beloved? To keep his
presence near, does she often lift his sachet of fragrance from
her bosom to overpower the scent of the spikenard? It is interesting to contemplate-especially when we know that myrrh
carries a bitter-sweet association. It is sweet in fraqrance but
bitter to the taste. We do associate certain persons with certain
fragrances. She can turn in her sleep and catch a breath of myrrh
and smile as she thinks not of Solomon, but of her shepherd.
Henna flowers were sometimes white and sometimes of pastel
color of very light brown to beige. They were fragrant and
most popular as flowers for the hair. In the far-off oasis of
En-gedi in the desert by the Dead Sea has my love gathered
the most beautiful and fragrant of these lovely blooms-he
left a cluster of them with me just before I was stolen away by
Solomon. More precious to me are his flowers than all the
riches of Solomon.
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Marriage 1:13, 14

If we have not fairly represented the captive of Solomon’s
chambers we do hope there is somewhere a girl like thiswhat a wife she would make! If we have given the girl we
married the same care and devotion as the shepherd-lover
we could expect the same response-but not until, and only
when we do. What keepsakes have we left with our wives?
Something distinctively personal and full of fragrant beauty.
In the midst of the multiplied tasks of the day and the sometimes overpowering pressures of life this dear girl we married
wants, needs and deserves an oft given remembrance or two
from you and me.
Communion 1:13, 14

Has our Lord left us anything by which we can remember
Him? To ask is to answer. We could easily suggest His bread
and His cup-or His external words of love recorded in the
gospels, or the Other Comforter. But we pause to contemplate
how very lightly such dear sweet remembrances can be treated.
It is our love, yea our deep, personal love for the One who gave
them that impregnates His gifts with beauty and fragrance
for us.
Would we overtax the figure to suggest that we could once
again enter into a courtship with our Lord? Would you read
again His love letters to you-sometimes called the Gospels?
FACT QUESTIONS 1:13,14

65. How is the expression “my beloved” here used? What is
meant by the metaphor of “my beloved is a sachet of
myrrh”?
66. Explain the figure of the henna flower.
67. These verses have a most poignant application to marriage.
Explain.
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68. There is in these verses a beautiful analogy as we relate
them to our communion with our Lord. Discuss.
TEXT 1:15-2:6

l

I

1

l

l
I

c. Description of a conversation between the Shepherd and
the Shepherdess, 1:15-2:6.
Dialogue: Shepherd, 1:15
“15. Behold, thou art fair, my love; behold thou art fair;
,
thine eyes are as doves.”
Shularnrnite, 1 :16-2: 1
“16. Behold, thou art fair, my beloved, yea pleasant: also,
our couch is green. 17. The beams of our house are cedars,
and our rafters are firs.” “2:l. I am a rose of Sharon, a lily
of the valleys.”
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 1:15-2:6

43. Are we to conclude that the shepherd has made an actual
appearance? Discuss.
44. The words of the shepherd are so important to the shepherdess that she has remembered them verbatim-is this
the thought?
45. In what particular manner were the eyes of the Shulammite like doves?
46. How is the term “pleasant” used in verse 161
47. Where was the green couch?
48. The description of beams and rafters is poetic-what is
actually involved?
49. In the context the rose of Sharon and the lily of the valley
is in reference to the maiden. Why is it so often applied
to our Lord? Discuss.
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PARAPHRASE 1;15- 2:1
Dialogue: Shepherd, 1:15

15. Lo, thou art fair, 0 my companion!
Lo, thod’art fair, thine eyes are dove-like!
Shulammite, 1:16-2: 1

16. No, thou art the fair and pleasing one, my beloved,
See, our couch is green;
17. The beams of our apartments are of cedar,
and our rafters of cypress.
2:l I am but a wild flower of the Sharon plain, a common
anemone of the valleys.
COMMENT 1:15-2:1
Exegesis 1:15-2:1

The shepherd speaks again of his rapture in the presence of
his bride. Actually all of this dialogue is but a soliloquy on
the part of the bride. She in imagination hears him say these
words to her. Perhaps she had heard them often before so it
was easy to repeat them. Constant companionship is a large
part of courting. As he once again looked into the eyes of his
beloved he sees in their open, transparent, soft expression
something similar to what he often observed in the eyes of a
dove. The total impression of the dove is included in the comparison. The altertness, the quick perception, the softness are
all involved in what he sees. “Doves are thought of as emblematic of gentleness and guilelessness (Matt. 10:16). They are
noted also for constancy, having but one mate for life, and
are said to mourn when the mate is absent.” (Clarke)
The bride reciprocates, she says in effect, you are the fair
one. The term “fair” refers to physical appearance, she
adds a word-“not
only are you acceptable to the eyesyour personality is most pleasing.” Both the outward and the
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inward view are a source of happiness. In her heart, the green
couch of the woodland is much to be desired over the luxuriant
divans in Solmon’s palace. In but recent days they had sat
together and shared the communion of lovers.
“TO the Shulammite’s poetic fancy the interlacing boughs
of cedar and cypress trees formed overhead the ceiling of
‘their’ house.” It is no uncommon thing for lovers to dream
of their future house. She may be intentionally suggesting a
contrast with the splendors of Solomon’s grand house (I Kings
7: lff). “House (‘houses’ the Hebrew plural of excellence).
The thrice repeated ‘ours’ shows a sweet consciousness of a
shared possession.” (Clarke)
We should ignore the chapter divisions. The bride is still
speaking-she considers herself as but a wild flower. She
identifies herself with one of the two most common flower
varieties. The “rose” of the plain of Sharon was most probably
a narcissus or meadow saffron.
The term “lily” is used six times in this book-2:1, 2; 2:16;
4 5 ; 513; 6:2, 3; 7:2. It most likely refers to the scarlet anemone
which grows in such profusion in several places in Samaria
and Galilee. Matthew 6:28 seems to be a reference to such
a lily.
A not too covert comparison is being made in such a reference. She is saying-“How
could you find me among the
many maidens of the village?-I am so small and ordinary.”
Marriage 1 :15 -2: 1

Our wife will never know how she appears in our eyes unless we tell her! Our compliments must not only be sincere
but distinctively individual. If your wife’s eyes do not look
like those of a dove do not use this as a compliment. There is
indeed a metaphor or simile especially applicable to her. You
can be sure your wife will respond very much like the Shulammite-she hardly knows how to handle‘it, except that she is
pleased and returns the compliment. Once again, we must
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be reminded that environment is so important to our wife.
She does not re
ber your kisses only, but also the green
couch and the beautiful ceiling where they were given. As
much as at all possible we should prepare the place for her.
Comfort, and hatural beauty are a much more meaningful gift
than a multitude of “things” which many times have no personal meaning.
So many wives have a very low self-image-they want to
believe they are indeed “the fair one” in the eyes of their
husbands, but many’times they feel much more like a very
ordinary rose among ten thousand more on the wide plain of
Sharon; or like a humble lily hidden away in a valley. How
fondly do they hope someone will notice them and lift them
out of obscurity and anonymity. Each person has an important
identity of themselves but your wife to a large extent has her
identity with you and of you. The person who cannot appreciate
another will themselves fail to be appreciated.
Communion 1:15-2: 1

We believe the words of these verses can have a wonderful
meaning for the believer and his Lord. Can we imagine our
Lord speaking of us in the words of verse 15?-“Lo, thou art
fair, 0 my companion”! Beauty is in the eye of the beholder,
when our Lord considers us as justified, sanctified, redeemed,
adopted, saved, are indeed “fair.” It is an imputed beautybut a beauty none-the-less.
That He would condescend to be “our companion” is a
wonder of all wonders. As we abide in Him and with Him does
He see in our eyes the dovedlike quality of trust and purity
and fidelity? The eyes are the windows of the soul-what
would it be to have Him look fully into our eyes? He does,
He is! Companionship with Him can allow the dove within us
i.e., the Other Comforter to develop His life within us-someday it will be no longer self who looks out of this house but
heaven’s dove.
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It is easy for us to lavish praise upon Him-we are quick
to return the compliment and at the same time we are humbled
by His attention to us. Our beloved is indeed “fair and pleasant.” We read of His beauty in the gospel accounts and find
it true in our experience. He is not only fair to observe but
pleasant to live with. We offer no sensual association in our
communion with our Lord, for He is Spirit and not flesh and
bones. We feel none-the-less a strong attachment to Him and
count the times and places of deep communion and meditation
as a trysting place of love. As the maiden remembers her
“house” which became “our” house, we can remember many
occasions and places we could call “Bethel” i.e., the house of
God and the gate of heaven.
All of this for one who is but a poor rose and unnoticed lily!

FACT QUESTIONS 1:15-2:1

I
l

I

I

I
1
I

,

69. Did the shepherd ever actually say what is attributed to
him in verse 15?
70. In what way were the eyes of the maid “dove-like”?
71. Doves are emblematic of what?
72. What is meant by the term “fair” as used here?
73. Why add the term “pleasant” to the description of the
shepherd?
74. Where and what was the “green couch”?
75. To what does she refer in reference to the cedar and cypress?
76. How is the terms “rose of Sharon” and “lily o f t h e valley”
used?
77. Should we “make up” compliments for our wives? Discuss.
78. In our attendance to our wife what is she the most likely
to remember?
79. Do some wives have the wrong self-image? What should
we do to help? Discuss.
80. Can we really imagine our Lord describing us as in verse
lS? Discuss.
81. What happens when we are willing to have our Lord as our
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constant companion?
82. How is our beloved both fair and pleasant? Discuss.
83. Have we exaggerated the comparison in our discussion of
verses 16 and 17 as related to the communion of the Holy
Spirit? Disgm.

TEXT 2:2-2:7
Dialogue: Shepherd 2:2
“2. Like a lily among the thorns, so is my darling among the
maidens.”
Shulammite, 2:3a
“3a. Like an apple tree among the trees of the forest, so is
my beloved among the young men.”
Aside to Court Ladies, 2:3b-4
“3b. In his shade I took great delight and sat down, and his
fruit was sweet to my taste. 4. He has brought me to his banquet
hall, and his banner over me is love.”
Appeal to Court Ladies, 2:5, 6
“5. Sustain me with raisin cakes, refresh me with apples,
because I am lovesick. 6. Let his left hand be under my head
and his right hand embrace me.”
Adjuration to Court Ladies, 2:7 (first)
“7. I adjure you, 0 daughters of Jerusalem, by the gazelles
or by the hinds of the field, that you will not arouse or awaken
my love, until she pleases.”

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 2 ~ 2 - 7
50. The shepherd accepts his bride’s estimate of herself but
turns it to her advantage. Why? Was it true?
51. The shepherd is compared to an apple tree-do apples
grow in the Holy Land? What is meant by the comparison
to the other trees?
52. Two thoughts seem prominent in 3b. What are they?
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53. What type of banquet house could a humble shepherd afford? What kind of meal would be served?
54. How is the term “banner” used? (What was the purpose of
the banner? This is the crucial question).
55. The maiden is in distress as stated in verse five. What is
her problem and what assistance does she suggest?
56. How does verse six relate to verse five?-Le., does verse
six offer a solution to the maid’s problem as stated in
verse five?
57. Verse seven is repeated twice more in the text (cf. 3:s and
8:4). Please attempt an interpretation of your own. Is there
any application in this for us? Discuss.
PARAPHRASE 2 ~ 2 - 7
Dialogue: Shepherd 2:2
2. As an anemone growing among brambles
so is my companions among the maidens.
Shulammite 2:3a
3(a) As a citron tree among the trees of the forest,
So is my beloved among the young men.
Shulammite to Court Ladies 2:3b-4
3(b) In his shade I delight to sit down,
And his fruit is sweet to my taste.
4. He has brought me into his banqueting house,
And his banner waving over me is inscribed, “love.”
5. Sustain me with raisin-cakes,
Refresh me with citrons,
For I am lovesick.
6. Oh, that his left hand were under my head,
And his right hand supporting me!
Adjuration to Court Ladies 2:7 (first)
7. I adjure you, 0 daughters of Jerusalem,
By the gazelles and the hinds of the field
That ye arouse not nor stir up love
Until itself is pleased to awaken.
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COMMENT 2:2-7
egesis 2:2-7

The shepherd picks up the figure used by the Shulammite
and once again turns it to her advantage. He says in essence:
“You are indeed a lily or flower but compared to those among
whom you live you are like a lovely bloom among brambles.”
He could be emphasizing the jealousy engendered by her
beauty in his reference to thorns or brambles.
The word translated “apple” in the American Standard
version is much better thought of as “a citron tree.” Apples do
not grow well in the Holy Land. An orange tree seems to fit
the description perfectly. Such a tree with its evergreen heavy
foliage and golden fruit would indeed stand out amid the
cypress, fir or cedar trees. Among the other young men so
did her beloved stand out. It might be of import to notice the
contrast: she is a flower, he is a tree. This is a subtle compliment on her part.
It is so refreshing to contemplate the transparent sincerity
of this country lass in the afluence of Solomon’s palace. She
turns to the women of the harem, and with the direct simplicity
of youth she describes her relationship to the shepherd. “In
contrast to the trees with no fruit is my beloved who offers fruit
and shade.” The orange tree blossoms and bears fruit at the
same time. “Refreshment and rest amid lovely fragrance are
both offered by my beloved.” She takes great delight in his
presence and is satisfied with what he offers her of himself.
The maiden is in the banquet room of Solomon-but she
much prefers the banquet hall of her beloved. And just what
would that be? A humble, but beautiful vine arbor in the midst
of the vineyards. Read I Kings 4:7, 22, 23; 10:21, for a description of the gold vessels Solomon used in his feasts. “A
canopy was often spread above the host and principle guests
at a feast and richly decorated according to the means of the
former.” (Clarke) Perhaps this is “the banner” referred to by
the maid. It could be that “banner” is to be thought of as a
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standard of protection such as those used in battle. Cf. Numbers
1:52; 510; 6:4, 10; 10:14, 18, 23, 25. It was a rallying-point
and guide to give encouragement and confidence to those
on a weary march or those amid extreme conflict. “So the
bride, transplanted from her lowly station to new scenes of
unwanted splendor, finds support and safety in the known
attachment she has with her beloved.” (Cook)
Are we to imagine that this bride-to-be is actually physically
ill from her loss of her loved one? It is possible-she has lost
her appetite and has not eaten-she is weak and in need of
refreshment. “Sustain me with raisin-cakes, refresh me with
citrons, for I am lovesick.” There was someone else who was
sustained by raisin-cakes-read I Samuel 30:12 to find out
who it was. Orange blossoms were once used in the East to
revive the bride-much like we would use smelling salts. It is
from this custom that orange blossoms have been associated
with marriage. It would seem that Solomon and his court and
courting made her weak and sick but not of love.
As we attempt an understanding of verse six it would seem
difficult to imagine a posture for the maiden and her lover in
which his left hand could be under her head and his right
hand supporting her unless they were lying down. This is an
obvious reference to the intimate embrace of the marrige bed,
it is repeated in 8:3. With this kind of total involvement in the
mind of the maid, Solomon has but a superficial interest
for her.
The seventh verse is most interesting inasmuch as it is repeated in 3:s and 8:4. It seems to be a faithful axion to which
we should give heed. What does it say? “It is an adjuration
that no attempt to kindle love by unworthy means should be
made, for true love awakens spontaneously. It should owe
nothing to improper stimulation by others, but be as free and
unfettered as the life of the gentle creatures here mentioned.”
(Clarke) It would seem the ladies of the court were attempting
to get her to accept the affections of the King much as they
had. No doubt those members of the harem were quite proficient in the art of sex stimulation. Where such desires are
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aroused apart from the person for whom they are reserved
disappointment and frustration is the inevitable result. “Genuine love is a shy and gentle affection which dreads intrusion
and scrutiny (here the reference to the gazelles and hinds, shy
and timid creatures) but dangerous in its strength and vehemence, if heedlessly awakened-“as strong as death and as
cruel as the grave” (8:4, 5). “Be shy of love, lest, like the silly
fawn that runs to look the lion in the face, one heedless gaze
betray thee to thy death.” (Cook)
Marriage 2:2-7

How could we possibly find a more practical passage for
present day marriage relationship? Believe it or not you could
never, never tell your wife often enough that she is the fairest
of women to you. (Of course, she must have been or you would
not have made her your choice.) If we look closely she will
become more fair each passing day. But she will never know
it until we express it-and with evident feeling! Once we convince our wife that she is indeed in our eyes all we say she is
we shall not wait long for a reciprocal response from her. We
can easily be a “stand out” winner with our wife-who else
has access to her heart like her husband? Do we offer protection and refreshment? We are thinking of much more than
physical protection and refreshment. A constant consistent
solicitous attitude about every relationship along with planned
times of mental and physical refreshment will create a genuine
appetite for a repeated visit to the shade of your tree and refreshment from your hand. How easy it would be to expand
on this section until we had a sizeable marriage manual. We
cannot do this but we do want to say every husband (beginning
with the writer) must have a banquet room for his wife-he
must often lead her to it-over it all is the lovely canopy inscribed “Love.” We are thinking of all that nourishes-your
words-which is food for the mind and heart-food also for
the body, a sense of abundance in more than sharing-a total
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giving of self for the needs and enjoyment of your beloved.
Of all persons our wives know the meaning of verse seven.
When artificial or crude means are used in a vain attempt to
awaken love the results might be disastrous! If we are not
willing to accept the nature of love as possessed by our wives
we had best leave the lovely creature in the seclusion of her
own forest. She is willing to come out, nay she wants to be
found-but not with a bull horn! If courtship is not continued
beyond marriage we are due to find out just how strong and
cruel love can be-and we deserve it! I shall not leave here
instructions on how to attract your gazelle or lure your deer.
After all she belongs to you.
Communion 2:2- 7
As much as we see in this text for help in a happy marriage
we see even more in a happy relationship with our Lord. Project yourself into this dialogue:
My Love to You:
“As a lovely flower amid the brambles of the earth so art
thou my companion to me. In the midst of the many, yea
multitudes who are lost I see each and every one who is saved.
I would love to transform every thorn into a flower-but
I
want you to know that I am looking intently, with great fond
interest on you-I can also identify every bramble and its relation to you. How beautiful you appear to me. How deeply
I want your constant companionship.” We can hardly believe
this. It is only true because in love He looks at us through grace.
We Respond to His Love:
“As an evergreen tree who constantly bears delicious fruit
and delightful blossoms in the midst of a forest of trees with
no foliage or fruit art thou to me. I have found much more
than a refuge in your presence. In the contemplation of your
beauty is the fullness of joy.”
We Advertise to Others:
Relish these words-rethink
each one lest they become
commonplace. “In the calmness that is mine through my
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awareness of your love, and omnipotence I delight to sit down.
When I eat the-wordstiyou leave me in your book they are so
nourishing and sweet to my taste. The more I am willing to
sit in your heavenly places the more overwhelmed I am with
your abundant provisions. I fiqd in my contemplation of just
the four accounts of your love through your Life a whole expansive banquet room. The table is laiden with all my favorite
food. Upon entering the room I saw emblazoned over the
whole wall a banner and on it were these words- ‘7 love you. ”
A Warning to Those Who Might Think to Presume Upon
H i sL ove:
I adjure you by all the meekness and tenderness of the
lovely One: do not push into His presence and demand He
express His love for you. Foolish One! How could He more
fully show you His heart?-it was pierced for you! Stay with
Him until in your meditation and exchange of conversation,
emotions are awakened. Praise Him and sing of Him-He is
love and you shall know it.
FACT QUESTIONS 2:2-7

82. What was intended as deprecation was turned to a compliment? How?
83. Show how the orange tree with its golden fruit perfectly
fulfills the figure of speech here used.
84. There is a sharp contrast between the shepherd and other
men-much like the contrast of trees-what is it?
85. What was the banquet room of her beloved?
86. What was the “banner f the banquet room?
87. Are we to imagine the bride is actually physically ill with
love? How was she to be helped?
88. To what act does verse six refer?
89. Give your own interpretation of verse seven.
90. Is it really necessary to tell our wives how attractive they
are to us? Discuss.
91. We can easily be a “stand out” winner with our wife.
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Explain. How? Why?
92. Every husband must have a banquet room for his wife,
Explain and discuss.
93. Discuss the positive and negative qualities involved in
discussing husband’s among women.
94. Of all persons wives know the meaning of verse seven.
Explain and discuss.
95. Love can be strong and cruel as well as soft and gentle.
Explain.
96. Do you really believe our Lord looks upon us as we have
described Him under My Love To You?
97. How can we compare our Lord to other persons?
98. Discuss the meaning and application of the thoughts
expressed under “We Advertize to Others. ”
99. Isn’t the thought exaggerated beyond meaning under
the heading A Warning to Those Who Might Think to
Presume Upon His Love? Discuss.
100. What is the warning of verse seven-Le., as it relates
to our Lord?
TEXT 2:8-3:5

l

’
1
1

I
l

1

SHULAMMITE: NARRATION TO COURT LADIES
(perhaps later)
a. Invitation from the beloved 2:8-14

“8. The voice of my beloved! Behold, he cometh, leaping
upon the mountains, skipping upon the hills. 9. My beloved
is like a roe or a young hart: behold, he standeth behind our
wall; he looketh in at the windows; he glanceth through the
lattice. 10. My beloved spake, and said unto me, rise up, my
love, my fair one, and come away. 11. For, lo, the winter is
past; the rain is over and gone; 12. The flowers appear on the
earth; the time of singing of birds is come, and the voice of
the turtle-dove is heard in our land; 13. The fig-tree ripeneth
her green figs, and the vines are in blossom; they give forth

I
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their fragrance. Arise, my love, my fair one, and come away.
14. 0 my dove, thou art in the clefts of the rock, in the covert
of the steep place, let me see thy countenance, let me hear
thy voice; for sweet is thy voice and thy countenance is comely.”
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 218-14
58. Are we to imagine the shepherd has truly come for a visit
to Solomon’s palace? Discuss.
59. What is suggested by “leaping up0 he mountains ,” and
“skipping upon the hills”?
60. In what way does she compare her beloved to a gazelle
or roe?
61. Why stand outside and look in? Why not knock and come
in? Discuss the figure and its meaning.
62. Is the maid full of desire to escape her confinement and
is this the reason for the invitation of verse ten? Discuss.
63. Why describe the time of the year?
64. What a lovely description of spring! What is “the voice
of the turtle-dove”?
65. What hint is found in reference to the ripened figs? “Come
away” from what to where? Cf. verse 13.
66. The attitude and response of the maiden is found in verse
fourteen. What is it?
67. The invitation of the shepherd is to much more“tfianphysical
relationship as seen in verse fourteen. What is involved?
PARAPHRASE 2~8-14
Shulammite to Court Ladies:
8. Hark, ’tis the sound of my beloved! He comes
Bounding over the mountains, skipping over the hills.
9. My beloved is like a gazelle or a young deer.
See! he stands at our wall,
He peers in at the windows,
Glancing through the lattice.
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10. My beloved said to me,
“Arise, 0 my companion, my fair one, and come away!
11. For, see! the winter is past;
The season of rains is over;
12. The flowers appear in the fields;
The time of singing is come.
And the cooing of the turtledoves is heard in the land;
13. The fig tree ripens its green figs,
The blossoming vines give forth their fragrance.
Arise, 0 my companion, my fair one, and come away!
14. 0 my dove, in the clefts of the rock,
In the crannies of the precipice,
Let me see thy face, let me hear thy voice;
For sweet is thy voice and thy face comely.”
COMMENT 2~8-14
Exegesis 2:8-14

We like the expression of Moffat as found in verses eight
and nine. He says:

,
1

,
l

1

“Listen, it is my darling,
There he is, coming to me,
leaping across the mountains,
bounding over the hills!
There he stands behind our wall,
gazing through the window,
glancing through the lattice!”
The word “voice” in verse eight is better understood as
“sound”; so the thought is that the maiden hears the footsteps of her beloved. “In his eagerness of love the shepherd
scorns all obstacles that would keep lovers apart, yet as he
nears the maiden’s home he appears somewhat shy, not knowing, perhaps, what kind of reception he will get from the rest
of the family (1:6, 2:15)” (Clarke) He is compared to a gazelle
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because of his beauty of form-but also because of his alertness and timidity. It would appear that the shepherd is not the
only one who is unwilling to express himself-when he arrives
at the house why isn’t the lovely maiden there to greet him?
The “lattice” window refers to the form of construction. Glaze
or glass windows were not used. Evidently, the latticework
was so built that a person on the outside>couldnot see in but
those on the inside could easily see out.
It would seem that beginning with verse ten through verse
thirteen we have an eight line stanza of the beloved’s entreaty
to his love. Notice: he invites her to come with him into the
open country, which is now a place of unsurpassing beauty.
The winter is over and the spring has come. It is a time of
“mirth and mutual affection.” (Cook)
It must be either the last week in March or the first or second
week in April. Six signs of the season are given in these verses:
(1) The winter and its heavy rain is over-“For behold, the
winter is past, the rain is over and gone.” (verse 11) For
six months in the summer the rain rarely falls.
(2) “Buds and flowers appear on the earth” (verse 12a).
“When the tender grass springs out of the earth, through
sunshine after rain.” (I1 Samuel 23:4)
(3) “The time for singing has come “or” the time has arrived
for pruning the vines.” It would seem considering the
the context of the first two signs that “time for singing” is much more parallel than pruning the vines.
(verse 12b)
(4)“The voice of the turtledove has been heard in our land.”
(verse 12c) “This is a migratory bird that appears in
Palestine the second week in April” (Cf. Jeremiah 8:7).
(A. F. Harper)
(5) “The fig tree has ripened its figs.” The figs remained
embalmed during the winter months and come to life
or ripen in the early spring.
(6) “And the vines in blossom have given forth their fragrance.” The fragrance of the grape vine blossom is very
sweet, but very brief. The inhabitants of grape country
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need no proofs or descriptions to appreciate this fact.
(Adapted from C. F. Cook)
We like the words of W. J. Cameron as found in the New
Bible Commentary. “After the wintry months devoid of fresh
life and growth, the stirring vigor of the Syrian spring follows
of a sudden upon early rain. The earth rapidly assumes a
mantle of bright green intermingled with the varied colors of
innumerable flowers. The newly clad woodland comes alive
with song amid which can be discerned the persistent mournful note of the turtledove. It is then that the voice of the beloved is heard.” (quoted by Clarke)
“Arise, my darling, my beautiful one, and come along!”
(verse 13b) Verse fourteen continues in four lines an entreaty
to the bride to come out of her seclusion. The modesty and
shyness of the maiden are the points here. Her home must
have been inaccessible-note the description; “0 my dove,
in the cle$s of the rock, In the secret place of the steep pathway, Let me see your form (appearance), Let me hear your
voice; For your voice is sweet, and your form is lovely.” “Some
render the phrase ‘the secret place of the ascent,’ pointing to
crevices in a cliff approachable only by a steep ascent. The
wild dove chooses high and inaccessible rocks for its resting
place. In poetic language the shepherd seems to intimate that
the maiden is not easily accessible to him because the attitude
of her brothers as shown in the next verse.’’ (Clarke)
Marriage 2 9 - 1 4

“Oh that my wife would want me and love me as this maid
did her shepherd.” Such an expression could well be the lament
of many a husband. No doubt there are some wives who think
as fondly of their husbands as the Shulammite did of the
shepherd. Every wife (as well as husband) have known what
it is to wait for the familiar sounds of the approach of their
spouse but are they persuaded he (or she) is as eager to see
them as the hero of our text? Such persuasion must be planned
and cultivated long before he arrives. Actions in little areas
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of need met time after time will convince anyone that no hill
or mountain will separate us from meeting a need when it is
present. The largest need is one of companionship. It would
be easy for me to change places with the maiden and imagine
my wife as the eager, shy, beautiful gazelle anxiously-curiouslyalertly looking through the almost impenetrable windows of
my heart to see if she could discover a meaningful movement.
Please exchange places husband-you
are to be just that
eager to know what goes on in the heart of your wife-never
mind that you cannot see or know, the important thing is that
you are there and that you want to know.
There are a thousand times a thousand wives who weep
today for a husband who would dream a dream like the one
described in verses eight through thirteen. Let’s take our wife
on a picnic in the country-or to a lovely secluded spot by
the seashore. The important part of this is not the picnic but
her person. The spring is only lovely because she is the center
attraction. Have we forgotten how to be romantic? Perhaps
it is because the beauty of God’s creation and our willingness
to give ourselves to our wife has ceased to be a reality.
i

Communion 2:8-14

As the bride of our Lord we can soliloquize concerning His
coming again-but I would rather relate this passage to His
present interest in us. There is no barrier that can or will
separate us -“not tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or
famine or nakedness, or peril, or sword” (Romans 8:35). In
all these things we are more than conquerors through Him
who loves us. Behold! He stands at the door of our heart-He
is beautiful in appearance-but He will not force entrance.
He is more than curious-He wants very much to come in
and share every activity of ours-He is standing behind our
wall and looking in at the windows-see Him there as He
glances through the lattice? He is calling me to leave the television set and meet Him for a walk together in seeking and
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saving some poor lost person who lives but a few houses from
me. One glad day He came and called me to put aside the
winter of my backsliding and join Him in the springtime of
my first love. There is so much beauty in holiness! The time
of singing is come. The song of heaven’s dove is with me. What
was once only hard words I find to be delectible fruit. What
fragrance I find in His presence! I seem to hear His voice again
and again “Arise, 0 my companion, my fair one, and come
away! Far too often I have been as inaccessible as the maiden
in the clefts of the rock, in the crannies of the precipice -but
no more-He shall hear my voice and see my face-I love Him.
FACT QUESTIONS 2:8-14
101, What does Moffat’s translation add to our understanding?
102. The word “voice” in verse eight is not the best translation.
What is?
103. The shepherd is eager but shy. Why?
104. In what way is he like a gazelle?
105. The maiden is also reticent. Why?
106. What is the context of the eight-line stanza of verses ten
through thirteen?
107. What time of the year is indicated?
108. List and discuss the six signs of the season.
109. Discuss the context of verse fourteen?
110, Just where did the bride live?
111, What can husbands do to receive the welcome given by
the Shulammite?
112, There is something very basic in the happy relationship
of husband and wife. Is there an answer in this text?
Discuss.
113. It isn’t necessary to understand our wives or for the wives
to understand all about their husbands-one
thing is
needful-what is that? Discuss.
114. Do you think we have overstated the case of our communion with our Lord? Discuss.
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115. Offer Some personal practical manner of application for
returning to our first love.
TEXT 2~15-17
b. Intervention of the Brothers 2~15-17
Their behest, 15; Her avowal, 16;
Her request to the shepherd, 17.

“15. Catch the foxes fot us, The little foxes that are ruining
the vineyards, while our vineyards are in blossom. 16. My beloved is mine, and I am his; He pastures his flock among the
lilies. 17. Until the cool of the day when the shadows flee away,
Turn, my beloved, and be like a gazelle Or a young stag on the
mountains of Bether*”
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 2~15-17

68. How do these verses relate to what has just preceded?
69, When did this incident take place? At what location?
70. Is verse sixteen an answer to verse fifteen? Discuss.
71. What request is being made in verse 17?
PARAPHRASE 2~15-17
The Brothers:
15. Go, trap for us the foxes
The little foxes that ruin our vineyards;
For our vineyards are in bloom.
Shulammite to the Brothers:
16. My beloved is mine and I am his!
He (who) pastures his. flock where the anemones grow.
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Shulammite to the Shepherd:
17. When the day cools and the shadows lengthen,
Return, my beloved, swift as a gazelle or a young deer.
Over the mountains of Bether.

COMMENT 2~15-17
Exegesis 2:15-17

Let’s not forget that 2:8 to 3 5 is a narration given in the
court of Solomon to the court ladies of an incident that occured
some time earlier in the experience of the Shulammite with
the shepherd and her brothers. When the shepherd came to
call he received something less than a welcome from the
brothers. Perhaps their attitude would account for her unwillingness to appear at the door. The request of the shepherd
was viewed as a total waste of time, if not a threat to the safety
of their sister. She has a job to do. The traps must be set for
the foxes. The vines are threatened by these rodents. There
is no time for frolic-there is work to be done.
She will dress the vines and catch the foxes but this will
not dissuade her from devotion to her lover. He is mine, and
I am his. I know just where he pastures his flock, and when
I am through with my work I will go to him.
Returning to her beloved she asks him to call again, when
the day cools and the shadows lengthen-in th.e evening come
again-come to me as swiftly as a gazelle or young deer. Perhaps they had both observed the fleet-footed deer on the
mountains near their home and it is to this she refers in his
swift return to her. “Bether” means separation or division.
It was a definite locality near Bethbara (I1 Samuel 2:29, Bithron) and was separated from the rest of Israel by the river
Jordan. The region was cut up by hills and valleys, rough,
craggy, and difficult to cross, hence the allusion in a symbolic
sense.” (Clarke)
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Marriage 2:15-17

Brother, sisters and mothers have all posed a threat to
marriages. The demands by relatives are many times quite
legitimate. This is what causes the rift. Such “little foxes”
will cause all manner of havoc in married life. Yes, we must
meet family responsibilities nand catch a few foxes-but not
to the extent of neglecting our love for the one to whom we
have given our selves. “To despise little things in relationships
of love is to show ourself utterly ignorant of important facts
of life. It is little things that often account for happiness or
for sorrow-a little remembrance, or a little forgetfulness,”
(A. F. Harper)
We could also observe that these verses also exemplify the
attitude that keeps a marriage together and makes the two
an inseparable “one.” My beloved is mine and I am his. I
know just where he (or she) is and what he (or she) is doing.
My interest is his interest, where he goes there goes my heart.
As soon as possible come to me as swiftly as at all possible.
Such a constant mutual giving to each other insures happiness.
Communion 2:15-17

How often have we gone after the “little foxes” and lost
our beloved? Just a little compromise with the world-just a
little disobedience to the voice of the Holy Spirit through our
conscience; just a little indulgence of the flesh; it is easy to
rationalize and justify all such action. Or perhaps the demands
have no question about them-they are “the affairs-of this life”
in which we can be entangled and because of them we fail to
please Him. (Cf. I1 Timothy 2:6)
We have pledged ourselves to our Lord-He has never
failed in his pledge to us. We know where we can find HimHe pastures His flock among the lilies-it is a pleasant beautiful place-let’s go find Him and spend some time in His
garden. When the rapid pace of the work-a-day world has
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come to an end, let’s find Him in the cool of the day. Or in
the early morning before the shadows begin to form.
FACT QUESTIONS 2:15-17
116. What response did the Shepherd receive from the brothers?
117. Did the maiden catch the foxes? How did she plan on
expressing her love.
118. Interpret in your own words verse 17.
119, What are “the little foxes’’ of marriage?
120. There is in this section the attitude that will hold a marriage together. What is it?
121. In our communion with our Lord how can we go after
the little foxes and lose our beloved?
122. Where can we find our Lord? Is this a practical application of this text?
TEXT 3:l-5
c. Relation of a Dream, 3: 1-4
d. Adjuration to Court Ladies, 3:s (second)
“1. On my bed night after night I sought him whom my soul
loves;
I sought him but did not find him.
2. I must arise now and go about the city;
In the streets and in the squares.
I must seek him whom my soul loves.
I sought him but did not find him.
3. The watchmen who makes the rounds in the city found me,
And I said, ‘Have you seen him whom my soul loves?’
4. Scarcely had I left them
When I found him whom my soul loves;
I held on to him and would not let him go,
Until I had brought him to my mother’s house,
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And into, t.he roorqfofher who conceived me.”
5. “I adjure you, 0;daughters of Jerusalem,
By the gazelles or by the hinds of the field,
That you will not arouse or awaken my love,
Until she pleases.”

,

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 3:l-5

72. Is there anything in the previous verses that might suggest
the cause of this dream? (What about a promise unfulfilled?)
73. Why the oft-repeated phrase “whom my soul loves”?
74. In what city was her search?
75. What were the duties of the city watchmen?
76. Do you think the watchmen helped her in her search?
77. Why bring her beloved to her mother’s house?
78. What reason is there in mentioning her conception?
79. Who or what is not to be awakened until the proper time?
80. What is the meaning of this verse?

PARAPHRASE 3: 1-5
Shulammite to Court Ladies:
1. By night on my bed I kept dreaming
(That) I sought him whom I dearly love;
I sought him but I found him not.
2. (Thought I) I will get up and go about the city,
Into the streets and open spaces.
I will seek him whom I love dearly.
I sought him but I found him not.
3. The watchmen who patrol the city found me;
(I asked), “Have you seen him whom I love dearly?”
4..Hardly had I passed on from them,
When I found him whom I love dearly,
I clung to him and would not let him go
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Until I had brought him to my mother’s house,
Into the apartment of her that bore me.
5. I adjure you, 0 daughers of Jerusalem,
That ye arouse not nor stir up love
Until itself is pleased to awaken.

COMMENT 3:l-5
Exegesis 3:l-5

The women of Solomon’s harem are here told of a reoccurring
dream. Perhaps it is occasioned by what is not shared with
them-that her lover failed to return as promised (2:17). It
is of some passing interest to observe that the term “bed” or
“couch’’ of 1:16 is a “day couch.” Repetition in dreams is a
common occurrence-ln
a time of anxiety frustration in
dreams would reflect such a state of mind.
We are not told the name of the city but it would be natural
to assume it was Shunem-it could have been Jerusalem. She
is to make a thorough, if not frantic search. Up and down
the streets and into the larger areas of the intersections and
city gates she searches hither and thither. Anywhere where
persons congregate she will go looking between and among
all she meets. She will look at each one for the familiar dear
form of her beloved. The night watchmen appear-surely
they will know-they can help me-I will ask them-She
describes her beloved to them (or perhaps they know him by
name if it is in the town of Shunem) “Have you seen him?”
We are not told of their response-we would assume they did
not know from what.follows. She had no sooner left them than
she suddenly sees him and in an instant she is in his arms.
She clings to him with the tenacity and joy of “the lost is found”!
Why did she bring him to her mother’s house? Perhaps this
represented the place of security-safety
and permanence.
The mention of her mother’s house would seem to confirm the
thought that her mother was a widow.
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This might1 also. support the thought of the concern of her
brothers for her safety.: S,ome commentators suggest that this
is a description of the consummation of the marriage. We
see no need for such a conclusion.
We ask the reader to please refer to our comments on 2:7
for the meaning of 3:s. This verse is again repeated in 8:4.
In our day of the billion dollar sale of pornography we need
to read and understand this verse more than thrice.
Marriage 3:l-5

Does my wife dream of me? If she does what is the nature
of such dreams? If her dreams are filled with anxiety it could
be because we do not dream more often of her. We want our
comments to be as practical as at all possible. We have found
the following expression so very much to the point.
“Bill Lawrence is 38 years old. He has a pretty wife, two
beautiful children, and is considered one of the outstanding
preachers in his city. Bill and June were married while Bill
was still in seminary. Their first child was born during his
senior year. June never completed her college education but
took a job to help Bill through seminary. Bill is an effective
preacher and is greatly respected by both his assistant and the
congregation. He works hard on his sermons. His church
is growing.
Bill’s wife will leave him next week.
Bob Ramsom is the executive director of Christian Commitment Abroad which he founded 22 years ago. He has travelled
all over the world and is a much sought-after speaker. After
a shaky start, CCA began to grow rapidly about ten years ago.
Much of its growth is due to Bob’s high level of commitment
and his willingness to give himself unstintingly to the work
of Christ.
Bob doesn’t know it, but he left his wife eight years ago.
WHERE ARE YOU?
Where are you as a Christian leader? Where does your
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commitment lie? Could it be that you, too, are one of those,
perhaps without even knowing it, who has left his wife?
How do you sort it all out? Where do your Christian priorities
lie? How does one find a balance between commitment to the
task and commitment to one’s family?
THREE PRIORITIES
In one of our earliest Christian Leadership Letters, (March
1973), we laid out what we consider to be three levels of Christian commitments, three levels of priority. Simply stated
they are:
First: Commitment to God and Christ
Second: Commitment to the Body of Christ
Third: Commitment to the work of Christ
We picture these as foundation stones, one built upon another. We begin with the initial commitment to God through
His Son. But the visible evidence of this vertical relationship
with God is found in this second priority of horizontal relationships with the sons and daughters of God. The Bible calls us
away from a Western individualism back to a biblical coporate
unity. It is on this foundation and within the framework of this
body-like relationship that the work of Christ is to be carried
out. “It was he who ‘gave gifts to mankind’ . . He did this
to prepare all God’s people for the work of Christian service,
in order to build up the body of Christ” (Ephesians 4:11,
12, TEV).
These priorities cannot be exclusive of one another. All three
are needed. One of the conditions for effectively carrying out
the work of Christ is the relationship that exists within the
body. “If you have love for one another, then everyone will
know that you are My disciples’’ (John 13:35, TEV).
WHERE IS YOUR WIFE?
We are addressing ourselves here as Christian leaders, and
especially as married men. Where does your wife fit in these
priorities? Certainly of all the relationships described in the
Bible the highest and most mystical is the relationship found
in marriage. Paul could only compare it to the relationship of
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Christ and His Church (Ephesians 521-33). The disruption
of this relatiohship ban have tremendous spiritual consequences. Peter tells us that interruption of the relationship
can even interfere with our prayers (I Peter 3:7).
Is your ministry as a Christian Leader built upon a foundation of a strong marriage relationship, or does it move forward
in spite of that relationship.” (Christian Leadership Letter,
March 1977).
Before our wife wakes up and finds her nightmare is true,
let’s change the cause.
Communion 3:l-5

Communing with God on our bed is no new unusual thought.
Daniel was given a vision upon his bed. Cf. Dan. 2:28, 29;
4:5, 10;7:l. The Psalmist says, “Let the saints exult in glory:
Let them sing for joy upon their beds.” Psalms 1495. As
we close our eyes for rest it should be a time when we take
His yoke upon us that we might find rest for our souls as well
as our bodies. A total yielding to the presence and interest of
our wonderful Lord should precede our slumber. There are
times of concern when sleep flees from us. It is at such times we
need Him most of all. We are glad to affirm that He has not
left us. Any feeling of desertion or separateness is not because
He has left. There is no need to seek Him in the streets-nor
to make inquiry of others as to His whereabouts. He is right
where we left Him. Return to your place of disobedience and
confess your sin and be cleansed. He will be found again just
on the other side of genuine repentance.
FACT QUESTIONS 3:1-5

123.To whom are these words addressed? Why?
124. Why this troubled dream?
125. There are two types of beds described in this book. What
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are they? (Cf. 1:16 and 3:l)
. *
126. In which city does she see her lover in her dream?
127. What was the task of the watchmen? Why ask them?
128. Why take him to her mother’s house
129, What dreams could our wives have of us? Qiscuss.
130. Discuss the article When Did You Leave Your Wife?
131. Show how these verses can relate to our communing with
our Lord upon our bed. Discuss.
I

TEXT 3~6-11
SECOND SCENE- The Royal Procession
REMARKS OF THE SPECTATORS

First Speaker: v. 6
“6. Who is this that cometh up from the wilderness like
pillars of smoke, perfumed with myrrh and frankincense, with
all powders of the merchant?”
Second Speaker: v. 7,8
“7. Behold, it is the litter of Solomon; three score mighty
men are about it, of the mighty men of Israel.
8. They all handle the sword, and are expert in war;
Every man hath his sword upon his thigh, because of fear
in the night.
Third Speaker: v. 9, 10

9. King Solomon made himself a palanquin of the wood of
Lebanon.
10. He made the pillars thereof of silver, and the bottom
thereof of gold, the seat of it of purple, the midst thereof being
paved with love, from the daughters of Jerusalem.
Fourth Speaker: v. 11

11. Go forth, 0 ye daughters of Zion, and behold King
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Solomon with. the, crown, wherewith his mother hath crowned
him in the. day, of his *espousals, and in the day of, the gladness of his heart.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 3~6-11

81. An entirely new scene is now presented. What is its basic
content?
82. Who is asking the question in verse six?
83. What caused the pillars of smoke?
84. Who is involved that so much perfume is used?
85. What is meant by the term “litter” as used here?
86. Why such a large body guard?
87. The word “palanquin” is only found here in the scripture.
What is its meaning?
88. What is the difference between “the palanquin” and “the
litter”? Discuss.
89. Please identify the parts of the palanquin and attempt a
drawing of this structure.
90. Who are the “daughters of Zion”? Are they the same as the
“daughters of Jerusalem”?
91. The King had on an unusual “crown.’’ What was it?
PARAPHRASE 3:6-11
First Bystander:

6. What is this coming up from the open country
Looking like palm trees of smoke,
Perfumed with myrrh and frankincense
And all kinds of aromatic powders of the merchants?
Second Bystander:

7. Look! It is Solomon’s litter
Surrounded by sixty of his bodyguard;
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All are heros in Israel.
8. All have drawn swords flashing,
The hilts upon their thighs.
Ready against sudden night attacks.
Third Bystander:
9. King Solomon prepared for himself a palanquin

Of finest timbers from Lebanon,
10. The supports of its canopy were of silver;
Its backrest of gold;
Its seat was of purple;
Its interior upholstery a love gift
From the daughters of Jerusalem.
Fourth Bystander:

11. Go forth, 0 daughters of Zion!
Look upon King Solomon
Wearing the nuptial chaplet
Wherewith his mother adorned him
On the day of his marriage celebrations,
Even the day of his heart’s gladness.
COMMENT 3:6-11
Exegesis 3:6-11

We have before us an entirely new scene. We are back in
northern Canaan amid the wilderness of this north country.
We are witness to a royal procession of Solomon. Perhaps this
is the description of what the Shulammite saw when she was
taken captive by Solomon and was brought back to his royal
palace (either at Jerusalem or some other nearer city). Compare
6:11, 12 for a brief description of the possible circumstances
of her capture.
Let’s not forget that Solomon is the writer of this book. Perhaps this paragraph is here because he wants all to know of
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his magnificence.
Walter F. Adeney in An Exposition of the Bible gives a vivid
description of this section:
“‘It is by one of the gates of‘Jerusalem, where the country
maiden has been brought in order that she may be impressed
by the gorgeous spectacle of Solomon returning from a royal
progress. The king comes up from the wilderness in clouds
of perfume, guarded by sixty men-at-arms, and borne in a
magnificent palanquin of cedar-wood, with silver posts, a
floor of gold, and purple cushions, wearing on his head the
crown with which his mother had crowned him. Is the mention
of the mother of Solomon intended to be specially significant?
Remember-she
was Bathsheba! The allusion to such a
woman would not be likely to conciliate the pure young girl,
who was not in the least degree moved by this attempt to
charm her with a scene of exceptional magnificence.”
If the above description is accurate then the Shulammite is
the first bystander and the words of verses seven and eight are
addressed to her.
Perhaps the dialogue in verses nine and ten as well as eleven
are spoken by a third and fourth bystander. The “palanquin”
of verse nine deserves comment. We quote from Arthur G.
Clarke: “This Hebrew word is found only here in Scripture
and is not the same as that translated litter in verse seven,
which was simply a couch for reclining. This word indicates a
state conveyance of elaborate construction, a kind of portable
house. The speaker may have been comparing unfavorably
the litter the King was then using with the gorgeous palanquin
used on state occasions. Here is another hint that the cortege
was not a marriage procession. made himself-(Le.,
by his
direction and perhaps according to his own design; wood of
Lebanon-(i.e.,
the famous timber of that region such as
cedar or cypress, fir or pine); wood- (lit., woods). Probably
more than one kind of timber had been used.
Verse ten-pillars-(Le.,
light columns to support the
canopy or roof); bottom -the Hebrew is used here only in the
Old Testament and with a meaning not clear. It probably
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refers to the back rest against which the occupant leaned. Seat
-(i.e., riding seat), the same Hebrew word is translated
“saddle” (Leviticus 15:9). “Purple” -this and crimson were
royal colors. The last two lines present difficulties and are
variously interpreted. The Hebrew for “paved” is found only
here in the Old Testament. The lines are best understood
as meaning that the vehicle was lined or upholstered as a
love-gift from the ladies of the royal enturage, possibly their
own handiwork (Cf. Dr. Robert Young’s literal translation)
(ibid,p. 59).
Marriage 3:6-11

Solomon hoped that the maiden would remember this procession as part of her marriage to Him. Some commentators
see this as the wedding procession of the marriage of Solomon
with an Egyptian princess. The eleventh verse does mention
Solomon wearing the crown his mother gave him when he was
married. Since no time element is mentioned it could easily
be a reference to the past when he did wear such a crown or
“nuptial chaplet.” Solomon is looking forward to such an
occasion again. These words were probably sung or spoken
to every one of the prospective brides of Solomon. At least the
King was acquainted with what made the wedding meaningful
to women. Ceremony and attendants along with the clothes
are what is remembered by the bride. The finest of clothes,
the best of food and a beautiful place is associated in memory
with the wedding. Love and marriage should produce the finest
qualities in both the bride and the groom regardless of the
physical circumstances or the economic limitations at the time
of marriage. Love and marriage does indeed at times transform a careless young man into a responsible adult. But at
other times the very opposite seems to happen. Why? Marriage
always completely alters the life-style of the young womensome for better and some for worse-why? The commitment
of our total selves to another is the answer. The example of
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the Shulammite should be a real help to us. If riches or convenience or escape is at the foundation of our decision for
marriage we can expect nothing but unhappiness. When we
are truly given to each other, the ceremony will be remembered
with joy. ,
Communion 3:6-11

Do these verses in any way describe our marriage to our
Lord? It comes as a shock to some that the scriptures teach
that we are “joined to the Lord.” Please read I Corinthians
6:17. We wish to quote from Boyce Mouton, Minister at Carthage, Missouri-He says: The miracle of conversion is like a
marriage. When God and man are committed to one another
in this type of covenant, our thoughts and intents are so intertwined it is difficult to determine who does what.
Take for example, the flight of Paul from Jerusalem in
Acts 9:28-30. This passage indicates that the brethren heard
of a plot against Paul’s life and took it upon themselves to
send him away to safety. In Acts 22:17-18 Paul ascribes this
same event to a revelation which he received directly from God
while in a trance in the temple. Instead of a contradiction it
is a confirmation. Instead of arousing our suspicions it enhances our wonder. The church is a body directed by Jesus in
mysterious ways. The rapport between Deity and man is sometimes so subtle that we respond to the impulse of His Spirit
without even being aware of it,
Or consider the selection of Timothy as Paul’s traveling companion. Acts 16:3 ascribes the choice to Paul; I Timothy 1:18
indicates that Timothy was pointed out to Paul by prophetic
utterance. Acts 1 5 2 seems to indicate that the journey of Paul
to the Jerusalem Council came as a result of a decision made
by the brethren at Antioch; Galatians 2:2 relates that Paul
went up by revelation from God. Philippians 2:12 commands
us to “work out your own salvation . . .” and the very next
verse reminds us, “For it is God that worketh in you both to
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will and to do of His good pleasure.” To “will” and to “do”
seems to teach that both the desire and the ability to live the
Christian life are somehow associated with God. How beautiful!
When we are crucified with Christ, our egotistical personality is replaced by a new creation, Old things are passed away
and all things become new. When our spirit becomes one with
Deity, nothing is viewed from a human point of view and the
life we live is a direct result of the Spirit of God married to our
human spirit by the process of conversion.
Our text in I Corinthians 6 is strategically placed between a
section dealing with human behavior and a section dealing
with the subject of marriage. Paul’s censure of their conduct
in Christ is tempered by a reminder that they were “washed . . .
sanctified . , , and justified in the name of the Lord Jesus.”
An animal may be controlled by his physical appetites, but
the Christian is motivated by desires in harmony with the
indwelling of the Holy Spirit. Our bodies are members of
Christ. God forbid that we abandon our marriage vows and
grieve His blessed Spirit by conduct out of character with our
Christian commitment. “The body is not for fornication, but
for the Lord, and the Lord for the body.” Fleshly appetites
will pass away, but the hunger of the Spirit is of eternal significance. It is in this context that the Corinthians are reminded:
“He that is joined to the Lord is one Spirit.”
The age in which we live knows nothing of holy places or
holy things, only holy people. Our bodies are temples of the
Holy Spirit which we have of God, and we are not our own.
We have been bought with a price and are thus to glorify God
in our body and also in our spirit which are the Lord’s.
The marriage of our spirits has obliterated our identity so
that it is no longer we that live but Christ who lives in us. He
that is joined to the Lord is one Spirit. The old man of sin was
put to death, and the new man was raised up from the grave of
baptism through faith in the operation of God. But we were
raised up “with Him.” Our plans are “in Him.” Our hopes
are “in Him.” Whatever we do in word or deed we do “in Him”
so that nothing is secular to the person who has become a
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temple of the Holy Spirit. It is Christ in you, the hope of glory!
His power in us can accomplish exceeding ‘abundantly above
all that we ask or think. We are laborers together with God.
Our spirit is yoked together with His Spirit so that we function
as one, We are in Christ, Christ is in us.
“He that is joined to the Lord is one Spirit.”
We can easily see a number of analogious comparisons in
these verses. As example: (1) We, too, have “come up out of
the wilderness.” The bride of our Lord has indeed been called
forth out of the wilderness of this world. We are so glad to
remember the day when we heard His words of love. (2) We
have been perfumed by the fragrant presence of the blessed
Holy Spirit-His presence is made known to others by the
virtues of the Spirit. (3) We are on our way to the marriage
supper of the Lamb. (4) This is a spectacle of great interest to
angels-it should be of beauty to observers.

FACT QUESTIONS 3:6-11
132. Just where does this scene take place-we have at least
two views-what is your opinion? Why?
133. Show how 6:11, 12 could relate to this incident.
134. Why would Solomon wish to write this paragraph?
135. Who is the first bystander? Discuss his possible response.
136. What is the “palanquin”? Identify “the pillars”; the
“bottom”; “seat”; “paved.”
137. What was Solomon’s purpose in the procession?
138. What is the significance of the reference ta the “wedding
crown”?
139. How much meaning could the Shulammite attach to the
words of Solomon? Why?
140. Solomon was doing the right thing as related to the memory of the bride. Discuss.
141. Why is it true that love and marrigae can produce the
best of qualities or the worst of qualities in both bride and
groom? What makes the difference?
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142. Discuss how the miracle of conversion is like a marraige.
143. Discuss, in context, I Corinthians 6:17.
TEXT 4:l-7
THIRD SCENE- The Lover’s Interviews 4:1 to 5:1

First Meeting (Jerusalem?): Shepherd’s Monologue, 4:1-7

1. Behold, thou art fair, my love; behold, thou art fair.
Thine eyes are as doves behind thy veil.
Thy hair is as a flock of goats, that lie along
The side of Mount Gilead.
2. Thy teeth are like a flock of ewes that are newly shorn,
Which are come up from the washing,
Whereof every one hath twins, and none is bereaved among
them.
3. Thy lips are like a thread of scarlet, and thy mouth is
comely. Thy temples are like a piece of pomegranate behind thy veil.
4. Thy neck is like the tower of David builded for an armory,
Whereon there hang a thousand bucklers, all the shields
of the mighty men.
5. Thy two breasts are like two fawns. That are twins of a
roe, which feed among the lilies.
6. Until the day be cool, and the shadows flee away,
I will get me to the mountain of myrrh,
And to the hill of frankincense.
7 . Thou art all fair, my love;
And there is no spot in thee.
I

1

1

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 4:l-7
92. How is the word “fair” used as in verse one? The terms
“my love” are better translated with a less personal meaning. What is a better word?
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93. The maiden looks out from behind her tresses or her veil.
Which is it?
94. In what way would her hair be like a flock of goats on the
mountains of Gilead?
95. What a strange comparison? Teeth like a flock of sheep?
Show how this could be true?
96. Why compare her lips to a thread of scarlet?
97. Two things are said of her mouth. What is the second
compliment? Which is the most important?
98. Back of the locks of her hair her cheeks are like the two
halves of a pomegranate. What quality or compliment is
intended here?
99. A neck like a tower? What is meant by way of a compliment? What is intended by mention of the shields of the
mighty men of David?
100. What is the imagery of comparing her breasts to two
young fawns?
101. The lover suggests he will leave and return-at what time
will he return? Where is he going?
102. What is meant by “the mountain of myrrh” and “hill
of frankincense”?
103. Who is speaking? For what purpose? At what place?
PARAPHRASE 4: 1-7
Shepherd
1. Lo, thou art fair, my companiop, lo, thou art fair!
Thine eyes are dove-like behind thy tresses.
Thy hair resembles a flock of goats
That browse along the slopes of Gilead.
2. Thy teeth are like a flock of shorn sheep
Just come up from the dipping pool.
Each one has its twin,
And none among them is bereaved.
3. Thy lips are like a scarlet cord,
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And thy speech well becomes them.
Thy cheeks are like halves of a pomegranate
Behind thy tresses.
4. Thy neck is like David’s tower,
Which he built for an armory.
On it there hang a thousand shieldsAll shields of heroes.
5 . Thy breasts are like two fawns,
Twins of a gazelle feeding among anemones.
Till the day cools and the shadows lengthen,
I will make my way to the mountain of myrrh.
And to the hill of frankincense.
7 . Thou art altogether fair, 0 my companion!
There is no blemish in thee.
COMMENT 4:l-7
Exegesis 4:1-,7

The first line in verse one is a general evaluation of “my
companion”; there follows seven particulars in which the
beauty of the bride can be seen. We shall list these seven descriptive phrases and comment upon them. Before we proceed
we must set the scene. We recognize that we are open to criticism-but since all opinions are of equal standing we yet
believe this is the expression of the shepherd. We appreciate
the words of Arthur G. Clarke just here. “The shepherd now
appears upon the scene. Following the abduction of his loved
one (6:11, 12), he seems to have discovered her whereabouts.
Concerned for her welfare amid the temptations of the Royal
Court, he wends his way to Jerusalem to secure an interview
with her if at all possible. This he manages to do, but how we
are not told. He encourages the maiden at this critical juncture
with a fresh declaration of his loving regard.”
There follows the seven-fold description of the maiden:
(1) Thine eyes are dove-like behind thy tresses. There is much
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discussion among commentators as to whether the maiden
is looking out from behind a veil or the locks of her hair. We
prefer the latter. We have commented earlier of the dove-like
quality of her eyes. Such a poetic figure of speech is altogether
appealing in its suggestion of the alert, shy, soft person behind
the eyes and the lovely hair. (2) Thy hair resembles a flock of
goats that browse along the slopes of Gilead. This is a compliment and it was given to elicit a positive response. If we knew
what a flock of goats on the slopes of Gilead looked like we
would immediately appreciate the comparison. The long silklike hair of the angora goats of Syria-especially as they reflected the sun on their long tresses could make a beautiful
poetic image. (3) Thy teeth are like aflock of shorn sheep just
come up from the dipping pool. Each one has its‘ twin, and
none among them is bereaved. This is much easier to imagine.
The sheep are white-but never whiter than when they have
just been shorn and washed-there are two rows of teeththe top has a twin on the bottom row, and there is not one out
of order or missing. Her teeth are as white as wool and as
uniform as perfect twins. (4) Thy lips are like a scarlet cord,
and thy speech well becomes them. The delicate form of the
girl’s lips is here emphasized. The natural red color suggests
good health. Not only does she have a lovely mouth in formwhat comes out of it in thought and words is just as beautiful.
“There is gold, and a multitude of rubies; but the lips of knowledge are a precious jewel.” Proverbs 20:15 (Cf. Eccl. 10:12;
Psa. 63:s; 119:13, 171) (5) Thy ch’eeks are like halves of a
pomegranate behind thy tresses. No cosmetics are involved in
the appearance here described. The glow of good health is
here apparent. The almost translucent look of a perfect complexion colored with the blush of excitement and coyly hidden
behind raven black hair makes a most appealing picture. (6)
Thy neck is like David’s tower, which he built for an armory.
On it there hang a thousand shields-all shields of heros.
This is more descriptive of the character of the maid than any
of the other qualities, pride and strength-dignity and beauty
are all here inferred. The shepherd wants his bride-to-be to
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remember who she is and whose she is. She did not hesitate
to identify with the shepherd when her brothers opposed him.
He can still see the tilt of her head and the beautiful total
commitment of her demeanor when she answered her brothers
concerning him. He is reminding her to be that same strong,
beautiful person here in the Court of Solomon. A thousand
shields of conquest decorated David’s tower-perhaps
he is
saying-”You are as strong as a thousand strong women.’’
(7) Thy breasts are like two fawns, twins of a gazelle feeding
among anemones. We could ignore this description as some
have done-or say that the breasts of women do not have
erotic suggestion to the Oriental. We do believe the shepherd
is saying his bride has reached maturity and is therefore capable
of motherhood. But most of all he is simply open in his admiration of her physical beauty. We would say that this lover has
gathered a string of beautiful pearls to present to his beloved.
He concludes by promising to return at nightfall; when he
comes it will be with a mountain of myrrh and a hill of frankincense. During his absence he has been to the mountain of
myrrh and the hill of frankincense-he
now comes again
with much more to offer than Solomon. His closing words
should have indeed touched her deeply. He is saying-you
are pure and whole and totally lovely-keep it that way till
I come again.
Marriage 4: 1 - 7

If we were married to a girl whom we could describe in the
same way the Shulammite is here described, we would have
no problems in marriage. Is this true? It is both true and false.
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder. If we look at our wife
with grace, we will find grace. Let’s check the list and see: (1)
How easy it is for a mother to see alertness and intelligence
in the eyes of her son or daughter when no one else can see
anything unusual at all. Why? The mother wants to and besides that she is a part of that son or daughter and they a part
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of her. Is this the kind of love we have for this one who has
now become “bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh”-that
one we call “woman”-or wife? Look into her eyes againthere is a dove of softness and love behind those eyes isn’t
there? (2) Why does your wife fix her hair or have it fixed?
Isn’t it for you? She does hope you will see it and mention itHow does it look? It is her adornment from God-but if her
beloved never notices-what’s the use? (3) She does have a
sweet mouth, doesn’t she? She does if you believe she does.
We cannot always agree with all she says-but then God
can’t always agree with you-but His love is yet and always
warm and tender and real. (4) What a dear face, it represents
the one you chose among ten thousand. Can you close your
eyes and see her face? You can if you have made her a part
of your inner consciousness. She loves you much more deeply
than you could ever know. (5) What is the general demeanor
of your wife? Le., how would you describe her bearing? You
have seen her often under so many circumstances-how does
she hold her head?-literally and figuratively. Do you respect
her for her abilities in many areas where you really could not
do nearly as well? If we will just think and add grace and love
our wife will compare very well. (6) Only you can say if your
wife is physically attractive to you. She must have been for
this was one of the reasons you married her. Once again a
large part or percent of this attraction is in the imagination.
Not all of it-but much of it. (7) How would you grade your
choice of women? What a change takes place when we put
on the glasses of love and grace and look at everything about
our wife in the same way our heavenly groom looks at us.
Communion 4 : l -7

If we were describing the groom (our Lord) instead of the
bride (his church) these verses would be much easier to applyat least we would feel nothing would be overstated or misrepresented-but as we look at ourselves in the mirror of His word
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we grow less and less willing to think of ourselves as at all like
the one here described. But wait!-He sees us through love
and grace-This does not minimize our responsibility, but
it does make possible a growth in grace unto the likeness of
the bride of our Lord. How often it is true that we become
what others believe we can. How does our Lord see us?
Notice: (1)He believes we can see all of life through the eyes
of the Holy Dove. At the same time He has given us a covering
to conceal our perception that it be not offensive-our veil
or covering is humility. (2) Hair has always represented a
special consecration and obedience to God-In the care of
the Nazarites (Numbers 6) it is illustrated by Samson. This
consecration and obedience can and should become our
strength and beauty. But only as we are completely given to
Him is it true. Hair with a woman was indentical in meaning
as with the Nazarite. It was a covering as a symbol of subjection and commitment. (I Corinthians 1l:lff) (3) Teeth are
the equipment of God given us for eating. He has given us the
means by which we can eat His word and be filled and strong.
(4) Lips are for expression-as teeth masticate the food so
lips express the strength received from it. (5) Our facial expression can present our Lord in a pleasant, beautiful manner.
(6) The neck could well represent the will of man. May our
total bearing be one of submission to His will in our lives.
(7)The bosom is often represented as the seat of the affections.
When the foregoing is true of us our emotions will be under
His control. The above person is that new creation in Christ
Jesus. Cf. Colossians 3:l-17;I Corinthians 517; It is only
possible because of Him and through Him.
FACT QUESTIONS 4:l-7

144. List the seven particulars in which the beauty of the bride
is considered.
145. Who is the speaker of verses one thru seven?
146. Why is this lovely description given? i.e., what does the
,
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shepherd hope to accomplish?
147. What is attractive in being “dove-like”?
148. Show how the hair of the maiden can resemble goats on
the slopes of Gilead?
149. “Your tFeth are like a flock of shorn sheep just up from
the dipping pool”-is this a compliment? How so?
150. How was the mouth or lips like a scarlet cord?
151. A most appealing figure of speech involves a pomegranate.
What is it?
152. There is one quality or comparison that describes more
of the total person than any of the others. Which one is
it? Discuss.
153. Why mention the breasts of his bride-to-be?
154, What is meant by reference to a mountain of myrrh and
a hill of frankificense?
155. The closing words of the shepherd were especially touching. What were they? Discuss their impact. Please discuss
the application of this text to present day marriage.
156. How do you relate the application of these verses to our
communion with our Lord? Discuss.

TEXT 4:8 to 5:l
SECOND MEETING (Jerusalem); Prolepsis, 4:8 to 51
(Chronologically coming between 8:4 and 8 5 1 )
Dialogue: Shepherd, 4:8-16a
Shulammite, 4: 16b
Shepherd, 5: l a
Comment: Remarks of Wedding Guests or Shepherd’s
Companions, 5: 1b
“

8. Come with me from Lebanon, my bride, with me from
Lebanon; Look from the top of Amana, from the top
of Senir and Hermon, From the lions dens, From the
mountains of leopards.
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9. Thou has ravished my heart, my sister, my bride;
Thou hast ravished my heart with one of thine eyes,
With one chain of thy neck.
10. How fair is thy love, my sister, my bride!
How much better is thy love than wine!
And the fragrance of thine oils than all manner of
spices!
11. Thy lips, 0 my bride, drop as the honeycomb:
Honey and milk are under thy tongue;
And the smell of thy garments is like the smell of
Lebanon.
12. A garden shut up is my sister, my bride;
A spring shut up, a fountain sealed.
13. Thy shoots are an orchard of pomegranates, with
precious fruits; Henna with spikenard plants,
14, Spikenard and saffron, Calamus and cinnamon,
with all trees of frankincense; myrrh and aloes,
with all the chief spices.
15. Thou art a fountain of gardens,
A well of living waters,
And flowing streams from Lebanon.
16a Awake, 0 north wind; and come, thou south;
Blow upon my garden, that the spices thereof may flow
out,
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 4:8-16a
104. What is meant by suggesting in the above outline that
this section of scripture is a prolepsis?
105. How did the bride get so far north as the Lebanon mountains?
106. What mountains are alluded to with the names of Amana,
Senir and Hermon?
107. Is the shepherd describing the house of the bride with his
reference to lions and leopards? Why go there? Or is he
asking her to leave it?
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108. The poor shepherd was overcome with one look of her
lovely eyes-she has caught him and held him in a chain
-is this the meaning of verse nine?
109. The shepherd returns the compliment of the Shulammite
(cf. 1:2), but he adds something. What is it?
110. Why refer to her as his “sister” as well as his “bride”?
111. Cf. 1:3 with 4:lOb and.show the likeness and difference.
112. Is the shepherd speaking of the kisses of his bride in verse
ll? Cf. 5:l.
113. If speech is intended as what comes from the lips of the
maid, how shall we describe what she says?
114. There is a beautiful figure of speech in verse twelve. Discuss its meaning and application.
115. The “shoots” of verse 13a are enumerated through the
fourteenth verse. List them.
116. The maiden is a “paradise” to the shepherd. Explain.
117. Pomegranates were a very special fruit to the Hebrews.
Why? (Cf. Deut. 8:8; Ex. 28:33, 34; I Kings 7:18-20)
118. Define each of these words: “henna”; “spikenard”;
“saffron”; “Calamus”; “cinnamon”; “frankincense”;
“myrrh”; “aloes.”
119. How was she compared to a flowing spring which formed
a river from Mount Lebanon?
120. Why ask for the north and south wind? Why is the meaning of the figure used here?
PARAPHRASE 4:8-16a
Shepherd (chronologically after 8:4?)

8. Come with me from Lebanon, 0 bride,
With me from Lebanon come away!
Depart from the top of Amana,
From the top of Senir and Hermon;
From the dens of lions,
From the mountains of panthers.
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9. Thou hast stolen my heart, 0 my sister-bride!
With one glance of thine eyes, with one turn of thy neck
Thou hast captured it.
10. How delightful are thy endearments, 0 my sister-bride!
How much better than wine are thy endearments,
And the fragrances of thy perfumes than all spices!
11. Thy lips, 0 bride, drip virgin honey;
Honey and milk flow from under thy tongue.
The odor of thy garments is like pine-scented air from
Lebanon.
12. An enclosed garden is my sister-bride;
A spring locked up, a fountain sealed.
13. Thy plants are a paradise of pomegranates and other
luscious fruits.
With henna and spikenard plants,
14. Spikenard and saffron,
Calamus and cinnamon with all incense woods;
Myrrh and aloes with all the chief spices.
15. The garden fountain is a well of spring waters,
And its streams flow down from Lebanon.
16. Awake, 0 north wind, and come thou south!
Blow upon my garden that the sweet odors may be wafted
abroad.
COMMENT 4:8-16a
Exegesis 4:8-16a

If we consider carefully the content of these verses we will
immediately recognize they are not in chronological order or
time sequence. We must conclude this paragraph relates to
the end of the story-Le., between 7 : l l and 8:14. There are
examples of this literary devise in several books of the Bibleparticularly with Revelation and Ezekiel-but
even in the
gospels. If this interpretation is correct, this passage contains
the response of the shepherd to the maiden’s request that he
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take her back to her country home. The writer of the Song is
anticipating the closing scenes. The purpose would seem to be
to build suspense. Because of the length of this section we
will indicate the verses related to our comments:
Verse 8. We,believe “Lebanon” is used in a figurative sense.
The shepherd is asking his beloved to leave the giddy heights
of the court of Solomon and share true love with him. It is an
invitation to escape-but also it becomes an insistent claim
of the shepherd for the person of Shulammite, Perhaps it
would be better to translate the phrase look from to “depart
from.” The whole passage we believe is symbolic-but the
mountains used in the)symbolism are real mountains-i.e.,
they are peaks in the Lebanon chain which carry these names.
He is saying in effect-“come with me from the dangerous
position you are in-leave the high dignitaries and the ravenous
wild beasts of Solomon’s court.”
Verse 9. Here begins a description of the attractive qualities
of his beloved. He is wounded to the heart with one look and
he is enchained by one turn of her head. “A physical feature,
not an ornament, is intended. All figures used in verses nine
thru eleven refer to graces of gesture and speech as indicative
of inward character rather than to mere outward physical
attractions.” (Clarke)
Verse 10. Berkley has translated this verse as: “How sweet
is your love, my sister, my bride; How much more delicious is
your love than wine; and the fragrance of your ointments than
all the spices.” We like very much the expression of Walter F.
Adeney in the Exposition of the Bible (p. 532):
“His language is entirely different from that of the magnificent monarch. He does not waste his breath in formal
compliments, high-flown imagery, wearisome lists of the charms
of the girl he loves. That was the clumsy method of the king;
clumsy, though reflecting the finished manners of the $court,
in comparison with the genuine outpourings of the heart of a
country lad. The shepherd is eloquent with the inspiration of
true love; his words throb and glow with genuine emotion;
love of his bride has ravished his heart: ,How beautiful is her
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love! He is intoxicated with it more than with wine. How sweet
are her words of tender affection, like milk and honey! She
is so pure, there is something sisterly in her love that she is
almost like a part of himself, as his own sister. This holy and
close relationship is in startling contrast to the only thing
known as love in the royal harem. It is as much more lofty and
noble as it is more strong and deep than the jaded emotions
of the court. The sweet, pure maiden is to the shepherd like a
garden the gate of which is barred against trespassers, like a
spring shut off from casual access, like a sealed fountainsealed to all but one, and, happy man, he is that one. To him
she belongs, to him alone. She is a graden, yes, a most fragrant
garden, an orchard of pomegranates full of rich fruit, crowded
with sweet-scented plants-henna and spikenard and saffron,
calamus and cinnamon and all kinds of frankincense, myrrh
and aloes and the best of spices. She is a fountain in the garden,
sealed to all others, but not stinted towards the one she loves.
To him she is as a well of living waters, like the fullfed streams
that flow from Lebanon.
The maiden is supposed to hear the song of love. She replies
in fearless words of welcome, bidding the north wind awake,
and the south wind too, that the fragrance of which her lover
has spoken so enthusiastically may flow out more richly than
ever. For his sake she would be more sweet and loving. All she
possesses is for him. Let him come and take possession of
his own.”
Verses eleven through 16a are very well discussed in the
above quotation.
Marriage 4:8-16a

Surely this passage can be appreciated most by those who
are married or who are engaged to be married. Adeney makes
an interesting suggestion. He says:
“What lover could turn aside from such a rapturous invitation? The shepherd takes his bride; he enters his garden,
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gathers his myrrh and spice, eats his honey and drinks his
wine and milk, and calls on his friends to feast and drink with
him. This seems to point to the marriage of the couple and
their wedding feast; a view of the passage which interpreters
who regard Solomon as the lover throughout for the most
part take, but one which has this fatal objection, that it leaves
the second half of the poem without a motive. On the hypothesis of the shepherd lover it is still more difficult to suppose
the wedding to have occurred at the point we have now reached,
for the distraction of the royal courtship still proceeds in subsequent passages of the poem. It would seem then, that we
must regard this as quite an ideal scene. It may, however,
be taken as a reminiscence of an earlier passage in the lives
of the two lovers. It is not impossible that it refers to their
wedding, and that they had been married before the action
of the whole story began. In that case we should suppose that
Solomon’s officers had carried off a young bride to the royal
harem. The intensity of the love and the bitterness of the separation apparent throughout the poem would be the more intelligible if this were the situation. It is to be remembered that
Shakespeare ascribes the climax of the love and grief of Romeo
and Juliet to a time after their marriage.”
As interesting and instructive as is the above information
we yet need application of the principles in the text to our
marriages. We see two or three obvious lessons in the text;
(1) The safety and comfort of our wife should be of very great
concern to every husband. Surely this is how our Lord loved
the church. It is not at all enough to issue verbal warnings
as edicts from “the head of the house.” Please note that the
text suggests the groom is to accompany the wife and lead by
example and companionship. It would suggest, of course, that
he knows where he is going. The lover is very much aware of
the dangers and also of the nature of the one in danger. This
kind of solicitious attention is most welcome when the bride
is in love with her spouse. (2) Communicated admiration and
respect is such a n important part of marriage. We might carry
a deep love-admiration-respect
for our wife-but if it is
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not communicated to her she will not know it. If she does not
know it-or is but vaguely aware of it, we are hurting her
deeply. Self-image is so important-if she does not know and
that real often-that we admire her greatly what difference
will it make what others say about her? It could make a great
deal of difference to us if we bottle-up our admiration and
never verbalize it in appreciation. (3) Our wives are our gardens.
These gardens or fountains are indeed closed to others-but
what we want to say is that we can and should find our enjoyment in this our garden-We can and should find our
refreshment from this our fountain. Gardens do respond to
cultivation. Consider what a variety of good things can be
continually grown here. Pomegranates and precious fruit- all
manner of spice and fragrance; but only if we find ourselves
often in the garden. Only if we give the careful thought and
effort to develop this lovely harvest.
Communion 4:8-16a

The call of our Lord to His bride to leave the heights of this
world is very real-but it comes from One who not only loves
us but admires us. He sees in us all the beauty described and
ascribed in verses nine through sixteen. It is the mercies of
God that become the motive for presenting our bodies to the
bridegroom. Of course, we are transformed by the renewing
of our mind, but we must be moved to set our mind upon the
things that are above by a knowledge that He believes we can
and loves us in our attempts as much as in our accomplishments. We could delineate these verses one by one and point
out each of the qualities our Lord sees in us-potential and
actual; we will not develop these thoughts because of the lack
of space-just a list of what He sees in me: (1) One look upward-one move of my heart toward Him is immediately met
with an eager interest (verse nine). (2) My companionship and
communion in prayer with Him is a high joy to Him-indeed
He created me to walk and talk with Him (verse ten). (3) How
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pleasing are my words to Him when I praise Him or speak of
Him (verse 11). (4) I am His alone and He is mine-I want
to be a garden in which He can walk with me in the cool of
the day. I am a spring of living water not only because of Him
but for Him (verse 12). (5) My prayers are a sweet smelling
incense t o Him- supplications -intercessions -thanksgivings
-petitions-ate
all the varying fragrances of my praying
(verses 13-15). (6) He bids me to spread His praises to the
ends of the earth-may the wind of heaven blow to all His
lovely fragrance through me (verse 16a).
FACT QUESTIONS 4:8-16a
157. What is meant by saying that these verses are not in
chronological order?
158. This passage contains a response of the shepherd to the
maiden’s request. What was that request?
159. How is the term “Lebanon” used? What does it mean?
160. What is meant by the reference to the three peaks mentioned in verse eight?
161. All figures used in verses nine through eleven refer to
what?
162. Show how the language of the shepherd is different than
that of the “magnificent monarch.”
163. Describe the details of the “genuine emotion” and “fine
wholesome passion” expressed by the shepherd.
164. There is a startling contrast here. What is it?
165. How does the maid reply to this song of love?
166. How does the lover respond to the “rapturous invitation”?
167. This section offers an argument in favor of the shepherd
hypothesis. What is it?
168. Please discuss the three areas of application of this text
to present day marriage.
169. Discuss three-at-a-time the six areas of application of this
text to our communion with our Lord.
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TEXT 4: 16b-5: 1
Shulammite, 4:16b
“Let my beloved come into his garden, and eat his precious
fruits.”
Shepherd, 5:la
“I am come into my garden, my sister, my bride; I have
gathered my myrrh with my spice; I have eaten my honeycomb
with my honey; I have drunk my wine with my milk.”
Comment: Remarks of wedding guests or shepherd’s companions, 5:l b
“Eat, 0 friends, drink, yea, drink abundantly, 0 beloved.”

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 4:16b-511
121. It would seem the marriage is consummated and the story
is over-but such is not true-what has happened?
122. What is the force of addressing her as both his sister and
his bride?
123. This seems to be past tense-there
are no regretsnothing but very pleasant memories and present satisfaction. Why?
124. Is the shepherd recommending his action to all? What is
the import of 5: lb?
PARAPHRASE 4: 16b-5: 1
Shu lammite:
16b. “Let my beloved come into his garden, and partake of
its pleasant fruits.”
Shepherd:
5: 1 “I will come into my garden, my sister-bride;
I will gather my myrrh with my spice;
I will eat my honeycomb with my honey;
I will drink my wine with my milk.
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Wedding Guests:

5:lb “Eat, 0 friends; Drink! Drink deeply of love’s endearments.
(This closes the first half of the Song, the second part beginning retrospectively.)
COMMENT 4:16b-5:1
Exegesis 4:16b-5:1

Previous comments have discussed these verses but a few
more remarks are needed. Readers of our comments will perhaps be inclined to think that the identity of the speakers and
the emphasis we have given their words is a very clear and
easy matter. It is not. We have struggled with many conflicting
interpretations. We only say of our efforts that we have tried
to offer a consistent pattern of understanding throughout
the text.
The last two lines of chapter four we attribute to the Shulammite, she uses the same figure of speech and invites her
lover to “enjoy the luscious fruits that his own loving care had
produced. “This is also a rebuff to Solomon. She opens the
door of her heart to her lover and in the same gesture closes
it on the King.
The comments of Arthur G . Clarke are very good on verse
51. (Song of Songs, p. 71).
“Chapter 51. Ignore the chapter division. Here is the shepherd’s immediate and eager response. The verbs are in the
perfect tense and best understood in the modified sense known
to grammarians as the perfect of confidence or certainty, anticipating in time the fulfillment of some purpose or cherished
hope. Many examples are to be found in the Old Testament,
notably in Ps. 2:6. This devise gives the future tense a more
expressive form. Read, “I will come
. will gather
will
eat . . will drink . . .” Dr. A Harper so understands the
passage. Note the eight times “my” is repeated in this one

..

.
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verse. Honey was once of far greater importance than it is today since the introduction of sugar. “with milk”-Milk is said
to have been sometimes mingled with wine to “cool” its taste.
“Eat, 0 friends . .”-These words clearly break in upon the
narrative following the conversation of the two lovers and were
introduced by the poet probably as a fitting close to the first
half of the Song. The conversation was not necessarily overheard. Among many opinions offered by expositors the most
satisfactory, we believe, is the third one suggested in the paragraph heading, namely, that they are the words of encouragement uttered by guests at the wedding celebrations. The lines
could be paraphrased, “You lovers! eat and drink (to the
point of intoxication) of love’s caresses.” For similar language
see Gen. 43:34, RSV rendering.

.

Marriage 4:16b -5:1

It is true that women think more often about their relationship with men than men do with women-your wife is more
anxious for you to share the joys of married life with her than
you are. However, she must be assured with all the preparation
and commitment of yourself that such a union is a continuing
one. Such assurance we are glad to give. We want no other
relationship. When this is true these verses can and do describe
our marriage union.

’
l

Communion 4:16b-5:1

I

I
I

1
1

i

Are we as anxious for our Lord to have access to our innermost thoughts and motivations as was the maiden in her
marriage? It would be easy to give an easy agreement-but it
could mean no more than many superficial marriages mean
to those involved. We all have a tremendous capacity for ignoring what we do not like and of avoiding the unpleasant.
Since our Lord lives in the same house with us (our bodies)
I wonder if He shares this same capacity?

I
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FACT QUESTIONS 4316b-531
170. In one gesture the maiden accomplishes two things. What
are they?
171. What does the verb tense have to do with our understanding of the thought of 5: l?
172. Does this text suggest that someone should get drunk?
Discuss.
173. These verses can or should refer to our marriage-but
conditions must be met-what are they?
174. Discuss the meaning of these verses to our fellowship with
our heavenly groom.
TEXT 532-8:4
FOURTH SCENE- The King’sPalace 52-834

Retrospect
Shulammite: Narration to Court Ladies of another dream,
5:2-7

TEXT 5 ~ 2 - 7
2. I was asleep, but my heart waked:
It is the voice of my beloved that knocketh,
saying, Open to me, my sister, my love, my dove, my undefiled;
For my head is filled with dew, my locks with the drops
of the night.
3. I have put off my garment; how shall I put it on?
I have washed my feet; how shall I defile them?
4. My beloved put in his hand by the hole of the door,
And my heart was moved for him.
5. I rose up to open to my beloved;
And my hands dropped with myrrh,
And my fingers with liquid myrrh,
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Upon the handles of the bolt.
6. I opened to my beloved;
But my beloved had withdrawn himself, and was gone.
My soul had failed me when he spake:
I sought him, but I could not find him;
I called him, but he gave me no answer.
7. The watchmen that go about the city found me,
They smote me, they wounded me;
The keepers of the walls took away my mantle from me.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 5:2-7
125. What is meant by saying that she was asleep but her heart
was awake?
126. How could his voice knock? (“it is the voice of my beloved that knocketh”)
127. Define each of the four names given in verse two?
128. What is suggested by his reference to the excessive dew?
129. The maid seems more interested in her feet than she is
her beloved. How shall we understand this expression in
verse three?
130. If he unlocked the door why didn’t he come in? Cf. verse
four.
131. As she arose did she use perfume? Or what is meant by
the reference to myrrh in verse five?
132. Why do you think her beloved left?
133. Where did she look as she searched for him? Cf. verse six.
134. She evidently ran out of the house. Why did the watchman hit her?
135. Are the keepers of the walls the same persons as the
watchmen? Why take her mantle or veil?
PARAPHRASE 5 ~ 2 - 7
Shulammite to Court Ladies:
2. I was sleeping, and in dreaming (heard)
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The sound df my beloved knocking (and saying),
“Open to me, my sister, my companion, my dove, my
undefiled!
For my head is drenched with dew,
And my &l@cks
with moisture of the night.”
3. (I thought) I have already taken off my gown,
How can I put it on again?
I have already bathed my feet,
How can I soil them?
4. My beloved put his hand through the grille,
And my heart yearned for him.
5. I rose up to open to my beloved,
My hands dripped with myrrh,
And my fingers with choice myrrh
Upon the handles of the lock,
6 . I opened to my beloved,
But my beloved had withdrawn himself and passed on.
When he had spoken my wits seemed to leave me.
I sought him but I found him not;
I called after him but there was no answer.
7. The city watchmen found me;
They struck me; they wounded me.
Sentinels of the walls snatched away my veil.
COMMENT 5~2-7
Exegesis 5:2- 7

We are back in the palace of the king-either at Jerusalem
or his residence in the north nearer to Shunem.
It is morning in the chambers of Solomon-the maid from
Shunem is recounting to the ladies of the court a vivid dream
of the night. It is all so real she almost becomes again a participator as she tells it. “I was alseep but I was constantly aware
of my beloved from whom I am separated. All at once he was
at the gate! I heard his voice-he knocked-He called to me:
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“Open blood of my blood, love of my heart, my alert soft one,
my purest one. I have been long in coming to you over many
mountains. I have come-all through the night I have hastened
to your side-my head is wet with dew. Let me in.” I turned
on my bed-I
hardly knew what was happening. So very
foolishly I thought only of myself-‘‘I cannot go to him-I
have undressed and bathed for bed-I cannot go out in the
courtyard to the gate I will soil my feet.” I looked toward the
door-he had already entered the courtyard and was even
now at the door of our house. His hand appeared through
the hole near the door and attempted to unlock the door. When
I saw his dear hand my heart almost stopped. I hardly knew
what I was doing-I jumped out of bed and threw a mantle
over myself-I thought “I must meet him with perfume”-I
dipped my hands in myrrh-I hurried to the door, I could
not move the lock or hold the handles of the door so full were
my fingers with myrrh. When I did a t least get the doors open,
my beloved was gone1 I was beside myself-perhaps he came
in another way-I looked in every room of these courts-he
was nowhere to be found. I could yet hear his voice and his
dear words of love-I called him, I called him again-there
was no answer. I must find him. I will find him. I ran out the
open door-across the courtyard and out into the streets of
the city. I had no sooner entered the streets than the watchmen were all around me. One of them struck me. It was a
heavy blow-I can yet feel the pain. One of the sentinels jerked
my veil from me. I do not blame them, I must have appeared
as a wanton woman wandering the streets at that hour. Was
it only a dream-it was so real-was he really here?”
We have chosen this form of narrative to give a degree of the
reality that must have been present when it was first told. In
our narrative we have tried to include the meaning of the text.
Marriage 52-7
These verses would make a fine section for an evaluation
of the actions of the bride and groom-how did they respond
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to this circumstance? $What does it reveal of theic character?
In this evaluation we’can see ourselves. First we shall consider
the groom:
He has come a long way at great danger-He openly gives
expression ofthis heart. He is willing to consider the maid as
his sister-Le., he will treat her in the responsible manner of a
brother. At the same time the term “sister” suggests the
strongest blood relationships. He believes the very best of his
bride-she is dove-like and pure.-A virgin. Even when she
does not answer his call or knock, he will yet try to enter,
When he is unsuccessful he leaves. We do not’know why he
left. We could conjecture but it would be futile.
the bride:
Her consciousness and subconsciousness was always upon
her love. Even when asleep she was yet with him. This being
true, she yet responds subconsciously in a selfish manner.
Perhaps we could excuse her on grounds of confusion or frustration. One often acts irrationally upon being suddenly awakened.
But why shou.ld she care about her appearance?-or her feet?
-isn’t his presence more important than her comfort? Why
the excessive myrrh? We do appreciate her concern-but why
so concerned? for her lover or for herself? Perhaps we are too
critical of the bride. If we are, please correct our evaluation
in a discussion on this subject.
Communion 5 2 -7

We now take the maiden’s place as we attempt to relate
these verses to our, Lord and His bride. Oh, that we were as
constantly concerned about the presence of our Lord as was
the maid in the text. Even when we sleep He is not out of our
subconsciousness. How often do we dream of our Lord? We
have heard so often Revelation 3:20 misapplied. In the context
this verse relates to lukewarm Christians, it reads: “To the
angel of the church in Laodicea write:
Those whom I love
I rebuke and discipline. So be earnest, and repent. Here I am!

...
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I stand at the door and knock. If anyone hears my voice and
opens the door, I will go in and eat with him, and he with me”
(verses 14, 19, 20). He loves us and believes in us-we are
His blood-relative. We are His brother, His sister-we do have
the Holy Dove-by His blood and grace we are. virgins-He
has, at great danger and from a great distance, come to us.
How do we react to His knock?-to His voice? We are about
as mixed up as the maid. His call is never convenient-we are
forever half asleep or busy with something or someone else.
If He had just timed His coming on another day-or night or
when I was better prepared-on and on we go-‘‘I would get
my feet dirty if I answered His knock”-we are sure you would!
He got His feet dirty coming to call on you and me. But He
is insistent-if we will not answer He will attempt to unlock
the door-see His nail-pierced hand near the latch of your
heart? We will get hurt looking for Him-the watchmen of
the world will misunderstand our intentions and will tear aside
all attempts of concealment-we will become totally vulnerable! They will wound us deeply! But unlike the dream of the
maid-we will find Him-in the dark streets or deep needs
of our world we shall find Him.
FACT QUESTIONS 5:2-7

175. What are the circumstances of these verses:
176. We have used synonomous expressions in describing the
maid. Reword them again.
177. She made a foolish mistake. Why?
178. There was a time when she was especially moved. When
was it?
179. Why couldn’t she get the door open?
180. Where did she make her search?
181. Why rush out into the streets? Why was she wounded?
182. Discuss our evaluation of the groom. Have we left something out?
183. Do we represent the bride accurately? Discuss.
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184. Do you'believe there is any practical value in our comments OB communion? If so, discuss its meaning in our
present day life.
TEXT 5:8-16
Adjuration to Court Ladies, 5:8 (third)
Court Ladies, Challenge, 5:9 (ironical)
Shulammite, Description of her beloved, 5:10-16
8. I adjure you, 0 daughters of Jerusalem,
If ye find my beloved,
That ye tell him, that I am sick from love.
9. What is thy beloved more than another beloved,
0 thou fairest among women?
What is thy beloved more than another beloved,
That' thou dost so adjure us?
10. My beloved is white and ruddy,
The chiefest among ten thousand.
11. His head is as the most fine gold; His locks are bushy,
and black as a raven.
12. His eyes are like doves beside the waterbrooks,
Washed with milk, and fitly set.
13. His cheeks are as a bed of spices, as banks of sweet herbs;
His lips are as lilies, dropping liquid myrrh.
14. His hands are as rings of gold set with beryl:
His body is an ivory work overlaid with sapphires.
15. His legs are as pillars of marble, set upon sockets of
fine gold:
His aspect is like Lebanon, excellent as the cedars.
16. His mouth is most sweet; yea, he is altogether lovely.
This is my beloved, and this is my friend,
0 daughters of Jerusalem.
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS 5:8-16

135. The maiden seems to confuse her dream with reality.
Has the shepherd ever truly been lost?
136. She was lovesick from two causes-read 2:s and compare
with 5:8-what were these causes?
137. The court ladies have not changed their attitude since
1:8. What was it?
138. What is meant by the expression “white and ruddy”?
139. The chief among ten thousand would stand out in some
conspicuous manner. What was it with the shepherd?
140. What quality is suggested in describing his head sls “most
fine gold”?
141. What is the meaning of the compliment as related to
having “bushy” hair?
142. His hair was black as compared to what other color?
143. There is a beautiful figure of speech in verse twelve. Read
it carefully and express it in your own words.
144. Her beloved must have had a beard-read verse thirteen
-his lips were red anemones-what is represented by
the myrrh?
145. She describes his hands. What is the figure?
146. His body is as a work in ivory-but more-what is added?
147. What is suggested by saying his legs are as pillars?
148. His bearing is described in 15b. What was it?
149. Is the sweetness of his mouth a reference to his kisseshis voice or his speech?
150. She concludes by calling him more than her belovedhe is also “my friend.” What does this suggest?

1
l

I

PARAPHRASE 5:8-16
I

I

I

8. I adjure you, 0 daughters of Jerusalem!
That if ye should find my beloved .
What shall ye tell him?
(Tell him) that I am lovesick.

..
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bdoved more than another beloved,
0 thou fairest among women?
What is thy beloved more than another beloved,
That @ou dost so adjure us?
Shulammite:
10. My beloved is clear-skinned and ruddy,
Outstanding as a standard-bearer in an army of ten
thousand.
11. His head is as the purest gold;
His locks are wavy and raven-black;
12. His eyes are like doves by the water brooks,
Bathed in milk and fitly set like gems;
13. His (bearded) cheeks are like a raised bed of balsams,
As clustered aromatic plants;
His lips are red as anemones,
And his words like flowing myrrh;
14. His fingers are cylinders of gold set with topaz;
His body like polished marble veined with lapis lazuli;
15. His legs are like alabaster pillars
Set upon bases of refined gold;
His bearing is as Lebanon, majestic as its cedars,
16. His voice is melodious;
Indeed, all of him is surpassingly lovely,
This is my beloved, yes, this is my companion,
0 daughters of Jerusalem!

COMMENT 5:8-16
Verse 8. “All this (51-7) Shulamith dreamed; but the painful feeling of repentance, of separation and misapprehension
which the dream left behind, entered as deeply into her soul as
if it had been an actual external experience. Therefore her words
to the daughters of Jerusalem are not out of place.” (Delitzsch)
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In contrast with the watchmen-at least the daughters of
Jerusalem will understand her need. They have had similar
experiences. She carries a deep love-sorrow without him all of
life is out of focus. I am love-sick.
Verse 9. Do these women ask because they want to know
or only because they wish to needle their rival? f i e believe it
is the latter reason.
Verse 10. If Solomon is the author of this song (and we
believe he is) the words that follow would be the most exaggerated of self-praise if they referred to himself- however,
put in the mouth of the Shulammite concerning her shepherd
lover, they become far more believable. She calls into use the
kingdom of nature and art in her praise of this one who is
altogether lovely. “Whatever is precious, lovely, and grand,
is all combined in the living beauty of his person.” (Ibid) The
rosy whiteness of his skin suggests perfect health. The term
“chiefest among ten thousand’’ refers to the one who carries
the banner in war. She is saying to the ladies of the court or
harem “you could easily pick him out . . . It would be as easy
as seeing the banner-bearer among ten thousand.”
Verse 11. To say that his head is “precious fine gold” is
to immediately associate it with beauty-value and honor-perhaps the imposing nobility of bearing is the point in comparison. The locks of his hair appear as a terraced hillside-or
a
series of hills seen at a distance, hill upon hill. “Seen from
his neck upwards, his hair forms in undulating lines, hill
upon hill. In color, these locks of hair are black as a raven . . .
the raven-blackness of the hair contrasts with the whiteness
and redness of the countenance, which shines forth as from a
black ground, from a black border.” (Delitzsch)
Verse 12. The eyes in their glancing moistness, and in the
movement of their pupils, are like doves which sip at the waterbrooks, and move to and fro beside them . . . That the eyes
are like a precious stone in its casket, does not merely signify
that they fill the sockets , , . but that they are not sunk like
the eyes of one who is sick , . . they appear full and large as
they pass forward from wide and open eyelids.” (ibid)
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Verse 13. His cheeks are like a soft, raised~flower bed, the
impression received upon seeing them is like the fragrance
which flows from such a flower bed, planted as it is with sweetscented flowers. This latter allusion is probably to the practice
of perfuming the beard. (Cf. Ps. 133:2) His lips are as bloodred as the scarlet anemone. His speech is as fragrant and
sweet as the smell of myrrh.
Verse 14. “His hands-golden cylinders, filled with stones
of Tarshish. The fingers, full, round, fleshy in mould are
compared to’rods or bars of gold formed like rollers garnished
with stones from Tarshish, to which the nails are likened.
The transparent horn-plates of the nails, with the white segment of a circle at their roots, are certainly, when they are
beautiful, an ornament to the hand, and without any need of
being stained are worthy to be compared to the gold-yellow
of topaz. His body is an ivory work of art, covered with sapphires. The term “covered over” perhaps should be “with
sapphires.” The well formed body over which are the branching
blue veins under the white skin.
Verse 15. His legs are white marble columns, set on bases
of fine gold. Strength and stability as well as beauty are here
symbolized. His whole bearing is noble, the impression one
gets upon looking at him is the same as when we stand at the
base of a giant cedar tree and looks up.
Verse 16. His mouth (or speech) is most sweet, this is a
reference to the manner by which he addresses others-with
true sweetness. (Cf. Prov. 16:21)
To sum up her evaluation she can say “he is altogether
lovely.” The women of the court wanted to know-(or did
they?) As she stands back before this full length portrait
she can tell them-“This (emphatically) is my beloved, and
this is my friend.”! She evidently had spent enough time with
him in various circumstances so she could say she was describing not only his physical appearance, but his personality
and character.
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Marriage 5:8-16
What a paragon of manhood! What hope is there for us
poor, ordinary mortal husbands? Before we turn the page
and look for more practical material-pause! Look again. The
various parts of the body of the husband all relate’to a quality
of character we each can find in our lives as they relate to our
wives-Consider: (1) A pure mind- (refined gold)-What a
valuable, honorable, beautiful quality this is. A slavery to King
Jesus by which He brings every thought into captivity is the
answer here. Surely there is no greater gift we could offer our
wives. (2) A single eye-i.e., a healthy eye-The eye is the
window of the soul. A single resolute purpose in life is so important to marriage. If our Lord cannot supply such a purpose
we shall never have it. (3) A pleasant face-it
is possible to
cultivate a happy cheerful expression on our face. An optimistic
attitude in our general demeanor which is reflected on the
face will be a very large help. Who can offer reason for such
an expression? The fruit of His presence is joy. (4) Words of
fragrant sweetness can be said. Many a bride wishes she were
married to Barnabus-Le., “the son of encouragement.” One
of the gifts of His presence is encouragement or exhortation.
(5) Beautiful hands-strong and helpful. There are so many
little areas of need where we can help. Show me your love
apart from your works and I by my works will show thee my
love. (6) A body like a work of urt-A work of art is only
produced by the most careful cooperation and practice of the
skills of an artist. Our whole person should be fashioned by
the Master artist until we become like Him. Until we become
in truth His own body, indwelt by His Spirit. (7) Strong legs
by which and on which we stand.-Our foundation is solid
gold. “Having done all to stand”-to do that requires strong
legs. He who shall fashion anew the body of our humiliation
can cause us to stand today. We stand in a beautiful, valuable
place every time we let Him direct our posture.
So we can see with Him and through Him and because of
Him we are altogether lovely. What wife wouldn’t be delighted
to share life with such a man?
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It is not at all difficult to see the application of this text to
our heavenly husband-indeed, and in truth He is “altogether
lovely”! W&,Should like to attempt a paraphrase of the text
as we relate it to our Lord: “My beloved is pure and strong.
The leader among all men. He carries the banner of His own
conquest. He is the head of His body, the church-such a
head is of value beyond estimate. He is eternally youthful and
strong. His beauty is such a contrast to the environment in
which He lives. What a refreshment it is to look into His eyes!
His eyes are full of love and alive with interest in my life in all
of it, all the time. He looks at me tenderly-softly, ‘like doves
beside the water brooks’-peaceful, restful, yet full of life.
He always is able to see what no one else could. Everything
moves into its proper place when I look long enough into His
eyes. All the love and care of my Father is seen in the face
of my Lord. To know that even now I have the fragrant words
that came from His lips is startling! What beautiful strong
hands does my Lord have. Today His hands are my hands.
His help is my help in our world. The body of my Lord is
indeed a work of art-not of men but of God. I stand in the
strength of His might. His total bearing is one of the King
of all Kings and the Lord of all Lords. This is my beloved
and my nearest, dearest Friend.” How inadequately we have
represented Him-He is more-much more than we were
able to say.
FACT QUESTIONS 5:8-16

185. There is a carryover of the dream of 5 1 - 7 into verse eight.
What is it?
186. The daughters of Jerusalem are contrasted to the watchmen. How?
187. Why do the women of Solomon’s harem ask about the
shepherd?
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188. It really does not seem sensible to tthink of these verses
applying to Solomon as the groom. Why?
189. What is meant by saying “my beloved is white and
ruddy”?
190. Explain the phrase “the chiefest among ten thousand”?
191. Why say of his head: “his head is as the most fine gold”?
192. Describe the hair of her beloved.
193. His eyes are surely one of his most attractive features.
Explain.
194. Show how his cheeks were like a flower bed.
195. What symbolism is used to describe his hands?
196. What is taught by saying “His legs are as pillars of marble,
set upon sockets of gold”?
197. What does the bride say as she stands back to view the
full length portrait she has just painted?
198. Group the seven qualities of the husband here described
and discuss three in one session and four in another as
they relate to your husband-wife relationship.
199. Please read over again our paraphrase in the description
of our Lord-now make your own paraphrase by following
the text and your own heart.
TEXT 6:1-7:10
Court Ladies: Inquiry, 6: 1

Shulammite: Answer, 6:2 -Avowal, 6 :3
Solomon: Interview with the Shulammite, 6:4-7:

10

Dialogue: Solomon, 6:6-10

TEXT 6:1-10

1. Whither is thy beloved gone, 0 thou fairest among women?
Whither hath thy beloved turned,
that we may seek him with thee?
40 7
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2. My beloved is gone down to his garden,
To the beds of spices,,to feed in the gardens,
And to gather lilies.
3. I am my beloved’s and my beloved is mine;
He feedeth his flock amohg the lilies.
4.Thou &t fair, 0 my b e , as Tinzah,
Comely as Jerusalem,
Terrible as an army with banners.
5. Turn away thine eyes from me,
For they have overcome me.
Thy hair is as a flock of goats,
That lie along the side of Gilead.
6 . Thy teeth are like a flock of ewes, which are come up
from the washing;
Where every one hath twins,
And none is bereaved among them.
7. Thy temples are like a piece of a pomegranate behind
thy veil.
8. There are threescore queens, and fourscore concubines,
and virgins without number.
9. My dove, my undefiled, is but one;
She is the only one of her mother.
She is the choice one of her that bear her.
The daughters saw her, and called her blessed;
Yea, the queens and the concubines, and they praised her.
10. Who is she that looketh forth as the morning,
Fair as the moon,
Clear as the sun,
Terrible as an army with banners?
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 6:l-10
151. Why did the women ask the questions of the whereabouts
of the beloved? Did they really want to seek him?
152. The maid knows immediately where he was. How was it
she was so well informed?
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153. As a shepherd wasn’t gathering lilies a rather superficial
job? Explain.
154. What is the strong avowal in verse three?
155. Solomon is again attempting to win the heart of the maid.
Why bother if he has a harem full?
156. How does the maid compare with two cities? Le., with
Tirzah and Jerusalem?
157. The maiden had qualities other than physical beautyshe was as “terrible as an army with banners.” Explain.
158. The king was overcome with a look. What did he see in
her eyes that so moved him?
159. The shepherd had used the same figure of speech in his
description of the maid (cf. 4:lff). Is there any difference
between 4:1, 2 and 6:6?
160. The description in 6:7 is repeated in 4:3b. Why? Discuss.
161. Why mention the 60 queens and the 80 concubines?
162. What was the purpose in having “virgins” or “maidens”?
in such large numbers?
163. There are four descriptions of the Shulammite in verse
nine. Discuss their meaning.
164. The maiden must have made quite an impression upon
evefyone-or perhaps Solomon is only full of flattery.
Discuss.
165. There is a beautiful expression in verse ten. Discuss the
qualities here suggested.

PARAPHRASE 6:l-10
Court Ladies:

6:l. Whither is thy beloved gone,
0 thou fairest among women?
Whither is thy beloved turned aside?
And we will seek him with thee.
Shulamm ite:

2. My beloved is gone down to his garden,
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To tht5beds of balsam,
imself in the gardens, (Dr. R. Young)
And to gather anemones.
3. (But) I am my beloved3 and my beloved his mine!
He (who) pastures his flock where anemones grow.
I

.

Solomon:
4. Thou art fair as Tirzah, 0 my companion,
j

Comely as Jerusalem;
Imposing as troops marching with their banners!
5. Turn away thine eyes>fromme,
For they are taking me by storm.
Thy >hairresembles a flock of goats
That *browsealong the slopes of Gilead.
6. Thy teeth are like a flock of shorn sheep
Just come up from t
Each has its twin,
And none among them is bereaved.
7. Thy cheeks are 1ike.halves of a pomegranate
Behind thy tresses. 8. There are sixty *queensand eighty concubines,
Also virgin damsels without number.
9. My dove among all the rest is alone perfect;
She is her mother’s only daughter,
The darling of her that bore her.
The damsels saw her and pronaunced her happy,
Queens and concubines, too, praised her, saying,
10. “Who is this that appears like the early dawn,
Fair as the moon, clear as the sun,
Imposing as troops marching with their banners?”
,

COMMENT 6:1-10
Exegesis 6:l-10

We have been impressed and greatly helped by the comments
of Walter F. Adeney in An Exposition of the Bible (p. 533, 34):
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“The mocking ladies ask their victim where then has this
paragon gone? She would have them underbta’nd that he has
not been so cruel as really to desert her. It was only in her
dream that he treated her with such unaccountable fickleness.
The plain fact is that he is away at his work on his far-off
farm, feeding his flock, and perhaps gathering a posy of flowers
for his bride. He is far away-that sad truth cannot be denied;
and yet he is not really lost, for love laughs at time and distance; the poor lonely girl can say still that she is her beloved’s
and that he is hers. The reappearance of this phrase suggests
that it is intended to serve as a sort of refrain.
In the first refrain the daughters of Jerusalem are besought
not to attempt to awaken the Shulammite’s love for Solomon;
this is well balanced by the refrain in which she declares the
constancy of the mutual love that exists between herself and
the shepherd.
Now Solomon reappears on the scene, and resumes his
laudation of the Shulammite’s beauty. But there is a marked
change in his manner. This most recent capture is quite unlike
the sort of girls with whom his harem was stocked from time
to time. He had no reverence for any of them; they all considered themselves to be highly honoured by his favour, all
adored him with slavish admiration, like, that expressed by
one of them in the first line of the poem. But he is positively
afraid of the Shulammite. She is “terrible as an army with
banners.” He cannot bear to look at her eyes; he begs her to
turn them away from him, for they have overcome him. What
is the meaning of this new attitude on the part of the mighty
monarch? There is something awful in the simple peasant
girl. The purity, the constancy, the cold scorn with which she
regards the king, are as humiliating as they are novel in his
experience. Yet it is well for him that he is susceptible to their
influence. He is greatly injured and corrupted by the manners
of a luxurious Oriental court. But he is not a seared profligate.
The vision of goodness startles him; but there is a better nature
in him, and its slumbering powers are partly roused by this
unexpected apparition.
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We have nowareached a very important point in the poem.
It is almose impossible to reconcile this with the theory that
Solomon is the one and only lover referred to throughout. But
on the “shepherd hypothesis:’ the position is most significant.
The value of rconstancy in love is not only seen in the steadfast character of one who is sorely tempted to yield to other
influences; it is also apparent in the effects on a spectator of
so uncongenial a nature as King Solomon. Thus the poet
brings out the,,great idea of his work most vividly. He could
not have?done so more forcibly than by choosing the court
of Solomon for the scene of the trial, and showing the startling
effect of the noble virtue of constancy on the king himself.
. Here we.are face to face with one of the rescuing influences
of life, which may be met in various forms. A true woman, an
innocent child, a pure man, coming across the path of one
who has permitted himself to slide down towards murky depths,
arrests his attention with a, painful shock of surprise. The
result is a revelation to him, in the light of which he discovers,
to his horror, how far he, has fallen. It is a sort of incarnate
conscience, warning him of the still lower degradation towards
which he is sinki
rhaps it strikes him as a beacon light,
showing the path
purity and peace; an angel from he
sent to help him
e his steps and return to his better
Few men are so abandoned as never to be visited by some such
gleam from higher regions. To many, alas, it ’comes but as
the temporary rift in the clouds through which for one brief
moment the blue sky becomes visible even on a wild and stormy
day, soon to be lost in deeper darkness. Happy are they who
obey its unexpected message.
The concluding words of the passage which opens with
Solomon’s praises of the Shulammite present another
many difficulties with which the poem, abounds. Me
made of, Solomon’s sixty queens, his eighty concubines, his
maidens without number; and then the Sh,ulammite is contrasted with this vast seraglio as “My d
my’ undefiled,’’
who is “but one”-“the only one of her mother.” Who is
speaking here? If this is a continuation of Solomon’s speech,
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as the flow of the verses would suggest, it must mean that the
king would set his newest acquisition quite apart from all the
ladies of the harem, as his choices and treasured bride. Those
who regard Solomon as the lover, think they see here what
they call his conversion, that is to say his turning away from
polygamy to monogamy. History knows of no such conversion;
and it is hardly likely that a poet of the northern kingdom would
go out of his way to whitewash the matrimonial reputation
of a sovereign from whom the house of Judah was descended.
Besides, the occurrence here represented bears a very dubious
character when we consider that all the existing denizens of
the harem were to be put aside in favour of a new beauty.
It would have been more like a genuine conversion if Solomon
had gone back to the love of his youth, and confined his affections to his neglected first wife.” (ibid. pp. 533-34)
From a reading of several commentaries we are well aware
that the above quotation will not be met with unanimous
approval. We only offer what seems to us a consistent position.
We believe the interpretation we have suggested compliments
the teachings of the rest of the scriptures. We are asking this
inspired poem which has in itself no certain interpretation
to agree with the plain teaching of the rest of the word and
not visa versa.
Marriage 6:1-10

Dear God, I want to be that pure man! I trust your heart
has responded to the concept presented here as has mine.
There is a beauty, a wonder, something awesome, and genuine
in holiness. There is a motivation for living, suffering, working,
yea, and dying in keeping myself for one woman.
There is nothing weak or unworthy about this look at marriage. It will not do to apply this to our wife and ask her if
she is like the Shulammite-of course, we hope she is. But
she will respond far more readily to our example of purity.
If we are so in love with her that the offers of Satan do not
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tempt us theri, purity ’and oneness becomes a possibility. Let’s
look very closely .at Solomon’s description-it will help us
much. (1) He does not mention the lips or speech of the maiden.
She had said nothing that pleased him, indeed, she could
have spoken ‘against him. It is more important that the conversation of,our wife please us than her physical person. (2) Her
penetrating gaze profoundly disturbed him-it was because
her gaze was pure or unadulterated. Contrast the response
of the shepherd to her look-it repulsed Solomon and encouraged the shepherd., (4:9) (3) Even Solomon hesitated in
pressing his attention on ‘one whose virtuous behavior gave
him no encouragement. he demeanor of our wives speaks
far more eloquently than+heir lips. We need to separate selfishness from virtue. There is nothing virtuous about refusing
the attentions of our wife or husband because such attention
(particularly in the sexual realm) is not convenient. (Cf. I Corinthians 7:lff) *).
*
_
Communion 6:l -I 0

“Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ loved the church
and gave himself up for her to make her holy, cleansing her.
by the washing with water through the word, and to present
her to himself as a radiant church, without stain or wrinkle
or any other such blemish, but holy and blameless” Ephesians
6:25-27. We are so very delighted and humbled to consider
the fact that this is how our bridegroom looks at us, His Bride.
But in the text before us we want to know how the world-or
Solomon looks at us. Is the world non-plused by our transparent sincerity? A genuine consistent life is as “imposing
as troops marching with their banners.” When Ananias and
Sapphira were struck dead for lying the result was as follows:
“And great fear came upon the whole church, and upon all
that heard these things . . But of the rest durst no map join
himself to them: howbeit the people magnified them; and believers were the more added to the Lord, multitudes both of

.
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men and women; (Acts 511, 13, 14).” It was, the..consistent
lives of the Apostles and other Christians that1 led in this conquest. Have you ever been avoided because you were a Christian?
Has someone refused to look you in the eye? We shouldn’t be
surprised. If such persons could voice their reaction it could
be in the words of our text-“Turn away thine eyes from me,
for they are taking me by storm.” Paul obtained this response
from the governor Felix and his female companion, Drusilla.
“And as he reasoned of righteousness, and self-control, and
judgment to come, Felix was terrified,. and ,‘answered, Go
thy way for this time; and when I have a convenient season,
I will call thee unto me” (Acts 24:25). The Christian should
indeed be attractive as a person-but pure and undefiled in
character and this is a shock to many people.
FACT QUESTIONS 6:l-lO

~

200. The shepherd really never left the maid-how
account
for his apparent leaving?
201. The shepherd was not only feeding the flocks but also
thinking of his beloved. How did he express his thoughts?
202. There are two refrains running through the Song. What
are they?
203. There is a marked change in the manner of Solomon.
What is it?
204. There is something awful in the simple peasant girl. What
is it?
205. Solomon has not become a “seared profligate.’’ How do
we know? Discuss.
206. This text seems to support the “shepherd hypothesis.”
Explain.
207. Do you think Solomon underwent a conversion at this
point and left all his other wives and became loyal to only
the Shulammite? Discuss.
208. Discuss the three points of comparison under the section
of Marriage as they relate to marriage today.
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209. Discuss the possible influence a pure consistent life can
have on our6world.
TEXT 6~11-13
Shulammite, 6:11-13

“11. I wentadowninto the garden of nuts,
To see the green plants of the valley.
To see whether the vine budded, and the pomegranates
were in flower.
12. Before I was aware, my soul (desire) set me (made me)
Among the chariots of my princely people.
13. Return, return, 0 Shulammite;
Return, return, that we may look upon thee.
Why will ye look upon the Shulammite,
As upon the dance of Mahanaim?
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 6:ll-13

166. These three verses are very important to the understanding
of the story of this Song. Explain why this is true.
167. I thought this maiden was employed in the work of the
vineyard. What is she doing-in the garden of nuts?
168. Her purpose seems pensive. Was she angry with her lover?
169. This is a very difficult verse for interptetation. Paraphrase its meaning in your own words.
170. If this is a description of her abduction by Solomon, she
is surely playing down what happened. Why?
171. Are we to understand the words of verse 13 are from the
Shulammite? Perhaps only half of the verse are her words.
Which half? Explain.
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PARAPHRASE 6~11-13
Shulammite:

11. I had gone down to the walnut garden
To see the fresh verdue of the valley,
To see if the grapevines were in bud
And the pomegranate trees were in bloom,
12. When quite unexpectedly this desire of mine led me
Into the midst of the chariots of my noble people.
13. (They cried) “Return, return, 0 Shulammite;
Return, return, that we may look at thee!
Why would we look upon the Shulammite (said I)
As if ye were watching the Mahanaim dance?”
COMMENT 6:ll-13
Exegesis 6:ll-13

.

In the most charming manner possible, the maiden recounts
the circumstances of her being kidnapped; “It was in the early
spring of the year, I had gone to the garden where the walnut
and pomegranate trees grow, it was also in the valley where
the vineyard is planted. I had come for two reasons-I did
want to check on the budding of the grapevines and to stand
beneath the flaming bloom of the pomegranate trees. But I
had also come out here in the beauty of the valley because I
had quarreled with my beloved and I needed to think and
pray. (We assume this latter purpose.) “When quite unexpectedly this quest of mine led me into the midst of the
chariots of my noble people.’’ (Clarke) “Or perhaps it was my
confused state of mind, before I hardly knew what I was doing,
my desire to visit the garden resulted in a place in one of the
chariots of my Lord the king.”
The thirteenth verse poses real problems for interpreters.
Her identity as a maid of Shunem or Shulem is established417
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this is the only place in the story where such designation is
given. Cf. I Samuel 28:4; I Kings 1:3; I1 Kings 4:8. As to
who is speaking in the first half and last half of the verses, we
offer what appears to us as a reasonable explanation: “They
cried” i.e., Solomon’s body guard who were running after
the maiden, cried, “Return, return, 0 Shulammite, return,
return, that we may look at thee.” She had been startled by
the sudden appearance of this calvacade of chariots-she
left the scene as rapidly as possible. Solomon, attracted by
her beauty, commanded that she be brought to him. She
remonstrates with her would-be captors. “Why would ‘we’
look upon the Shulammite, as if you were watching the Mahanaim dance?” Such a dance must have been welf-known
as a source of public amusement for Solomon. She is saying
she does not want to become a play-thing for the King.
Marriage 6 : l l - 1 3

We have nothing but admiration for such a woman. She is
willing to admit her own limitations. She placed herself in a
dangerous position-perhaps it was her own petulance that
led her there, or perhaps it wasn’t, for whatever cause she
freely admits she was responsible for being there. She does
not say a word against the King-was it because of her position
in the court of Solomon? She tried to remove herself from the
presence of all that was a threat to her and her love. She was
an unwilling captive of the king. She refused to be a mere
trinket for the amusement of the monarch. She was captive
to her beloved-he had won her devotion. Her convictions
were stronger than the environment. We are reminded of
such a woman described in I Peter 3:l-16.
Communion 6 : l l - 1 3

What an example of the kind of commitment we can make
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to our Lord! We have indeed been taken captive while on
our way to the garden of nuts! Before we hardly knew it our
desire led us to a place in the chariot of Satan and we were
whisked off to a place in his harem. We can be sure Satan
has no personal interest beyond how he can use us. Are we
ready to admit our need as the Shulammite? Flattery is a
dangerous tool in the hand of Satan. It is possible that flattery
was part of the reason the maiden was a captive. We, like the
maiden, can recoup our losses-we can remain steadfast in
our first love. We can return again to the One altogether lovely.
FACT QUESTIONS 6111-13
210. Why recount her capture with fio blame for her captors?
211. How do you interpret the thirteenth verse?
212. Discuss the possible lessons for present day marriages in
these verses.
213. Discuss the kind of commitment necessary to overcome
captivity by Satan.
TEXT 7:1-10
Solomon; 7:l-9 (verses 1-5 may be remarks of women attendants)
Shulummite (interrupting the King); 7:9b-10 (Her final avowal
of fidelity to her beloved.)
1. How beautiful are thy feet in sandals,
0 prince’s daughter!
Thy rounded thighs are like jewels,
The work of the hands of a skillful workman.
2. Thy body is like a round goblet
Wherein no mingled wine is wanting.
Thy waist is like a heap of wheat set about with lilies.
3. Thy two breasts are like two fawns that are twins of a roe.
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4. Thy neck is like the tower of ivory;
Thine eyes are the pools in Heshbon,
By the gates of Bathrabbim;
Thy nose is like the tower of Labanon which looketh
toward Damascus.
5. Thy head upon thee is like carmel, and the hair of thy
head like purple;
The King is held captive in the tresses thereof.
6. How fair and how pleasant art thou, 0 love, for delights!
7. This thy stature is like to a palm tree,
And thy breasts to its clusters.
8. I said, I will climb up into the palm tree,
I will take hold of the branches thereof;
Let thy breasts be as clusters of the vine,
And the smell of thy breath like apples,
9. And thy mouth like the best wine,
That goeth down smoothly for my beloved,
Gliding through the lips of those that are asleep.
1.0. I am my beloved’s; and his desire is toward me.
THOUGHT QUESTIONS 711-10
172. If verses one through five are the words of women attendants to the maiden what could be their purpose?
173. Why use the term “prince’s daughter”?
174. In what way can rounded thighs be compared to jewels
and the work of skillful artists?
175. Her body is like a goblet full of unmixed wine. Is this
the meaning of verse 2a?
176. It seems strange to compare her waist to a heap of wheat
-set about with lilies-what can this mean?
177. Breasts are compared to fawns before (Cf. 45). This
seems to be a favorite comparison. What is involved?
178. The neck like an ivory tower was also used in 4:4-or
was it? Discuss.
179. Her head compared to Carmel-the city? the mountain?
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or what? How?
180. Purple hair?? Explain.
181. What is meant by saying her eyes were like pools in
Heshbon?
182. It would hardly be a compliment today to point out a
very prominent nose. What is meant by 4b?
183. The king is held captive. How? for what?
184. This maid was fair and pleasant-but for what purpose?
(Cf. verse six)
185. The king is surely getting bold in verse seven. It would
seem that his figure of speech breaks down in 8a. Explain.
186. If her breasts were “fruit of the vine,” what would be
their purpose?
187. Solomon is about to act upon his words-then
there
seems to be a break in verse 9b, Explain.
188. The Shulammite surely endangers herself in putting off
the passionate advances of the king. What prompted
her remark of verse ten?

PARAPHRASE 7:l-10
Solomon or Women Attendants:

1. How stately is thy walk in sandals, 0 noble lady1
Thy rounded hips are like ornaments
Fashioned by a skillful craftsman.
2. Thy bosom is as a well-shaped goblet
That lacks not blended wine.
Thy body is like a heap of wheat
Set about with anemones.
3. Thy two breasts are like two fawns,
Twins of a gazelle.
4. Thy neck is like an ivory tower.
Thine eyes as the clear pools at Heshbon.
By the Bath-rabbin gate.
Thy nose (face?) is like the tower of Lebanon.
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Which looks towards Damascus.
5. Thy head is set upon thee like Carmel,
And thy tresses have a purple sheen.
A king is enmeshed in their ringlets.
6. How fair and how pleasing art thou, 0 Love,
Among delightful things!
Solomon:
7. This form of thine is like a palm tree,
And thy breasts like date clusters,
8. I said (to myself), I will climb the palm tree
By taking hold of the frond stumps.
Let thy breasts be like clusters of grapes,
The fragrance of thy breath like citrons,
9. And thy palate (mouth?) like the best wine

...

Shulammite (interrupting):
That rightly goes down only for my beloved.
Solomon (concluding):
Causing slumbering lips to speak.
10. I am my beloved’s, and his desire is for me myself.

COhMENT 7:l-10

of th‘ese verses in An
There is an interesting explanati
Exposition of the Bible by Walter F. Adeney
attribute these verses to Solomon but to the
court, he says:
“The Shulammite now seems to be attempting a retreat,
and the ladies o f t
ourt bid her return; they would see the
performance of a
urite dance, known as ‘The Dance of
Mahanaim.’ Thereupon we have a escription of the performer, as she was seen during the c volutions of ‘the dance,
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dressed in a transparent garment of red gauze-perhaps such
as is represented in Pompeian frescoes,-so that her person
could be compared to pale wheat surrounded by crimson
anemones. It is quite against the tenor of her conduct to
suppose that the modest country girl would degrade herself
by ministering to the amusement of a corrupt court in this
shameless manner. It is more reasonable to conclude that the
entertainment was given by a professional dancer from among
the women of the harem. We have a hint that this is the case
in the title applied to the performer, in addressing whom
Solomon exclaims, “0 prince’s daughter,” an expression never
used for the poor Shulammite, and one from which we should
gather that she was a captive princess who had been trained
as a court dancer. The glimpse of the manners of the palace
helps to strengthen the contrast of the innocent, simple country
life in which the Shulammite delights.
It has been suggested, with some degree of probability,
that the Shulammite is supposed to make her escape while
the attention of the king and his court is diverted by this entrancing spectacle. It is to be observed, at all events, that
from this point onwards to the end of the poem, neither Solomon nor the daughters of Jerusalem take any part in the
dialogue, while the scene appears t o be shifted to the Shulammite’s home in the country, where she and the shepherd
are now seen together in happy companionship.” (p. 534, 535.)
We much prefer this explanation to the labored efforts of
the commentators to apply this to the Shulammite. No doubt
the women of the harem could imagine (with Solomon) that
if this maid were to dance she would meet the description
here given.
There are ten features of the female form:

(1) How beautiful are your feet-as you walk in your sandals,
you have the grace of a princess.
(2) Your thighs are a work of art-like the carved jewels of a
master artist.
(3) Your navel is like a lovely goblet in which the best of
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wine can always be found.
(4) Your waist is like a heap of wheat encircled with anemones.
(5) Your two breasts are as soft as two fawns-perfect twins

of a roe.
(6) Your neck is like an ivory tower.
(7) Your eyes have the depth of the pools of Heshbon, by
the gate of Bath-rabbin.
(8) Your face (or nose) has the grandeur and serenity of the
tower of Lebanon, which looketh toward Damascus.
(9) Your head is like the beautiful Mount Carmel.
(10) Your hair, as it shines in the sunlight, is the royal color
of purple-a king would be held captive in its ringlets.
Marriage 7:1-10

One’s wife should be physically attractive to her husband.
She should know it. It would not be at all offensive if you
were to make your own personal paraphrase of these verses
and give them to your wife as a love letter from her husband.
Better yet, you could read them to her. Perhaps the metaphors
and similes you use could have a more contemporary motif.
Your wife would not be at all flattered if you told her that her
nose was like the tower of Lebanon. If you do not tell your
wife of her physical attraction to you she could be willing to
listen to someone else who is ready to describe her charms.
Communion 7:l-10

We believe most of this section is a flattering attempt on
the part of Solomon or the women of his court to seduce the
Shulammite. N o doubt the description fits the maiden-but
the purpose behind telling it is surely open to censure. Flattery
is such a subtle tool of Satan. So many Christians are very
susceptible to flattery. Why? Because no one has convinced
them of their true worth. We are almost ready to believe anyone
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who can see a value in us, even if it is only for their own advantage. We need to read again and again the love letters of
our Father and His Son who tell us over and over again how
valuable we are to them and the world in which we live.
FACT QUESTIONS 7:l-10
214. When we attribute these verses to the women of the court
of Solomon we are introduced to a dance routine. Explain
and discuss.
215. What did the Shulammite do while the dance was in
progress?
216. How does the description given here relate to the maiden?
217. Do the ten features of the female form describe the Shulammite or the dancer or both? Discuss.
218. Read verses six through ten and explain them in your
own words.
219. Discuss the application of these verses to marriage.
220. What is the antidote for flattery? Discuss.
TEXT 7:11-8:4
Shulammite: Invitation to the Shepherd, 7: 11-8:2
Aside to Court Ladies, 8:3
Adjuration to Court Ladies, 8:4 (final)

“11. Come, my beloved, let us go forth into the field;
Let us lodge in the villages.
12. Let us get up early to the vineyards;
Let us see whether the vine hath budded,
And its blossom is open,
And the pomegranates are in flower;
There will I give thee my love.
13. The mandrakes give forth fragrance;
And at our doors are all manner of precious fruits,
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new and old,
Which I have laid up for thee, 0 my beloved.”
“8:l 0 that thou wert as my brother,
That sucked the breasts of my mother!
When I should find thee without,
I would kiss thee;
Yea, and rione would despise me.
2. I would lead thee, and bring thee into my mother’s
house,
Who would instruct me;
I would cause thee to drink of spiced wine,
Of the juice of my pomegranate.
3. His left hand should be under my head,
And his right hand should embrace me.
4. I adjure you 0 daughters of Jerusalem,
That ye stir up, nor awake my love,
Until he please.”
’

THOUGHT QUESTIONS 7: 11-8:4
189. How is it now possible for the maiden to give such an
invitation since she is confined to the palace of Solomon?
190. What time of the year is suggested by the reference to the
vines and the pomegranate tree?
191. Why offer her love in the vineyard?
192. Mandrakes are a particular type of fruit-Cf. Gen. 30:1418-what is intended by her reference to them here?
193. The last half of verse 13 is a poetic way of promising
something. What was it?
194. Does the maid want her. lover to become or pretend he is
her brother? What is meant?
195. It would seem from 8:lb that no physical expression of
love had passed between the maid and the shepherd. If
this is true, how shall we understand some of the earlier
expressions? Discuss.
196. Why take her beloved into her mother’s house? What
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type of instruction would be given?

197. Was she promising a real drink of wine or was this a
poetic expression?
198. Verse three was repeated earlier. What is meant?
199. Verse four is an oft-repeated refrain-it is given at very
appropriate times. Show how this is true here.
PARAPHRASE 7:11-814

Shulammite ‘s Soliloquy
11. Come, my beloved, let us go into the open country;
Let us lodge in the villages.
12. We will rise early and go into the vineyards.
We will see if the vines have budded;
Whether the blossom is opening,
And the pomegranates are in flower . .
There will I give thee my caresses.
13. The mandrakes are giving forth their fragrance,
At our doors are all kinds of luscious fruits,
New and old, all reserved for thee, my beloved.
8:l Oh, that thou hadst been as my brother,,
One nursed in the bosom of my own mother!
Then had I met thee in the open, I would have kissed
thee,
And no one would have despised me.
2. I would have led thee to my mother’s house;
Where she would have instructed me.
I would have made thee drink spiced wine
Made from the juice of my own pomegranates.

.

Aside to Court Ladies
3. His left hand would have been under my head,
And his right hand supporting me.
4. I adjure you, 0 daughters of Jerusalem,
Why should ye arouse or stir up love
Until itself is pleased to awaken?
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COMMENT 7:11--8:4
Exegesis 7 : l l - 8:4

The bridegroom has come for his bride. Whether this is
literal or figurative, we could not say. Does this only happen
in the dreams of the maiden or has Solomon capitulated? If
Solomon has given her leave to go back to her home in Shunem,
then perhaps a message has been sent to her shepherd and he
actually is present to respond to the words of his beloved.
We shall comment separately upon each of these six verses.
Verse 11. It must have been with a good deal of poignancy
that the maiden thought of the open fields of Galilee. She no
doubt thought of friends or relatives in some of the villages
who would welcome she and her new husband as overnight
visitors. All the associations of many years back rushed in
upon her and her heart is full of yearnings to be back again
amid familiar faces and places. She is tired of the oppressive
atmosphere of the king’s harem.
Verse 12. It is still the spring of the year. It was spring
when she was snatched away from her garden. Unless we conclude an entire year has gone by, her sojourn at court was
only a few weeks. After a pleasant conversation with friends
at the house in the village they would retire for the night. She
is already anticipating their marriage and what is here proposed amounts in our terms to a honeymoon. How fresh and
new is the atmosphere in the early morning! A stroll through
the vineyard could be so beautiful! Holding hands, we could
stoop down and check together the development of the blossoms. We could pause to drink deeply of the fragrance from
the flowers of the pomegranate trees. “There in the seclusion
and privacy of His hanidwork I will give you my love.” Away
from the eyes of anyone but her beloved she would express
her deep feelings for him.
Verse 13. We are back in the village of Shunem. In the
garden near the house the fragrance of the mandrakes is filling
the air. At the doors of our house we have kept from past
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seasons dired fruit-we will also have fresh produce from
our garden. Ever since I met you I have planned and laid up
these gifts for the day when we could share them together.
Besides the literal meaning we have given to her words, we
seem to catch another meaning! Mandrakes had long been
associated with love (Cf. Genesis 30:14-18). Perhaps these
words are but a veiled promise of her expressions of love to
be given to him in their house.
Verse one of the eighth chapter. The shepherd had addressed
her as his sister, she now reciprocates with the thought that
if he were her brother she would rush into his arms and kiss
him at any time and any place. We like the words of Adeney
here: “This singular mode of courtship between two lovers
who are so passionately devoted to one another that we might
call them the Hebrew Romeo and Juliet, is not without significance. Its recurrence, now on the lips of the bride, helps to
sharpen still more the contrast between what passes for love
in the royal harem, and the true emotion experienced by a
pair of innocent young people, unsullied by the corruptions of
the court-illustrating, as it does at once, its sweet intimacy
and its perfect purity.” (ibid., p. 535.)
Verse two. Why go to her mother’s house? This would be
after their marriage for instruction from the mother in the
art of lovemaking. No mention is made of her father-perhaps
her mother is a widow. Such a simple home-like atmosphere
is in strong contrast to the oppressive magnificence of Solomon’s palace. She has some wonderful home-made country
beverages for him-spiced wine and pomegranate juice. “Perhaps what is here called ‘spiced wine’ is especially prepared
juice from the pomegranate.”
Verses three and four. We have treated these verses earlier
in our comments on 2:6, 7. The fourth verse is repeated twice:
in 2:7 and 3:s. Please see our comments upon these verses.
This would seem to be the final word to Solomon and the
women of the court. She is saying in essence: “I am committed
to the shepherd as my husband-I can already feel his strong
arms around me. Do not, as I have said twice before, attempt
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to qrouse any love on my part for Solomon-love will take its
spontaneous course-and in my case it is for my shepherd.”l
Marriage 7 : l l - 8:4

If the Shulamrnite represents the bride of Christ, then these
words can become a pattern for the love the church should
have for her Lord. This has always been a parallel for the
love the husband should have for his wife and the wife for
her husband. Where is the bride who will express her love
with the same, intensity and fidelity as the Shulammite? We
believe there are many who would if they were married to a
man like the shepherd. But is this the criteria for such a response? Many a husband knows he is far from the ideal here
described but his wife loves him none-the-less. This is surely
the fulfillment (in reverse order) of how Christ loved the church.
Even when this is true can we not read into these words the
longing of the dear girl we married? She does want to find
anew the fresh fields and the secluded spot-she still wants
your exclusive interest in her-to share with her the little
things- the beautiful things of very ordinary life. Just a cup
of tea-a simple flower-even an orange eaten with love is
worth more than the many expensive “things” for which we
spend so much time away from her. If somehow her husband
could be her brother she could then get on the inside of his
thoughts and could establish a rapport shared in a happy
family. Anything to be one with the one she loves more than life.
Communion 7 : l l - 8 : 4

What a tremendous example this passage is of the kind of
love we, as the bride, should give to our living Lord, “Christ
is a living Person. He loves you with a personal love, and He
looks everyday for your personal response to His love. Look
into His face with trust till His love really shines into your
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heart (Romans 55). Make his heart glad by telling Him you
love Him.” (author unknown) Converse with your heavenly
Husband-say to Him, T o m e , my beloved, let’s go to work-”
or “let’s wash the dishes.” He is alive-He does want to
participate in all you are and do. He also sleeps with you at
night. How delightful to begin the day with Him. We have
found so much good in the little booklet Manna In The Morning published by Moody Press. We wish to say a word of
recommendation here-if you are not meeting Him in the
morning-or even if you are-get it and read it. Oh, how
we need to plan ahead for a continual love affair with our
Lord. There is all manner of precious fruit from our experiences
and from His word-both new and old which we can share
with Him. This will never happen if we do not plan it. Communion with our Lord through the Holy Spirit (I1 Corinthians
13:14; Colossians 2:lff) is a joint participation-a
partnership that includes all of life. Do we take Him into “our mother’s
house”? i.e., into the relationship and fellowship of the family
conversation? or of the TV programs and the exchange of
the usual subjects? If we did, perhaps our family would be
so impressed with His presence that instruction would have
an entirely different meaning.
FACT QUESTIONS 7:ll-8:4

221. The bridegroom has come for the bride-is this to be
understood as an actual visit from the shepherd? Discuss.
222. With whom would the newly-weds stay in the villages?
223. The maiden is homesick-she feels oppressed. Why?
224. We conclude the whole Song discusses a time of only a
few weeks in May or late April. How is this conclusion
reached?
225. It would seem the young couple are on their honeymoon.
What gives us this thought?
226. Do you agree that there is a possible double-meaning
in verse 13? Discuss.
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227. How can we compare this couple to Romeo and Jyliet?
228. Is there anyone anywhere in the United States like the
two persons described here? Discuss.
229. Why go t o her mother’s house? Where is her father?
230. What were her final words for the women of the harem
and Solomon?
lammitel Discuss.
231. Where is the wife like the
232. Are there men like the shepherd? (What about the rest
of us?)
233. What is really important with our wife?
234. Why would any wife want a brother-sister relationship
with her husband? or is this what is meant? Discuss.
235. What a tremendous example this passage is of the kind
of love we as the bride should give to our living Lord.
Please discuss the very practical application of this text
to your own personal relationship to your Lord.

TEXT 8~5-14
FIFTH SCENE - The Homeward Journey, 85-14
Villagers (or the Shepherd’s Companions) : Inquiry, 8:Sa
The Lovers: Dialogue, 8:5b-14
Shepherd, 8:5b
Shulammite, 8:6-12
Aspiration; 6 , 7
Recollection; 8, 9
Declaration, 10
Information, 11
Repudiation, 12
Shepherd, 8:13
Shulammite, 8:14

5. Who is this that cometh up from the wilderness,
Leaning upon her beloved?
Under the apple-tree I awakened thee:
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There thy mother was in travail with thee,
There was she in travail that brought thee forth.
6. Set me as a seal upon thy heart,
As a seal upon thine arm;
For love is strong as death:
Jealousy is cruel as Sheol;
The flashes thereof are flashes of fire,
A very flame of Jehovah.
7. Many waters cannot quench love,
Neither can floods drown it:
If a man would give all the substance of his house ,for
love,
He would utterly be condemned.
8. We have a little sister,
And she hath no breasts:
What shall we do for our sister
In the day when she shall be spoken for?
9. If she be a wall, we will build upon her a turret of silver;
And if she be a door,
We will enclose her with boards of cedar.
10. I am a wall, and my breasts like the towers thereof.
Then was I in his eyes as one that found peace.
11. Solomon had a vineyard at Baalhamon;
He let out the vineyard unto keepers;
Every one for the fruit thereof was to bring a thousand
,
pieces of silver.
12. My vineyard, which is mine is before me:
Thou, 0 Solomon, shalt have the thousand,
And those that keep the fruit thereof two hundred.
13. Thou that dwellest in the gardens,
The companions hearken for thy voice;
Cause me to hear it.
14. Make haste, my beloved,
And be thou like to a roe or to a young hart.
Upon the mountains of spices.
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS 8:5-14
200. We are no longer in Jerusalem-how was it possible
to return to the wilderness? Who is asking this question?
Why lean on her beloved? 201. Under the apple tree seems to be
ry special place
for two reasons. What are they?
202. What is suggested in the use of a seal-a seal had two
or three purposes. Show how they relate here. Why upon
the heart and the arm?
203. In what way is love as strong as death?
204. In what way is jealousy as cruel as the grave? How does
this relate?
205. Something was in danger of being burned up. What
was it?
206. True love can be seen in this Song. Define it.
207. Love is impervious to water. Why?
208. True love cannot be bought. Why?
209. How then is this love obtained?
210. Who is the “little sister” of verse eight?
211. Who is speaking and who is addressed in verse eight?
212. The metaphor of “wall” in verse nine carries what meaning?
213. There seems to be opposites involved in reference to “a
wall” and “a door;” Explain.
214. The maiden decides she shall be “a wall.” Why mention
her breasts?
215. A decision seems to have been reached in verse lob-a
very important decision. What was it?
216. How shall we relate the information given in verse 11 to
the story of this Song?
217. The Shulammite had a vineyard. What was it?
218. There seems to be a rejection in verse 12b-or is this
the meaning? Discuss.
219. Who is speaking in verse 131 Who is addressed? For
what purpose?
220. What is the emphasis in the closing verse? Who is involved?
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PARAPHRASE 8~5-14
Shepherd’s Companions

5 . Who is this coming up from the country
Leaning on the arm of her beloved?
Shepherd
There under the citron tree I awakened thy love;
There thy mother pledge thee to me;
There she that bore thee took my pledge.
Shulammite
6. Set me as a seal upon thy heart,
As a seal upon thine arm!

Solomon (concluding comment)

For love is strong as death;
Jealousy is as unyielding as Sheol;
Its burnings are fiery darts,
A most vehement flame. (lit., flame of JAH)
7 . Many waters cannot quench love,
Neither can rivers drown it.
If a man should give all his wealth for love,
He (or, It) would be scornfully rejected.
Shulammite (recalling her brothers’ discussion in her girlhood
days)
8. “We have a little sister,
She has still no breasts.
What shall we do for our sister,
When someone asks for her in marriage?
9. If she be like a city wall,
We will build her battlements of silver.
But if she be like a door,
We will make her secure with cedar boards.”
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10. I was a city wall,
And my breasts like towers upon it.
Then became I in his (Solomon’s) eyes
As one that finds peace,
11. Solomon had a vineyard in Baal-hamon,
He left his vineyard to tenant-keepers,
Who gave for its fruit a thousand shekels.
12. My vineyard, my very own, lies before me.
Thou, 0 Solomon, mayest haye the thousand shekels
And the tenant-keepers two hundred!
Shepherd
13. 0 thou that dwellest in the gardens,
My companions wait to hear thy story;
Let me, too, hear it!

Shulammite

14. Come, my beloved, swift as a fleeing gazelle
Or a young deer upon the mountains of spices!
COMMENT 8~5-14
Exegesis 8:5-14

The comments of Walter F. Adeney are unexcelled on this
section of scripture.
“Now the bridegroom is seen coming up from the wilderness with his bride leaning upon him, and telling how he first
made love to her when he found her asleep under an apple
tree in the garden of the cottage where she was born. As they
converse together we reach the richest gem of the poem, the
Shulammite’s impassioned eulogy of love. She bids her husband
set her as a seal upon his heart in the inner sanctuary of his
being, and as a seal upon his arm-always owning her, always
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true to her in the outer world. She is to be his closely, his
openly, his for ever. She has proved her constancy to him;
now she claims his constancy to her. The foundation of this
claim rests on the very nature of love. The one essential characteristic here dwelt upon is strength-‘Love is strong as death.’
Who can resist grim death? Who escape its iron clutches?
Who can resist mighty love, or evade its power? The illustration
is startling in the apparent incompatibility of the two things
drawn together for comparison. But it is a stern and terrible
aspect of love to which our attention is now directed. This is
apparent as the Shulammite proceeds to speak of jealousy
which is ‘hard as the grave.’ If love is treated falsely, it can
flash out in a flame of wrath ten times more furious than the
raging of hatred-‘a most vehement flame of the Lord.’ This
is the only place the name of God appears throughout the
whole poem. It may be said that even here it only comes in
according to a familiar Hebrew idiom, as metaphor for what
is very great. But the Shulammite has good reason for claiming
God to be on her side in the protection of her love from cruel
love and outrage. Love as she knows it is both unquenchable
and unpurchasable. She has tested and proved these two
attributes in her own experience. At the court of Solomon
every effort was made to destroy her love for the shepherd,
and all possible means were employed for buying her love
for the king. Both utterly failed. All the floods of scorn which
the harem ladies poured over her love for the country lad
could not quench it; all the wealth of a kingdom could not
buy it for Solomon. Where true love exists, no opposition can
destroy it; where it is not, no money can purchase it. As for
the second idea- the purchasing of love-the
Shulammite
flings it away with the utmost contempt. Yet this was the too
common means employed by a king such as Solomon for replenishing the stock of his harem. Then the monarch was only
pursuing a shadow; he was but playing at love-making; he
was absolutely ignorant of the reality.
The vigour, one might say the rigour, of this passage distinguishes it from nearly all other poetry devoted to the praises
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of love. That paetry is usually soft and tendef; sometimes it is
feeble and sugary;, And.yet it must be remembered that even
the classical Aphrodite could be terribly angry. There is nothing
morbid or sentimental in the Shulammite’s ideas. She has
discovered and proved by experience that love is a mighty
force, capable of heroic endurance, and able, when wronged,
to avenge itself with serious effect.
Towards the conclusion of the poem fresh speakers appear
in the persons o f the Shulammite’s brothers, who defend themselves from the charge of negligence in having permitted their
little sister to be snatched away from their keeping, explaining
how they have done their best to guard her. Or perhaps they
mean that they will be more careful in protecting a younger
sister. They will build battlements about her. The Shulammite
takes up the metaphor. She is safe now, as a wall well embattled; at last she has found peace in the love of her husband.
Solomon may have a vineyard in her neighborhood, and draw
great wealth from it with which to buy the wares in which he
delights. It is nothing to her. She has her own vineyardi This
reference to the Shulammite’s vineyard recalls the mention
of it at the beginning of the poem, and suggests the idea that
in both cases the image represents the shepherd lover. In the
first instance she had not kept her vineyard, for she had lost
her lover. Now she has him, and she is satisfied. He calls to
her in the garden, longing to hear her voice there, and she
replies, bidding him hasten and come to her as she has described him coming before,-‘Like to a roe or a young hart
upon the mountains of spices.’
And so the poem sinks to rest in the happy picture of the
union of the two young lovers.’’ (Exposition of the Bible, pages
535-536.)
Marriage 8:5-14

Every marriage should have a honeymoon more than once.
Do these words of the text awaken fond memories OB the day
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when your beloved said, “Come, my beloved, let us go forth .?”
Make them true again-only this time you can plan it well
ahead. You have so much more experience. Your wife would
be delighted to respond to such an invitation and these words
really could be hers.
Do you remember the place where you asked her that great
question? That place cannot be repeated- that question cannot again be asked, but the devotion and excitement and
commitment can all be repeated a thousand times a thousand.
We can be that seal upon her heart and upon her arm. What
message is written upon the seal? It is surely obvious-it says:
I love you. But what is meant? It means: “I give myself to
you,” The whole person of the husband is given to the wifenot.some of the time, but all the time. Love is an act of the
will as much as an expression of emotion. The seal is upon the
arm as well as the heart. Our wife finds protection and very
visible evidence in a multitude of little acts of love that we
have given ourselves to her.
As the reader can observe from the Paraphrase, we believe
6b and verse 7 are the concluding observation of Solomon
concerning the whole story of his Song. As he said in Ecclesiastes 12: “Let us hear the conclusion of the whole matter”-so
here we believe he is saying-“Let us hear the conclusion of
the whole subject of love-human and divine”: Love is strong
as death. Once the total self has been given, that commitment
is just as irrevocable and immutable as death1 It will not change
-it will not yield. The possessiveness and protection of that
decision is “as cruel as the grave.” To challenge that decision
is to expect a flame of fire! A fierce fire like the fire of God!
Solomon is going on record for all time that there is nothingabsolutely nothing so indestructable as pure love. He could,
and did command a flood of waters to overflow the Shulammite-; it was a flood of flattery and wealth. When the waters
subsided, she was as immovable as she was before he started.
If anything, she was more intractable. As she looked at him
with the kind of cold indifference only scorn can give, he
said-“Turn your gaze from me, I cannot look upon thee.”
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(6:5) Solomon of all men should know that love (not lust) cannot be bought. Axe we to read into his words: “If a man would
give all the substance of his house . . .” that he was willing
to give a great sum of money-even “half his kingdom” for
the love of the Shulammite? If so, he found her love not,for sale.
The above comments all apply to many wives-and they
are married to some unwqrthy husbands-Le.,
there are
many of us who do not appreciate the dear girl our Lord has
given us for a wife.
From the reading of our earlier comments you will notice
we have applied verses eight through ten to the Shulammite.
These verses describe her in her childhood at home (a “little
sister that hath no breasts”). These could be the words of her
brothers as they expressed their concern over her as she approached the marriageable age. She is too young now but she
will soon “be spoken for.’’ When she arrives at that age will
she be a wall or a door? Le., will she refuse unworthy advances
upon her? or will she welcome all who come, to her? In either
case her brothers wanted to help her. If she was a wall they
would reinforce it with silver turrets-if she was a door they
would enclose her with boards of cedar, After her experience
with Solomon she can say that she was indeed a wall. In her
maturity she proved herself to be a virtuous woman; very much
like the one Solomon described in Proverbs 31:lO-31. Because
of her resistance and refusal, she was given release from his
court and enjoyed peace.
Is your wife a wall or a door? So very much depends upon
our total attitude toward her. Surely we can have at least as
great a concern as the brothers here described. Most virtuous
women become such because someone believed they could
and wanted them to. In the case of our wives, it has been the
example and words and love of our Lord who has created the
resolve and surrender that gave them peace; but the constant
concern and support of a husband who also loves her Lord
would be a great help.
Verses eleven and twelve describe an offer made by Solomon
to the maiden. Was this his last desperate attempt to win her?
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She describes a vineyard Solomon offered to her-or to her
family. It yielded a thousand pieces of silver every year and
the clear profit on it was two hundred pieces of silver. She
replies that she has her own vineyard-which in the poetic
figure is herself and her beloved. Solomon can keep his vineyard and his servants can keep the profit, she much prefers
her own vineyard.
Such loyalty can only arise out of genuine love. Our heavenly
Father is mercifully kind to us in not only His gifts, but in
what He withholds. How many wives would steadfastly refuse
all the offers of Solomon? Would a large income for life be an
attraction? We are glad most of us do not have to find out.
Verse thirteen probably contains the words of the friends
of the bride. One of her friends refers to her as “Thou that
dwellest in the gardens”-or “Thou that dwellest in paradises .”
All her friends are eagerly waiting to hear of what happened
in the paradise of the King.
We can imagine that every detail was told again and again.
Yea, we are still telling the beautiful story of love strong as
death, jealousy as cruel as the grave and a love that can neither
be drowned nor bought.
So ends this song of songs. “NO longer are there ‘mountains
of separation’ between them (2:17), but ‘mountains of fragrant
communion’ in their own waiting home. Solomon has chosen
to conclude his inspired composition by recalling the Shulammite’s earlier invitation to her beloved but with an important
change befitting the new circumstances. The Song began
abruptly with the maiden’s musings (1:2ff). It ends abruptly
with her loving entreaty. In each case the beloved shepherd
is the focus of her thoughts.” (Clarke)
Communion 8:5-14

Surely verse 5a has in it a description of every Christian-In
answer to the query-“Who is this that cometh up from the
wilderness, leaning upon her beloved?” We could say that it
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is every member, of .the bride of Christ. We have come up and
out of the wilderness of this world and are leaning heavily
upon our beloved Lord for support.
It was under a tree that He awakened within us a love for
Him. “Beneath the Cross of Jesus, I fain would take my stand.”
I can recall the love and wonder that filled my heart when I
remember what happened when He died for me. It was at the
same place my new birth took place. When I came to commit
myself to Him and was buried in baptism unto His death-1
was born of the water and the Spirit (Romans 6:l-4; John 3:3-5).
We, like the maiden, ask Him to seal us. He has already done
so with the blessed Holy Spirit (Ephesians 1:13, 14; 4:30;
I1 Corinthians 1:21).
The conclusion of the whole Song of Solomon as well as the
Christian experience, is that “His love is as strong as death,
His jealousy is as cruel as Sheol:” He will not let me go. We
give up-but He does not. How many times has our Lord
hindered Satan’s efforts? How often has the flame of love
stopped our adversary short of capturing us? We can identify
many such times, and there are innumerable times when His
jealous love protected us and we did not even know it. So
many times we have indeed been overwhelmed and the flood
of sorrow, or disappointment or discouragement have overflowed. But His love is unquenchable. We cannot buy it, we
do not deserve it, but we are so glad that He will not sell it.
We are also that little immature sister. We need some older
brothers who will take the kind of interest described in these
verses. We have been “spoken for” by our beloved Lord. Will
we be a “wall” to the allurements of Satan, or will we be a
“door”? If we resist, we do need someone who will offer encouragement to keep up the fight. We want someone to come
and help us erect our “battlements of silver.” There are times
when we have been a door and welcome the knock of the evil
one. 0, how we need someone to “enclose us with boards of
cedar.” “Ye who are spiritual’’-help us-we need it1 (Galatians 6:1, 2).
What a solid satisfaction must have filled the heart of the
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Shulammite maid as she declares her victory of maturity--“I
am a wall, and my breasts like the towers thereof.’’ She was
more than a conqueror because of her love. The victory and
the strength and the growth are out of love and not stubborn
resistance. Her peace was the gift of grace; so is ours.
Every Christian can remember a special offer of ‘our enemy
which had a personal appeal to us. It was much like the vineyard Solomon offered. We are asked to sell out for a very high
price- “a thousand pieces of silver”-and
the promise is
that the benefits will continue at “two hundred” a month.
Such an offer will be accepted if we do not have our own vineyard. We are branches in the great vine and my Father is the
caretaker of this vineyard. My joy is to abide in the vine and
bear much fruit. Therefore, I can have no interest in the vineyard of this world.
There are those who eagerly await our testimony. They want
to hear all the ways God led us and delivered us from Satan’s
harem. Before we can tell them anything we must speak again
to the one my soul loveth. “Make haste my beloved”-lead
me to “the mountains of spices.” When we have spent time
in prayer and meditation we shall have something to say and
not before.
FACT QUESTIONS 8:5-14

236. According to Adeney where was the apple tree where the
shepherd first made love to the maiden? What were the
circumstances?
237. Adeney feels verses six and seven are not the eulogy of
Solomon-but of whom? Discuss.
238. There is only one reference to God in this whole Song.
Why? Discuss.
239. What were the “floods’’ that attempted to overcome her
love?
240. This passage distinguishes it from nearly all other poetry
devoted to the praises of love. How? Discuss.
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241. Towards the conclusion of the poem fresh speakers appear.
Who are‘they? What is their message?
242. Who is “the little sister”? Discuss.
243. What is “the vineyard” of the Shulammite?
244. “Every marriage should have a honeymoon more than
once.” What is meant?
245. Some things cannot be repeated in our marriage-and
some things can. Discuss.
246. Discuss just how we shall set a seal upon the heart and
arm of our.wife.
247, We have suggested that Solomon is the speaker in the
last half of verse six and verse seven. Discuss his meaning.
248. How do the words of Solomon apply to wives today?
249. Was there a younger sister at home-or does this refer
to the Shulammite? Discuss.
250. How can we help to make our wives a wall instead of
a door?
251. What was the last offer of Solomon?
252, Discuss the mercy of God as related to what He doesn’t
give us.
253. Does this Song speak to the needs of our generation?
Discuss.
254. Show how these verses can have application to our relationship with our Lord. Discuss the following verse
units: (1) Verse 5; (2) Verses 6, 7; (3) Verses 8-10; (4)
Verses 11, 12; (5) Verse 13; (6) Verse 14.
1
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